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PREFACE 

Sankara (700-750) has usually been regarded as the greatest 

philosopher of India since P. Deussen praised his philosophy and 

compared it with those of Parmenides and Kant.1 It has also been 

pointed out that, like Meister Eckhart, he was not so much a 

philosopher as a theologian.2 Sankara was indeed a metaphysi¬ 

cian or theologian, but, like Gotama Buddha and other great 

religious teachers, he was primarily concerned with the salvation 

of people suffering in transmigratory existence here in this present 

world and not with the establishment of a complete system of 

philosophy or theology.3 

This book contains an annotated English translation4 of San¬ 

kara’s Upadesasahasrl or “A Thousand [Verses of] Teachings,”5 

accompanied by an Introductory Essay. The translation is based 

upon my edition of the text which has been published in aroman- 

ized version of the Sanskrit (Sankara’s Upadesasahasrl, Critically Edited 

with Introduction and Indices. Tokyo: The Hokuseido Press, 1973). 

As already stated in the Preface there, it is not my purpose to 

point out yet again the importance of the Upadesasahasrl in the his¬ 

tory of the Advaita Vedanta, which has been the main current of 

thought in India for many centuries. But it is perhaps necessary 

to describe briefly the character of the Upadesasahasrl. 

The UpadeSasahasrl consists of two parts, one in verse and the 

other in prose. The verse or Metrical Part (Padyabandha) comprises 

nineteen chapters (prakarana). Manuscripts indicate that the two 

parts were regarded as independent works, as it were, and studied 

or commented upon separately. They also suggest the possibility 

that any single chapter could be selected, copied, and studied 

xi 



PREFACE PREFACE xni xii 

apart from the rest.6 This means that reading of the text may begin 

anywhere. 

In the Metrical Part, perforce translated here into prose, three 

kinds of meter are used, but the prevailing one is anustubh, which 

consists of 8 syllables to a quarter. Chapters 8, 10, and 19 are en¬ 

tirely composed in the vamsastha meter with 12 syllables to a 

quarter. This meter is also used in verses 41-50 of Chapter 14, 

verse 54 of Chapter 15, and verses 68-74 of Chapter 16. The only 

use of the sragdhara meter, which has 21 syllables to a quarter, is 

found in verse 81 of Chapter 17. 

In the Metrical Part, the author discusses and repeatedly ex¬ 

plains many basic problems of Advaita or “non-dualism” from dif¬ 

ferent points of view, sometimes in the form of a dialogue. He first 

denies the validity of all kinds of action caused by ignorance 

(ajhana). At the same time he asserts that knowledge (vidya) is the 

remover of ignorance which is the cause of transmigratory ex¬ 

istence (samsara). He states that Atman (Self) cannot be negated 

and explains the identity of Atman with the Lord (ihara). Again 

making clear the nature of actions, he points out the cause of delu¬ 

sion, sharply distinguishes Atman from the intellect (buddhi) and 

declares that, from the standpoint of the highest truth (paramartha), 

I (= Atman) am the supreme Brahman, or absolute. The_main 

topic is the great sentence (mahavakya) “tat tvam asi” (Thou ^rt 

That), to which the longest chapter, the eighteenth, consisting of 

230 verses, is devoted. All these subjects are not systematically 

expounded. The entire exposition is pervaded by the author’s 

firm faith in Atman. He passionately refutes the teachings of other 

philosophical schools—Lokayata, Buddhist, Jain, Samkhya, 

Vaisesika, and so forth. This vigor of his polemic is easily seen in 

verse I, 16, 65: “As [their assumptions] contradict the scriptures 

and reasoning, they should never be respected. Their faults can be 

pointed out hundreds and thousands of times.” 

The Prose Part opens, in a simple style, with the declaration that 

the author will explain how to teach the means of final release 

(moksa) for the benefit of the seekers after final release; the means 

is knowledge of the identity of Atman with Brahman. He describes 

the qualifications of a pupil who is to receive an invitation to 

knowledge, and also the qualifications of a teacher: a pupil should 

be a seeker after final release (mumuksu) while a teacher should al¬ 

ready be released (mukta). 

In the Vedanta school there are three stages in the attainment of 

final release: (a) hearing (iravana), (b) thinking (manana), and (c) 

meditation (nididhyasana).7 They appear to correspond to the first, 

second, and third chapters, respectively, of the Prose Part.8 In the 

first chapter the teacher expounds to a pupil the purport of the 

scriptures using numerous citations from both the revealed texts 

(Jruti) and the traditional texts (smrti). In the second chapter the 

pupil reflects on the the purport of the scriptures over and over 

again by means of his own reasoning and by discussing with the 

teacher such fundamental themes as nescience (avidya) and super- 

imposition (adhyaropana). The third chapter describes the pari- 

samkhyana meditation. , 
The Prose Part must have been written on the basis of Sankara’s 

practical and pedagogical experiences. The question and answer 

exchanges between a teacher and his pupil in the Prose Part prob¬ 

ably were based upon such interchanges between the author and 

his disciples. The Prose Part is a handy guide for teachers, while 

the Metrical Part is, as it were, a textbook for the pupils. 

Four years have already passed since the publication of my 

edition of the text, though I had intended to publish the transla¬ 

tion without delay. One of the reasons for this delay was the fact 

that there was nobody who could look over my English, which is 

not my mother tongue. Fortunately Mr. Trevor Leggett, who is 

not only a specialist in Japanese Buddhism and culture but also 

versed in Sankara’s philosophy, kindly read the manuscript of 

this translation and suggested changes in English expression. With¬ 

out his warmhearted cooperation this translation could not have 

been completed. I would like to express my deepest gratitude to 

him. 
Thanks are also due to Dr. Marie G. Wanek, my former student 

in Indian philosophy at the University of Pennsylvania, who also 

helped me improve my English translation. 

Publication of this book was aided by a grant from the Ministry 

of Education, Science and Culture, Japan, and by the annual 

publication subsidy of the University of Tokyo Press. I am grateful 

for the support of these organizations. 

March 26, 1977 
Sengaku Mayeda 
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nuja, as well as Gotama Buddha, are both path philosophers and speculative philos¬ 

ophers [ibid., pp. 36-37). Potter also says: “Samkaracarya . . . seems to teeter 

between leap and progress philosophy ...” {ibid., p.100). 
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deva Phadake. Poona: Bharatabhusana Press, 1911. 

(b) Snmac-Chahkara-viraci-a Upadesasahasri, Mula, Amaya, Vangala Pratiiabda, Rdma- 

tirtha-likd, Vangalanuoada Evam Tatparyasaha, by Sriyukta Aksayakumara Sastri 
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tdnubhuti), by Sri Saccidanandasarasvati. Holenarasxpuram: Adhyatma Prakasa 
Karyalaya, 1949. 

(d) Srimad-adya-Sahkaracaryakrta-Upadesasahasri, Hindi Anuoada Sahit, tr. by Munilal. 
Benares: Bhargava Pustakalaya, 1954. 

There is an English translation of the whole text of the Upad: 

(e) A Thousand Teachings in Two Parts—Prose and Poetry—of Sri Sankar acharya, tr. into 

English with Explanatory Notes by SwSmi Jagadananda. Madras: Sri Ramakrishna 
Math, 1949. 

However, this translation seems' to be more faithful to Ramatirtha’s commentary, 

Padayojanika, than to die original, as I have pointed out elsewhere (Philosophy East and 

West, vol. 12, no. 3, 1962, pp. 261-263). 

There is a German translation of the Prose Part of the text: 

(f) Upadeshasahasri von Meister Shankara, aus dem Sanskrit iibersetzt und erlttutert von 

Paul Hacker. Bonn: Rahrscheid Verlag, 1949. 

This is based upon the text contained in the Minor Works of Sri Sankaracdrya (Poona: 

Oriental Book Agency, 1952). It is a very reliable translation and its footnotes are 
useful. 

The eighteenth chapter of the Metrical Part has been translated into English and 
French: 

(g) “ That Thou Art” by Sri Samkara (Chapter Eighteen of the Upadesa Sdhasri), tr. by 
A. J. Alston. London: Shanti Sadan, 1967. 

This is based on D. V. Gokhale’s edition: Shri Shankar acharya’s UpadeshasShasri with the 

Gloss Padayojanika by Shri Ramatirtha (Bombay: The Gujarati Printing Press, 1917). 

(h) Guy Maximilien, Tattvamasi de Sankara: Texte avec introduction, traduction et notes 

(These de troisi£me cycle en Sorbonne, 1974, unpublished). 

The present writer contributed his English translation of the Prose Part based on 

Maycda Upad to: A Source Book of Advaita Vedanta, ed. by Eliot Deutsch and J.A. B. 

van Buitenen (Honolulu: The University Press of Hawaii, 1971, pp. 122-151) and a 

Japanese translation of the Prose Part to: Annual of Oriental and Religious Studies, no. 

10 (1973), pp. 44-58, no. 8 (1971), pp. 57-69, and no. 15 (1978), pp. 38-40. 

In preparing my English translation I have taken the above listed translations in 

European languages into consideration. In addition, I consulted the following three 
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commentaries on the text: 

(i) Anandajnana’s Upadesasahasritika (alias Upadesasahasrivivrti)—this is unpub¬ 

lished. The manuscript 2552 (Eggeling 2279) in the India Office Library 

(London) has been utilized. 

(ii) Bodhanidhi’s Upadesa[sahasrd\granthavivarana—this is unpublished and com¬ 

ments on the Metrical Part alone. The manuscript 776 (TR 164) in the Adyar 

Library (Madras) has been utilized. 

(iii) Ramatirtha s Padayojanika this has been published several times in India 

(see Mayeda Upad, pp. 19-21). 

For descriptions of the printed editions of the text, see Mayeda Upad, pp. 19-21. 

5 The full title of the text is Sakalavedopanisatsaropadesasahasri or “A Thousand [Verses 

of] Teachings, which is the Essence of all the Upanisads of the Veda”; this title appears 

in colophons of manuscripts and printed editions of the text. Cf. Mayeda Upad, p. 68, 
note 11. 

6 The formation of the text is described in Mayeda Upad, pp. 65-68. 

7 This is based upon Brh.Up. 11,4,5 (= IV,5,6): atmd va are drastaayah srotavyo man- 

tavyo nididhyasitavyah (Atman should be seen, heard of, reflected on, and meditated 

upon). In his Vedantasdra [XXX] 196 Sadananda adds one more stage called “con¬ 
centration” (samadhi). 

8 Cf. P. Hacker, Upadeshasahasri von Meister Shankara, p.9. 
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I. THE LIFE AND WORKS OF SANKARA 

'-x 
✓ 

There are many wprks which profess to be biographies of San¬ 

kara.1 The most famous of all is the Sahkaradigvijaya, written by 

Vidyaranya in the fourteenth century.2 All these biographies were 

composed hundreds of years after Sankara’s death and are filled 

with’legendary stories and incredible anecdotes, some of which are 

mutually contradictory. Today there are no extant materials 

from which to reconstruct his life with certainty. 

Setting the date of Sankara’s birth is probably one of the most 

controversial problems in the history of Indian philosophy, not 

only because he is one of the greatest Indian philosophers but also 

because a solution is inseparable from the correct understanding of 

one of the most important and critical periods of the history of 

Indian thought. It has been customary to adopt the birth and 

death dates asserted by K. B. Pathak in 1882,3 788 and 820, 

but these dates have no firm basis. After reviewing and criticizing 

all the conflicting opinions, Hajime Nakamura proposed in 1950 

that the dates should be shifted to 700-750.4 This view has been 

accepted by such scholars as L. Renou5 and D. H. H. Ingalls.6 

During the fifth and sixth centuries the Huns invaded India 

from the central Asian steppes, and the political system of the 

Gupta empire, under which India had enjoyed her golden age of 

classical culture, was completely broken up in the sixth century. 

In the seventh century King Harsa restored peace in North India, 

but after his death India fell into chaos again. Thus Sankara was 

active in composing his works and propagating his teachings dur- 

3 



4 INTRODUCTION THE LIFE AND WORKS OF SANKARA 5 

ing an era of political division and social unrest in India; Bud¬ 

dhism was on the wane and Hinduism on the rise. 

Tradition says that Sankara was born into a pious Nambadiri 

Brahmin family7 in a quiet village called Kaladi on the banks of 

the Carna (or Ptlrna, Periyaru) River in Kerala, South^India.8 

He is said to have lost his father, Sivaguru, early in his life. Sankara 

renounced the world and became a samnyasin (ascetic) against his 

mother’s will, and went to Govinda (670-720)9 to receive instruc¬ 

tion. No reliable information about Govinda is available,10 but he 

is traditionally said to have been a pupil of Gaudapada (640- 

690).11 Gaudapada is notable as the author of an important 

Vedanta work, Gaudapadlyakarika, in which the influence of Maha- 

yana Buddhism is evident and, especially in its last chapter, 

even dominant.12 

It is said that Siva, one of the principal gods in Hindusim, was 

Sankara’s family deity and also that he was, by birth, a Sakta, or 

worshipper of Sakti, the consort of Siva and female personification 

of divine energy. Later he came to be regarded as a worshipper of 

Siva and even as an incarnation of Siva himself. But his doctrine 

is very far removed from Saivism and Saktism. It can be ascer¬ 

tained from his works that he had some faith in, or was favorable 

to, Vaisnavism.13 It is likely that he was familiar with Yoga, since 

he is the author of the Yogasutrabhasyavivarana, the exposition of'1 

Vyasa’s commentary on the Yogasutra, a basic text of the Yoga 

school.14 A recent study, though not fully acceptable, has suggested 

that he was first an adherent of Yoga and later became an Advaitin.15 

Biographers narrate that Sankara first went to KasI (Varanasi), 

a city celebrated for learning and spirituality, and then travelled 

all over India, holding discussions with philosophers of different 

creeds. His heated debate with Mandanamisra, a philosopher of 

the Mlmamsa school, whose wife served as an arbiter, is perhaps the 

most interesting of the episodes reported in his biography16 and 

may reflect a historical fact: keen conflict between Sankara, who 

regarded the knowledge of Brahman as the only means to final 

release, and the Mimamsa school, which emphasized the perfor¬ 

mance of ordained duty and the Vedic rituals, and to which be¬ 

longed eminent philosophers such as Kumarila Bhatta, Prabha- 

kara, and Mandanamisra. It is traditionally believed that Kumari¬ 

la was Sankara’s senior contemporary and that Prabhakara was 

Kumarila’s pupil, though he later established the Prabhakara 

school in opposition to his teacher.17 Mandanamisra was an¬ 

other contemporary who held Advaitic views different from 

Sankara’s. It has been remarked that “during the age of Samkara 

and for some centuries following it, Mandana’s authority on 

questions relating to Advaita was recognized to be at least as high 

and important as that of Samkara himself.”18 

Sankara would not teach his doctrine to city dwellers. In 

cities the power of Buddhism was still strong, though already 

declining, and Jainism prevailed among the merchants and 

manufacturers. Popular Hinduism occupied the minds of ordinary 

people while city dwellers pursued ease and pleasure. There were 

also hedonists in cities,19 and it was difficult for Sankara to 

communicate Vedanta philosophy to these people. Consequently 

he propagated his teachings chiefly among samnyasins, who had 

renounced the world, and intellectuals in the villages, and he 

gradually won the respect of Brahmins and feudal lords.20 He 

made enthusiastic efforts to restore the orthodox Brahmanical 

tradition, without paying attention to the bhakti (devotional) 

movement, which had made a deep impression on ordinary 

Hindus in his age. 

It is very likely that Sankara had many pupils, but we know 

only four from their writings: Padmapada, Suresvara, Totaka (or 

Trotaka), and Hastamalaka.21 Padmapada wrote a commentary 

on Sankara’s commentary on the first four sutras (aphorisms) of 

the Brakmasutra, called Pancapadika, on which in the middle of 

the tenth century a.d.22 Prakasatman composed a commentary 

entitled Pancapadikavivarana. The Vivarana school which Padma¬ 

pada started was the most influential among the later Advaitins 

until it was overshadowed by the Bhamatl school. Suresvara is 

known as the commentator on Sankara’s commentaries on the 

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad and the Taittiriya Upanisad. His independ¬ 

ent work Maiskarmyasiddhi is “intended to reiterate the views 

embodied in the Upadesasahasri” of Sankara.23 Totaka and Has¬ 

tamalaka are the authors of the Srutisarasamuddharana and the 

Hastamalakaslokah, respectively, but their influence upon the 

development of the Advaita Vedanta seems to be negligible. 

It is also traditionally believed jhat Sankara founded four 

monasteries (matha), at Srngeri (Srngerimatha, South), Puri 
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(Govardhanamatha, East), Dvaraka (Saradamatha, West), and 

Badarinatha (Jyotirmatha, North). The most important of the 

four is the one at Srngeri in Mysore Province. In founding 

monasteries he was probably inspired by the Buddhist vihara 

(monastery) system.24 In any case, the monasteries must have 

played a significant role in the development of his teachings into 

the leading philosophy of India. 

More than three hundred works—commentaries, expositions, 

and poetry—are attributed to him.25 Most of them are not 

accepted as authentic.26 His masterpiece is the Brahmasutrabhasya, 

the commentary on the Brahmasutra, which is the fundamental 

text of the Vedanta school. In fact, we should define Sankara as 

the author of the Brahmasutrabhasya, and use it as the yardstick 

against which to measure the authenticity of other works ascribed 

to him.27 Sankara also wrote commentaries on the Brhadaranyaka, 

Chandogya, Aitareya, Taittirlya, Kena,28 Isa, Katha, Mundaka, 

Prasna, and Mandukya Upanisad,29 Those commentaries are 

probably all genuine, but the commentary on the Svetasvatara 

Upanisad, which is traditionally ascribed to him, may be spuri¬ 

ous.30 The commentaries on the Gaudapadlyakarika and the Adhyat- 

mapatala of Apastamba-Dharmasutra seem to have been written by 

Sankara himself.31 As I have already mentioned, he is probably / 

the author of the Yogasutrabhasyavivarana.32 These works are all ' 

commentaries on one or another text. The Upadesasahasrl, which 

is translated here, is the only non-commentarial work whose 

authenticity has been conclusively demonstrated.33 

Penetrating insight, analytical skill, and lucid style characterize 

Sankara’s works. He cannot be called a pafticularly original 

philosopher,34 but it has to be remembered that in India it is not 

originality but fidelity to tradition which is the great virtue. He 

was an excellent exegete, with an approach to truth which was 

psychological and religious rather than philosophical.38 He was 

really not so much a philosopher as a pre-eminent religious 

leader and a most successful religious teacher. His works show 

him to have been not only versed in the orthodox Brahmanical 

traditions but also well acquainted with Mahayana Buddhism, 

so much so that he was often criticized as a “crypto-Buddhist” 

(pracchamabauddha) by his opponents because of the similarity 

between his doctrine and Buddhism. Against this criticism, it 

should be noted that he made full use of his knowledge of Bud¬ 

dhism to attack Buddhist doctrines vigorously, or to assimilate 

them into his own Vedantic nondualism, and he made great ex¬ 

ertions to “revedanticize” the Vedanta philosophy, which had 

been made extremely Buddhistic by his predecessors. The basic 

structure of his philosophy is nearer to Samkhya, a philosophic 

system of nontheistic dualism, and to the Yoga school, than to 

Buddhism. 
/ 

It is said that Sankara died at Kedarnatha in the Himalayas. 

The Advaita Vedanta school he founded has always been pre¬ 

eminent in the learned circles of India. His doctrine has been 

the source from which the main currents of modern Indian 

thought are derived. 

Notes to Introduction, I 

1 For example, (1) Anantanandagiri, Guruvijqya; (2) Anandagiri, Sahkaravijaya fed. 

by Jayanarayana Tarkapancanana. Calcutta: Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1868; ed. by 

Pandit Jibananda Vidyasagara. Calcutta: Sarasudhanidhi Press, 1881]; (3) Govin- 

danatha, Sahkaracaryacarita [Trichur: The Kerala Publishing House, 1926]; (4) Cit- 

sukhacarya, Brhatsahkaravijaya; (5) Cidvilasa, Sankaravijayavilasa; (6) Parameivara, 

Acaryamjayacampu; (7) Rajacudamanidiksita, Sahkaribhyudaya; (8) Vallisahaya, Sah- 

karavijaya; (9) Vidyasaiikara, Sahkaravijaya-, (10) Vidvadbalakakasilak§mana Sastri, 

Guruvamsakavya [Srlrangam: Sri Vani Vilas Press, n.d.]; (11) Vyasacala, Sahkaravijaya ; 

(12) Sadananda, SahkaravijayascLra-, (13) Sadasivabrahmendra, Gururatnamala; and (14) 

Sarvajna Sadasivabodha, Punyaslokamahjart, and its Parisista by Atmabodha. 

2 Editions: (1) Bombay: Ganpat Krsnaji’s Press, 1864; (2) Anadasrama Sanskrit 

Series, vol. 22 (Poona), 1891; (3) Hardvar: Sri Sravanatha Jnanamandir, 1943—this 

edition contains a Hindi translation by P. Baladeva Upadhyaya; and (4) Sringeri: The 

Sringeri Matha, 1956. The first chapter of the Sahkaradigvijaya was translated into 

German by P. Deussen in his Allgemeine Geschichte der Philosophic, I, 3 (Leipzig: F. A. 

Brockhaus, 1908), pp. 181-189. 

3 Indian Antiquary, XI (1882), pp. 174-175. 

4 Nakamura I, pp. 63—121. In opposition to this viewK. K. Raja published an arti¬ 

cle, “On the Date of Samkaracarya and Allied Problems,” in the Adyar Library Bulletin 

(vol. XXIV, pts. 3-4, 1960, pp. 125-148) suggesting that the works of Sankara were 

composed toward the close of the eighth century. P. Hacher places him before or 

around 700 a.d. (Orientalistische Literaturzeitung 59, 1964, p. 235-236). Cf. Giuseppe 

Morichini’s review of Nakamura’s book, East and West, 1960, pp. 33-39. 

5 Journal Asiatique, Vol. CCXLIII (1955), no. 2, pp. 249-251. 

6 Philosophy East and West, Vol. 3 (1954), p. 292, n. 2. 

7 The Nambudiris are the only original Brahmins of Kerala, whose origins cannot be 

traced back outside Kerala. Even today they form a unique community among the 

many kinds of Brahmins in India, preserving some of the ancient Vedic and early 
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post-Vedic traditions and rites which are extinct elsewhere. It is of interest to note 

that insofar as they adhered to any philosophical system at all, it was to the Bhatta 

school of Purva Mimamsa, which Sankara severely attacked in his works. It is said that 

Advaita was adopted by many Nambudiris only after having become quite popular 

in other parts of India. See J. F. Staal, “Notes on Some Brahmin Communities of 

South India,” Art and Letters, India, Pakistan, Ceylon, vol. XXXII (1958),no. l,pp. 1-7. 

8 At present there is a walled enclosure overlooking the ghat in Kalatji which con¬ 

tains sites known traditionally as Sankara’s birthplace, the place where his house stood, 

and the place on which the remains of his mother were cremated. This compound 

also contains two shrines, the Sarada and the Sankara, and a pathasdla which offers in¬ 

struction in Veda and Vedanta in a traditional way. 

9 Nakamura III, p. 244. 

10 Tradition has it that Govinda was the author of the commentaries on the Chand. 

Up., Devatakanda, and BS, though they are not extant. He is also reported to have 

written the Togataravali, which is unpublished. See M. Rangacarya, The Sarva-Siddhan- 

ta-Sahgraha of Sahkaracarya (Madras: Government Press, 1909), p. viii; Nakamura III, 

pp. 244-247. 

11 In his paper (Adyar Library Bulletin, vol.XXIV, pts. 3^1, pp. 125-148) K. K. Raja 

assigns Gaudapada to the fifth century a.d. and denies the tradition that makes him 

a paramaguru of Sankara, interpreting the Sanskrit term as “supreme preceptor*’ 

instead of the more usual “teacher’s teacher.” See T.M.P. Mahadevan, Gaudapada-. A 

Study in Early Advaita (Madras: University of Madras, 1960), pp. 15-16. Nakamura, 

on the other hand, regards him as an editor of the Karika rather than its author and 

accepts the tradition that he was Sankara’s teacher’s teacher. See Nakamura III, pp. 

589-602. 

12 See Introduction, II, p. 13. The GaudapadlyakSrika is also called Mandukyakarika, 

MandukyopanisatkarikS, and Agamasastra (cf. Nakamura III, pp. 520-523). 

12 See Nakamura III, p. 531; P. Hacker, “Relations of Early Advaitins to Vai$na- 

vism”, WZKSO, vol. IX (1965), pp. 147-154. This may be related to the fact that 

Sankara pays the highest regard to the BhG among the non-Vedic texts (see S. Maye- / 

da, “The Authenticity of the Upadesasahasri Ascribed to Sankara,” JAOS, vol. 85, ’ 

No. 2, 1965, pp. 187—188; Mayeda Upad, p. 44). It should be noted here that a large 

percentage of the present Nambudiris (see note 7) have Narayanan for their individual 

name, that the name Narayana is very sacred to them, and that the most famous 

temple of Kerala is the Guruvayur temple where Krsna is worshipped and whose 

priests are drawn only from particular Nambudiri families. Cf. J. F. Staal, Art and 

Letters, India, Pakistan, vol. XXXII (1958), no. 1, p. 5. 

18 See note 32, below, and Introduction, III.^B, note 63, pp. 64-65. 

26 See P. Hacker, “Sankara der Yoginund Sankara der Advaitin,” WZKSO, vol. 

XII-XIII (1968/1969), p. 119-148. It may, however, be necessary to reexamine his 

opinion. Cf. H. Nakamura, “Notes to Sankara’s TogasutrabhSsyavioarana [I]” (Journal 

of Indian and Buddhist Studies, Vol. XXV, no. 1, 1976, p. 77). 

16 Madhava, Sahkaradigvijaya VIII. Cf. T.M.P. Mahadevan, Homage to Sankara 

(Jayanti Series no. 4. Madras: Ganesh and Co., 1959), pp. 18-23. Tradition says that 

Mandanamisra, converted to the Vedanta, was named SureSvara by Sankara. This 

tradition seems to be baseless, though the question may have not yet been settled. See 

M. Hiriyanna, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland (1923), pp. 

259-263; (1924), pp. 96-97;M.Hiriyanna, The Naiskarmya-SiddhiofSuresvaracaryawith 

the Candrika of Jnanottama (Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series no. XXXVIII. Bom¬ 

bay, 1925), p. xxxii; S. Kuppuswami Sastri, The Brahmasiddhi by Acarya Mandanamisra 

with Commentary by Sahkhapani, Edited with Introduction, Appendices and Indexes (Madras 

Government Oriental Manuscripts Series no. 4. Madras, 1937), pp. xxiv f.; Dinesh 

Chandra Bhattacharya, Indian Historical Quarterly, vol. VII (1931), pp. 301-308; 

Amarnath Roy, ibid., vol. VII (1931), p. 632; J. M. Van Boetzelear, Suresvara’s Tait- 

tiriyopanisadbhasyavartikam (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971), p. 1. 

17 Cf. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. I (Cambridge, 1951), pp. 

370-372. 

18 K. K. Raja, “On the Date of Samkaracarya and Allied Problems,” pp. 142-143. 

Cf. S. Kuppuswami Sastri, The Brahmasiddhi, p. lix; L. Schmithausen, Mandanamisra’s 

Vibhramavivekah mit einer Studie zur Entwicklung der indischen Irrtumslehre (Wien: Kom- 

missionsverlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1965); Tilmann 

Vetter, Mandanamisra’s Brahmasiddhih, Brahmakandah, Ubersetzung, Einleitung und Anmer- 

kungen (Wien: Kommissionsverlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 

1969); M. Biardeau, La philosophic de Mandana Misra vue i partir dela Brahmasiddhi 

(Publications de l’Ecole fran^aise d’extrime-Orient vol. LXXVI. Paris, 1969). 

19 H. Nakamura, “Sankara Tetsugaku no Rekishiteki Shakaiteki Tachiba,” Dr. 

Hakuju Ui’s Felicitation Volume (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1951), p. 361. 

20 See Upad 11,1,2 and its notes 3 and 6. 

21 P. Hacker, Unters. 

22 See K. Cammann, Das System des Advaita nach der Lehre Prakasatmans (Miinchener 

Indologische Studies Bd 4. Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1965), pp. 4-8. 

28 M. Hiriyanna, The Maiskarmya-Siddhi of Suresvaracarya, p. viii. 

28 P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, Vol. II, Pt. II (Government Oriental Series 

Class-B, No. 6. Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1941), p. 907; K. 

A. Nilakanta Sastri, A History of South India (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1958), 

p. 417. 

25 Cf. Th. Aufrecht, Catalogue Catalogorum. 

26 In India it has been a common practice to lend a book authenticity by attributing 

it to a famous author. Besides, all the heads (Jagadguru) of the Srngerimatha have had 

the title Sankaracarya, and any literary or philosophical work written by any of these 

heads could be legitimately called a work of Sankaracarya. Cf. K. K. Raja, Adyar Li¬ 

brary Bulletin (vol. XXIV, pts. 3-4), pp. 127-128. It is thus not easy to decide which 

works were really written by our Sankara. P. Hacker pointed Out that Sankara’s con¬ 

temporaries had styled him Bhagavat, Bhagavatpada, and Bhagavatpujyapada and 

that the BSBh is invariably ascribed to Sankara-Bhagavat, -Bhagavatpada, or -Bhaga¬ 

vatpujyapada in the colophons. From this fact he concluded that “we are entitled to 

regard provisionally as genuine those works that are described in their colophons as 

productions of the Bhagavat, whereas all the works that are usually attributed to San- 

kara-Acarya in the colophons are suspicious of being spurious” (P. Hacker, “Sankara- 

carya and Sankarabhagavatpada,” Mew Indian Antiquary, vol. IX, 1947, pp. 182-183). 

He applied this method and concluded that all the commentaries on the Prasthanatrayi 

are genuine. But he denied the authenticity of the Svetasoataropanisadbhasya in its present 

form. Cf. P. Hacker, WZKSO, vol. XII-XIII (1968/1969), p. 147. 

27 Cf. Mayeda Upad, p. 22. 

28 There are two commentaries on the Kenopanisad which are ascribed to one and the 

same author, Sankara; one is entided Padabhasya and the other Vakyabhdsya. Both of 

them seem to be genuine. See S. Mayeda, “On Sankara’s Authorship of the Kenopani- 

Sadbhajya,” Indo-Iranian Journal, vol. X (1967), no. 1, pp. 33-55. 
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29 Cf. S. Mayeda, “On the Author of the Mancjukyopanisad- and the Gautjapadi- 

ya- Bha?ya,” Professor V. Raghaoan’s Felicitation Volume, Adyar Library Bulletin, vols. 

31-32 (1967-68), pp. 73-94. 

30 See note 26, p. 9; Anandasrama Sanskrit Series No. 9 (1918), pp. [l]-[2j; S. 

Mayeda, “Narayana’s Kenopani?addipika,” Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies, 

vol. XX (1972), no. 2, p. 97. 

31 See note 29 and P. Hacker, WZKSO, Vol. XII-XIII (1968/1969), S. 147. 

32 T. Chandrasekharan (ed.), PataRjalayogasutrabhasyavivaranam (Madras Govern¬ 

ment Oriental Series no. XCIV. Madras, 1952). On Sankara’s authorship of this 

Vivarana, see Introduction, III, B, note 63, pp. 64-65. 

33 Mayeda Upad, pp. 22-64. There are many other non-commentarial works as¬ 

cribed to Sankara but their authenticity is very doubtful. For example, the following 

works do not seem to be authentic, though they are widely accepted as Sankara’s works: 

(1) The VivekacQdamani—see D. H. H. Ingalls, “The Study of Sankaracarya,” Annals 

of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, vol. XXXIII (1952), p. 7; S. Mayeda, 

“Sankara’s Upadesasahasrl: Its Present Form,” Journa l of the Oriental Institute, vol. XV 

(1966), nos. 3-4, p. 252, footnote 3; (2) The Saundaryalahari—see W. Norman Brown, 

The Saundaryalahari, or Flood of Beauty traditionally ascribed to SahkarScarya (Harvard Ori¬ 

ental Series 43. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1958), pp. 25-30; (3) The Sar- 

vasiddhantasahgraha—see P. Hacker, New Indian Antiquary, vol. IX (1947), pp. 184-185; 

(4) Vakyavrtti and Laghuvakyavrtti—see S. Mayeda, “On the Vakyavrtti,” Professor H. 

Nakamura’s Felicitation Volume (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1973), pp. 57-69. 

34 Nakamura IV^pp. 420-437. Taking up ideas which have generally been regarded 

as characteristic of Sankara’s teachings, Nakamura has shown that each of those had 

already been expressed by some of his predecessors and that Sankara himself was not 

the originator. 

35 Cf. Eigen, p. 256; D. H. H. Ingalls, “Samkara on the Question: Whose Is Avi- 

dya?” Philosophy East and West, vol. 3 (1953), no. 4, p. 72. 

II. SANKARA’S CENTRAL DOCTRINE 
AND 

HIS POSITION IN THE HISTORY 
OF THE VEDANTA 

All the systems of Indian philosophy, including materialism 

(Lokayata), Jainism, and Buddhism, have as their ultimate 

objective the attainment of final release (moksa) from transmigra- 

tory existence (samara), a fact which Western philosophers have 

not always appreciated. In India philosophic speculation is simply 

a practical means to the goal. It is pursued out of a deep craving 

for the realization of the religious purpose of life, though, of course, 

there are considerable differences of degree in earnestness and 

enthusiasm among Indian philosophers and thinkers. 

It was the knowledge of Brahman, the absolute, that Sankara 

taught to his followers over and over again. The teaching that 

Atman, one’s inner Self (pratyagatman), is wholly identical with 

Brahman1 is not only the starting point of his philosophy but also 

its goal. Sankara’s central doctrine is Atman's identity with 

Brahman', this truth arrived at by Upanisadic thinkers was the 

culmination of the serious quest for universal truth which Rgvedic 

poet-thinkers had first begun probably before 1000 b.c. In 

Sankara’s view the knowledge of this truth is the means (sadhana) 

to final release. He says: 

When the knowledge (vidya) [of Brahman] is firmly grasped, it 

is conducive to one’s own beatitude and to the continuity [of 

the knowledge of Brahman]. And the continuity of knowledge 

[of Brahman] is helpful to people as a boat is helpful to one 

wishing to get across a river, (drdhagrhita hi vidyatmanah sreyase 

santatyai ca bhavati / vidyasantatti ca pranyanugrahaya bhavati naur 

iva nadim titlrsoh—Upad 11,1,3) 

Philosophy is not his aim but is rather a vital weapon with which 

11 
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to fulfil his aim, which is to rescue people out of transmigratory 

existence. Logic and theory are subordinate to this end. 

Sankara is an epoch-making reformer of the Vedanta school of 

philosophy, the founder of which is traditionally said to be Badara¬ 

yana (100-1 b.c.).2 Badarayana is regarded as the author of the 

Brahmasutra3 which, together with the Upanisads and the Bhagavad- 

gita,4 constitute the threefold canon (prasthanatraya) of the Vedan¬ 

ta school. 

Though the Brahmasutra is attributed to Badarayana, it cannot 

be considered a work composed by a single author; it was based 

upon about 700 years’ activities by many scholars, and was given 

its present form probably around 400-450 a. d.6 Before the 

composition of the Brahmasutra there must have been different 

interpretations of the Upanisads and various theories on meta¬ 

physical problems related to the Upanisads, which latter contain 

diverse, even mutually contradictory, and unsystematized teach¬ 

ings. The Brahmasutra summarized, arranged, criticized, unified, 

and systematized those different or conflicting interpretations and 

theories. 

In consolidating the Vedantic position, the Brahmasutra made a 

special point of refuting the dualism of the then prevailing Sam- 

khya school which posited Purusa (Spirit) and Prakrti (Matter) as 

the independent ultimate causes of the Universe. The Brahmasutra 

maintained instead that Brahman alone is the absolute ultimate 

cause of the Universe. Thus the Brahmasutra characterized Vedanta 

as a monistic system devoted to inquiry into Brahman (brahma- 

jijhasa, BS 1,1,1). This characterization distinguished the Vedanta 

not only from the Samkhya, which is of all the Indian philosophic 

systems doctrinally most akin to it, but also from the sister system, 

Mimamsa, which has dharma6 as the object of its inquiry. 

The most crucial problem among the Vedantins is the relation¬ 

ship between Brahman, or absolute, and the individual Self, Atman. 

Controversy concerning this problem led to the splitting up of the 

Vedanta school into many minor schools. The Brahmasutra in¬ 

dicates that at the time of its composition this was already a 

significant problem.7 Today it is generally accepted that the 

central doctrine of the Upanisads is the identity of Brahman and 

Atman. The Brahmasutra, however, declares that the individual 

Atman is a portion (amJa) of Brahman (BS 11,3,43). According to 

Sankara, Bhaskara, and Ramanuja, the three commentators on 

the text, this theory is based upon Bhagavadgita XV, 7. The individ¬ 

ual Atman is different from Brahman (nana, BS 11,3,43; vaisesya, 

BS 1,2,8; bheda, BS 11,1,22) but it is also described as non-differcnt 

(avaisesya, BS III,2,25).8 This fact indicates that the Brahmasutra 

stands in the line of difference-and-non-difference (bhedabheda), 

although this technical expression is not used in the text.9 As the 

Brahmasutra itself suggests (BS 111,2,27), it is probable that the 

above view reflects an intention to synthesize two contradictory 

teachings in the Upanisads, one being the teaching that the individ¬ 

ual Atman is different from Brahman10 and the other that ol their 

non-difference.11 , 

During the period between the Brahmasutra and Sankara the 

Vedanta experienced a significant transformation. There was a 

buddhification of the Vedanta tradition. In this period the Gau¬ 

dapadiyakarika, which is traditionally ascribed to Gaudapada, was 

composed, comprising four chapters (prakarana), ostensibly to ex¬ 

plain the Mandukyopanisad.12 Modern scholarship has revealed 

that the Mandukyopanisad already shows Buddhist influence13 and 

that the Gaudapadiyakarika is a work greatly influenced by Bud¬ 

dhism; each succeeding chapter of the Gaudapadiyakarika is more 

Buddhistic than that preceding it.14 It seems to me that the 

Mandukyopanisad and the four chapters of the Gaudapadiyakarika 

represent five stages of increasing Buddhist influence upon the 

Vedanta tradition. The fourth chapter, which constitutes nearly 

half of the whole text, has hardly anything to do either with the 

Upanisads or with the Brahmasutra and may well be regarded as a 

Buddhist text.16 

Sankara’s composition of the commentary on the Gaudapadiya¬ 

karika is an epochal event in the history of the Vedanta, since it may 

be said that this commentary represents a turning point in the 

Vedanta tradition, which until then had been becoming more and 

more Buddhistic. It was in consonance with the general tendency of 

Sankara’s time, for the age of the happy coexistence of Buddhism 

and Hinduism had already passed when he was born, and his age 

was marked by a Hindu revival.16 Although he tried to Vedanticize 

the Gaudapadiyakarika, an extremely Buddhistic text, he did not 

ignore the Buddhistic elements in the work; as I have shown 

elsewhere,17 he skillfully gave them a Vedantic character and 
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adopted them into his own system.18 Thus the Vedanta in the 

Brahmasutra, which may be characterized as realistic monism, was 

transformed into illusionistic monism, which regards everything 

but Brahman as unreal. At the same time the difference between 

the individual Atman and Brahman is looked upon as due to nesci¬ 

ence (avidya) and therefore unreal. Sankara asserted that, although 

the individual Atman appears to be different from Brahman in the 

sphere of nescience, they are wholly identical from the stand¬ 

point of the highest truth (paramartha). This view of the relationship 

between Atman and Brahman is called “non-dualism” (advaitavada), 

in contrast with the theory of difference-and-non-difference [hhe- 

dabhedavada) which was overshadowed by it, in spite of the vain 

efforts by Bhaskara, probably soon after the death of Sankara, to 

revive it by writing another commentary on the Brahmasutra from 

the standpoint of that older tradition.19 

The Advaitic tradition started long before Sankara; it has its 

origin in the Upanisads. The Gaudapadiyakarika is the earliest extant 

text that advocated illusionistic Advaita.20 It was, however, 

Sankara who established the illusionistic Advaita tradition based 

on the concept of nescience21 and the Samkhyan dualism, and 

made it the main current of the Vedanta. 

Sankara’s Upadesasahasrl is dedicated to explaining the identity 

of Atman and Brahman and repeatedly teaches that the knowledge 

of that identity is the means to final release. In the following pag^s 

we shall see his demonstration of the Brahman-Atman identity, and 

his view of final release. 

Notes to Introduction, H 

t In his Mysticism East and West (pp. 28-29), R. Otto points out the similarity be¬ 

tween Sankara and Meister Eckhart on this point. 

2 Nakamura II, p. 55. 

3 In his BSBh Sankara does not clearly say that the author of the BS is Badarayana. 

When he comments, however, on the last sutra he says, “ata uttaram bhagavin badarayana 

acaryah pathati" (p. 905), so it is likely that he regards Badarayana as the author of the 

whole text. It seems that the identification of Veda-Vyasa with Badarayana begins 

with Vacaspatimi£ra (Mahgalacarana of his BhSmatl). Later it became usual to identify 

Badarayana with Veda-Vyasa and with Vyasa, who is regarded as the author of the 

Mahabharata and other Smrtis. Cf. Nakamura II, pp. 52-58; P. V. Kane, History of 

DharmaSastra, vol. V, pt. II (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 

/ 

1962), pp. 1160-1173. It should be noted here that Suresvara, one of Sankara’s pupils, 

may be attributing the BS to Jaimini when he says: yadi hy ayam abhiprayo ’bhavisyat 

“athSto brahmajijHasa / janmady asya yatah” ity evamadibrahmavastusvarupamdtrayathatmya- 

prakasanaparam gambhiranyayasamdrbdham sarvavedantdrthamimamsanam srlmaccharirakam 

msulrayisyat (Nais 1,91). But M. Hiriyanna in his edition of the Nais rejects this inter¬ 

pretation, asserting that it is better to suppose “that when he wrote the passage, our 

author was thinking more of the harmony between these two pre-eminently orthodox 

systems than the difference in their authorship.” (The Naiskarmya-Siddhi of Sure soar acar- 

ya with the Candrika of Jrtdnottama, p. 230). On the other hand, H. Nakamura has pro¬ 

posed a new theory that, just as there were some people who attributed the present 

BS to Badarayana, there were probably others who ascribed it to Jaimini, and he 

rejects S. K. Belvalkar’s opinion that Jaimini also wrote a Sariraka-Sutra (Nakamura 

II, pp. 42-44). 

4 Cf. J. N. Farquhar, An Outline of the Religious Literature of India (Reprint edition, 

Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1967), p. 128 and p. 173. 

6 See Nakamura II, pp. 94-96. 

8 The term dharma in the Mimamsa has a particular meaning. The Mimamsasatra 

I, 1,2 defines it as “that which is indicated by the Vedic injunction as conducive to 

welfare.” Cf. Ganganatha Jha, Paroa-Mimamsa in Its Sources (Benares: Benares Hindu 

University, 1942), pp. 172-174. 

7 Cf. BS 1,4,19-22. It has been pointed out that Kasakrtsna stood in the line of 

bhedabheda, regarding the individual Atman as a portion (amsa) of Brahman (Nakamura 

II, pp. 7-12. Cf. BS 11,3,43). Autfulomi held the opinion that they are different in the 

state of transmigration which is real and non-different in the state of final release 

(Nakamura II, pp. 22-23. Cf. Anandajnana on BS 1,4,21). Asmarathya was of the 

opinion that they are in the relationship of the material cause and its modification 

(prakrtioikarabhana, Bhaskara on BS 1,4,21. Cf. Nakamura II, pp. 25-26). 

8 See Nakamura II, p. 273 and p. 448. 

9 See ibid., pp. 446-451. f 

10 In his BSBh (111,2,27, p. 658), Sankara quotes Map:). Up. 111,1,8; 2, 8 and Bfh. 

Up. 111,7,15 as examples of texts on^the difference between Atman and Brahman. 

11 In his BSBh (111,2,27, p. 658), Sankara quotes Chand. Up. VI,8,7; Bj-h.Up. 1,4, 

10; III,4,1; 7,3 as examples of texts on the non-difference. In his Upad 11,1,6 he says 

that first of all a teacher should teach his pupil the Srutis which are concerned primarily 

with the oneness of Atman with Brahman, and he quotes as examples Chand. Up. Ill, 

14,1; VI,2,1; VII,24,1; VII.25,2; Ait. Up. 1,1,1. 

12 V. Bhattacharya rejected the tradition that the GK interprets the Man<). Up. and 

asserted that the Man<j. Up., being based upon the GK, came into existence after the 

GK. See V. Bhattacharya, “Mandukya Upanisad and the Gautjapada Karika,” 

Indian Historical Quarterly I (1925), pp. 119-125; V. Bhattacharya, The Agamasastra of 

Gaudapada (University of Madras, 1952), pp. 46-52; R. D. Karmarkar, Gaudapada- 

Kdrika (Government Oriental Series, Class B, no. 9, 1953), pp.xxxi-xxxiii;Nakamura 

III, pp. 557-565. 

13 Especially Mand. Up. VII and XII. See Nakamura III, pp. 289-303 and 559- 

561. 

14 Nakamura III, pp. 562-589. 

28 Ibid., p. 587. 

18 Cf. Nilakanta Sastri, A History of South India (Madras: Oxford University Press, 

1958), pp. 411-417. 

17 S. Mayeda, “On the Author of the Mancjukyopanisad- and the Gauijapadiya- 
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Bha5ya,” Professor V. Raghauan’s Felicitation Volume, Adyar Library Bulletin, vois. 31-32 

(1967-68), pp. 73-94. For example, the term dharma in GK IV is no doubt used in a 

Buddhist sense, i.e., “a thing” or “an object ofknowledge” (cf. V. Bhattacharya, “The 

Gaudapada-Karika on the Mandukya Upani?ad,” Proceedings of the Second All-India 

Oriental Conference, 1920, p. 442, and Nakamura III, pp. 507-508); but Sankara ex- 

p ains it as Atman in GKBh IV, 1, p. 156; 10, p. 162; 46, p. 189; 53, p. 193; 81, p. 207; 

’ 92’p' 2I5; 96> P- 2I8; P- 220. He sometimes does not interpret it 
(GKBh IV, 6; 8; 21; 33; 98). This fact probably does not indicate ignorance of the 

Buddhist usage of the term, but rather an intentional misinterpretation by Sankara so 
as to give the text an Advaitic character. 

T the reaSOn why ^aAkara has bcen censured as “crypto-Buddhist” (pracchan- 
nabauddha) by some of his opponents. But in fact he was a genuine Vedantin who was 

aithful to the orthodox Brahmanical tradition and antagonistic to Buddhism, al¬ 

though the traditional claims that he persecuted the Buddhists and the Jains and de¬ 

stroyed their books (see J. N. Farquhar, An Outline of the Religious Literature of India, 

p. 17j) are difficult to credit. His successful absorption of Buddhism into Vedanta 

represents a victory over Buddhism and not a surrender to it. Hinduism is all-inclusive 

Among the six systems of Indian philosophy Vedanta has been most flexible and has 

always had extraordinary absorptive capacity. Without losing its own basis Vedanta 

has continued to be revitalized by incorporating foreign elements into its own system, 

whereas all other systems have either died out or barely survived. 

Th °nBh^kara’s“e'/fAe&“* and other related theories, see P. N. Srinivasachari, 

m n 'fin* °f Bhedabheda (Adyar: The Adyar Library, 1950); S. Dasgupta, vol. 

in (1961), pp. 1-11. According to Aufrecht’s Catalogue Catalogorum (I, pp. 383-386) 

there are 49 different commentaries on the BS which were composed from various’ 

philosophic standpoints. After Bhaskara, Ramanuja, identifying Brahman with Nara- 

yana, attacked Sankara’s system and wrote a sectarian commentary from the philo¬ 

sophic standpoint styled vi hstadvaita (Non-dualism of the qualified One). On the mean¬ 

ing of dns compound, see J. A. B. van Buitenen, Ramanuja on the Bhagavadgita (Graven- 

sclfools f V d™ltS’ 953’ P’j ’ 1}' There are supposed to be five (or ten) famous 
schools of Vedanta (pancavedantasampradaya) which hold characteristic and differing 

philosophic views concerning the relationship between Brahman and Atman. They are 

ni7 m7wf- T [non-sectarian]; (2) Visi5tadvaitavada of Ramanuja 
1017-1137) [Snvaisnava Sect]; (3) Dvaitadvaitavada of Nimbarka (1062-1162) 

[N.mbarka Sect); (4) Dvaitavada of Madhva (1230) [Madhava Sect]; and (5) Sud- 

“a ° Ja a ha (Tteenth Century) [Vallabhacarya Sect], Cf. J. N. Farqu- 
hzt, An Outhneofthe Religious LUerature of India, p. 287; Nakamura II, p. 99; Roma 

audhun, Doctrine of Srikantha (Pracyavani Research Series no. XI, Calcutta 1962) 
vol. I, p. 1. ’ ,y 

“2” A T t* OCCUrS in the GK althouSh Sankara uses it in his com- 

“L°n nu-ee ,Mayeda’ “°n the Author °f the Manijukyopanisad- and 
ffie Gaudapadiya-Bhajya,” pp. 73-94). Gaudapada’s illusionism is based upon the 

concept otmaya, influenced by Mahayana Buddhism. It is not always easy to deter! 

mine the meanings in which the term mays is used in the GK. But it is certain that the 

ffiemma!eriafere “ f T™6 ^ “ W°rkS °f latCr Advaidl15- ^here it means 
*-r“a‘Ca.US" °fthTe UmVerse “describable as being or non-being (sadasadbhyam 
anirvacaniya-). As far as I can see, the meanings of mays in the GK are: (1) the mirac¬ 

ulous power of god or synonyms for him such as atman (GK 11,12; 19- III 10 24 

[twice] one of which is Indra’s maya in the quotation from Rgveda VI,-47,18 = Brh 
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Up. 11,5,19—; 27; 28 [twice]), citta (GK IV,61 [twice]), and manas (GK III, 29 

[twice]), and (2) (magical) illusion (GK 1,7; 11,31; IV,58. maySmaya, GK IV,59; 

69; mayamStra, GK 1,17; mayopama, GK IV, 58; mayahastin, GK IV, 44). 

21In his Brahmasiddhi, Manijanamisra, Sankara’s senior contemporary, also ad¬ 

vocated a non-dualism very similar to Sankara’s but with a slight difference. But Man- 

(Janamisra did not attain the prestige of Sankara, and some of the Advaitins such as 

Suresvara, Vimuktatman, Sarvajnatman, Prakaiatman, and Anandanubhava took up 

an attitude of overt opposition to him. See S. Kuppuswami Sastri, The Brahmasiddhi by 

AcSrya Mandanamisra with Commentary by Sahkhapani, Edited with Introduction, Appendices 

and Indexes (Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Series no. 4. Madras, 1937), 
p. lix. 



III. ATMAN’S IDENTITY WITH 
BRAHMAN 

Sankara holds that Brahman is Atman and Atman is Brahman, 

but this truth may be approached along different lines. When 

Sankara undertakes his search for the truth—or, rather, when 

he explains to his pupils or readers the truth that he has al¬ 

ready attained—he docs it from two different starting points. 

Accordingly, in the Upadesasahasrl, two different approaches are 

recognizable. When in his search for the truth he sets out from 

Brahman as the ultimate cause of the universe, he comes, through 

a theological or cosmological approach, to the knowledge that 

Brahman is Atman. When his investigation sets out from the inner 

Atman, he arrives, through a psychological or epistemological 

approach, at the knowledge that Atman is Brahman. The second line 

of approach is adopted much more frequently than the first in 

Sankara’s works, including the Upade&asahasrl. However, neither 

of them can be complete by itself, and there is a third aspect which 

is that the knowledge of Brahman and Atman is attainable only 

through the Srutis, and so the conclusion arrived at by the two 

approaches is to be confirmed and authenticated by the Srutis. 

Through an exegesis of the Srutis, Sankara determines that the 

Srutis state the truth of the identity of Brahman and Atman. In the 

following pages I would like to examine his doctrine in greater 

detail through his discussions and speculations along the three 

different lines of approach. 

A. Theological and Cosmological Approach 

1. A Cosmological Proof of the Identity 

The Brahmasutra (1,1,2) defines Brahman as “that from which 
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the origination, subsistence, and dissolution of this universe 

proceed.” Brahman as the ultimate cause of the universe is regarded 

as different in essence from this material universe (BS 11,1,4). It is 

Being {sat, BS 11,3,9). Although the Brahmasutra does not explicitly 

characterize Brahman as Knowledge (jhana) or Pure Consciousness 

{caitanya, cit), the Brahmasutra seems to assume it1* in its presen¬ 

tation (BS 1,1,5; 1,9; 1,10; II,2,3; 2,9; 111,2,16). Later Vedanta 

writers2 describe the positive nature of Brahman as Being-Con¬ 

sciousness-Bliss {sac-cid-ananda). Though this well-known expression 

is not found in the Brahmasutra, the description of Brahman there 

may well point to it.3 Brahman in the Brahmasutra seems to be 

conceived as the personal Being rather than impersonal principle.4 

This is clear from the fact that the word “parah” (the Highest 

One in the masculine form) is used for Brahman (neuter form).5The 

same thing is true of Sankara’s work, in which {param) brahma (n), 

and paramatman are interchangeable with Isvara (the Lord) ,6 

According to the dualistic Samkhya, Purusa (Spirit) and Prakrti 

(Matter) are respectively the efficient cause and the material cause 

of the universe. Against this theory the Brahmasutra maintains that 

Brahman is both the efficient and the material cause (BS 1,4,23- 

27).7 There is no other ultimate cause of the universe than Brah¬ 

man. Thus the creation of the universe is nothing but self-creation 

{atmakrti, BS 1,4,26). Brahman is the creator of all things and 

Brahman transforms itself into all things.8 The Brahmasutra calls 

this type of creation “transformation” {parinama, BS 1,4,26). Thus 

it is certain that the Brahmasutra holds satkaryavada as its theory of 

causation (BS 11,1,7; 11,1,16-20). 

There are three representative types of cosmological theory in 

India. The first is the parinamavada, the theory of transformation; 

this is based upon the theory (.satkaryavada) that the effect, though 

different in appearance or phenomenally, is substantially identical 

with the cause, and pre-exists latently in it. The second is the 

arambhavada, the theory of atomic agglomeration, which is based 

on the theory (asatkaryavada) that the effect, being something 

newly produced, does not pre-exist in the cause. The third is the 

vivartavada, the theory of false appearance, which is closely con¬ 

nected with the first and peculiar to the Advaita Vedanta school. 

Although the Brahmasutra sharply attacks the Samkhya system, the 

* Footnotes to section III, A begin on p. 58. 
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Vedanta of the Brahmasutra is very similar in its fundamental cos¬ 

mological theory to the Samkhya, which also maintains parina- 

mavada and satkaryavada, and it is essentially different from the 

Nyaya-Vaisesika which adopts arambhavada and asatkaryavada. 

By postulating Brahman as the only ultimate cause of the uni¬ 

verse, the monism of Vedanta encountered theoretical difficulties 

which the Samkhyan dualism avoided by proposing two ultimate 

causes, Purusa and Prakrti, and which are more or less inherent in 

any types of monism or monotheism: 

1. If Brahman is one Being (sat) alone without any distinction, 

how is the manifoldness of the universe possible?9 

2. If Brahman is Pure Consciousness (cit) and if satkaryavada is 

to be assumed, how can it create this material world?10 

3. If Brahman is Bliss (ananda), why did it create this world full 

of sufferings? Is it not possessed of the faults of unfairness (vaisamya) 

and lack of compassion (nairghrnya) ?n 

The Brahmasutra tried to solve these problems but could not do 

so satisfactorily12; its replies were too crude and naive to silence 

the opponents. These problems remained to be solved by Sankara 

and other later Vedanta philosophers. 

In order to solve them, especially the first and second ones, 

Sankara introduces into the Vedanta system a new principle 

called “Unevolved Name-and-Form” (avyakrte namarupe), for 

which he depends upon the Chandogya Upanisad13 and which 

is peculiar to Sankara’s cosmology. As P. Hacker first pointed 

out,14 in the BrahmasUtrabhasya the term means a kind of 

primary material or state out of which the world evolves. In the 

Upadesasahasri (11,1,18) also, when he says that the highest 

Atman is “the evolver of that Unevolved Name-and-Form” which 

is the seed of the world (jagadbijabhuta), and which is different in 

essence from the highest Atman, he certainly means by the term a 

kind of primary material of the world, which corresponds to Pra¬ 

krti in the Samkhya doctrine. In the Samkhya everything material, 

including the intellect (btiddhi), I-consciousness (ahamkara), mind 

(manas), and the senses, evolves from the Prakrti. Similarly, for 

Sankara everything material evolves from Unevolved Name-and- 

form, which according to the Upadesasahasri (11,1,18-22) itself first 

evolved from Brahman. On the authority of the Taittiriya Upanisad 

the Brahmasutra (11,3,1-7) simply maintains that ether, 

the first of the five material elements, arose from Brahman. But 

Sankara says: 
[Originally] unevolved, this Name-and-Form took the name- 

and-form of “ether” in the course of its evolution from this 

very Atman (— Brahman). And in this manner this element 

named “ether” arose from the highest Atman . . . (Upad 

11,1,19). 
In the Brahmasutra ether arises directly from Brahman. According 

to Sankara, however, the Unevolved Name-and-Form first of all 

evolves from Brahman and then becomes something describable as 

“ether.” Therefore, ether arises from Brahman only indirectly. 

From this name-and-form called ether there arose air; from air, 

fire; from fire, water; from water, earth, in that order. Further, 

ether entered into air, air into fire, fire into water, water into 

earth; so arose the five gross elements. From earth rice, barley, 

and other plants consisting of the five elements are produced. 

From them, when they have been eaten, blood and sperm are pro¬ 

duced in the bodies of women and men respectively. Blood and 

sperm, produced by churning with the stick of sexual passion, driv¬ 

en by nescience and sanctified with sacred formulas, are poured 

into the womb at the proper time. By saturation with fluid from 

the womb, they become an embryo, which is delivered in the ninth 

or tenth month (Upad 11,1,20). In this manner the body consists 

of nothing but name-and-form. The mind and sense organs also 

consist only of name-and-form (Upad 11,1,22). 

In this context Sankara then asserts on the authority of the 

Srutis15 and the Smrtis16 that Brahman, after creating the body, 

entered the name-and-form of the body as Atman. Therefore, 

Brahman is Atman, which is different from the mind, the senses, the 

body, and the like, since they consist of name-and-form, although 

through nescience ordinary people identify Atman with the body, 

the mind, or a combination of the two. 

The above is an outline of Sankara’s cosmological view and his 

cosmological demonstration of Brahman's identity with Atman. 

The originality of his cosmology lies in introducing into his basi¬ 

cally traditional view a new concept, Unevolved Name-and-Form. 

But to evaluate properly his position in the history of the Vedanta 

we must make a more detailed examination. 
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2. Characteristics of Sankara’s Cosmological View 

In the Brakmasutra (11,3,1-7) the material element ether is 

treated as a direct transformation of its sole cause Brahman, on the 

authority of the Taittiriya Up. (11,1,1). This theory, however, 

contradicts the Vedanta system itself, since the latter holds to sat- 

karyavada, which cannot admit that a material element, ether, can 

evolve directly from Brahman, which is Pure Consciousness. 

According to Sankara, originally Unevolved Name-and-Form 

evolves from Brahman, and in the course of its evolution becomes 

ether. Therefore, ether evolves indirectly from Brahman. Con¬ 

sequently his introduction of “Unevolved Name-and-Form” into 

the Vedanta system may be effective in explaining the manifold¬ 

ness of the universe, the creation of this material world, and other 

theoretical difficulties which the monism of the Brahmasutra had to 

face. However, in doing so, Sankara comes near to a dualism like 

that of Samkhya. The acceptance of a cause other than Brahman 

leads to the abandonment of monism, the basic standpoint of the 
Vedanta. 

It is certain that Sankara was well aware of this theoretical dif¬ 

ficulty. In his conception, Unevolved Name-and-Form is the 

supersensible seed of the world (jagadbljabhuta), which is not de- 

scribable as this or anything else (tattvanyatvabhyam anirvacaniya-)17 

and is known only to Brahman itself (svayamvedya, Upad 11,1,18). 

But he is always careful never to define it as an independent ma- / 

terial cause of the world. On the one hand he stresses its essential 

difference from Brahman (svatmavilaksana, Upad 11,1,18). On the 

other hand he asserts that it evolves from Brahman {te namarupe . 

vyakriyamane . . . atmanah, Upad 11,1,19). Thus he shows its'dif¬ 

ference from Prakrti of Samkhya. He also denies its independence 

of Brahman, by characterizing it as abiding in Brahman (svatmastha, 
Upad 1,1,18). 

In the Upadesasahasrl (11,1,19) he tries to explain the relation¬ 

ship between Brahman and Unevolved Name-and-Form. He com¬ 

pares their relationship with that between “clear water” and 

“dirty foam” which arises from clear water: 

[Originally] unevolved, this name-and-form took the name- 

and-form of ether in the course of its evolution from this very 

Atman. And in this manner this element named “ether” arose 

from the highest Atman, as dirty foam from clear water. Neither 

is foam [identical with] water, nor absolutely different from 

water, since it is not seen without water. But water is clear and 

different from foam, which is of the nature of dirt. Likewise, the 

highest Atman is different from name-and-form which corre¬ 

sponds to foam; Atman is pure, clear, and different in essence 

from it. . . . (te namarupe ’vydkrte satl vyakriyamane tasmad etasmad 

atmana akasanamakrti samvrtte / tac cakasakhyam bhutam anena 

prakarena paramatmanah sambhutam, prasannat salilan malam iva 

phenam \ na salilam na ca salilad atyantabhinnam phenam / salilavyati- 

rekenadarsanat / salilam tu svaccham ary at phenan malarupat j evam 

paramatma namarupabhyam anyah phenasthamyabhyam suddhah pra- 
sannas tadvilaksanah / . . . Upad 11,1,19). 

This simile is a variation of the simile of the sea and its waves, 

foam, or other modifications. It is logically appropriate for the 

bhedabhedavada, which asserts that the relationship between Brah¬ 

man and Atman, or Brahman and the phenomenal world, is both 

different and non-different, as the sea is different and non-different 
from the waves. 

However, the parallel simile plays a different role in the passage 

quoted above. There it is stressed that foam, which is of the nature 

of dirt, is essentially different from clear water. Although foam is 

different in its nature, it is not regarded as absolutely different 

from water for the very weak reason that it is not seen without 

water; this aspect of their non-difference is only touched on. Such 

relationship of clear water and foam is not that of bhedabheda, since 

the bhedabheda relation presupposes an essential non-difference 
between two things. 

It is more significant that Sankara describes water as “clear” 

(prasanna, svaccha) and “pure” (suddha), while he characterizes 

foam as “being of the nature of dirt” {malarupa, Upad 11,1,19). 

Hacker has commented: “. . . but here he is satisfied with a 

simile which indeed attributes lower value but not lower reality 

to the world than to Brahman.”18 If we set the above quotation 

(Upad 11,1,19) apart from the whole context of the Upadesasahasrl, 

this comment is correct, but, looking at the whole work, I would 

think that the above simile also ascribes a lower reality to foam, 

because the term “dirt” used in contrast with “clear” and “pure” 
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hints not only at a judgment of value but also at the important con¬ 

cept of avidya. In the first chapter of the Upaddasahasrl, where our 

present cosmological discussion appears, Sankara does not use 

similes suitable to his illusionism, such as a snake and a rope, or 

silver and mother-of-pearl. This is probably because the first chap¬ 

ter is meant for a novice at the first stage of the Vedantic education 

who has just been initiated into Sankara’s Vedanta and is un¬ 

familiar with the illusionistic way of thinking. In such a context 

it is possible to interpret “dirt” as standing for the term avidya, 

which is first taken up for discussion in the second chapter of the 

Upaddasahasrl, intended for a pupil at the second stage of the 

Vedantic education. 

In the Upaddasahasrl the adjectives nirmala (clear) and suddha 

(pure) are used only for the real Atman. The word “dirt” is com¬ 

pared to something unreal, in contrast with something real. For 

example: 

As superimposition is [made] upon Atman, so [its] negation is 

[made from Atman\, just as the superimposition of dirt upon the 

sky and negation of it therefrom are made by the foolish 

(atmanlha yathadhyasah pratisedhas tathaiva ca / 

maladhyasanisedhau khe kriyete cayathabuddhaih.// Upad 11,18,22). 

... A general rule cannot be made that superimposition is 

made only on that which is adventitiously established and not 

on that which is permanently established, for dirt and other f 

things on the surface of the earth are seen to be superimposed 

upon the sky [which is permanently established] 

(. • . na hi kadacitkasiddhav evadhyaropana na nityasiddhav iti 

niyantum sakyam, akase talamaladyadhyaropanadarsanat—Upad 11,2, 

61)- 

The analogy of dirty foam seems to be capable of expressing the 

same illusoriness as that of the unreal snake superimposed upon a 

rope (Upad 11,2,109, etc.). Moreover, in the Upaddasahasrl this 

world, which originally evolved from the name-and-form and cor¬ 

responds in the analogy to foam, is described as the “outcome of 

avidya” (avidyaprabhava, Upad 1,17,20) and “superimposition due 

to avidya” (avidyUdhyasa, Upad 1,6,3). This is also ascertained 

from the Brahmasutrabhasya, where the name-and-form is described 

as “made of avidya” (avidyakrta), “falsely constructed by avidya” 

(avidyopasthSpita), “falsely imagined through avidya” (avidyakalpita), 

“superimposed through avidyai” (avidyadhyasta, avidyadhyaropita), 

and “consisting of avidya” (avidyatmaka).19 

In the Samkhya system Prakrti is a real, independent, and eter¬ 

nal cause of the universe together with Purusa. Sankara has tried 

to save monism by characterizing name-and-form as unreal and as 

falsely constructed upon Brahman through avidya. But, while doing 

so, he introduced another difficult problem, avidya, for his follow¬ 

ers. What is avidya? This problem gave birth to very great contro¬ 

versy among the followers of Sankara himself, just as later the 

problem of the relationship between Brahman and Atman was to 

play a central role in the division of the whole Vedanta school. 

It has been generally believed that Sankara advocated vivar¬ 

tavada, which is based upon satkaranavada.20 However, Nakamura21 

and Hacker22 have pointed out that Sankara either was not aware 

of an illusionistic usage of the word vivarta or else deliberately dis¬ 

regarded it, and that he did not advocate the so-called vivartavada. 

In fact, his cosmological view as described here cannot be labelled 

vivartavada. What is it then? 

Sankara’s special expression, “Unevolved Name-and-Form, 

was not adopted even by the pupils he taught personally. One of 

the reasons for this may be that historically the phrase is remote 

from any connotation of illusion. Consequently some qualification 

like avidya {or dirt) is needed in addition in order to associate the 

concept of illusion with this realistic phrase, and as a result the 

use of the phrase “name-and-form” must have introduced a 

double theoretical difficulty into Vedantic monism. Padmapada, 

one of Sankara’s personal pupils, used the term avidya. (or may a) 

for the material cause of the world, probably because of his aware¬ 

ness of the difficulty. Padmapada distinguished the usage of vi¬ 

varta from that of parinama, and his commentator Prakasatman in 

the tenth century gave a definition to vivarta. Since then the cos¬ 

mology of the Advaita Vedanta has moved from parinamavada to 

vivartavada-, according to this theory, the world is the parinama of 

avidya and the vivarta of Brahman.23 

Hacker defines Sankara’s cosmological view as “a kind of illu¬ 

sionistic parinamavada.”2* It seems to me that it is in its essence 

different from the realistic parinamavada of the early Vedanta, be¬ 

cause besides Brahman Sankara postulates an illusory Unevolved 

Name-and-Form which corresponds to avidya (or maya). According 
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to the early Vedantic theory, the world is the parinama of Brahman. 

According to Sankara, the world is the evolution of Unevolved 

Name-and-Form. The relationship between Brahman and the 

world is comparable to that between pure water and foam whose 

nature is dirt. They are essentially different from each other; 

Brahman, the cause of the universe, is real, while the world, the 

effect, is unreal. Sankara does not use a technical term with which 

to express his new cosmological view, but its contents are much 

closer to vivartavada than to parinamavada. It might be styled as 

“early vivartavada.” 

3. Sankara’s View of Gross Elements 

When Advaita writers explain how the subtle elements are com¬ 

bined to produce gross elements, they resort to the theory of tri¬ 

vrtkarana “compounding each gross element from all three subtle 

elements”25 or to that of pahcikarana “compounding each gross 

element from all five subtle elements.”26 Does Sankara hold the 

former theory or the latter? This is another point to be examined 

in his cosmological view. 

On the basis of Chandogya Up. (VI,3,2; 3) the Brahmasutra cites 

the theory of trivrtkarana, which assumes the existence of three 

elements, fire, water, and food, although the. Brahmasutra itself 

accepts five elements, namely earth, water, fire, air, and ether, 

in accordance with Taittiriya Up. (11,1). In this respect the 

Brahmasutra is eclectic and theoretically inconsistent. Vacaspati- 

misra (ninth century) and Amalananda (thirteenth century) pre¬ 

ferred trivrtkarana to pahcikarana since they did not accept that air 

and ether also have parts of other elements incorporated in them, 

and because there is no authority for pahcikarana in the Veda.27 

Later, Sadananda28 and Dharmaraja29 established the theory of 

pahcikarana while disregarding that of trivrtkarana, although they 

were still relying upon the Chandogya Up. (VI) for scriptural 

support. 

In his Brahmasutrabhasya Sankara refers to the five gross elements 

and comments on trivrtkarana, which the Brahmasutra mentions, 

but he does not refer to pahcikarana. In the Upadesasahasri this term 

is not used, but the author seems to suggest pahcikarana when he 

says: 

This name-and-form . . ., [originally unevolved], took the 

name-and-form of “ether” in the course of its evolution. 

Becoming grosser in the course of evolution, the name-and-form 

from ether becomes air; from air, fire; from fire, water; from 

water, earth. In this order each preceding [element] has entered 

each succeeding one and the five gross elements, [ether, air, fire, 

water, and] earth, have come into existence. Consequently earth 

is characterized by the qualities of the five gross elements . . . 

(te namarupe ’vyakrte sati vyakriyamane phenasthaniye akasanamakrti 

sarnvrtte // 19 // tato ’pi sthulabhavam apadyamane namarupe vyakriya¬ 

mane vayubhavam apadyete, tato ’py agnibhSvam, agner abbhavam, ta- 

tah prthvibhavam ity evamkramena purvapurvo[ttaro\ ttaranupravesena 

pahcamahabhutani prthivyantany utpannani / tatah pahcamahabhuta- 

gunavisista prth[i]vi—Upad 11,1,19-20). 

This passage may not be strong enough evidence to lead us to 

the conclusion that Sankara supported the so-called pahcikarana, 

but at least it enables us to suppose that he held a very similar idea. 

Moreover, of his works which can be regarded as authentic only 

the Brahmasutrabhasya (11,4,20-2) and the Chandogyopanisadbhasya 

(VI, 3,2-4) that refer to trivrtkarana. This reminds us that the term 

ananda is referred to only when the text to be interpreted forces 

him to mention it.30 We may infer, after our examination above, 

that he held a kind ofpahcikarana, accepting the five gross elements, 

and therefore disregarded trivrtkarana. In this sense it may be said 

that Sankara paved the way for the later establishment of the 

theory of pahcikarana,31 

In any case, it should be emphasized that Sankara did not in¬ 

tend to establish any system of cosmology of his own, but only to 

make use of cosmological discussion for the purpose of leading his 

pupils to final release. What he really wants to say is simply that 

from a cosmological point of view Brahman is identical with Atman. 

B. Psychological and Epistemological Approach 

If Atman is identical with Brahman, Atman must be Pure Con¬ 

sciousness (caitanya)—eternal, changeless, ever-free, and fearless 

exactly in the same manner as Brahman is. However, what ordinary 

people conceive to be Atman is far removed from Brahman, the 

Absolute. How and why can Atman be Brahman? In order to answer 
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this question it is necessary to investigate the nature of Atman 

which is called “inner Self” (pratyagatman) and to approach it 

through an analysis of psychological and epistemological facts 

which are generally regarded as associated with, or based upon, 

Atman or as its attributes. 

1. Structure of the Individual 

The Vedantic view of the structure of the individual, which is 

akin to the Samkhya-Yoga view, has its origin in the Upanisads 

and has already been established in the Brahmasutra. In the Upa- 

deJasahasrl and his other works Sankara tries neither to improve 

upon it nor to create a new theory; he seems to adopt the then gen¬ 

erally accepted opinion. 

According to Buddhism, which maintains non-existence of any 

permanent Atman, the individual consists of five aggregates (skan- 

dha): matter (rupa), perception (vedana), mental conceptions and 

ideas (sarnjna), volition (samskara), and consciousness (vijnana); 

the first one is the body of the individual and the other four con¬ 

stitute the mind. There is therefore no room for Atman in the 

Buddhist system. In the Vedanta and in the other philosophical 

systems of India, on the other hand, it is the essence of the individ¬ 

ual. In addition to Atman, Sankara recognizes five more compo¬ 

nents of the individual, which constitute the limiting adjunct (up- / 

adhi) of Atman1*: the body, gross (sthula) and subtle (suksma); the > 

principal vital air (mukhyaprana); the five organs of action (kar- 

mendriya); the five senses (buddhindriya); and the internal organ 

(antahkarasia). 
The gross body is the perceptible body which perishes at the 

time of death and consists of the five elements (Upad 1,16,1-2). 

Sankara refers to the subtle body (linga, Upad 1,11,14; 15,10) 

without any explanation, but the BrahmasUtra discusses it in detail.2 

In the Brahmasutrabhasya Sankara describes it as “the subtle parts 

of the elements, which subtle parts constitute the seed of the 

[gross] body.”3 The gross body is dissolved at death, but this sublte 

body is assumed to accompany Atman when it transmigrates. Ac¬ 

cording to the Brahmasutra (IV,2,11; BSBh IV,2,11), bodily warmth 

belongs to the subtle body since it is not felt in the body after death, 

•Footnotes to section III, B begin on p. 60. 

whereas form and other bodily qualities continue to be perceived. 

The subtle body persists as long as one does not attain final release; 

it does not originally belong to Atman (Upad 1,15,10). 

Nothing about the principal vital air is known from the Upadda- 

sahasrl, though the Brahmasutra refers to it.4 According to the Brah¬ 

masutra (11,4,12) and Sankara’s commentary on it, it has five func¬ 

tions (pancavrtti): expiration (prana)-, inspiration (apana); vyana (a 

sort of combination of both; that which supports life when the 

breath is held with a great effort); udana (the faculty which at 

death brings about the passing of the Atman from the body); and 

samana (the principle of digestion).6 

The rest of the components are jointly termed in the Brahmasutra 

(11,4,1) prana (life organ), which is synonymous with indriya (BS 

11,4,17). The principal vital air, which is concerned with uncon¬ 

scious life, is by nature different (vailaksanya, BS 11,4,19) from 

prana, the organs (BS 11,4,11; 17) which are related to conscious 

life.6 Among these life organs, the five organs of action which are 

concerned with activity (karman) are speech, hand, feet, generation, 

and evacuation (Upad I, 16,3). 

The senses have perception (buddhi) of their objects as their pur¬ 

pose (Upad 1,16,3).7 They are the cause of perception of their 

objects (BSBh 11,4,19, p. 587).8 There are five senses: auditory 

(frotra), cutaneous (tvac), visual (caksus), gustatory (rasana), and 

olfactory (ghrana), since there are five different perceptions (bud- 

dhibheda), having as their respective objects sound (sabda), touch 

(sparsa), form-color (rupa), taste (rasa), and smell (gandha) (BSBh 

11,4,6, p. 572. Cf. Upad 1,3,113-116).9 According to Sankara’s 

cosmology, the auditory and other senses as well as the body and 

things external are evolutes of the five elements (ether, air, fire, 

water, and earth). The .five elements are in turn evolutes of the 

Unevolved Name-and-Form. Sound and other objects of the senses 

are qualities (guna) of ether and other elements respectively. As in 

the Nyaya system,16 each sense is thought to have as its object some¬ 

thing of its own kind (Upad II, 16,2) ;for example, the auditory sense 

has sound, a quality of ether, as its object. Like external objects, 

however, the senses are material and have no consciousness at all. 

Vidyaranya, the author of the Vivaranaprameyasamgraha, rejects 

various views of the senses which were held by the Buddhists, the 

Mimamsakas, and others, and he defines the senses as the instru- 
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merits (karana) of perception, their existence being no more than 

inferred. According to him, the senses are neither sense-orifices 

(,golaka), nor a peculiar capacity (sakti) of the organ, nor a different 

substance (dravya) having its locus in the visible sense-organ.11 

Such discussions concerning the nature of the senses are apparent¬ 

ly absent from Sankara’s works. It is likely that he made no attempt 

to investigate the nature of the senses, simply accepting what was 

commonly or traditionally known about them in his time. He 

strongly emphasized that they were different from Atman. 

Sankara’s concept of the internal organ is not so clear. In his 

Brahmasutrabhasya he says that “the internal organ which consti¬ 

tutes the limiting adjunct (upadhi) of Atman is called in different 

places by different names, such as manas, buddhi, vijnana, and 

citta."12 With regard to the manas (mind) he also makes the follow¬ 

ing comments: “. . . finally there is the manas which has all things 

for its objects and extends to the past, the present and the future; 

it is one only but has various modifications [anekavrttika).” We find 

it designated by different terms in different places, as manas or bud¬ 

dhi or ahamkara or citta, according to the differences of its modifica¬ 

tions (vrttibheda). And the Sruti also, after having enumerated its 

various modifications (vrtti), such as desire, says at the end: “All 

this is manas only” (Brh. Up. 1,5,3).13 On the basis of the above 

passages Deussen considers that for Sankara the two expressions 

antahkarana and manas are completely interchangeable.14 In fact 

Sankara sometimes interprets the word “manas” as antahkarana 

(GBh V,19, p. 267; PBh 1,2, p. 13; 1,6, p. 24, etc.). 

Deussen further remarks that for Sankara there is only one 

antahkarana, the manas; even the buddhi is for him not a distinct 

faculty. But Sankara uses the expression “twofold antahkarana” 

{antahkaranadvaya, Upad 1,3,116), so it is possible for us to infer 

that Sankara may recognize the existence of two antahkaranas, 

though it is not clear what they would be. When Sankara com¬ 

ments on the word manas in the Kena Up. (1,2 and 6), he inter¬ 

prets it as antahkarana and says that the word manas in this case 

comprises both the manas and the buddhi. If so, the “twofold antah- 

karana” might indicate the buddhi and the manas. Moreover, San¬ 

kara describes Atman as “Witness of all the antahkaranas” (krtsna- 

ntahkaraneksana, Upad 1,18,176). This expression might suggest 

that each of the modifications of the antahkarana such as manas, 
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buddhi, vijnana, and citta is called antahkarana'. these antahkaranas 

may be represented by the two words buddhi and manas. Sankara 

points out a self-contradiction in the Samkhya system, saying that 

it describes the antahkarana as three in one place and as one in anoth¬ 

er place (BSBh 11,2,10, p. 425), but Sankara himself does not 

make his own position clear with regard to whether the antahka¬ 

rana is one or more. 
✓ 

In most of the cases in Sankara’s works the manas is merely another 

name of the buddhi, or at least it is indistinguishable from the latter. 

He also indiscriminately uses the terms citta and dhl as synonyms of 

the manas and the buddhi without specification.15 When for some 

unknown reason Sankara seeks to distinguish the buddhi from the 

manas, he, like the Samkhya, attributes the function of niscaya 

(BSBh 11,3,32, p. 541; Upad 1,16,4; GBh 111,42, p. 180) or adhy- 

avasaya (Upad 1,16,21) to the buddhi, and that of vikalpa (Upad 

1,16,3) or samkalpa (Upad 1,16,21) or samkalpavikalpa (GBh III, 

42, p. 179; X,22, p. 456) or vivekabuddhi (GBh V,13, p. 257) or 

samsaya (BSBh 11,3,32, p. 541) of the five senses and five organs of 

action to the manas. Relying probably upon the Katha Up. (111,10) 

and the Bhagavadgita (III, 42), he says that the buddhi is superior 

to the manas since the buddhi conveys the objects of experience to 

Atman (BSBh 1,4,1, p. 294).16 In these instances the manas and the 

buddhi are distinct from each other as in the Samkhya system. 

According to Dharmarajadhvarindra, the antahkarana is one and 

has four different modifications {vrtti), namely manas, buddhi, 

ahamkara, and citta, the respective objects of which are samsaya, 

niscaya, garva, and smarana (VP.1,58).17 Sankara’s concept of 

antahkarana is still unorganized and ambiguous, but it points to the 

systematized Vedantic concept of antahkarana. 

It is a controversial problem for later Advaita philosophers 

whether or not the manas is an indriya (sense).18 The Nyaya-Vai- 

sesika, the Mlmamsa, and the Samkhya commonly assert that the 

manas is an indriya. In the Brahmasutrabhasya (11,4,6, p. 572) the 

manas is one of the life organs (prana),19 but nowhere in Sankara’s 

writings does he explicitly affirm or deny that it is an indriya. How¬ 

ever, he briefly refers to this problem as follows: 

nanu manaso ’py evam sati varjanam indriyatvena prdnavat syat, “manah 

sarvendriyani ca31 (Mund. Up. 11,1,3) iti prthagvyapadesadarfandtj 

satyam etat! smrtau tv ekadaJendriyaniti mono ’pindriyatoena hotradi- 
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vat samgrkyate/ pranasya tv indriyatvam na srutau smrtau va prasiddham 

asti. ([Objection] If it is so, the manas also would have to be 

excluded from the class of indriya, like the [mukhya] prana, because 

it is found [in Srutis] that in the passage “The manas and all the 

indriyas” (Mund. Up. 11,1,3) [the manas and the indriyas\ are 

being mentioned separately. [Answer] True, but in Smrtis 

eleven indriyas are mentioned; so the manas also, like the auditory 

sense and so forth, is comprised in the class of indriyas. It is, how¬ 

ever, established, neither in the Srutis nor in the Smrtis that the 

[mukhya] prana is an indriya.—(BSBh 11,4,17, p. 586) 

When Vacaspatimisra comments on this particular passage in 

his Bhamati, he tries to interpret Sankara’s argument as favorable 

to the view that the manas is an indriya. If Vacaspatimisra is right, 

it would follow that Sankara accepts the view of the Smrtis, reject¬ 

ing that of the Srutis. This is contrary to the attitude of Sankara 

and other Vedantins towards the Srutis and the Smrtis. Though 

Dharmarajadhvarlndra does not refer to this passage of the Brah- 

masutrabhasja, he contradicts the view of those who assert on the 

basis of the Smrtis that the manas is an indriya (VP 1,12). 

As D.M. Datta remarks, Sankara may “simply notice the differ¬ 

ence of opinion, without trying either to reconcile the two opinions 

or reject one in favor of the other.”20 Sankara’s purpose in introduc¬ 

ing the two views is not to point out that they are different, but ra¬ 

ther to show that the mukhyaprdna is regarded as an indriya neither 

in the Srutis nor in the Smrtis whereas the manas is considered to be 

an indriya in the Smrtis, though not so in the Srutis. From this fact 

he concludes that the eleven pranas including the manas are dif¬ 

ferent in essence from the mukhyaprana. It is, therefore, not possible 

from the quoted passage to draw any conclusion concerning San¬ 

kara’s opinion on the problem in question. 

However, in his argument mentioned above Sankara does not 

deny but rather admits the validity of that evidence from which 

the opponent has come to the conclusion that the manas should be 

excluded from the class of indriyas; the evidence is the fact that the 

manas is mentioned separately from the indriyas in the passage “the 

manas and all the indriyas” (manah sarvendriyani ca, Mund. Up. II, 

1,3). If so, he may intentionally or unintentionally be differentiat¬ 

ing the manas from the indriyas conceptually, when he uses the 

expression “the manas and the indriyas” (manas cendriyani ca, Upad 

1,1,22). But the expression is being used to maintain that both 

the manas and the indriyas consist of name-and-form (namarupat- 

maka, Upad 1,1,22) and that they are, therefore,^by nature differ¬ 

ent from Atman. It is not important at all to Sankara whether 

or not the manas is an indriya: what he wishes to emphasize is that 

neither the manas nor the indriyas are Atman. 

Since Name-and-Form as the primary material of the universe 

in Sankara’s doctrine corresponds toprakrti in the Samkhya,21 his 

concept of the manas seems to be close to that of the Samkhya and 

far removed from that of the Nyaya-Vaisesika, according to which 

the manas is an eternal substance (dravya) distinct from the physical 

substances such as earth and water.22 Sankara is in agreement with 

the Samkhya in regarding the manas as material and unconscious. 

In contrast with the Nyaya-Vaisesika, he denies that the pranas 

including the manas are of atomic size (paramanutulyatva) and main¬ 

tains that they are subtle and limited in size (sauksmyapariccheda) 

(BSBh 11,4,7, p. 574). 

The Brahmasutra (11,3,32) attempts to prove the existence of the 

antahkarana on the ground of an argument similar to that of the 

Vaisesika.23 Commenting on the sutra, Sankara says that if the 

existence of the antahkarana were not accepted, either perpetual 

perception would result, whenever the three means (sadhana) of 

perception—Atman, the senses, and their objects—were in prox¬ 

imity; or else, if perception were not to follow on the conjunction 

of the three causes, there would be no perception at all. The exist¬ 

ence of some manas, therefore, has to be accepted, by attention or 

non-attention of which, perception and non-perception take place. 

He quotes a passage from Brhadaranyaka Up. (1,5,3) as scriptural 

evidence.24 

Sankara’s concepts of the senses and the antahkarana have so far 

been dealt with. Atman not only occupies the most important posi¬ 

tion among the means of perception (upalabdhiSadhana, BSBh II, 

3,32, p. 541) but also constitutes the whole of Sankara’s doctrine. 

Here I will focus on its role in perception. 

2. Psychology of External Perception 

Although there is a divergence of opinion about the definition of 

perception among the different schools of Indian philosophy, it is 

generally defined as knowledge produced by the contact of sense 

and object. But this definition is not acceptable to the Advaita 

nor to the Prabhakara Mimamsa and the Jaina system.25 Sankara 
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does not make any attempt to define perception. According to Dhar- 

maraj adhvar indra, the defining feature (prayojaka) of perception 

is not the sense-object contact but the identity (abheda) between 

the consciousness [Atman) limited by an object like ajar (visayacai- 

tanya) and the consciousness limited by the modification [vrtti) of 

the antahkarana [pramanacaitanya) (VP 1,16). In the case of the 

perception of ajar, the antahkarana goes out toward it through the 

visual sense and is transformed so as to assume the form of the jar. 

Such transformation (parinfima) is called “modification” [vrtti) 

of the antahkarana. The two limiting conditions of JfmaK-conscious- 

ness, which are the jar and the modification, occupy the same 

locus, and thus do not show themselves as different. The identity 

of the two is the defining feature which distinguishes perception 

from inference, where the antahkarana does not go out to the object 

(VP I,18-19).26 
Like the Nyaya and other schools of Indian philosophy, Dhar- 

marajadhvarlndra recognizes two classes of perception: one is 

savikalpa perception, which is the knowledge of a thing as qualified 

by an attribute [vaiJistyavagahin), and the other is nirvikalpa per¬ 

ception, which is the knowledge of a thing as unrelated to anything 

else [samsarganavagahin) (VP I,59).27 According to another classifi¬ 

cation which he makes, perception is again twofold: one is the per¬ 

ception due to jivasaksin which is the consciousness having the 

antahkarana as its limiting adjunct [antahkaranopahitam caitanyam),/ 

and the other is that due to isvarasdksin which is the consciousness? 

having maya as its limiting adjunct [mayopahitam caitanyam) (VP 

1,66-73).28 No such classifications appear in Sankara’s works. 

Dharmarajadhvarindra classifies perception in yet another way. 

Perception is twofold, namely the knowledge arising from the 

senses [indriyajanya) and that not so arising [indriyajanya), as for 

example the perception of pleasure, etc. [sukhadipratyaksa) (VP 

1,120).29 This classification corresponds to that of external [bahya- 

pratyaksa) and internal perception [manasa- or antarapratyaksa) in 

the Nyaya. Sankara does not classify perception in any way, but he 

discusses problems of both external and internal perception. 

How are external objects perceived? What is the mechanism of 

perception? According to Sankara, external objects of perception 

such as sound and touch are material and unconscious; they do 

not have any knowledge of themselves nor of others (Upad 1,14,41; 

11,2,74; 3,113). The five senses are necessary for the perception of 

external objects. They serve the purpose of discerning the special 

object of each sense, such as smell [gandhadivisayavisesaparicchedar- 

thatva, BSBh 11,3,18, p. 530). It is, however, not certain whether or 

not Sankara, like Vidyaranya and other Advaitins,30 holds that 

for perception to take place, the senses have to go out, reach their 

objects, and have contact with them. He merely says that the 

senses are directed toward external objects [bahirmukha, BUBh 

IV,3,6, p. 551). 
The antahkarana plays a vital role in external perception. Sound 

and other external objects, which are not self-established [svatah- 

siddhyasambhava), are established [siddhi) through the rise of pra- 

tyayas (notions) of the buddhi or antahkarana, which take the form of 

external objects such as blue and yellow. These pratyayas, which 

in Sankara’s works31 are sometimes preceded by the adjective 

bauddha, are nothing but modifications [bheda) of the buddhi, caused 

by the forms of external objects [bshyakaranimittatva) and having 

mutually exclusive attributes (Upad 11,2,74). Like later Advaitins 

Sankara also uses the term vrtti in the sense of modification of the 

antahkarana,32 a usage which is probably based upon that of vrtti 

in cittavrtti as in the Togasutra,33 But Sankara seems to prefer the 

term pratyaya to vrtti.u In order to explain this mechanism of per¬ 

ception, Sankara uses the similes of copper and its mold, light and 

its object. He says as follows: 

musSsiktam yatha tamram tannibham jSyate tatha / 

rupadin vyapmvac cittam tannibham drsyate dhruvam 11 

(Just as [molten] copper appears in the form of the mold into 

which it was poured, so it is certainly experienced that the 

citta, when pervading [the external objects] such as form-color, 

appears in their forms.—Upad 1,14,3 [= Pahcadasi IV,28]) 

vyahjako va.yathS.loko vyahgyasyakaratam iyat / 

sarvarthauyanjakatvad dhir arthakara pradr syate 11 

(Or, just as light, the illuminator, assumes the forms of what it 

illuminates, so the dhi is seen to have the forms of its objects, 

since it is the illuminator of all the objects.—Upad 1,14,4 [= 

PaheadaJi IV,29]) 

It has been maintained by N. K. Devaraja that the two elements 

in the Vedantic theory of perception, “the going out of the antah¬ 

karana to the object” and “the antahkarana assuming the form of the 
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object,” are missing in Sankara’s discussion of perception as well 
as in Padmapada’s.35 However, the two stanzas above show 
clearly that the second element is contained in Sankara’s view of 

perception. The idea may not be original to Sankara. Already in 
Vyasa’s Yogasutrabhasya (1,7) it is mentioned that the citta is colored 
by external things through the senses.36 It is to be noted here that the 
two stanzas under discussion are quoted in Vidyaranya’s Pancadasi 
(IV,28 and 29) as the authority for his own view of perception. 

The stanzas also show that in Sankara’s view, the first element 

too is present to a considerable extent. Unlike Dharmarajadhva- 
rlndra, Sankara does not explicitly say that the antahkarana goes out 

to the place of the object through the senses,37 but he says that the 
citta or antahkarana pervades (vyapnuvat, Upad 1,14,3; samvydpti, 

Upad 1,18,115) the external object such as form-color. It would be 
natural to take it that the antahkarana, which is located internally 

and is not omnipresent, would have to go out in order to pervade 

its object which is external. 
When the antahkarana pervades its object, the object is called 

“the one which is seated in the buddhi” (buddhyarudha, Upad 1,7,1; 

18,94; II,2,70).38 Sankara explains this as follows: 

alokastho ghato yadvad buddhyarudho bhavet tatha / 
dhlvyaptih syad ghataroho dhiyo vyaptau kramo bhavet 11 
(Just as a jar [when pervaded by light] becomes something 
situated in the light, so does it [when pervaded by the buddhi] be¬ 

come something seated in the buddhi. It is the buddhi’s pervasion> 
[of the jar] that is the jar’s being seated [in the buddhi']. In the 

pervasion by the buddhi there would be sequence [of stages].— 
Upad 1,18,156, cf. Upad 1,18,155 and 157) 

It is thus necessary for perception of external objects that the 

antahkarana assume the forms of those objects located in the buddhi. 
It is, however, not sufficient since the antakharana and its pratyayas 
are both unconscious and material like the external objects and the 
senses. The antahkarana and its pratyaya are merely objects percep¬ 
tible (grahya) by a perceiver (grdhaka) different from themselves 

(Upad 11,2,74). This perceiver, according to Sankara, is Atman,39 
His discussion now tends to be metaphysical rather than psycho¬ 

logical. 
According to Sankara, Atman is transcendentally changeless 

(kutastha) and constant (nitya). Now if Atman, as perceiver, were 

taken as perceiving the pratyayas having the forms of the external 
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objects, Atman itself could not be free from change and destruction 
(Upad 11,2,74). In other words, if Atman’s perceivership con¬ 

sisted in pervading the buddhi which is appearing in the forms 
of the external objects (Upad 1,14,6), Atman, like the buddhi, 

would also be subject to change, and the basis of Sankara’s doc¬ 
trine would be destroyed. In order to get round this theoretical 
difficulty, which is a problem common to the Advaita and the 
Samkhya40 and the Yoga,41 Sankara introduces the concept of 
abhasa.42 As I have pointed out elsewhere,43 he uses this term to 
mean both “reflection” and “false appearance.” When abhasa 

means simply reflection and no more, the terms pratibimba (Upad 
1,5,4), praticchdya (BUBh IV,3,7, p. 561),44 and chdyd (Upad 
1,12,6; 14,33) are its synonyms. When the reflection (abhasa) of 
self-effulgent Jtmarc-consciousness (caitanyapratibimba, Upad 1,5,4) 

pervades the buddhi, which is by nature unconscious but endowed 

with action, the buddhi falsely appears (abhasa) as perceiver 
because of Atman’s consciousness (bodha, Upad 1,5,4) in it, together 

with the fact of its own action, just as torches and other things 
appear to be possessed of the power of burning on account of the 

fire in them (Upad 1,18,71). After pervading, and taking the forms 
of, external objects, the buddhi becomes, as it were, an illuminator 
on account of the reflection of Atman in it, and thus perceives 
external objects (Upad 1,18,155 and 157). Just as the face is 

different from its reflection in the mirror, Atman is different from 
its reflection in the buddhi (Upad 1,18,32 and 33), and the reflec¬ 

tion is by nature unreal (Upad 1,18,40-46; 18,87). The appear¬ 
ance (abhasa) and disappearance (abhava) in the buddhi is due to 
the Seeing (dfsti = Atman, Upad 1,18,84). Atman’s perceivership 

means not that Atman is the agent of an action of perceiving, but 

that the reflection of self-effulgent Atman whose nature is percep¬ 

tion is in the pratyayas of the buddhi. Atman does not do anything but 

simply exist.45 
There is no doubt that the exposition of abhasavada in the Pah- 

cadasi is largely indebted to Sankara’s view. Vidyaranya himself 
clearly admits that the difference between the Brahman-conscious¬ 
ness and the fruit (phala)—i.e., the reflection of consciousness 
(cidabhasa)—is stated in Sankara’s Upadesasahasrl,46 It is worthy of 

note that Vidyaranya, like Sankara, regards the reflection as wholly 
unreal, whereas according to the pratibimbavada of the Vivarana,47 

it is real. 
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3. Semantic Analysis of Perception 

There are various opinions among Indian philosophers about 

the essential nature of knowledge. According to the Nyaya-Vaise- 

sika, knowledge is a quality of ^man-substance. The Buddhist and 

the Mimamsa systems commonly characterize knowledge as an 

activity. Sankara and other Advaitins, however, stand on the 

Upanisadic axiom that knowledge or perception is Atman itself. 

But the word “perception” (upalabdhi)i& is generally conceived to 

mean an “action” of perceiving which is indicated by the verbal 

root (dhatu) upa-labhi9; action is nothing but change (Upad 

11.2.76) .50 It would thus be contradictory to assert that Atman 

is transcendentally changeless and yet that perception is Atman. 

Sankara defends his position by maintaining that this ordinarily 

accepted sense is merely a figurative meaning (upacara) of the word 

“perception.” A verbal root can directly refer only to some pra- 

tyaya of the buddki, which does have “action” as its nature. As 

mentioned before, it is when the reflection of Atman is in it that 

the buddhi falsely appears as perceiver. In other words, the buddhi 

becomes consciousness-like (cinnibha) and is called jha (= Atman), 
when the Atoan-consciousness (caitanya, cit) is superimposed upon 

it (Upad I, 18, 65; 68). When the reflection of Atman is in the 

buddhi and the doership (kartrtva) of the buddhi is superimposed 

upon Atman,51 Atman falsely appears as the perceiver, and it is 

said that the jha knows (Upad 1,18,65; cf. Upad 1,18,70). There¬ 

fore, the entire process of perception, including all the perceiving 

activities of the pratyaya of the buddhi, such as pervading its objects 

and assuming their forms and colors, comes down to the fact that 

jfhnan-perception, transcendentally changeless, falsely appears 

{abhasa) as perceiver (atmanah upalabdhyabhasaphala.vasa.nah, Upad 

11.2.77) ; however, this does not entail any change in Atman- 

perception. At the end of the perceiving process taking place in the 

buddhi,52 there is Atman-perception falsely appearing as perceiver. 

In this sense the perceiver is nothing but constant perception 

(nityopalabdhimatra, Upad 11,2,79). The word “perception” is, 

therefore, being used only figuratively when it has the sense of an 

“action” of perceiving. For example, the “action” of cutting 

(chidikriya) results, at the end of the whole process of the cutting 

“action,” in the static situation where the object that was to be cut 

has been separated into two parts (dvaidhibhava); the word “cut” 
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is figuratively used in the sense of the “action” of cutting which 

is signified by the verbal root, though primarily it means the 

static situation which has resulted from the “action” of cutting 

(Upad II,2,76-85).63 It is, therefore, reasonable to assert that 

Atman is perception. 

One expresses one’s experience of perception by means of 

language and says, janami (I know) or janati (He knows).54 

According to the ordinarily accepted understanding of this sen¬ 

tence, “I” or “he,” who is the subject of knowledge, “knows” some 

object of knowledge, just as, in case of the sentence devadattah 

karoti, Devadatta, who is the agent of action, performs a certain 

action by himself. The verbal root denotes action while the verbal 

suffix indicates an agent. Thus the meanings of the verbal root 

(prakrti) and the verbal suffix (pratyaya) are different from each 

other, but they have a common substratum (aJraya, Upad 1,18, 

51 and 52), namely Devadatta. Therefore, the two meanings 

belong to one and the same subject; Devadatta is the agent who 

actually performs an action. Likewise the verbal root jfia refers to 

the action of perceiving while the verbal suffix -ti or -mi indicates 

the agent.65 Therefore, “I” or “he,” like Devadatta, is the agent 

who actually perceives the object of perception. Ordinary people 

consider this “I” or “he” to be Atman and think of themselves as 

different from Brahman, which is actionless (akriya) and constant 

(nitya). 

Rejecting this ordinary understanding, Sankara asserts that the 

verbal suffix indicates merely the reflection (abhasa) of Atman which 

is in the buddhi, and that the verbal root means action (kriya) of 

the buddhi. People say janati because they fail to distinguish 

Atman from its reflection and the buddhi (Upad 1,18,53). Percep¬ 

tion (avabodha) does not belong to the buddhi and action does not 

belong to Atman. For this reason the expression janati is applicable 

neither to the buddhi nor to Atman (Upad 1,18,54). Neither Atman 

nor the buddhi can be the subject of the sentence janati, which 

requires the subject to be possessed of both perception and 

action. 

Then what is the subject of this sentence? When consciousness 

{caitanya), the nature of Atman, is superimposed upon the buddhi 

which is unconscious and of the nature of action, the buddhi 

becomes consciousness-like (cinnibha, Upad 1,18,65; 68), assuming 
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the form of Atman. Then the notion (dhi) that “I am the Seeing 

(DrSi = Atman)” occurs to the buddhi (Upad 1,18,84; 89). This 

notion is called ahamdhl (Upad 1,2,2) or ahampratyaya (Upad 11,2, 

52; 2,53. etc.), i.e., “F’-notion. It is also called ahamkriya (Upad 

I, 14,43), ahamkara (Upad 1,1,24; 11,1,6, etc.), or simply aham 

as neuter (Upad 1,5,5; 18,203). Atman is said to be the object of 

this ahampratyaya (ahampratyayavisaya, Upad 11,2,52; 2,53; BSBh 

II, 3,38, p. 545; asmatpratyayavisaya, BSBh, Introduction, p. 17). 

The buddhi as the bearer of ahamkara is called ahamkartr (Upad 

I, 14,24; 18,20, etc.). This ahamkartr is the subject of the sentence 

janami or janati (Upad 1,18,65), since the meanings both of the 

verbal root and of the verbal suffix belong to it. Words are appli¬ 

cable to the ahamkartr but not to Atman, since the former has 

generic attributes (jati), action (karman), etc., which are absent in 

Atman. 

Thus, from a semantic and psychological analysis of perception, 

which seems to be unique among Advaitins, Sankara rejects the 

ordinary concept of Atman and, while doing so, refutes the act 

theory of knowledge according to which knowledge is a kind of 

activity or function (kriya). It may not be out of place to note here 

that Jayanta finds the origin of act theory in a grammatical prej¬ 

udice, a confusion between knowledge as manifestation and the 

verb “to know” as denoting an action.66 

4. Psychology of Internal Perception ^ 

With regard to so-called internal perception, Sankara refers to 

such mental or psychological events as the feelings of pleasure and 

pain (sukhaduhkhavedana), passion (raga), aversion (dvesa), desire 

(,kama, iccha), and fear (bhaya). All these mental events are per¬ 

ceived as objects of perception just as are jars and other external 

objects. They are, therefore, different from their perceiver, Atman 

(Upad 11,2,70). All these impurities (aJuddhi) are in the object of 

perception and never in Atman, the subject of perception (Upad 11,2, 

36). They have the same substratum (afraya) as the impressions 

(samskSra) of pain, of form-color, and so forth (Upad 1,15,13; 

II, 1,35). Their substratum is the antahkarana. Even the discrimi¬ 

nating notion (viveki pratyayah), “I am the knower, not the object 

of knowledge, pure, always free,” also belongs to the buddhi 

(Upad 1,12,14). Sankara’s view is based chiefly upon Brhadaran- 

yaka Up. 1,5,3; “Desire, volition, doubt, faith, lack of faith, 

steadfastness, lack of steadfastness, shame, meditation, fear . . . 

all this is truly mind.”57 This Sruti passage also constitutes the basis 

of Dharmarajadhvarlndra’s theory of indriyajanya perception 

(VP 1,120). 

Sankara refutes the Nyaya-Vaisesika position that not only 

knowledge but also pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and volition 

are qualities (gutia) which inhere in ^man-substance (Upad 1,16, 

51—66).58 He says that if the position is accepted, then pleasure, for 

example, cannot be an object of knowledge, since knowledge and 

pleasure are qualities of one and the same Atman-substance (Upad 

1,16,57). Furthermore, according to the Nyaya-Vaisesika, pleas¬ 

ure, pain, etc., as particular facts are perceived when they come 

in contact with the manas through their inherence (samavaya) in 

Atman which is conjoined (samyukta) with the manas. However, 

pleasure and knowledge cannot come in contact with the manas 

simultaneously. Therefore, pleasure cannot be an object of knowl¬ 

edge (Upad 1,16,52 and 53) as they assert it is. 

Sankara maintains that pain is an object (visaya) of buddhis,69 
which are in turn objects of the inner Atman (Upad 1,18,201). 

He considers desire, aversion, and so on to be attributes (dharma) 

of the “ksetra” (i.e., the object of knowledge) and not those of 

Atman (Upad 11,1,36). His view is based upon Bhagavadgita XIII, 

6: “Desire, hatred, pleasure, pain, the aggregate, intelligence 

(cetana), and steadfastness—this is ksetra briefly described with 

its modifications.”60 In his commentary on this stanza Sankara 

interprets “ksetra” as the antahkarana61 which is an object of 

perception (jheya). Dharmarajadhvarlndra also regards desire 

and the others as attributes of the manas (manodharma, VP 1,7). 

Furthermore, Sankara interprets the word cetana in the above stan¬ 

za as antahkaranavrtti or “a modification of the antahkarana” 

which manifests itself in the aggregate of the body and the senses, 

filled with the juice of the reflection of the Aman-consciousness 

(atmacaitanyabhasarasaviddha, GBh XIII,6, p. 543): desire and so on 

are modifications (vrtti) of the manas (BSBh 11,4,6, p. 572). 

Dharmarajadhvarlndra says that desire (kama) and other attri¬ 

butes of the manas are knowledge taking on the form of vrtti 

(vrttirupajhana, VP 1,7). 

According to Sankara desire and other psychological events are 
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perceived as objects just as a jar and other external objects are 

perceived as objects (Upad 11,2,70). There is no essential differ¬ 

ence between external and internal perception, since in the process 

of perception objects of external perception are transformed into 

pratyayas or vrttis of the buddhi which are in the form of those exter¬ 

nal objects, and objects of internal perception are also transformed 

into pratyayas which are in the form of pleasure, pain, and other 

objects of internal perception: 

ya tu syan mdnasi vrttis cdksuska ruparahjana / 

nityam evdtmano dr sty a nityaya drsyate hi sa // 

(The modification of the manas, which is caused by the visual 

sense and is depicted by form-color [of its object], is certainly 

always seen by the constant Seeing of Atman.—Upad 1,13,6) 

tathdnyendriyayukta yd vrttayo visayahjanah / 

smrti ragadirupa ca kevalantar manasy api // 

(In like manner the modifications [of the manas] which are con¬ 

nected with the senses other [than the visual one] and are 

depicted by [external] objects; also [the modification of the 

manas] in the form of memory and in the forms of passion and 

the like, which is unconnected [from the senses], located in the 

manat.—Upad 1,13,7) 

mdnasyas tadvad anyasya drsyante svapnavrttayah / 
drastur drstis tato nitya iuddhananta ca kevala 11 

(and the modifications of the manas in the dreaming state an^ 

also seen to be another’s. The Seeing of the Seer is, therefore, 

constant, pure, infinite and alone.—Upad 1,13,8) 

The only difference in mechanism between external and 

internal perception lies in the fact that the modifications of the 

manas are connected with the senses in case of external perception and 

not in case of internal perception (Upad 1,13,7). Though Sankara 

does not try to analyze perception and though it is not clear 

whether or not he considers the manas to be an indriya, the above 

distinction easily leads one to Dharmarajadhvarindra’s division 

of perception into the two types, indriyajanya and indriyajanya. 

Pleasure and the like, which have the buddhi as their substratum, 

differentiate the buddhi, which, being illumined by the constant 

light of Atman, appears as Atman in the aggregate of the body 

and the senses (Upad 1,16,7). Thus it is through immovable con¬ 

sciousness (Upad 11,2,73) that one perceives everything, external 

and internal, seated in the buddhi (buddhyarudha, Upad 11,2, 

70). 
Sankara does not seek to go beyond this point with regard to 

perception. However, Dharmarajadhvarlndra finds here the de¬ 

fining feature of perception which is common to the indriyajanya 

and indriyajanya perception. In both cases the consciousness 

limited by the vrtti of the antahkarana (pramanacaitanya) is identical 

with that limited by the object (visayacaitanya) such as a jar in the 

indriyajanya and pleasure in the indriyajanya (VP 1,21-22). 

Dharmarajadhvarlndra seems primarily to aim at the comple¬ 

tion of the Vedantic theory of means of knowledge. On the other 

hand, Sankara is primarily concerned not with the establishment 

of any epistemologically or philosophically perfect system but 

with the salvation of people suffering from transmigratory ex¬ 

istence here in the present world. The only truth that Sankara 

intends to arrive at from his analysis of perception is that of the 

identity of Atman and Brahman. 

In his book A History of Indian Philosophy, Dasgupta considers 

that PadmapSda, one of Sankara’s disciples, was probably the first 

to attempt to explain from a Vedantic point of view the process 

of perception, which was elaborated by Prakasatman (tenth cen¬ 

tury) and later writers, and that Padmapada’s views were all col¬ 

lected and systematized in the exposition of the Vedantaparibhasa 

of Dharmarajadhvarlndra in the sixteenth century.62 However, my 

investigation has shown that Sankara’s view of perception, which 

has so far been overlooked and seems to depend considerably upon 

the Samkhya and the Yoga views,63 already displays the essential 

characteristics of the later Advaita theory of perception. 

5. Four States of Atman 

The previous sections have been concerned with our daily 

mental and psychological experiences in the waking state (jagrat). 

But Indian thinkers were not contented with the investigation of 

the waking state. They also speculated on the dreaming state 

(,svapna) and deep sleep (susupta) and discovered metaphysical 

significance in those states. Their speculation even extended to a 

fourth state (caturtha, turya, turiya) which transcends the above 

three. 

Philosophic speculation on the four states started with Upani- 
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sadic thinkers,64 and its most systematic exposition is seen in the 

Mandukya Up., on which Sankara wrote a commentary.65 The 

Brahmasutra also discusses the four states (BS 111,2,1-9) as well as 

the state of swooning (mugdha, BS III,2,10),66 which is not ex¬ 

amined in the Upanisads. It is, however, to be noted here that 

the Brahmasutra, which stands in the line of bhedabheda, neglects 

or perhaps may not know of this fourth, which could properly 

fit into a non-dualistic system alone.67 

According to Sankara, Atman is the only one, eternal and change¬ 

less. Nevertheless, it appears in many ways because of the 

limiting adjunct (upadhi), just as one and the same gem appears 

different when blue or yellow color is put near it (Upad 1,17,16; 

17,26; 17,27). Atman appears and is designated differently accord¬ 

ing to the three states. When Atman is in the waking state and 

external (bahya)—in other words, perceiving external objects—it 

is called viraj or vaisvanara (Upad 1,17,64, cf. Vedantasara [XVII] 

36). In the waking state both the five senses (Upad 1,17,24) and 

the internal organ are at work and, according to the Mandukya 

Up. and Gaudapadlyakarika, it is conscious of external objects 

(■bahisprajha, Mand. Up. 3; GK 1,1). 

When Atman is in the dreaming state, the five senses cease to 

function and only the internal organ is functioning. The Atman 

in this state is called taijasa (Upad 1,15,24, cf. Vedantasara [XVII] . 

117) or prajdpati (Upad 1,17,64), and it is conscious of things / 

internal (antahprajha, Mand. Up. 4; GK 1,1). In other words, 

the object of perception in this state is not an external object but 

a residual impression (vasana) of something grasped through the 

senses in the waking state (Upad 1,11,10; 15,24); this is like recol¬ 

lection of a memory in the waking state (Upad 1,14,1; 17,24). Since 

in the dreaming state Atman is free from limiting adjuncts such 

as the body and the senses, Atman appears in a purer form and 

is seen to be self-effulgent (svayamprabha), just as a sword is seen 

to shine when drawn from its sheath (Upad 1,11,11). 

In the state of deep sleep everything vanishes (Upad 1,17,64); 

even the internal organ ceases to function. The Atman in this state 

is called prajna (Upad 1,15,25; 17,64); it sees nothing else (anan- 

yadrs, Upad 1,15,25). Deep sleep is usually regarded as the entire 

cessation of consciousness. The Vaisesika thinks that consciousness 

is adventitious because Atman does not have this quality in deep 

sleep.68 In the Vedantic theory, however, the Atman in this state is 

a mass of mere consciousness (prajhanaghana, Mund. Up. 5; ghana- 

prajha, GK 1,1). Nobody sees anything in the state of deep sleep, 

but this does not mean that in deep sleep Pure Consciousness ceases 

to be (Upad 1,18,97). It is only because there is no object of sight that 

nothing is seen in the deep sleep, and not because sight—i.e., Pure 

Consciousness—ceases to be. It is by Pure Consciousness that one 

denies the existence of the objects of sight (Upad 11,2,90-93). This 

Atman is free from the pain which is experienced in the waking and 

dreaming states (Upad 11,2,45). It is in a purer form, but not yet 

perfect. Just as one goes from the waking state to the states of 

dream and deep sleep, one comes back from the state of the deep 

sleep to the dreaming and waking states. In this sense this state is, 

so to speak, the seed (bija) of the two other states (Upad 1,16,18). 

Therefore, the Atman in this state is called avyakrta (unmanifest, 

Upad 1,17,64). The state of deep sleep is also called tamas (dark¬ 

ness) or ajhana (ignorance). When this seed has been burnt up by 

the knowledge of Atman, it is like a seed that has been scorched, 

without power of germinating (Upad 1,17,25). 

The above three states are only adventitious and not one’s own 

nature, since they perish like clothes and wealth (cf. Upad 11,2, 

86—89). The triad is a verbal handle (vacarambhana) and conse¬ 

quently unreal (Upad 11,17,65). Vaisvanara, taijasa, and prajna 

are all merely Atman with limiting adjuncts (sopadhi, Upad 1,15, 

29). “The Atman without limiting adjuncts (ampadhika) is inde¬ 

scribable, without parts, attributeless and pure; neither mind 

nor speech reach it” (Upad 1,15,29). This Atman is turiya (Upad 

1,10,4). This Atman cannot be expressed by any words. 

Since this turiya (Upad 1,10,4) is nothing but Brahman, it is, 

though indescribable, indicated by means of all the possible 

negative adjectives which are used to describe Brahman: “non¬ 

dual” (advaya), “free from desire” (akama), “unborn” (aja), “free 

from evils” (apahatapapman), “fearless” (abhaya). Adjectives such as 

“absolutely changeless and constant” (kutasthanitya), which are 

affirmative in form but really negative in intention, are also 

employed to characterize it. 

This Atman is always the same in all beings (Upad 1,8,3; 10,9); 

though perfectly stainless and non-dual, it is covered by inverted 

knowledge (viparyaya) which is avidya (nescience, Upad 1,10,8). 
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This last is the reason why the highest truth, that Atman is Brahman, 

is not generally recognized. 

C. Exegetical Approach 

1. The Means of Knowledge 

Early Vedanta philosophers did not pay much attention to prob¬ 

lems concerning the means of knowledge (pramana) by which 

valid knowledge (prama) is attained, although to other schools 

of Indian philosophy these were important, even essential, topics. 

The Materialists (Carvaka) accepted only sense-perception (pra- 

tyaksa) as the means of knowledge, rejecting all others. Some 

Vaisesikas and the Buddhists recognized both sense-perception and 

inference (anumana), to which the Samkhyas added a third 

means: statement by an authority (aptavacana or sabda). The Nai- 

yayikas accpeted comparison (upamana) in addition as a fourth 

means. 

In the Brahmasutra (1,3,28; 111,2,24; IV,4,20) “pratyaksa” and 

“anumana” are accepted as means of knowledge, but the words have 

a quite special meaning and merely stand for “Srutis” and “Smr- 

tis,” respectively.1* The Brahmasutra does not discuss problems of 

pramana. Early Advaita writers are interested only in demonstrat¬ 

ing the illusory nature of the world and engaged in discussing tljje 

metaphysical aspect of knowledge (jhana) which is the nature of 

Brahman-Atman, and not in examining the means of knowledge. 

In the tenth century, Prakasatman employs four means of 

knowledge in his philosophical discussion: sense-perception, 

inference, postulation (arthapatti) and verbal testimony (sabda).2 

In the sixteenth century, Dharmarajadhvarindra enumerates 

six means of knowledge, the above four and two additional ones, 

comparison and non-cognition (anupalabdhi) (VP, Upodghata 10); 

he devotes the first six chapters of his Vedantaparibhasa to the 

establishment of a Vedantic theory. 

Sankara himself does recognize the significance of the means 

of knowledge, remarking that everything (sarvapadartha) is 

established through verbal testimony (Jabda), inference (anumiti), 

and other means of knowledge, and not otherwise (Upad 1,18, 

•Footnotes to section III, G begin on p. 65. 

133). It is true that Sankara’s doctrine is on the whole illusionistic, 

but his arguments are strikingly realistic and not idealistic. He 

maintains that knowledge (jhana) results from the means of 

knowledge (pramanajanya) which have existing things as their 

objects (yathabhutamsaya) and that knowledge, therefore, depends 

upon existing things (vastutantra) and not upon Vedic injunction 

(codanatantra) nor upon man (purusatantra) (BSBh 1,1,4, p. 83).3 

He rejects the Vijfianavadin’s position that there is no difference 

whatever between knowledge and the object of knowledge, the 

latter being nothing but the former, since for Vijnanavada no 

external objects exist.4 

In his arguments he often takes it for granted that the means of 

knowledge are generally accepted.6 There is no doubt that he was 

well acquainted with nyaya (logic). In his writings he refers to at 

least three means of knowledge: sense-perception, inference, and 

verbal testimony.6 In no place in his works, however, does he give 

any systematic account of them, though he is aware of the relative 

importance of the various means of knowledge. His disregard 

or deliberate avoidance of the point is largely based upon his 

religio-philosophical standpoint. Atman-Brahman, the knowledge 

of which is the means to final release (moksa), is self-evident (sva- 

pramanaka, Upad 1,18,203) and self-established (svatahsiddha, Upad 

11,2,93, etc.). Therefore, Atman-Brahman is by nature independent 

of the means of knowledge; Atman-Brahman is established neither 

by sense-perception nor by other means of knowledge (Upad 11,2, 

60). An investigation of the means of knowledge is of no use for 

attainment of final release. 

Then how is the knowledge of Atman-Brahman obtained? It is 

attained only through the Srutis (Upad 1,11,9; 18,217, etc.), which 

are not to be doubted (anatisahkyatva, Upad 1,17,67) and are the 

right means of acquiring knowledge (pramana, Upad 1,17,8. Cf. 

Upad 1,18,216; BS 1,1,7). Sankara’s firm conviction that the 

Sruti is infallible is seen here and there in his works. No argument 

or justification is necessary for the validity of the Sruti. This is not 

peculiar to Sankara but is the basic standpoint of the Vedanta and 

the Mimamsa.7 His absolute reliance on the Sruti leads to the 

denial of the validity of the other means of knowledge (Upad 1,18, 

7; 18,183; 18,223). Nevertheless, use is made of the other means in 

order to know Atman-Brahman (Upad 1,18,134) as well as the ob- 
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jects of knowledge (prameya) different from Atman (Upad 11,2,93). 

However, it is only before the attainment of the knowledge of 

Atman that sense-perception and other means of knowledge are 

valid (Upad 1,11,5). It is to be noted here that Dharmaraja- 

dhvarindra, who systematized the Advaita theory of the means 

of knowledge, also carries on his discussion of the means of 

knowledge under the same condition. He says: “ ‘In your [= Ad- 

vaitin’s] view, ajar etc. are sublated since they are unreal. So how 

can knowledge of them be valid knowledge?’ We [= Advaitins] 

reply, ‘Because a jar, etc., are sublated after the realization of 

Brahman. . . . but they are not sublated in the state of transmi¬ 

gration.’ ”8 An investigation of the means of knowledge is after all 

in the sphere of nescience (avidya) for Sankara. 

Like the author of the Brahmasutra Sankara recognizes the au¬ 

thority of the Smrtis. To support his argument he often quotes 

Sruti passages, especially Upanisadic passages, and then Smrti 

passages which are not incompatible with the former (Upad 11,1, 

8).9 However, Sankara is endowed with too much creativity and 

reasoning power to remain a simple traditionalist. Further¬ 

more, the time did not allow him to rest his case entirely on the 

Srutis and Smrtis. He has to defend his position, and to meet the 

opposition of those who do not accept the authority of these 

scriptures. Sankara salutes his teacher’s teacher, who defeated 

hundreds of enemies of the Srutis by means of sword-like wordjf 

supported by thunderbolt-like reasoning (yukti) and protected the 

treasure of the meaning of the Vedas (Upad 1,18,2). He himself 

declares: “Thus both the false assumption based upon dualism 

and the view that Atman does not exist have been rejected through 

reasoning (yukti)” (Upad 1,16,68). As in Buddhism and other 

systems of Indian philosophy, so in Sankara, not only scriptural 

testimony (sruti, Sastra) but also rational proof (yukti, Upad 1,16,65; 

18,43; 18,88; 19,25; nyaya, Upad 11,1,44; anumana, Upad 1,12,18; 

18,14) constitutes an essential part of the arguments.10 It is also 

noteworthy that, to refute objections, Sankara frequently resorts to 

arguments based on prasahga (reductio ad absurdum), in which he 

first admits an opponent’s thesis for argument’s sake, and then 

points out how, if it were accepted, a conclusion which is not 

desired by the opponent would be arrived at.11 This type of ar¬ 

gument was often employed by NagSrjuna and his disciple, Ar- 
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yadeva, of the Madhyamika school of Buddhism. It is probable 

that they influenced the Brahmasutra, which also utilizes this type 
of argument.12 

However, no matter how reasonable an argument may be, it 

cannot be accepted by the Vedantins if it is incompatible with the 

Sruhs The Vedanta, which may be styled “a positive theology 

based upon scripture,”13 began originally as an exegesis of the Vedas, 

especially the Vedanta, i.e., the Upanisads, which resulted in the 

composition of the Brahmasutra. The Brahmasutra records differences 

in interpretation of many places of the Srutis but unfortunately it 

does not discuss systematically any methodological problems con¬ 

cerning the exegesis of the Vedas. In his many commentaries Sankara 

does not deal with these problems; he presents only the results of 

app ying his exegetical and theological method.14 But some of 

Sankara’s exegetical principles are recognized in the Upadesasahasri. 

2. The Sentence “Tat Tvam Asi” 

An Indian syllogism begins with a proposition named pratijha 

(thesis) which contains a minor (paksa) and a major term (sadhya) 

and which ,s restated in the fifth and last proposition, called 

mgamana (conclusion). The pratijha shows what the subject of 

inference^ is and what is to be proved.15 The author of the Brah¬ 

masutra, Sankara, Bhaskara, Ramanuja, and other Vedanta exe- 

getes also seem to have begun with their own philosophical or 

theological viewpoints, the validity of which was to be proved or 

justified by means of their skilful exegetical techniques.16 This is 

clear from the fact that founders and important philosophers of 

minor schools of the Vedanta wrote commentaries on the Brahma¬ 

sutra from their own philosophical or theological standpoints in 

order to give authoritative standing to their doctrines or theolog¬ 

ical systems by demonstrating that these could successfully and 

consistently be used to interpret the Brahmasutra. 

Whatever standpoint an exegete may adopt, he has to work 

with the conviction that all the Srutis and other works regarded 

as authoritative are coherent and consistent in every respect and 

do not contradict one another,17 though this is absolutely impos¬ 

sible for modern philologists to admit. From his standpoint of 

non-dualism, Sankara states his view of the Vedas as follows: 

As [the Vedas] are devoted to one object [only], i.e., the knowl- 
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edge [of Brahman], [the wise] know that they [consist of] one 

sentence [only]. The oneness of Atman [and Brahman] should 

indeed be known through the understanding of the meaning of 

[this one] sentence. (Upad 1,17,9) 

Thus the huge bulk of the Vedas is equated with a single sentence, 

“tat tvam asi" (Thou art That), which_was uttered nine times by 

the Upanisadic philosopher Uddalaka Aruni to his son, Svetaketu, 

in their famous dialogue in the Chandogya Up. (VI,8-16). This 

sentence is looked upon as imparting the essence of the entire 

Vedas, namely the identity of Brahman and Atman. Tremendous 

efforts to interpret the sentence were made by Sankara and his 

followers. One other Sruti sentence—“aham brahmasmi" (I am 

Brahman) (Brh. Up. 1,4,10) also was assigned great importance. 

These celebrated sentences came to be designated mahavakya 

(great sentences)18 by later Advaitins such as Sadananda.19 In the 

Upadesasahasrl the term 11 aham" in the aham brahmasmi sentence is 

explained alongside the interpretation of “tat tvam asi" (cf. Upad 

1,18,96; 18,101, etc.), but the meaning of the former sentence 

is not specifically analyzed, probably because an examination of 

“aham" is nothing but that of “tvam," and the two sentences are 

syntactically the same. Therefore, our attention will first be 

focused on the sentence “tat tvam asi." 

3. An Exegetical Methods Anvaya and Vyatireka ( 

An interpretation of an Upanisadic sentence involves a semantic 

analysis. How is the meaning of a sentence apprehended? When 

one hears the words of a sentence, one gets a unitary sense which 

is the meaning of the sentence. How is this possible? The Mimam- 

sakas proposed two different solutions to this problem. According 

to the anvitabhidhana theory of the Prabhakara school of Mimamsa, 

the meaning of a sentence can be known only through memory, 

since both the individual word-meanings and their syntactic 

mutual relationship, which constitute the meaning of a sentence, 

are conveyed by the words themselves which are remembered to 

possess certain meanings. This theory was severely criticized by the 

Bhatta school of Mimamsa, who asserted the abhihitanvaya theory: 

that the meaning of a sentence can be understood indirectly 

through the recollection of the individual word-meanings since, 

although the words can convey their individual meanings, their 

mutual relationship cannot be conveyed by the words but by the 

word-meanings; the knowledge of the logical connection between 

the remembered individual word-meanings precedes that of the 

sentence-meaning.20 

Sankara does not positively take one side or the other,21 but in 

the UpadeSasahasri he expresses his idea fragmentarily: 

There is no fixed rule in the Veda to the effect that in a sentence 

a [particular] word should be placed first and another [par¬ 

ticular] word should be placed next. (Upad 1,18,175) 

And then he continues to assert in the same stanza: 

The syntactical relation of words (padasamgatya) is based upon 

[their] meanings. 

He further says: 

The knowledge that one is ever-free arises from the sentence 

and not from anything eke. The knowledge of the meaning 

of the sentence is also preceded by recollecting the meaning of 

the words. (Upad 1,18,188) 

His view is that nobody can know the sentence-meaning without 

recollecting the word-meanings (Upad 1,18,178). These remarks 

are not sufficient for us to infer any definite conclusion, but it seems 

to me that he takes the abhihitanvaya theory as a basis, or at least 

that he holds a similar opinion. His followers are divided among 

themselves on this problem, but almost all important Advaita 

writers such as Vacaspatimisra support the theory of the Bhatta 

school.22 

If, in order to understand the sentence-meaning, the word- 

meanings have first to be recollected, the next problem is: How can 

word-meanings be recollected? In this connection Sankara refers 

to the anvayavyatireka method.23 His failure to give an explanation 

of this method, which he seems to assume is well known, prevents 

us from getting a clear understanding of it. He describes it as the 

logical means (yukti, Upad 1,18,96) by which, when hearing the 

words in a sentence, one can recollect (samsmrti, Upad 1,18,176; 

smarana, Upad 1,18,178; smaryate, Upad 1,18,189), discriminate 

(viveka, Upad 1,18,180) or ascertain (avadharana, Upad 1,18,96) 

their meanings. 

In his Naiskarmyasiddhi (11,8,9; III,31 ,etc.), Suresvara also applies 

the anvayavyatireka method to an interpretation of the sentence 

“tat tvam asi." Though the method is not defined in his work, 
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either, it is treated not only as an exegetical method but also as a 

term ignifying slogical thinking or logical method. It is used as a 

synonym for nyaya and anumana,24 However, Sankara says that the 

anvayavyatireka method is mentioned only for the purpose of discrim¬ 

inating the meaning of the word “Thou” and for no other purpose 

(Upad 1,18,180). Therefore, the usage of the method is limited and 

serves only an exegetical purpose, though it is used as a synonym 

ofyukti in the Upadesasahasri (1,18,96). Furthermore, it seems to 

be a meditational method rather than an exegetical method. An 

attempt will be made to reconstruct the method as far as possible. 

In Sankara’s view, in the sentence “Thou art That,” the 

meanings of the two words “That” (tat) and “art” (,asi) are already 

known (Upad 1,18,193). For him, the word “That” means 

Brahman, or Existent (sat, Upad 1,18,169) or Painless One (nirduh- 

kha, Upad 1,18,169).25 The word “art” means that the words 

That and “Thou” have the same referent (tulyanldatva, Upad 

1,18,169; 18,194).26 Therefore, the sentence “Thou art That” is 

taken to be an identity judgment and not a universal positive judg¬ 

ment. Sankara compares it to the sentence, “The horse is black” 

(nllasvavat, Upad 1,18,169) since, like “horse” and “black,” 

Thou and That” have the same referent. Although the mean¬ 

ings of these two words are known, the sentence-meaning is still 

not understood since help is needed for the recollection of the 

meaning of the word “Thou” (Upad 1,18,179; 18,193). Here it is 

that the anvayavyatireka method is applied, to ascertain the meaning 

of the word Thou” (Upad 1,18,180). When the meaning of the 

word “Thou” has been discriminated clearly, the sentence-mean¬ 

ing “I am ever-free” becomes manifest (Upad 1,18,179; 18 180- 

18,181; cf. Nais 11,1). 

Now in the sentence “Thou art That,” through the word “art” 

indicating an identity judgment, the word “Thou” comes to be 

used in connection (yoga) with the word “That” which refers to 

the Painless One (nirduhkhavacin, Upad 1,18,169). Therefore, the 

word “Thou” must also refer to that Painless One (Upad 1,18, 

169; 194). The word “Thou” has various meanings. But, among 

them, the inner Atman” (pratyagatman) is the only meaning that is 

compatible with “the Painless One.” And through the word “art” 

indicating an identity judgment, the word “That” comes to be 

used in connection with the word “Thou.” Therefore, the word 

“That” refers to the inner Atman (Upad 1,18,170; 18,194). This is 

the meaning which is present (anvaya) in, or compatible with, the 

two words. This is the anvaya method, that of positive formulation. 

On the other hand, the word “Thou” ordinarily means “a sufferer 

of pain” (duhkhin, Upad 1,18,181; duhkhitva, Upad 1,18,195). This 

is the meaning absent (vyatireka) in, or incompatible with, the 

word “That.” Therefore, this meaning is excluded (apoha, Upad 

1,18,181) or removed (varayetam, Upad 1,18,195) from the word 

“Thou.” Further, the word “That” may mean here “something 

other than the inner Atman” (apratyagatman, Upad 1,18,19s),27 

but this meaning is absent (vyatireka) in, or incompatible with, the 

word “Thou.” For this reason the meaning “something other 

than the inner Atman” must be removed from the word “That” 

(Upad 1,18,195). This is the vyatireka method, a negative formu¬ 

lation used to exclude all the incompatible meanings. In this 

sense the two words “Thou” and “That” are said to mutually 

convey the meaning of the sentence, “Not this. Not so” (Upad 

1,18,195). The above is a tentative outline of Sankara’s anvayavya¬ 

tireka method. 

4. Later Advaitins’ Exegetical Method 

In later Advaitins’ works, Sankara’s anvayavyatireka method 

came to be replaced by another method, jahadajahallaksana. It is 

usual to distinguish three kinds of laksana28 (transfer or meta¬ 

phor), according to how closely the primary meaning is retained 

in the actual meaning: 

1. Jahallaksana (or Jahatsvartha laksana). For example, in the 

sentence gahgayam ghosah (the village is on the Ganges), the 

primary meaning of the word gahga (Ganges) is abandoned and 

the secondary meaning “the bank (lira) of the river Ganges” is 

taken. In this case the primary meaning is rejected since it is con¬ 

trary to fact that the village should be situated actually on the 

Ganges. A secondary meaning, connected with the primary mean¬ 

ing, is adopted to suit the context. 

2. Ajahallaksana (or Ajahatsvartha laksana). In the sentence 

kuntah.pravisanti (the lances enter), the word “kuntah” refers to the 

lances themselves and the men who carry them. In this example 

the secondary meaning includes the primary sense as well. 

3. Jahadajahallaksana. This is a laksana in which a word expres- 

I 
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sive of the qualified abandons part of its meaning and denotes 

another part. In a sentence like “so ’jam devadattah” (This is that 

Devadatta) the word “that” (sas) refers to Devadatta as qualified 

by the past time and space whereas the word “this” (ayam) points 

at the same Devadatta as qualified by the present time and 

space.29 Though this sentence is an identity judgment, it does not 

mean that the two incompatible qualifiers “this” and “that” are 

identical, nor does it signify that the person qualified by “this” 

is identical with the same person when qualified by “that.” The sen¬ 

tence should be understood to mean the identity of the substantive 

Devadatta by abandoning the incompatible elements. In this case 

only a part or an aspect of the primary meaning is retained; the 

rest, which is incompatible, is abandoned. 

Rejecting the first two laksanas,30 the later Advaitins accept the 

third and apply it to the sentence “Thou art That” as an exegetical 

method. “That” is qualified by all-knowingness (sarvajnatva), and 

“Thou” is qualified by the inner organ [antahkarana). But the 

sentence indicates the identity of “That” and “Thou” in their 

essence, excluding one mutually incompatible elements (VP IV, 

26). “That” and “Thou” cannot be identical with each other in 

their meanings which are universal consciousness and an in¬ 

dividual consciousness, respectively. The sentence means the 

identity of consciousness common to both only by abandon¬ 

ing the two incompatible qualifiers “universal” and “individ* 
ual.”31 7 

5. Discontinuance of Sankara’s Method 

As I have mentioned, Sankara’s anvayavyatireka method was in¬ 

herited by his disciple Suresvara. Though Suresvara has tried to 

theoretically strengthen it, his use of the method does not seem to 

be very much different from that of his guru.32 Sankara compares 

“tat tvam asi” with “nilaha-” (The horse is black) (Upad 1,18,169), 

while Suresvara employs the sentence “nilotpala-” (The lotus is 

blue) (Nais III,2). Padmapada,33 another of Sankara’s disciples, 

compares the same sentence with “so ’yam”34 (This is that) which 

becomes the stock-instance of jahadajahallaksana. Sarvajnat- 

man (900 a.d.), who is traditionally regarded as a disciple of 

Suresvara, refers in his Samksepasariraka (1,154-157) to the three¬ 

fold transfer (laksanikavrtti) and compares the sentence with “so 

!'yampumun” (This is that person) (Ss 1,149; 151).85 These facts may 

allow us to suppose that Sankara’s method was already neglected 

at the time of his own pupils, or at any rate of Suresvara’s.36 

Why was Sankara’s method dropped by later Advaitins? One 

reason is that the method contains a defect in logical exactitude, 

and the other is that his technical terms are loanwords from Gram¬ 

marians or Naiyayikas. The logical defect occurs where he com¬ 

pares the sentence tat tvam asi ’ with ttnilasva-.” There are two 

theories, samsarga and bheda, concerning the problem of how 

a sentence can have a single meaning, when the words forming it 

have definite meanings of their own. According to the first, the 

meaning of a sentence is samsarga or the mutual association of the 

word-meanings. In an example like “gauJ sukla” (The cow is 

white), this sentence denotes the association of cowness and 

whiteness, and the words constitute a syntactic unity. In the theory 

of bheda, on the other hand, which is mutual exclusion by the 

word-meanings, the word “white” excludes all colors other than 

“white” and the word “cow” excludes all white things other than 

cows. Since Kumarila refers to the latter theory,37 Sankara might 

be expected to have known it. But his comparison of “tat tvam asi” 

with “rulasva-” does not deal with this problem, as it is only con¬ 

cerned with showing the identity of the referent. When Suresvara, 

however, compares the sentence with “nilotpala-”, he definitely 

has the above discussion in mind and rejects an opponent’s asser¬ 

tion that the meaning of the sentence is the mutual association of 

the two word-meanings as in the case of “nilotpala-” (Nais 111,76). 

Furthermore, he seems to take the second view.38 Through the 

statement “nilotpala-,” non-blueness and non-lotushood are im¬ 

mediately ruled out. Likewise, through the sentence “tat tvam 

asi,” non-Brahmanhood and otherness are excluded from the 

individual Atman and Brahman respectively. But “nilotpala-” is not 

in essence comparable to the sentence “tat tvam asi” since “tat” 

and tvam are incompatible in parts of their meanings whereas 

nila and “utpala” are not incompatible in their meanings.39 

This is true of the example “nilasva-.” Sentences such as “nilotpala-” 

and “nilaha-” are suitable for the theories of bheda and samsarga, 

but not for an Advaitic interpretation of “tat tvam asi.” This may 

be at least one of the reasons why Padmapada uses the example “so 

’yam” instead of “nilas'va-,” abandoning the example used by his guru 
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and fellow disciple. The sentence “so yam” shows that the subject 

and its predicate have the same substratum and at the same time 

indicates that they are mutually incompatible in some aspect of 

their meanings. It has opened the way for the later stock-instance 

“so yam devadattah.” This is one reason why the method of anvayavya- 

tireka used in conjunction with the “nllasva” example may have 
come to be dropped. 

The terms anvaya and vyatireka are used by the Naiyayikas and the 

Grammarians, but in a different way from the way they are used 

by Sankara and Suresvara. The Naiyayikas use the anvayavyatireka 

for establishing an invariable concomitance (vyapti) between 

hetu and sadhya. The Grammarians use it “to demonstrate that 

certain meanings are justifiably attributed to certain linguistic 

items.” Sankara’s usage, which is concerned with the problem of 

word-meanings, is closer to that of the Grammarians than to that 

of the Naiyayikas, but it is not identical to it.40 His anvayavyatireka 

method is not used for the sake of determining “the constant co¬ 

occurrence (sahacarya) of a linguistic item (sabda) and a meaning 

(artha),”41 but only for the purpose of discriminating the mean¬ 

ings of words in the sentence “tattvamasi,” especially “tvam”(Upad 

I, 18,178; 180). When we examine it more closely, we find that 

the anvayavyatireka method is a means of realizing the true Atman, 

excluding non -Atman and, in essence, a kind of meditation and on 

the same line with parisamkhyana meditation (Upad 11,3), which 

Sankara urges. He uses a well-known term nSmarupa in a peculia/ 

sense of his own, i.e., to mean the material cause of the world, but 

his usage was disregarded even by his disciples. It seems to me that 

^anvayavyatireka method shared the fate of namarupa. 

Sankara’s anvayavyatireka method has thus been supplanted by 

jahadajahallaksana. Although his method was not yet well systema¬ 

tized, it was the first attempt at a methodological approach to the 

mahavakya sentence. He was the first to give an exegetical and logi¬ 

cal foundation for the non-dualistic interpretation of that sentence. 

Moreover, when he says, “Without abandoning their own mean¬ 

ings (svartha) [the words “Thou” and “That”] convey a special 

meaning (visistarthasamarpaka) and result in the apprehension of 

the inner Atman” (Upad 1,18,171), he suggests the essential char¬ 

acteristic of jahadajahallaksana, namely that the two words retain 

part of their meanings. It should be emphasized that for Sankara, 

the part of their meanings which is retained is determined by the 

anvaya method, and the other part, which is incompatible and to 

be abandoned, is determined by the vyatireka method. Therefore, 

Sankara’s method can be said to be essentially the same as jahad¬ 

ajahallaksana. The fundamental principles of the exegetical method 

concerning the sentence “tat tvam asi” were set up by Sankara and 

systematized by Sarvajnatman.42 

6. The Sentence “Aham Brahmasmi” 
As for the sentence “aham brahmasmi” (I am. Brahman), Sankara 

like Suresvara43 tries to clarify only the meaning of the word 

“aham” (I) in the sentence alongside the clarification of “tvam,” 

since “aham” in the sentence is identical with “tvam.”44 

Ordinary people wrongly think of “aham” as the body (deha- 
bhimanin, Upad 1,12,5), as an experiencer (bhoktr, Upad 1,12,7, 

etc.), or as an agent (kartr, Upad 1,12,17), and justify themselves 

as follows: 

The meaning of verbal root and verbal suffix, though different 

[from each other], are seen to have one and the same subject 

as in “karoti” (he does), “gacchati” (he goes), etc. according to 

universally accepted opinion. (Upad 1,18,51) 

This is the reason why they cannot understand the meaning of the 

sentence “aham brahmasmi.” Taking the example of a sentence 

“janami” (I know) or “janati” (he knows), we have already seen 

how such a grammatical presupposition is wrong.46 According to 

Sankara, the subject of the sentence “janami” is merely the aham¬ 

kartr which is the buddhi as the bearer of ahamkara (“I”-notion), 

since the meanings of both verbal root and verbal suffix can belong 

to it. The words are capable of expressing the ahamkartr which has 

generic attributes (jciti) and action (karman), but not of expressing 

Atman devoid of them (Upad 1,18,28). Atman is said to be the 

object of ahampratyaya (ahampratyayavisaya, Upad 11,2,52; 2,53. 

cf. BSBh 11,3,38, p. 545; asmatpratyayavisaya, BSBh, Introduction, 

p. 17). Therefore, words referring to the ahamkartr, in which there 

is the reflection of the inner Atman, can indicate the latter indirect¬ 

ly but never designate it directly (Upad 1,18,29). As the ahamkartr 

has the reflection of Atman and appears to be Atman, it is expressed 

by words which are used in the sense of Atman, just as words which 

mean fire are not directly used in the sense of, for example, a torch, 
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but only indirectly, since they mean something different from a 

torch (Upad 1,18,30-31). Atman can neither be expressed by words 

nor cognized (Upad 1,18,57). Therefore, the primary meaning of 

“I” or “Thou” is not the inner Atman but the ahamkartr which ordi¬ 

nary people mistake for the inner Atman through avidya. If the an- 

vayavyatireka method is applied to the sentence “I am Brahmard 

here, it is determined that “I” means the inner Atman and not the 

ahamkartr. 

For this reason the sentence “aham brahmasmi” also shows the 

identity of the inner Atman and Brahman. One of the ten boys 

who crossed the river, when counting the party, failed to count 

himself and thought that one boy was missing. When he was 

told, “You are the tenth,” he immediately realized that he was 

the tenth. Similarly, through such sentences as “Thou art That,” 

right knowledge concerning the inner Atman will become clearer 

(Upad 1,18,190) and one comes to know one’s own Atman, the 

Witness of all the internal organs (Upad 1,18,174). Unless and until 

one can realize, “I am the existent,” the sentence “Thou art 

That” will still be meaningless (Upad I, 18,90). 
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6BS II, 3,46. 
«Cf. Mayeda Upad, pp. 38-39. 
7Cf. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, vol. II (New York: The Macmillan Co., 

1958), p. 437; Nakamura II, pp. 427-437. 
8Cf. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, vol. II, p. 437. 

8BS 11,1,24; Nakamura II, p. 435. 

i»BS II, 1,4 and 6. 
1 tThis is the problem of evil. Cf. Nakamura II, pp. 439—440; R. Otto, Mysticism East 

and West (New York: Collier Books, 1962), pp. 125-126. 
12Reply to the first question: Brahman Himself can create the world, just as milk 

spontaneously becomes curd, and just as gods create various things without any in¬ 

struments (BS 11,1,24-25). Reply to the second question: It needs no discussion. In this 

world there are many cases where things material come forth from things conscious. 

For example, hair and nails grow from humans. There are also cases where things con¬ 
scious come forth from things material. For example, worms come out from cowdung. 

Therefore, it is not unreasonable that things material come out from Brahman (BS II, 
I 6). Reply to the third question: Even though Brahman creates the universe for the 

sake of Its sport (ilia), there are no faults of unfairness and absence of compassion 
(nairghrm)in Brahman, since It creates various conditions for each individual in accord¬ 
ance with the merits and demerits which each individual has created in the past lives, 
therefore, even though an individual may suffer more or suffer less, we cannot say that 
Brahman is without compassion. And even though one individual does not have the 
same amount of pleasure and pain as others, we cannot say that Brahman is unfair (BS 

II 1,34. cf. BS 11,1,33; 3,42). Cf. Nakamura II, pp. 435-441. 
13namarape vyakaravani, Chand. Up. VI,3,2 (cf. BS 11,4,20) and namarupayormrmhita, 

Chand. Up. VIII,14,1 (cf. BS 1,3,41). 
14Eigen, pp. 258-259; Mayeda Upad, pp. 31-34. 
iSFor example, Taitt. A. Ill,11,1; 12,7; Taitt. Up. 11,6,1; Brh. Up. 1,4,7, etc. 
l6For example, Manu XII,119; BhG V, 13; XIII,2, etc. 

i7By the expression tattva.nyatvabh.ydm amVsaraniya-,Sankara indicates indeterminacy 

of the primary material ndmarupa which is to be transformed into something. There is 

no implication here as to the ontological status of the primary material. Instead of 
tattvanyatvabhyam, the term anirvacanlya associated with sadasadbhyam, which expresses 
an ontological judgment, is, in later Advaitins’ works, used as an adjective of avidya or 

may a, which is regarded as the primary material. See Eigen, p. 261-264; D. H. H. In¬ 
galls “The Study of Samkaracarya,” Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti¬ 

tute, ’vol. 33 (1952), p. 7; Mayeda Upad, pp. 32-34. The term anirvacanlya as an attri¬ 
bute of avidya appears first in Man<janamisra’s Brahmasiddhi. See S. Kuppuswaim Sas- 
tri Brahmasiddhi by Acdrya Mandanamisra with Commentary by Sahkhapam (Madras Go¬ 
vernment Oriental manuscripts series, no. 4, 1937), p. 9, line 14; S. Dasgupta, A His¬ 

tory of Indian Philosophy, vol. II, p. 89; Eigen, p. 255, note 1. Therefore, this new truth- 
value of avidya, anirvacaniyatva, seems to have existed in Sankara’s time. The association 
of the term with avidya occurs in the doctrine of all Advaitins except Sankara, Sures- 

vara, and Tojaka. Cf. D. H. H. Ingalls, “Samkara on the Question: Whose Is Avi¬ 

dya?” Philosophy East and West, vol. 3 (1953), no. 1, pp- 69 ff- 
i*Upadeshasahasri von Meister Shankara (Bonn: Ludwig Rbhrscheid Verlag, 1949), 

p. 19, note 71. 
19Eigen, p. 264—267. 
20Cf. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. I (Cambridge, 1951), p. 258, 

note 1 and p. 468. 
2iNakamura IV, pp. 328-332 and p. 430; The Indian Development of Philosophical Spec¬ 

ulations { in Japanese; Tokyo: Genrisha, 1949), pp. 240-244. 

22P. Hacker, Vivarta (Mainz: Verlag der Akademie der Wissenschaften und der 

Literatur, 1953), pp. 208-213. 
23Cf. P. Hacker, Vivarta, pp. 220-225 and pp. 234-236. 
24“eine Art illusionistischer Parinamavada,” Vivarta p. 210. 
25The idea of trivrtkarana first appears in Chand. Up. VI,3-4. This is the theory that 

gross elements are triply mixed from the three subtle elements, fire (tejas), water (ap), 

and food (anna); a preponderance of one of the three subtle elements over the two 
others brings about the differences among fire, water, and other gross elements. San¬ 

kara discusses this problem in the BSBh 11,4,20-22. Cf. P. Deussen, The System of the 

Vedanta, pp. 240-241; S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. II, p. 74, note 1. 
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26The fully developed theory of paneikarana, the oldest reference to which may be 

Mbh XII,9089 and XII,244,2 (Poona Critical ed.), asserts that the five subtle ele¬ 

ments ether (akasa), air (vayu), fire (agni), water (ap), and earth (prthivi)—are first 

divided into two halves; then one of the two halves of each subtle element is combined 

with one-fourth of each remaining half of all the other subtle elements. Thus one half of 

each gross element (e.g. earth) is made from itself and the other half of it is constituted 

of four equal parts of each of the other elements (ether, air, fire, and water); i.e., one- 

eighth of it is from each of the other four elements. The Upad seems to be based upon 

Taitt. Up. 11,1 and BS 11,3,1-12. Cf. PaRcadasi I, 27; Vedantasara [XV] 123-128; P. 

Deussen, Allgemeine Geschichte der Philosophic. 1.3 (Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus, 1908), p. 446; 

S. Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy, vol. II, p. 74, note 1; P. Hacker, Upadeshasi- 

hasri non Meister Shankara, p. 20, note 72; H. Nakamura, The Vedantasara (Kyoto: Heira- 

kuji Shoten, 19621, pp. 152-153. 

27S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. II, p. 74, note 1. 

28Vedantasara [XV] 124. Cf. PaRcadaii 1,27. It is to be noted here that Sadananda 

defends paneikarana by asserting that the Sruti which sets forth trivrtkarana indirectly re¬ 

fers to it (Vedantasara [XV] 126). 

29VP VIII, 30. 

"See note 2, above. 

31A work entitled PaRcikarana, which treats paRcikarana as a way of meditation (same- 

dhividhi), is traditionally ascribed to Sankara, but it may not be authentic. There is the 

following negative evidence: (1) Brahman is described as “paramanandadvaya” although 

Sankara as the author of the BSBh avoids using ananda as the nature of Brahman (see 

note 2). (2) In its colophon the work is attributed to Sankaracarya and not to Sankara- 

bhagavadpada, as would be expected if it were a genuine work (cf. P. Hacker, “Sankara¬ 

carya and Sankarabhagavadpada,” New Indian Antiquary, vol. 9, 1947, pp. 176—178 

and pp. 182-183). (3) The whole text, which is an independent and non-commentary 

work, is colored by Samkhyan doctrine and sets forth a paneikarana theory different from 

the one mentioned above; it is said that from Brahman there arose avydkta', from avyakta, 

mahat; from mahat, ahamkira from ahamkara, paRcatanmdtra; from paRcatanmdtra, paRca- 

mahabhuta. Such a theory of evolution is not advanced in any of his works which can tie 

regarded as genuine, except the GBh. The BhG, which has Samkhya as one of its doc¬ 

trinal bases, refers to a very similar idea of evolution (VII, 4 and XIII, 5). Consequent¬ 

ly Sankara as its commentator seems to be forced to comment on it, just as he refers to 

the term ananda only when the text to be interpreted forces him to do so. Moreover, his 

idea of evolution in his GBh is slightly different from that of thePaRcikarana: in the lat¬ 

ter avyakta evolves from Brahman(brahmano ’vyaktam), while in the former avyakta is re¬ 

garded as isvarasakti (GBh XIII,5) and as mama isuari mayasaklih (GBh VII, 4). 
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p. 272. 
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30Vivaranaprameyasamgraha, pp. 621-623; T. M. P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of 

Advaita, pp. 26-28; D. M. Datta, The Six Ways of Knowing, pp. 40-42; S. Chatterjee, 

The Nyaya Theory of Knowledge, pp. 138-144. VP (1,122-123) says that all the senses 

produce perceptual knowledge (pratyaksajnana) only when they are connected with 

their respective objects and that ghrana, rasana and tvac produce perceptions of gandha, 
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rasa and sparsa, while remaining in their own places, whereas caksus and srotra go to 

the place of their objects by themselves and perceive their respective objects. 

31For example, bauddhais . . . pratyayair, Upad 1,18,68; bauddhah pratyayah, Upad II, 

2,77; bauddhapratyaya,Upad 11,2,78; sabdadyakarabauddhapratyaya, Upad 11,2,84; baud¬ 

dhah pralyayah,PBh 11,4,42, p. 34. This expression is also found in the YogasUtrabhdsya¬ 

vivarana (Madras Gov. Oriental Series no. XCIV, 1952, p. 354) which is ascribed to 

Sankara. Cf. note 62. 

32For example, vrtti, Upad 1,13,7; 18,1; antahkaranavrtti, GBh XIII, 6, p. 543; dhiyo 

vrttih, Upad 1,17,35; buddhivrtti, BUBh IV,3,7,p. 561 (cf. YogasUtrabhdsyavivarana, p. 

355);manaso vrttih, Upad 1,17,36; mdnasi vrttih, Upad 1,13,6. Instead of vrtti, vrtta is 

also used, for example, manaso vrttam, Upad 1,11,3 ;manovrttam, Upad 1,11,4. Cf. VP 1,4. 

33 Yogasutra 1,2; IV, 18. Cf. Yogasutra I, 4; 5; IV, 23. cittavrtti in the Yogasutra and its 

Bhasya seems also to be synonymous with cittapracdra in the Upad (11,2,75; 82). The 

following argument about Atman’s changelessness in the Upad resembles the Yogasutra 

(IV, 18) and its Bhttsya to the extent that we have to admit Sankara’s indebtedness to 

the YogasUtra and its Bhasya: yatas tesam pratyaydnam niyamena asesatah upalabdher eva 

aparindmitvat kUtasthatvasiddhau, niscayahetum eva asesacittapracdropalabdhim samsayahetum 

attha/ yadi hi tava parinamitvam sydt, asesasvavisayacittapracaropalabdhir na syat, cittasyeva 

svavisaye, yatha cendriydndm svavisayesu/ na ca tathdtmanas tava svavisayaikadesopalabdhiffl 

atah kUtasthataiva taveti. Upad 11,2,75. 

Yogasutra IV, 18 reads: sadajnitas cittavrttayas tatprabhoh purusasy aparindmitvat. 

Cf. sarvesdm manaso vrttam avisesena pasyatah / 

tasya me nirvikarasya visesah syat kathamcana//Upad 1,11,3. 

Cf. . . . drsimdtrena purusena drsySnam cittavrttindm cidatmana vyapyamanatvat, drastd 

purusa iti . . . , YogasUtrabhdsyavivarana 1,4, p. 15. 

The idea that the buddhi assumes the forms of external things through the senses is 

also expressed in Vyasa’s YogasUtrabhasya 1,7: indriyapranalikaya cittasya bahyavastupardgdt 

tadvisayd sdmdnyavisesdtmano 'rthasya visesavadharanapradhana vrttih pratyaksam pramdnam. 

In his YogasUtrabhdsyavivarana (p. 19) Sankara comments on this sentence as follows:... 

indriyam eva pranadikayd dvaram sabdadydkdravrttirUpena parindmamdnasya cittasyaj atas tat 

tenendriyadvarena samSnyavisesdtmakabahyavastvdkdratayd parinamamdnam uparajyat^fftasya 

taduparSgaddheloh "cittasya"yd mudrdpratimudravat" vrttih"samanyavisesatmakavastuparage 

'pi “visesavadharanapradhana” saiva “pratyaksam pramdnam.” He expresses the same idea 

elsewhere in his Vivarana, for example: indriyamdrgena cittam bdhydkdrena parinamamdnam 

hi sambadhyati . . . ato visayd dtmdkdrena parinatam “cittam abhisambadhyoparanjayanti," 

IV, 17, p. 347; svasya bauddhasya pratyayasyopalabdhir bhavati/ tadartham eva hi sa buddhih 

sabdadipratyayarUpena parinamate, IV, 22, p. 354. Furthermore,^ it is significant for the 

later Advaita theory of pramana that Vyksa and his interpreter Sankara define pratyaksa 

on the basis of the concept of vrtti. Sankara further says in his Vivarana (I, 7, p. 19): 

pramdndkhyd vrttis tridhaiva bhidyate/ tatra pramdndkhydyds cittavrtteh prathamo bhedah 

pratyaksam. 

34Sankara as the author of the YogasUtrabhdsyavivarana also uses pratyaya as a synonym 

of vrtti (IV,22, p. 354): bauddhah pratyayojSyamdna eva tasyah (= citeh) karmatdm Spadyate/ 

tarn bauddham pratyayam vrttim “anupatanty" upalabhamdnd "bhoktrsaktih.” 

35N. K. Devaraja, An Introduction to Sankara’s Theory of Knowledge (Varanasi: Motilal 

Banarsi Dass, 1962), pp. 99-102. Cf. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. II 

(Cambridge: University Press, 1952), pp. 105-106. Radhakrishnan regards this theory 

as crude from the scientific point of view in his Indian Philosophy, vol. II (New York: 

Macmillan Co., 1958), pp. 492^-93. Cf. N. K. Devaraja, An Introduction to Sankara’s 

Theory of Knowledge, p. 100. D. M. Datta has tried to defend this theory on the 
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ground of theories of the Gestalt school of psychology in his book, pp. 60-70. Cf. T. 

M. P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of Advaita, pp. 32-33. 

36See note 33, above. This idea may be traced back to the Brh. Up. 1,5,3. 

31 antahkaranam api caksuradidvara nirgatya ghaladivisayadesam gatvd . . . , VP 1,18. 

3^Judging from the illustration “Slokastho ghatoyadvad buddhyarUdho bhavet tatha’’(Up¬ 

ad 1,18,156), -Srudha is probably synonymous with -stha. Ramatirtha, a commentator 

of the Upad, interprets the term as buddhivrttikodikrta (Padayojanika 11,7,1; 18,94). How¬ 

ever, Dignaga uses the term in a different sense; in his usage it is synonymous with 

kalpita or vikalpita. See Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, vol. II (Reprint ed. New 

York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1962), p. 19 and p. 143. Vacaspatimisra, the author 

of the Bhamati, interprets as buddhiparikalpita the term buddhyarUdha which is used in the 

BSBh 11,2,28, p. 467, when Sankara mentions a Buddhist doctrine. 

38For example, “bodha"-sabdena bauddhah pratyaya ucyante/ sarve pratyayd visayibhavanti 

yasya sa atmd sarvabodhdn pratibudhyate sarvapratyayadarsi, PBh 11,4,42, p. 34; svabuddhyS- 

rUdham eva sarvam upalabhase . . . kutasthanityacaitanyasvarupena, Upad 11,2,73; ahamhi 

tato 'nyah samastam arthamjdndmi buddhydrUdham, Upad 11,2,70. 

40Cf. Sdmkhyakdrikd 20 and Gaudapddabhasya 20. 

4lCf. Yogasutra IV,17-18 and YogasUtrabhasya IV,17-18. 

42Vacaspatimisra says in his Tattvakaumudi (Poon Oriental Series, no. 10,1957, p. 10): 

so ‘yam buddhitattvavartind jnanasukhddind tatpratibimbitas tacchdydpattyd jnanasukhddiman 

iva bhavaliti cetano 'nugrhyate/ citicchSydpattyd 'cetand 'pi tadadhyavasdyo ’py acetanas 

cetanavad bhavaliti. The Sdmkhyakdrikd lacks the concept of pratibimba, though Vi jnana- 

bhiksu often refers to it. Cf. R. Garbe, Die Samkhya-Philosophie (Leipzig: H.Haessel, 

1917), pp. 84-85 and pp. 376-378. As far as I know, Vacaspati is the first writer to in¬ 

troduce the concept into the Samkhya system as an elaborate form alsamyoga in Sdm¬ 

khyakdrikd 20 in order to explain the relationship between dtman and the buddhi. Samyoga 

has a realistic connotation which is suitable for the classical Samkhyan doctrine, but 

pratibimba is an illusionistic term. It is probable that the Samkhya borrowed this idea 

from the Advaita Vedanta. On the other hand, Sankara’s dbhdsa seems to be based part¬ 

ly upon the Buddhist usage of the term. See S. Mayeda, “The Meaning of Abhdsa in 

Sankara’s UpadeSasahasri” (in Japanese), Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies, vol. 

VI (1958), no. l,pp. 174-177. 

43S. Mayeda, “The Meaning of Abhdsa in Sankara’s Upadesasahasri.” 

upraticchayd is synonymously used: buddhis tdvat svacchatvad dnantaryde catmacaitanya- 

jyotihpraticchdyd bhavati/ tena hi vivekinamapi tatrdtmdbhimdnabuddhih prrathamd\ tato 'py an- 

antarydn manasicaitanydvabhasatd buddhisamparkdtl tata indriyesu/ manah samyogatl tato ’nan- 

taram sarirel indriyasamparkat. pdramparyena krtsnam kdryakaranasamghdtam dtmd caitanya- 

svarUpajyotisavabhasayatil tena hi sarvasya lokasya karyakaranasamghate tadvrttisuedniyatat- 

mdbhimanabuddhi yathdvivekam jdyate, BUBh IV,3,7, p. 561. 

«Cf. Upad 1,18,154-155. 

i3brahmacitphalayor bhedah sahasrydm visrutoyaiah, Pahcadasi VIII, 12. 

47Cf, T. M. P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of Advaita, p. 225. 

48In the Nyaya-Vaise$ika system upalabdhi and jndna, which are considered to be the 

nature of Atman by Sankara, are treated as synonyms of buddhi and pratyaya: buddhir 

upalabdhir jhdnam ity anarthantaram, NyayasUtra, 1.1,15; buddhir upalabdhir jnanam pratyaya 

iti parydydh, Vaisesikopaskara, 8,1,1. Cf. Nyayakosa (Bombay Sanskrit & Prakrit Series 

no. XLIX, 1928), pp. 604-608. 

49For example, Mahabhdsya 111,2,84 defines dhatvartha as kriyd. Cf. L. Renou, Ter- 

minologie Grammaticale du Sanskrit (Bibliotheque de l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes no. 280— 

282). pp. 168-169. 
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50Cf. R. C. Pandeya, The Problem of Meaning in Indian Philosophy (Varanasi: Motilal 

Banarsidass, 1963) , pp. 118-120. 

61 According to Sankara, aoidyd is superimpostion (adhyasa, adhyaropa). Sec Intro¬ 

duction, IV, D, 1, pp. 76-79. 

“Probably Sankara does not conceive the idea that “as soon as the antahkarana has 

assumed the shape or form of the object of its knowledge, the ignorance (ajKUna) with 

reference to that object is removed, and thereupon the steady light of the Pure Con¬ 

sciousness (cit) shows the object which was so long hidden by ignorance” (Dasgupta, 

A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. I, p. 472). 

“The Indian grammarians’ deBntion ofa verb varies.The Mah&bhasja (1,3,1) discuss¬ 

es whether a verb denotes action (kriyavacana) or state (bhdvavacana). Cf. L. Renou, 

Terminologie Grammaticale du Sanskrit, p. 244; R.C. Pandeya, The Problem of Meaning in 

Indian Philosophy, pp. 118-120. In Nirukta 1,1 Yaska defines a verb as bhavapradhUna; 

bhava as the^result of action is predominant in the meaning of a verb and action is only 

secondary. Sankara’s concept of a verb seems to be close to Yaska’s. It is worthy of note 

that in this respect Sankara’s position is different from that of Man<janami£ra who is a 

senior contemporary of Sankara. Cf. R. C. Pandeya, The Problem of Meaning in Indian 

Philosophy, pp. 117-123. 

“According to the Naiyayikas there is first the cognition of an object, “This is a 

pot” which is technically called vyavasaya. Then another cognition, “I know the pot,” 

which is called anuvyavasaya, takes place after the second cognition cognizes the 

first. Cf. Myavasiddhantamanjariprakasa 69; VP 1,50-51; S. Chatterjee, The JVyaya Theory 

of Knowledge, pp. 187-188. The Advaitins do not accept this theory. According to the 

PaHcadasi (VIII, 15-17), the expression “This is a pot” is based upon abhasa whereas 

the expression “The pot has been known” comes from Brahman. 

“The meaning of the verbal suffixes is a controversial problem. Cf. R. C. Pandeya, 

The Problem of Meaning in Indian Philosophy, pp. 123-128. 

MNyiyamadjari (Vizianagara Sanskrit Series vol. 8, no. 10), p. 20. Cf. S. Chatterjee, 

The Nyaya Theory of Knowledge, pp. 11-12. 

b7kamah samkalpo vieikitsa, sraddhasraddha, dhrtir adhrtirhrlr dhir bhir ity etat sarvam 

mana eva, Brh. Up. 1,5,3. y' 

58In BSBh 11,2, 17 Sankara refutes the Vaisesika position that the six categories, 

namely substance, quality, action, generality, particularity, and inherence, are ab¬ 

solutely different from one another and have different characteristics and that quality, 

action and the like have the attribute of depending on substance. According to 

Sankara a quality is essentially of the nature of the substance (dravyatmakata gunasya, 

BSBh 11,1,17, p. 444). Cf. N. K. Devaraja, An Introduction to Sankara’s Theory of Knowl¬ 

edge, p. 93. 

s*buddhi in a plural form in the present case probably means pratyaya of the buddhi. 

toiccha dvesah sukham duhkham samghatas cetana dhrtih/ 

etat ksetram samasena savikaram udahrtamjj 

«GBh XIII,6, p. 542-544. 

“Vol. II, pp. 105-106. As for the theory of knowledge of Padmapada and PrakaSat- 

man, see P. Hacker, Unters, pp. 2047-2055 and K. Camman, Das System des Advaita 

nach derLehre PrakSiatmans (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1965), pp. 132-155. 

63I have already pointed out some similarities of Sankara’s view to that of the Satn- 

khya and the Yoga. See notes 30, 31,32, 33, 39,40,41. In the BSBh Sankara quotes the 

Nyayasiltra, the VaisesikasUtra, theSamkhyakSriki,the Yogasutra, and theMimamsSsutra 

among the texts belonging to the six systems of Indian philosophy. He quotes these 

texts in order to attack their tenets except the Nyayasiltra (1,1,2; 18) and the YogasUtra 
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(1,6; II, 44). It is, however, only the Yogasutra (1,6) that he quotes concerning the 

problem of perception. He says: evam tarhi ‘paramatam apratisiddham anumatam bhavati’ iti 

nyayad ihipi yogas dstraprasiddha manasah paiicavrttayah parigrhyante “pramanaviparyayavi- 

kalpanidrasmrtayah" (Yogasutra 1,6) namafbahuorttitvamStrena vamanahpranasya nidarsanam 

iti drastavyam/jivopakaranatvamapi prdnasya paXcavrttitvan“manovad” itiyojayitavyam, BSBh 

11,4,12, p. 581. In this context it is significant that there is a commentary on Vyasa’s 

YogasUtrabhasya which is ascribed to Sankara. The authenticity of this text has not yet 

been established, but as far as I can see now, there is no conclusively negative evidence. 

As I have already pointed out (see especially notes 30, 32, and 33), the text reveals 

similarities to Sankara’s view of perception. This fact may point to this authorship of 

the text. Cf. P. Hacker, “Sankara der Yogin and Sankara der Advaitin: Eine Beo- 

bachtungen” WZKSO, vol. XII-XIII (1968/1969), pp. 117-148; H. Nakamura, 

“Notes on Sankara’s YogasUtrabhasyaoivarana” (Prof. J. Okuda Felicitation Volume. Kyoto: 

Heirakuji Shoten, 1976), pp. 1219-1229; do, “Sankara’s YogasUlrabhasyavivarana [I]” 

(Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies 25-1, 1976), pp. 70-77; [II] (Journal of Indian and 

Buddhist Studies 26-1, 1977), pp. 119-127; Trevor Leggett, The Chapter of the Self 

(London and Henley: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1978), pp. 173-175. 

64Cf. P. Deussen, The Philosophy of the Upanisads (Reprint ed. New York: Dover 

Publications, Inc., 1966), pp. 296-312; T.M.P. Mahadevan, Gaudapada: A Study in 

Early Advaita (University of Madras, 1960. 3rd ed.), pp. 95-106. 

“This is one of his authentic works. See S. Mayeda, “On the Author of the Man- 

dukyopanisad- and the Gaudapadiya-Bhajya,’’ Prof. V. Raghavan’s Felicitation Volume 

of the Adyar Library Bulletin, vols. 31-32, 1967-68, pp. 73-94. 

“This state is not regarded as an independent state. Cf. Nakamura II, pp. 468-469; 

P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, pp. 352—353. 

67Some scholars think that the three states are investigated by the Mandukyopanisad 

and the GKBh to establish the non-duality of Atman. See T.M.P. Mahadevan, 

Gaudapada, p. 95; R. D. Karmarkar, Gaudapada-Karika (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental 

Research Institute, 1953), p. li. 

63Cf. M. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy (New York: Macmillan Co., 1932), 

p. 230; Chandradhar Sharma, A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy (London: Rider & 

Co., 1960), p. 177. 
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in Its Sources, pp. 126-127. Sankara also accepts their view (apauruseya, BSBh 1,2,2, p. 

163). Cf. P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, pp. 94-96. 

3nanu siddhante ghatader mithydtvena bddhitatvdt tajjHBnam katham pramdnam? ucyate— 

brahmasdksdtkardnantaram hi ghatB.dlnB.rn badhah,... rut tu samsaradasayam badhah,. . ., 

VP, Upodghata, 7-8. 

9Mimdmsdsutra 1,3,3 reads:“When there is conflict [between Veda and Smrti], the 

Smrti should be disregarded because it is only when there is no such conflict that there 

is an assumption [ofVedic text in support of Smrti].'' Among the Srutis Sankara quotes 

the BhG most frequently and almost neglects the Purdnas from which Ramanuja cites 

profusely. 

10Cf. BS 11,1,36; 111,2,38-40; Nakamura II, p. 414. 

“See Upad 1,16,50; 18,61; 18,75; 18,88; 11,2,56, etc. 

“BS 11,1,1; 1,8; 1,11; 1,21; 1,26; 11,3,32. Cf. Nakamura II, pp. 418-419. 

l3J.A.B. van Buitenen,Ramanuja’s Vedarthasamgraha (Poona: Deccan College, 1956), 

p. 48. 

14Cf. R. V. de Smet, The Theological Method of Samkara (Thesis Rome, Pontifical Uni- 

versitas Gregoriana, 1953), which has not yet been published; R. V. de Smet, 

“Langage et connaissance de l’Absolue chez (Jamkara” (Revue Philosophique de Louvain, 

Tome 52, 1954), pp. 31-74; J.A.B. van Buitenen, Ramanuja’s Vedarthasamgraha, pp. 

48-69. 

1SJVydyasdlra 1,1,33 and its Bhdsya. Cf. S. Chatterjee, The Nydya Theory of Knowledge, 

p. 274. 

18I have shown elsewhere how Sankara advaitinized Gaudapadiyakarika, an extremely 

Buddhistic text. See S. Mayeda, “On the Author of the Mandukyopanisad- and the 

Gaucjapadiya-Bhasya,” Dr. V. Raghavan Felicitation Volume, The Adyar Library Bulletin, 

vols. 31-32, 1967-68, pp. 73-94. 

17Cf. R. V. de Smet, “Langage et connaissance de l’Absolue chez Qamkara,” p. 50. 

18It is said that there are 11 or 12 sentences called “mahavdkya.” See Colonel G. A. 

Jacob, The Veddntasdra of Sadinanda, together with the Commentaries of Nrsinhasarasvati 

and Rdmatirtha (Bombay: Nirnaya-Sagar Press, 1934), pp. 155-156. 

13Vedantasdra [IX] 65; [XXIII] 166. Ramanuja calls these sentences sodhakavakya. 

Cf. J. A. B. van Buitenen, Rdmanuja’s Vedarthasamgraha, p. 58. 

20Cf. Le Tattvabindu de Vacaspatimisra: Edition critique. Traduction et Introduction, par M. 

Biardeau (Publications de l’Institut Fran$ais d’lndologie N°3. Pondichery, 1956), 

pp. xxvi-xxvii; D. M. Datta, The Six Ways of Knowing, pp. 296-307; K. Kunjunni Raja, 

Indian Theories of Meaning (Adyar Library Series, vol. 91, 1963), pp. 191-227; G. Jha, 

Pdrva-Mimdmsd in Its Sources (Benares Hindu University, 1942), pp. 151—152. 

21Cf. D. M. Datta, The Six Ways of Knowing, p. 302. 

“Cf. ibid., p. 301. 

“Sankara does not mention this method when he comments on the sentence “tat 

tvam asi” (Chand. Up. VI, 8-16) in his ChandogyopanisadbhSsya. As far as I know, the 

Upad is the only work of his that refers to it. 

3ianvayavyatirekanydya, Nais 111,54 (cl.yukti, Nais 11,21); lihga, Nais 111,33; anumdna, 

Nais 111,34. Cf. Unters, p. 1999. 

“Cf. Sankara ad Chand. Up. VI,8,7. 

“Theoretically strengthening Sankara’s method of Anvaya-Vyatireka, Sureivara 

points out a threefold relationship in the sentence “tat tvam asi”: (1) the identity of 

referents (sdmdnddhikaranya) of the two words, tat and tvam, (2) the subject-predicate 

relation (visesanavisesjatd) between the two word-meanings, and (3) the relation of 

indirectly indicated and indirect indicator (laksyalaksanasambandha) between the inner 

Atman and the two word-mea.nings(sdmanadhikaranyam ca visesanavisesyatd /laksyalasana- 

sambandhah paddrthapratyagatmandm // Nai§ III,3). Sadananda adopts it in his Veddnta¬ 

sdra ([XXIII] 167-169). The first relationship seems to correspond to Sankara’s 

tulyanidatva, which probably means not only the grammatical apposition but also the 

identity of referents. 

“This meaning seems to correspond to “pdroksya” or “paroksatva” (remoteness, 

otherness) which is regarded as the meaning of “tat” inNais 111,77; 78 and Veddntasdra 

[XXIII] 170. 

“For a detailed explanation, see K. K. Raja, Indian Theories of Meaning, pp. 249 ff.; 

R. V. de Smet, “Langage et connaissance de l’Absolue chez Qamkara”, pp. 38-40; 

H. Nakamura, The Vedanta-Sdra, pp. 160-163. 
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Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1973), pp. 202-203. 

30Cf. Veddntasdra [XXIV] 175; [XXV] 176 (= Partcadasi VII, 75); [XXVI] 183. 

31D. M. Datta, The Six Ways of Knowing, pp. 319-320. 

32P. Hacker explains Suresvara’s amiayavyatireka as: “Reflexion daruber, dass der 
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ist” (Unters, p. 1980). Cf. Nais 11,8-9; Unters, p. 1999, note 2. 

33PaHcapadika (Madras Government Oriental Series No. CLV), IX, pp. 345-346. 

34Cf. J.A.B. van Buitenen, Ramanuja’s Vedarthasamgraha, pp. 62-64. The Vdkyavrtti, 

which is traditionally attributed to Sankara and devoted to an interpretation of the 

sentence “tat tvam asi,” compares it with“jo ’yam” and treats it as bhdgalaksand (partial 

transfer, 48), which is a synonym for jahadajahallaksand. Sadananda uses the term bhd¬ 

galaksand in his Vedantasara[XXXIII] 172. Appayadiksita styles it bhdgatydgalaksand in 

his Siddhdntalesasamgraha (ed. by S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri, vol. II, Madras, 1937, 

p. 55). The Vdkyavrtti shows some more non-Sankaran characteristics: (1) the term 

Snanda is used as a positive characteristic of Brahman-Atman (11, 12, 30, 39; 40, 53); (2) 

the work is attributed to Sankaracarya or Sankarabhagavat; and (3) the terms 

jada and ajada are used (20). As for the authorship problem of the Vdkyavrtti, see my 

article “On the Vakyavftti” (in Japanese. Dr. H. Nakamura Felicitation Volume: Indian 

Thought and Buddhism. Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1973, pp. 57-69). The VivekacHdamani, 

which is also traditionally ascribed to Sankara, refers to jahati (=jahallaksand) and 

ajahati (= aja hallaksand) (247) and compares the sentence with “sa devadatto ’yam" 

(248). This work is also not genuine. 

35Cf. J.A.B. van Buitenen, Ramanuja’s Vedarthasamgraha, p. 64. 

“The Pahcadast (1,37-47; IV, 74) adopts the anvayavyatireka method while using “so 

’yam” as a sample sentence. 

37 Tantravdrtika (Anandasrama S. S. No. 97), p. 447. Cf. K. Kunjunni Raja, Indian 

Theories of Meaning, p. 193. 

33tatpadam prdkrtdrtham sydt tvampadam pratyagdtmani / 

nilotpalavad etdbhydm duhkhyanatmatvavdrane // Nais HI, 2. Cf Unters pp 1981— 

1983. 

“Although Suresvara does not state explicitly, he seems to be well aware of this 

defect for he rejects application of the two theories, bheda and samsarga, to the sentence 

“‘at tvam asi” on the ground that “tat” and “tvam” are incompatible in their ordinary 

meanings and asserts that the sentence “tat tvam asi” expresses avdkydrtha (non-sentence¬ 

meaning) beyond either mutual association or exclusion of the two word-meanings 

(Nais 111,23-28). He also points out the difference between the identity of Brahman and 

Atman and that of the lotus and blue (tdddmyam anayos tasmdn nilotpalavilaksanam, Sam- 
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bandhavartika, 905). It may be due to his extraordinary devotion to his guru (cf. 

Mayeda Upad, pp. 44-49) that he did not abandon it though he knew its defect. 

However, Padmapada, who was a more independent thinker than Suresvara, could 

give it up. P. Hacker remarks about his personality: "lm ganzen kijnnen wir sagen, daB 

Padmapada ein schlechler Kommentator, da/ilr aber ein um so selbstUndigerer Denker ist ” 

(Unters, p. 1933). 

40G. Cardona, in his article “Anvaya and Vyatireka in Indian Grammar” (The 

Adyar Library Bulletin, vols. 31-32, 1967-78, p. 347), seems to take Sankara’s usage as 

the same as that of the Grammarians. D.S. Ruegg (Contributions <31’histoire de la philo¬ 

sophic linguistique indieme. Paris, 1959, p. 32), J. F. Staal (Philosophy East and West, vol. 

10, 1960, pp. 54-55), H. Scharfe (Die Logik im Mahabhasya. Berlin, 1961, pp. 93-96) 

and others have discussed anvaya-vyatireka, but they have taken into consideration 

only the usage of the term in Indian logic and grammar. It was probably P. Hacker 

who first pointed out its Advaitic usage (Unters, p. 1980 andpp. 1999-2000). After 

him J.A.B. van Buitenen, in his Ramanuja’s Vedarthasamgraha (Poona, 1956, pp. 62-64) 

paid some attention to it. 

4lG. Cardona, “Anvaya and Vyatireka in Indian Grammar,” p. 345. 

42Dharmarajadhvarindra introduces jahadajahallaksana as the traditional view, but 

denies that the sentence “tat tvam asi” is a laksani (VP IV, 27-30). 

43See Unters, p. 1980. 

44See Unters, p. 1983. 

^Introduction, III,B,3, pp. 38-40. 

I 

IV. TRANSMIGRATION AND FINAL 

RELEASE 

A. Transmigration 

In a dialogue in the Upadesasahasri (11,1,9-12) a teacher says to 

his pupil who wishes to get out of the ocean of transmigratory ex¬ 

istence : 

When you are dead your body will be eaten by birds or will 

turn into earth right here. How then do you wish to get out of 

the ocean of transmigratory existence? Because if you turn into 

ashes on this bank of the river you cannot get across to the other 

side of the river. (11,1,11) 

The pupil answers: 

I am different from the body. The body is born, dies, is eaten 

by birds, turns into earth, is destroyed by weapons, fire, and so 

forth, and suffers from disease and so on. I have entered this 

body as a bird enters a nest, by force of the merit and demerit 

accumulated by myself. Again and again, by force of the merit 

and demerit, when this body perishes, I shall enter another body 

as a bird enters another nest when its previous one has been 

destroyed. Thus I am in beginningless transmigratory existence. 

I have been abandoning [old] bodies which have been obtained 

one after another in the spheres of gods, animals, men, and hells 

by force of my own karman and I have been getting other new 

bodies over and over again. I am forced by my own karman to 

rotate in the incessant cycle of birth and death as in a water¬ 

wheel. I have obtained this body in the course of time. I am 

tired of this rotation in the wheel of transmigratory existence, so 

I have come to you, Your Holiness, in order to end the rotation 

69 
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in the wheel of transmigratory existence. Therefore I am eter¬ 

nal and different from the body. The bodies come and go like a 

person’s garments. (11,1,12) 

In another dialogue a pupil, tired of transmigratory existence 

characterized by birth and death and seeking after final relaese, 
asks his Brahmin teacher: 

Your Holiness, how can I be released from transmigratory exis¬ 

tence? I am aware of the body, the senses and [their] objects; I 

experience pain in the waking state, and I experience it in the 

dreaming state after getting relief again and again by entering 

into the state of deep sleep again and again. Is it indeed my own 

nature or [is it] due to some cause, my own nature being differ¬ 

ent? If [this is] my own nature, there is no hope for me to attain 

final release, since one cannot avoid one’s own nature. If [it is] 

due to some cause, final release is possible after the cause has 

been removed. (11,2,45) 

What is transmigratory existence [samara) ? What is its cause? 

This is an important problem for Sankara to clear up. In the 

Upadesasahasri it seems that two types of transmigratory existence 

are distinguished. One is the transmigratory existence characteris¬ 

tic of birth and death (janmamaranalaksana, Upad 11,1,45) which 

takes place in past, present, and future existences. It is expressed 

in the answer of the first pupil, who is just a novice and still at the 

first Vedantic stage of his training or fravana (“hearing”).1* It 

may be called “external transmigratory existence” and gair be 

traced back to the Upanisadic concept of transmigration. 

The other type is the one which is characterized by the waking 

and dreaming states (jagratsvapnalaksana, Upad 11,2,110; cf. 1,16, 

18) or by agency and experiencership (kartrbhoktrtvalaksaria, Upad 

1,18,49; kartrtvabhoktrtvalaksana, Upad 11,2,51). This type of 

transmigratory existence, which is shown in the answer of the se¬ 

cond pupil, who has reached the second stage of his Vedantic 

training or manana (“thinking”),1* may be called “internal trans¬ 

migratory existence” which is experienced in this present world. 

By the word “samara” is generally meant the first type of trans¬ 

migration, which lays stress on the existence after death.2 Of 

course it includes the second type, but the latter focuses attention 

chiefly on the present daily life. The author' of the Upadesasahasri, 

•Notes to section IV, A are on p. 94. 
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however, is primarily concerned with the second one and pays no 

attention to what happens after death. He is not interested in the 

future life, which is anyway nothing but transmigratory existence. 

His immediate task is to lead a seeker after final release, who 

is tired of transmigratory existence, to the final goal, namely the 

cessation of the future life. What concerns Sankara most is final 

release (moksa) from the transmigratory existence which we are ex¬ 

periencing every moment in this present world. 

Sankara analyzes the nature of transmigratory existence as fol¬ 

lows : 

Karmans [as the results of actions, good or bad, in the past exis¬ 

tence] produce association with a body. When there is associa¬ 

tion with a body, pleasant and unpleasant things are inevitable. 

From these result passion and aversion [and] from them actions 

(kriya). (Upad 1,1,3) 

[From actions] merit (dharma) and demerit (adharma) result 

[and] from merit and demerit there results an ignorant man’s 

association with a body in the same manner again. Thus this 

transmigratory existence rolls onward powerfully forever like a 

wheel. (Upad 1,1,4) 

The term karman has various meanings in Sankara’s works as in 

other Indian texts. The term in the first stanza quoted above 

means the results of actions, good or bad, in the past existence.3 

The term kriya in the same stanza seems to be used in the sense of 

actions, good or bad, which require verbal, physical, and mental 

activities,4 including the Vedic rituals.5 When Sankara takes up 

karman to discuss its nature and value as the means to final release 

(moksa), he often uses the term synonymously with kriya in the sense 

mentioned above. 

It appears from what Sankara says that he conceives of transmi¬ 

gratory existence as the following cycle: (1) karmans or works as the 

results of actions in the previous existence—(2) one’s connection 

with the body—(3) experience of pleasure and pain—(4) passion 

and aversion (= dosa, Upad 1,1,7)—(5) actions (kriya)—(6) merit 

and demerit (= karmans). In other words, transmigratory existence 

is the continuously recurring process of the performance of actions 

(karman or kriya) and the experience of their fruits. In this sense it 

is possible to replace the above cycle of transmigratory existence by 

another, that of doership (kartrtva) and experiencership (bhoktrtva): 
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Their view is that the transmigratory existence exists as a real 

substance characterized by doership and experiencership (Upad 

1,18,49). 

The pupil said, “Even though I exist [eternally], still I am not 

the highest Atman. My nature is transmigratory existence which 

is characterized by doership and experiencership, since it is 

known by sense-perception and other means of knowledge ” 
(Upad 11,2,51) 

Transmigratory existence can also be described as the waking 

and dreaming states (Upad 1,16,18; 11,2,110) since the perfor¬ 

mance of actions and the experience of their fruits take place in 

the waking and dreaming states. The seed (bija) of the two states 

is the state of deep sleep and consists of darkness (tamas = avidya, 

Upad 1,17,25; GK I, 13). Similarly, the ultimate cause of this 

transmigratory existence is ajhana or ignorance (Upad 1,1,5; II, 

2,110), which is also called the controller of transmigratory exis¬ 

tence (niyamaka, Upad 1,16,17). 

In another place (Upad 11,3,112) the cycle of transmigratory 

existence is described as: (1) nescience (avidya)—(2) faults (dosa)— 

(3) verbal, physical-, and mental activities—(4) accumulation of 

karmans the results of which are desirable, undesirable, and mixed. 

In this way transmigratory existence can be traced back to ignor¬ 

ance or nescience.6 This cycle reminds us of the Buddhist theory 

of dependent origination (pratityasamutpada), which also has nes¬ 

cience as its first factor.7 

As knowledge is the very nature of Atman it is constantly^pplied 

figuratively to the intellect. And the absence of discriminating 

knowledge (aviveka) is beginningless; this and nothing else is 

taken to be transmigratory existence. (Upad 1,16,61) 

Therefore let transmigratory existence be nothing but nescience 

(avidyams.tra) due to the absence of discriminating knowledge. 

Because of [the existence of] the immovable Atman, transmigra¬ 

tory existence is always existent in Atman as it were. (Upad I, 
18,45) 

Thus transmigratory existence is said to be nothing but the 

absence of discriminating knowledge (aviveka) concerning Atman 

and now-Atman, or to be nothing but nescience (avidya) due to the 

absence of discriminating knowledge. 

B. Final Release 

Almost all systems of Indian philosophy have final release as 

their final goal; for the Hindus it is man’s fourth and final aim, 

the culmination of the other three, which are dharma (virtue), artha 

(material gain), and kama (love). However, there is considerable 

variety in the way it is conceived. The author of the Upadesasaha- 

sri refers to the following various ideas of final release: 

(1) It is a change of state (avasthantara). 

(2) It is Atman's connection (samyoga) with Brahman. 

(3) It is Purusa’s disconnection (viyoga) from Prakrti. 

(4) It is for Atman to go to Brahman or for Brahman to come to 

Atman. 

(5) It is the destruction of Atman. 

The first view, which includes the fifth, is refuted as follows: 

Likewise, as the nature of Atman is changeless, It has no change 

of state, for if It had any change of state, Its destruction would 

no doubt occur. (Upad 1,16,38) 

To him who [asserts that] final release is a change of state, final 

release is artificial; therefore, it is perishable (Upad I,16,39ab). 

Likewise, it is also unreasonable that [final release] is a change 

of state [in Atman\, since [It] is changeless. If there were change 

[in Atman], [It] would have parts; consequently [It] would 

perish like ajar, etc. (Upad 1,16,63) 

The second, third, and fourth views are criticized as follows: 

It is by no means reasonable that final release is [Atman’s] con¬ 

nection [with Brahman] or disconnection [from Prakrti], since 

[Its] connection [with Brahman] and disconnection [from Pra¬ 

krti] are not permanent. And [it is by no means reasonable that 

final release is for Atman] to go (gamana) [to Brahman or for Brah¬ 

man] to come (agamana) [to Atman]. (Upad I,16,39cd-40abc) 

The last view is denied: 

But one’s own nature is not abandoned, since one’s own nature 

has no cause, the others (= a change of state, etc.) indeed have 

their causes. One’s own nature is indeed neither accepted nor 

abandoned by oneself [or by any others]. As [It] is the nature of 

all, It cannot be abandoned nor grasped, since It is not different 

[from anything]. Therefore, It is eternal, since [It] is not an 
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object and not separated [from anything]. (Upad I,16,40d-42) 

Among the above five opinions the second one attracts our at¬ 

tention. Sankara does not make clear who advocates it, but it is 

in line with the Brahmasutra, according to which final release 

is the connection [yoga) of the individual Self with Brahman (BS 

1,1,19); when they are united, the individual Self enters into the 

relation of non-division (avibhaga) from Brahman (Upad IV,2, 

16) ,1* It is very likely that Sankara is here rejecting the traditional 

Vedantic concept of final release. And it may be remarked that 

when he comments on the term ‘‘yoga” in the Brahmasutra, he inter¬ 

prets it in the sense of identity,2 probably in order to avoid direct 

contradiction of the Brahmasutra. 

There is no change of state in Atman. There is nothing which 

binds Atman. There is no bondage in Atman (Upad 1,16,57). Atman 

is ever-free, ever-released, pure, transcendentally changeless, in¬ 

variable, immortal, imperishable (Upad 1,13,3). There is no 

ignorance (ajhana) in Atman which has eternal knowledge as its 

nature, just as there is no darkness in the sun which has light as 

its nature (Upad 1,16,37). If Atman, our true nature, is really such, 

then what is bondage? If there were no bondage, there would 

be no release from it. If so, the Srutis and other scriptures, which 

teach us bondage and liberation from it, would be meaningless. 

According to Sankara, bondage is a confused idea (bhranti) of 

the intellect and final release is the cessation thereof (Upad 1,16, 

59). When illumined by the light of Atman, the intellect thinks 

that there is knowledge in itself and that there is no other -kfTower 

than itself. This is the confused idea which is in the intellect (Upad 

1,16,60). Itis the absence of the discriminating knowledge of Atman 

and non -Atman, which absence is nothing but the trans migratory 

existence (Upad 1,16,61; 18,45). Just as when, in the twilight, a 

rope is mistaken for a snake, the snake, though unreal, exists in the 

rope by the fact of the existence of the rope until the moment when 

the two are differentiated, so transmigratory existence, although 

not real, always exists in Atman by virtue of the existence of the 

immovable Atman, but only until the two are differentiated 

(Upad 1,18,45; 18,46). 

For this reason final release is merely the attainment of the 

discriminating knowledge of Atman and non -Atman. Or, it may 

♦Notes to section IV, B are on p. 95. 
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be said that final release is to attain the view of Brahman-Atman 

identity (Upad 11,1,28; 1,29), abandoning that of Brahman-Atman 

difference (Upad 11,1,27; 1,28; 1,29; 1,42). In other words, it is 

the cessation of avidyS (Upad 1,17,7) or the cessation of false 

superimposition [mrsadhyasa, Upad 1,16,30) upon Atman which is 

ever-released. In this respect Sankara’s concept of final release is 

very similar to the Mahayana Buddhist view of nirvana, character¬ 

ized by Candrakirti as “being of the nature of destruction of all 

false assumptions” (sarvakalpandksayarupa) .3 

C. Transmigrator 

The concept of transmigration presupposes the existence of the 

transmigrator or the subject of transmigratory existence. The 

author of the UpadesasShasrt mentions several different views of 

the transmigrator: 

(1) It is the reflection (abhasa) in the bearer of the ‘T’-notion 

(Upad 1,18,33). 

(2) It is part of the Knower (Jiia = Atman) (Upad 1,18,34). 

(3) It is a modification (vikara) of the Knower (Upad 1,18,34) 

(4) It is the bearer of the ‘T’-notion (ahamkartr) which bearer 

is the locus of Atman (Upad 1,18,34). 

(5) It is the independent [svatantra) bearer of the “I”-notion 

[ahamkartr) (Upad 1,18,35)-1* 

(6) It is the individual continuity of the “I”-notion, [aharnkars- 

disarntana) (Upad 1,18,35).2 

Among these five different opinions Sankara explicitly mentions 

only the name of the holder of the sixth view, that is to say, the 

Buddhists [saugata). The second is the theory which is found in the 

Brahmasutra (11,3,43) and the Bhagavadglta (XV,7) and which is 

also asserted by Bhartrprapanca, Sankara’s predecessor in Ve¬ 

danta.3 The third also is said to have generally been advocated by 

early Vedanta philosophers such as Bhartrprapanca.4 

Sankara opposed all the above theories. The reflection of Atman 

cannot be a transmigrator as in the first theory, since it is unreal 

[avastu, Upad 1,18,44). Naturally the second, third, and sixth 

are quite unacceptable to Sankara’s Advaitism, although no verse 

♦Notes to section IV, C are on p. 95. 
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is specifically devoted to their refutation. The fourth and fifth are 

rejected on the ground that the bearer of‘T’-notion is non-con- 

scious (Upad 1,18,44). 

What then is his view of the transmigrator? Atman cannot be a 

transmigrator since It is transcendentally changeless (Upad I, 

18,44). Furthermore, in Sankara’s philosophy, Atman is the only 

existent; there exists nothing else. Then Sankara says: 

Therefore, let transmigratory existence be nothing but nescience 

due to the absence of discriminating knowledge. Because of [the 

existence of] the immovable Atman, the transmigratory existence 

is always existent in Atman as it were. (Upad 1,18,45) 

Atman is ever-released and transcendentally changeless, and It does 

not transmigrate. Nevertheless, It is regarded as a transmigrator, 

but only because of avidyd. In fact, there exists no transmigrator 

anywhere, as the transmigratory existence itself is unreal. Then 

what is avidya? This must now be considered. 

D. Avidyd1* 

1. Nature of Avidya 

As we have seen in the previous pages, our inner Atman is trans¬ 

cendentally changeless (kutastha), constant (nitya), eternal, pure, 

nondual, unborn, free from desire, fear, and evils, and not subject to 

transmigration; as the Upanisadic passages such as “tat tvam asi” 

say, our inner Atman is nothing but the universal Self, ‘Brahman. 

However, we do in fact experience pleasure and pain, and sink into 

transmigratory existence in our daily life. Our actual life is just 

the reverse of the above-mentioned original and true state of man. 

The Upadesasahasri (11,2,45) relates the following dialogue 

between a teacher and his pupil, who is tired of transmigratory 

existence and is seeking after final release: 

Your Holiness, how can I be released from transmigratory exis¬ 

tence? I am aware of the body, the senses and [their] objects; 

I experience pain in the waking state, and I experience it in the 

dreaming state after getting relief again and again by entering 

into the state of deep sleep again and again. Is it indeed my 

•Notes to section IV, D begin on p. 95. 

own nature or [is it] due to some cause, my own nature being 

different? If [this is] my own nature, there is no hope for me to 

attain final release, since one cannot avoid one’s own nature. If 

[it is] due to some cause, final release is possible after the cause 

has been removed. 

When the teacher replies to him that transmigratory existence is 

due to some cause, he asks his teacher what its cause is and what 

his own nature is (Upad 11,2,47). In reply to him the teacher as¬ 

serts that the cause is avidyd, which is removed by knowledge 

(vidya) (Upad 11,2,48). Then the pupil asks his teacher again: 

What is that avidyd? And what is its object? And what is knowl¬ 

edge, remover of avidyd, by which I can realize my own nature? 

(Upad 11,2,49) 

Sankara in another work gives a similar example of questions to 

be put to teachers: 

How does bondage come about? How does release come about? 

What is knowledge? What is avidyd?” (GBh IV, 34, p.232) 

In reply to this question, the teacher says: 

Though you are the highest Atman and not a transmigrator, you 

hold the inverted view, “I am a transmigrator.” Though you 

are neither an agent nor an experiencer, and exist [eternally], 

[you hold the inverted view, “I am] an agent, an experiencer, 

and do not exist [eternally]”—this is avidyd. (Upad 11,2,50) 

In other words avidyd is the superimposition of the qualities of 

one thing upon another (Upad II,2,51).2 In his Brahmasutrabhasya 

Sankara defines superimposition (adhyasa) as “the appearance, in 

one thing, of another thing previously perceived, in the form of a 

memory.” In his philosophy avidyd is mutual superimposition of 

Atman and non -Atman such as the body, the senses, and the inner 

organ (antahkarana, buddhi). For example, mistaking a rope for a 

snake in twilight, people are frightened. Or they are delighted when 

they mistake mother-of-pearl for silver. In these examples, when 

they see a rope or mother-of-pearl, they remember in it a snake or 

a piece of silver which they have previously perceived. In other 

words, they superimpose the qualities of a snake or of silver upon 

a rope or a piece of mother-of-pearl. They are frightened or 

delighted to see a snake or silver falsely projected onto a rope or 

mother-of-pearl through this kind of psychological process. 
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Likewise, people superimpose upon Atman qualities of non- 

Atman which is merely material product of the Unevolved Name- 

and-Form, and they wrongly conceive of Atman as different from 

Brahman. Without discriminating Atman from non-Atman, they 

continue in transmigratory existence. Ordinary people think of 

the bearer of ‘T’-notion as Atman. But this is not right since the 

bearer of “I”-notion is merely the bearer of the notion that “I am 

Atman” which arises by error in the inner organ, when the Pure 

Consciousness, i.e., the nature of Atman, is superimposed upon the 

inner organ. The atman which they conceive to be Atman is not 

true Atman but the bearer of “I”-notion—that is, the inner organ 

upon which the nature of Atman is superimposed through avidya. 

As is clear from the above examination, avidya in Sankara’s view 

is a kind of psychological and perceptual error, or an innate psy¬ 

chological and epistemological defect. Avidya is identical with the 

original error of all beings, and mithyajhana (false knowledge) is a 

synonym of it. In the case of Sankara’s followers, however, avidya 

is the material from which all forms of mithyajhana come; avidya is 

not mithyajhana but the cause of mithyajhana,3 In Sankara’s works, 

avidya is sometimes treated, like sexual desire (kama), as a kind of 

psychic affection (kleia), as in the Yoga system.4 Psychic affection 

is regarded as a wider concept to which avidya. belongs. As is seen in 

such instances as avidya-kama-karman (avidya, desire and action, 

Upad 1,15,21; BSBh 1,2,17, p. 181), avidya is the first and most 

dangerous member of a series of psychic affections that causes the 

others. 

However, later Advaitins materialized and raised avidya to the 

status of a metaphysical and eternal substance or a cosmic power 

(sakti). They regarded it as the primary material cause of the uni¬ 

verse (upadana), abandoning Sankara’s Unevolved Name-and- 

Form. In order to save monism, they characterized avidya as inde¬ 

finable as real or unreal (sadasadbhyam anirvacaniya-) ,6 belonging 

neither to the category of being nor to that of non-being. It is 

given a lower reality than Brahman and a higher reality than the 
unreal. 

The philosophy of Sankara and his followers has generally been 

called may3.va.da (illusion theory).6 And the term avidya is often 

taken as a synonym of maya by later Advaitins. However, in 

Sankara’s philosophy the concept of avidya is different from that of 

maya, and moreover, maya has little terminological significance.7 It 

is peculiar to Sankara that two different historical starting points 

are recognized in the usage of the term maya.'. one is the Maya of the 

Vaisnavism of the Bhagavadgita which means the miraculous and 

veiling power of the god Visnu, and the other is the maya of Maha- 

yana Buddhism in the sense of illusion or magical illusion, to which 

the void or unreal appearance of things illusory is compared. The 

maya of Sankara’s followers loses its theistic element and is regard¬ 

ed as the material cause of the universe.8 

2. The Locus and the Object of Avidya 

When avidya is accepted, another question arises: Whose is 

avidya? What is the locus (asraya) of avidya ? In other words, who is 

the transmigrator? Sankara hold that everything except Brahman- 

Atman is unreal and falsely constructed by avidya. Presumably then 

avidya should belong to Brahman-Atman. If so,^ Brahman-Atman Itself 

should be in transmigratory existence, and Sankara’s position be¬ 

comes untenable. But he in fact declares that there is no ignorance 

{ajhana) in Atman which has eternal knowledge as its nature, just as 

there is no darkness in the sun which has light as its nature (Upad 

1,16,37). Sankara is quite aware of the difficulty in finding a logi¬ 

cal solution to the whole question. He says: 

If you ask, “Whose is avidya?” we reply, “It belongs to you who 

ask.” [If you ask,] “Is it not declared by the Upanisads, <1 am 

Brahman>?” [we reply,] “If so, you are enlightened; avidya 

does not belong to anybody.” (BSBh IV, 1,3,p. 833)9 

In the Upadesasahasri, the same question is put to the teacher by 

his pupil: 
Your Holiness, is the mutual superimposition of the body and 

Atman made by the composite of the body and so on or by At¬ 

man? (Upad 11,2,62; cf. Upad 1,18,20) 

This question appears different, but is almost the same. It may be 

paraphrased as: “Your Holiness, which is the locus of avidya, the 

composite of the body and so on, or Atman?” To this question the 

teacher answers as follows: 

What would happen to you, if [the mutual superimposition] is 

made by the composite of the body and so on, or if [it] is made 

by Atman? (Upad 11,2,63) 

In reply to this question the pupil says: 
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If I am merely the composite of the body and so on, then I am 

non-conscious, so I exist for another’s sake; consequently, the 

mutual superimposition of body and Atman is not effected by me. 

If I am the highest Atman different from the composite [of the 

body and so on], then I am conscious, so I exist for my own 

sake; consequently, the superimposition [of body] which is the 

seed of every calamity is effected upon Atman by me who am 

conscious. (Upad 11,2,64) 

Quite unexpectedly the teacher retorts: 

If you know that the false superimposition is the seed of [every] 

calamity, then do not make it! 

In the above conversation the teacher would not make clear which 

of the two, the composite or Atman, is responsible for the mutual 

superimposition. The questions and answers continue further with 

the teacher skillfully leading his pupil to the realization, through 

psychological and epistemological argument, that he himself is 

transcendentally changeless (Upad 11,2,66-83). Finally, the pupil 

says: 

If so, Your Holiness, I am of the nature of transcendentally 

changeless and eternal perception whereas the actions of the 

intellect, which have the forms of [external objects] such as 

sound, arise and end with the result that my own nature which 

is perception falsely appears [as perceiver]. Then what is my 

fault? (Upad 11,2,84) 

Then the teacher concludes: 

You are right. [You] have no fault. The fault is only^dvidya as I 

have said before. (Upad 11,2,85) 

Sankara knows what the questioner is really asking, but he 

deliberately does not give him the sort of answer that he is actually 

looking for.10 Instead of dwelling on futile arguments, he leads the 

questioner directly to true realization. Like Gotama Buddha who 

avoided metaphysical speculation because of its uselessness for 

nirvana, Sankara too refrains from engaging in endless and profit¬ 

less speculation on avidya. He is a religious teacher who has before 

him an aspirant actually suffering in transmigratory existence and 

seeking final release. Indulgence in profitless speculation is nothing 

but the result of avidya. 

Similarly, the object of avidya. also is not discussed by Sankara in 

his Brahmasutrabhasya partly because he avoids in general the use 

of purely theoretical concepts.11 He does however in the Upadesa- 

sahasri pay some attention to this problem. 

After the teacher gives a definition of avidya (Upad 11,2,50), his 

pupil raises an objection: 

Even though I exist [eternally], still I am not the highest Atman. 

My nature is transmigratory existence which is characterized 

by agency and experiencership, since it is known by sense-per¬ 

ception and other means of knowledge. [Transmigratory exis¬ 

tence] has not avidya as its cause, since avidya cannot have one’s 

own Atman as its object. 

Then, on the basis of his idea of a general rule that mutual su¬ 

perimposition is possible only when two things are fully known, as 

in the case of silver and mother-of-pearl, the pupil denies that mu¬ 

tual superimposition takes place between non -Atman and Atman, 

which is not fully known. His teacher rejects the proposed general 

rule and explains how the mutual superimposition of body and 

Atman occurs (Upad 11,2,51-54). In this discussion the teacher 

affirms only the possibility of the mutual superimposition of Atman 

and non-Atman. It is not possible for us to judge whether Sankara 

affirms or rejects the pupil’s statement quoted above that avidya 

cannot have one’s own Atman as its object. As in the case of the 

locus of avidya, Sankara refrains from giving a clear-cut reply to 

the problem of the object of avidya, although he is well aware that 

it is theoretically important. 

However, even Sankara’s personal pupils were already unwilling 

to shelve the question, and Suresvara, one of them, further develops 

the concept of avidya (= ajhana): 

And that ajhana cannot be self-existent. Therefore, it must be 

admitted that it is ajhana of someone about some object. 

tac cajnanam svatmamatranimittam na sambhavatiti kasyacit kasminscit 

visaye bhavatity abhyupagantavyam. (Nais III, Introduction) 

In other words, Suresvara stresses the locus and the object of 

avidya and logically concludes that Atman is both the locus and the 

object of avidya. His view is accepted by Sarvajnatman, and further 

by Prakasatman of the Vivarana school of the Avaita Vedanta. 

On the other hand, Mandanamisra, the author of the Brahmasid- 

dhi,12 assertes that the locus of avidya is jiva, the individual atman, 

and that the object of avidya is Brahman, which is concealed by it. 

His view is accepted by Vacaspatimisra, the author of the Bha- 
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matt, and forms the fundamental standpoint of the Bhamati school 

of the Advaita Vedanta. This is one of the basic differences be¬ 

tween the two schools. 

3. A Theoretical Defect in Avidya 
Certainly the most crucial problem which Sankara left for his 

followers is that of avidya. If the concept of avidya is logically ana¬ 

lyzed, it would lead the Vedanta philosophy toward dualism or 

nihilism and uproot its fundamental position. 

As we have seen above, avidya is mutual superimposition (an- 

yonyadhyasa) between Atman and non -Atman. If so, avidya would 

come to be logically untenable. Sankara himself is aware of this 

fact and points it out in the pupil’s question to his teacher: 

Is it not experienced that the thing which is superimposed [upon 

something else] through avidya does not exist [in the latter] ?—for 

example, silver [does not exist] in a mother-of-pearl nor a per¬ 

son in a tree-trunk nor a snake in a rope? . . . Likewise, if the 

body and Atman are always mutually superimposed in the form 

of constantly non-distinct notions, then they cannot exist in each 

other at any time. Silver, etc., which are superimposed through 

avidya upon mother-of-pearl, etc., do not exist [in the latter] 

at any time in any way and vice versa; likewise the body and 

Atman are mutually superimposed through avidya; this being 

the case, it would follow as the result that neither the body nor 

Atman exists. And this is not acceptable, since it is thejdieory of 

the Nihilists. . . .For this reason the body and Atman are not 

superimposed upon each other through avidya.” (Upad 11,2,55) 

With the above objection the pupil has put forward a cogent 

argument striking at the very basis of the Advaita doctrine. If 

mutual superimposition is accepted, not only the body but Atman 

as well would come to be non-existent. The teacher well under¬ 

stands what the pupil wants to say but does not answer directly. 

Deliberately side-stepping the sharp thrust of the question, the 

teacher asks instead what the relationship is between the body and 

Atman. The pupil answers that they are permanently connected 

with each other like the interconnected bamboo and pillars of the 

structure of a house. The teacher rejects this by means of Sam- 

khyan arguments and then concludes: 

Not so; because it is accepted that Atman, like space, is by nature 

not composite. Although Atman exists as connected with nothing, 

it does not follow that the body and other things are without 

Atman, just as, although space is connected with nothing, it does 

not follow that nothing has space. Therefore, there would not 

arise the fault that [I shall] arrive at the Nihilists’ position. 

(Upad 11,2,58) 

Thus the teacher does not give any definite answer to the point 

raised by his pupil that a further examination of avidya as mutual 

superimposition results in nihiljsm. As far as I know, Sankara’s 

own pupils did not take up this problem; it was SarvajnStman who 

first tired to treat it. 

Sarvajnatman is traditionally said to be a pupil of Suresvara.13 

In his Samksepasariraka he has further developed the concept of 

avidya on the basis of the ideas of his teacher and of PadmapSda, 

and tried to tackle the problems left unsolved by Sankara. 

In Sarvajnatman’s opinion avidya is beginningless (anadi, Ss I, 

454); it is not simply a negative entity like the absence of knowl¬ 

edge but a positive entity (bhavarupa, Ss 1,320-322). He identifies 

it with maya (Ss 11,190; 191; 111,94; 105; 108-9). Following his 

teacher’s opinion that Atman is both the locus and the object of 

avidya (Ss 1,316; 318; 319; 111,15), he rejects Mandana’s view 

(Ss 11,174). His avidya is the cause (nimitta) of superimposition 

{adhyasa, Ss 1,27). He says: 

The idea that by [accepting] mutual superimposition, this world 

would turn out to be without a basis and void, is a great confu¬ 

sion of thought, arising out of the obstinacy of certain “Great 

Men” who are [actually] in a total ignorance; thus it has no¬ 

thing to support it 

.... mahan sambkramah\ 

kesamcin mahatam anunatamasam nirbandhamatrasrayad 

anyonyadhyasane niraspadam idam sunyam jagat syad iti // Ss 1,31 bed 

To justify his statement, he proposes two new technical terms: 

one is adhisthana and the other is adhara.14 Adhisthana is the object 

of moha (= avidya) with its products (savilasamohavisaye vastuni, Ss 

1,31. Gf. Ss 1,32). Avidya has two faculties: one is an obscuring 

faculty (avaranasatki) and the other is a projecting faculty (vibhra- 
masakti — viksepasakti, SS 1,20). Avidya works on its object, i.e., 

Atman, and projects it in various forms illusorily. It is adhisthana 

that is Brahman-Atman, the object of avidya. On the other hand 
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adhara is the locus of superimposition (adhare ’dhyasanasya vastuni, 

Ss 1,31). In the case of the false knowledge of a piece of mother- 

of-pearl (“This is silver”), the mother-of-pearl is adhisthana and the 

adhara is the referent of the term “this” which is the locus of super¬ 

imposition. 
The adhisthana is essentially different from adhara. If they were 

to be the same, or if a pair of things unreal were to be mutually 

superimposed, this world would indeed be void without any sub¬ 

strate (Ss 1,32; 33), but his position is that if two things, one real 

and the other unreal, are mutually superimposed,15 the above crit¬ 

icism does not hold good (Ss 1,33). Thus Sarvajnatman, intro¬ 

ducing two new concepts adhisthana and adhara into the system, has 

tried to demonstrate the reality of the mother-of-pearl as adhis¬ 

thana, i.e., Atman, translating mutual superimposition between a 

mother-of-pearl or adhisthana and silver into one between “this” 

or adhara and silver. 
However, as I have discussed elsewhere,16 Sarvajnatman’s solu¬ 

tion is not satisfactory, and if we examine the nature of this 

more closely, we find that his position leads into regress ad infinitum. 

He succeeded to some extent in making the theory of mutual 

superimposition look logically tenable, but he could not demon¬ 

strate any real solution. After him arguments about avidya conti¬ 

nued, but, as far as I know, no one attempted to solve this problem. 

E. The Means to Final Release 

According to Sankara’s concepts of transmigratory existence 

and final release, the means to final release must necessarily be 

something which leads the aspirant to the cessation of nescience, 

the nature of which is the mutual superimposition of Atman and 

non-Atman. 
Action (karman) arises from the innate conviction I am an 

agent. This is mine” (Upad 1,1,13), which results from a false 

superimposition of non -Atman —such as the body, senses, and 

inner organ—upon the actionless Atman. As is clearly shown in 

the above cycle of transmigratory existence, action has as its cause 

ignorance (Upad 1,11,15) which has to be removed in favor of 

final release. With regard to rituals, Sankara says: 

TRANSMIGRATION AND FINAL RELEASE 

. it is prohibited [by the Srutis] to hold the view that [At¬ 

man] is different [from Brahman]; use of the rituals is [made] in 

the sphere of [the view] that [Atman] is different [from Brah¬ 

man] ; and the sacred thread and the like are requisites for the 

rituals. Therefore, it should be known that the use of rituals and 

their requisites is prohibited, if the identity [of Atman] with the 

highest Atman is realized, since [the use of] rituals and their 

requisites such as the sacred thread is contradictory to the 

realization of the identity [of Atman] with the highest Atman. 

[The use of] rituals and their requisites such as the sacred 

thread is indeed enjoined upon a transmigratorjbut] not upon 

one who holds the view of the identity [of Atman] with the 

highest Atman, and the difference [of Atman] from It is merely due 

to the view that [Atman] is different [from Brahman]. (Upad 

n,i,30) , , , 
Use of all the rituals and their requisites such as the sacred thread 

is made by those who hold that Atman is different from Brahman. 

The compound avidya-kama-karman is sometimes used m Sankara’s 

works:1* avidya causes kama (desire) from which karman (action) 

results.2 Action does not contradict nescience but is of the same 

nature. Therefore, action cannot be the means to final release. 

Furthermore, any result of action is not final release but some¬ 

thing non-eternal (Upad 1,17,8), either to be produced to be 

obtained, to be changed, or to be purified (Upad 1,17,50). Thus 

action of any kind should be abandoned.^ 

[The Srutis] would not declare that [Atman] is by nature unre¬ 

lated to the rituals, by nature unconnected with the class and 

other factors of rituals, if it were not desirable that the rituals 

and such requisites of the rituals as the sacred thread be aban¬ 

doned completely. Therefore, the seeker after final release 

should abandon the rituals together with their requisites since 

[they] are contradictory to the view of the identity [of Atman] 

with the highest Atman. (Upad 11,1,32) 
Because of the incompatibility [of knowledge with action] a 

man who knows thus, being possessed of this knowledge, cannot 

perform action. For this reason action should be renounced 

by a seeker after final release. (Upad 1,1,15; cf. Upad 1,1,21, 

18,222) 

•Notes to section IV, E are on p. 96. 
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Thus there is no hope of attaining immortality through action, 
which has ignorance as its cause (Upad 1,11,5). 

According to Sankara, it is only knowledge of Brahman and 

nothing else that by nature contradicts knowledge. Only the 
knowledge of the identity of Atman with Brahman can be the means 
to final release: 

Only knowledge [of Brahman] can destroy ignorance; action 
cannot [destroy it] since [action] is not incompatible [with ig¬ 
norance]. Unless ignorance is destroyed, passion and aversion 
will not be destroyed. (Upad 1,1,6) 

Knowledge of Brahman is called the supreme purification (para- 
mam pavanam, Upad 1,16,71), since it enables the aspirant to be 
free from every kind of evil. Sankara enthusiastically advises the 

aspirant to be firmly established in the path of knowledge (jhana- 

patha): 

Thus both the false assumptions based upon dualism and the 
views that Atman does not exist have been rejected through 
reasoning; seekers after final release, being free from doubts 

which arise from the views of others, become firm in the path 

of knowledge. (Upad 1,16,68) 
Knowledge of Brahman is incompatible not only with ignorance 

but also with action. The realization of the nature of Atman comes 
about only when there is cessation of actions (Upad 1,17,48). 

When actions have been renounced, the nature of Atman is real¬ 
ized. The renunciation of all actions becomes the means, for discrim¬ 

inating the meaning of the word “Thou” in the sacred sentence 
“Thou art That” (Upad 1,18,219). From this viewpoint Sankara 
also vehemently refutes jhanakarmasamuccayavada, the opinion that 

knowledge must be combined with the performance of actions 
in order to attain final release.4 

[Objection]: Should not [certain] action too be always per¬ 

formed while life lasts? For this [action], being concomitant with 
knowledge [of Brahman], leads to final release. Action, like 
knowledge [of Brahman, should be adhered to], since [both of 

them] are equally enjoined [by the Srutis]. As the Smrti6 also 

[lays it down that] transgression [results from the neglect of 

action, so], action should be performed by seekers after final 

release. [If you say that] as knowledge [of Brahman] has perma¬ 

nent fruit, and so does not depend upon anything else, [we re¬ 
ply:] Not so! Just as the Agnistoma sacrifice, though it has per¬ 

manent fruit, depends upon things other than itself, so, though 
knowledge [of Brahman] has permanent fruit, it always depend 
upon action. Thus some people think. 

[Reply]: [We say] Not so, because action is incompatible [with 
knowledge]. In fact action is incompatible with knowledge [of 
Brahman], since [it] is associated with misconception [of Atman]. 
And knowledge [of Brahman] is declared here [in the Vedanta] 
to be the view that Atman is changeless. (Upad 1,1,8-12) 

Knowledge of Brahman depends upon the real (vastvadhina), where¬ 
as the Vedic injuction to perform actions depends upon an agent 

(kartradhina, Upad 1,1,13) whose very existence is a result of 

superimposition of non -Atman upon Atman through nescience. San¬ 
kara further says: 

Because of the incompatibility [of knowledge with action], 
therefore, one who knows so, being possessed of this knowl¬ 
edge, cannot perform action. For this reason action should be 
renounced by a seeker after final release. (Upad 1,1,15) 

Those who know, “I am Brahman” (Brh. Up. 1,4,10) and [yet 
think], “I am doer and experiencer” are deprived of both 

knowledge and action; they are materialists (nastika) without 
a doubt. (Upad I, 11,8) 

Thus Sankara will not allow that action has any value as a means 
to final release, and even jhanakarmasamuccayavada is also rejected 

by him. From his philosophical standpoint even ethical or moral 
actions are still based upon nescience and must therefore be re¬ 
jected, since their incompatibility with knowledge must hinder the 

aspirant in attaining knowledge of Brahman. When Sankara explains 

how one knows one’s own Atman from a sentence of the Srutis, he 
relies upon the well-known illustration of the ten boys who 
crossed a river. Counting the party after the crossing to make 

sure none was missing, the leader failed to count himself and 
thought that one boy was mising. But when he was told, “You 

are the tenth,” he realized immediately that he himself was the 

tenth.6 In like manner one attains true knowledge of Brahman- 

Atman from such sentences of the Srutis as “Thou art That.” This 
is a logical conclusion from Sankara’s position. 
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F. Sankara’s View of Ethics 

As we have seen in the previous section, Sankara accepts the 

knowledge of Brahman as the only means to final release, rejecting 

action in any form. In fact, however, Sankara does not one-sidedly 

teach only the knowledge of Brahman, but here and there in his 

works recommends certain ethical and moral actions. In the 

Upadesasahasri, though he says that knowledge is the realization of 

the identity of Brahman and Atman and states that this is affirmed 

most emphatically in the Sruti, he goes on to prescribe: (1) the 

observance of abstention (yama), which consists of abstinence from 

injury (ahimsa), from falsehood (satya), from theft (asteya), from 

incontinence (brahmacarya) and from possessions (aparigraha); (2) 

austerities (tapas); (3) the concentration of the mind (samadhana) 

and (4) the emaciation of the body (dehavisosaiya); as well as (5) the 

performance of the regular permanent rites (nityakarman) and 

sacrifices (yajna) (Upad 1,17,21-23). He rejects the opinion of 

those who assert jnanakarmasamuccayavada that prasamkhyana 

meditation should be observed until Atman is apprehended (Upad 

1,18,9 ff), but in the chapter entitled “Parisamkhyana” in the 

Upadesasahasri (11,3,112—116) he prescribes parisamkhyana medita¬ 

tion for those seekers after final release who are devoting them¬ 

selves to the destruction of their acquired merits and demerits (pun- 

yapunya) and do not wish to accumulate more of them. And he ad¬ 

vises the^wise man to perform parisamkhyana.1* Whatever dif¬ 

ference Sankara may recognize between prasarrcfcfyana and 

parisamkhyana—a difference which he does not explain in his writ¬ 

ings—it is unquestionable that both of them are not knowledge 

but a kind of action. If the Upad were a commentary on some 

text like the Bhagavadgita, which stresses karmayoga (performance 

of actions) and bhaktiyoga (loving faith),2 it might have been that 

Sankara reluctantly had to recommend action, in order to 

conform to his text. But the Upadesasahasri is not a commentary on 

any text. Thus when Sankara insists on a complete renunciation 

of action and at the same time recommends the aspirant to per¬ 

form some action, this must certainly be an expression of his own 
view. 

Thus our examination has revealed that Sankara’s treatment of 

♦Notes to section XV, F begin on p. 96. 

action is self-contradictory. Bhaskara (c. 750-c. 800) in his own 

Gitabhasya (III, 4) has already severely criticized Sankara’s self- 

contradiction in this respect.3 How should we understand this 

self-contradiction? It is not likely that Sankara contradicts himself 

unknowingly. It can hardly be other than intentional. For 

what purpose does he knowingly sacrifice logical and theoretical 

consistency? , 
One of the most influential schools of philosophy at Sankara’s 

time was the Mimamsa to which belonged Kumarila (c. 650- 

c. 700) and Prabhakara (c. 700).4 Mandanamisra in particular 

j (c. 670-c. 720),6 who must have been a younger contemporary of 

' Kumarila and Prabhakara and an elder contemporary of Sankara, 

was recognized by Advaitins and Mlmamsakas both as a high au¬ 

thority on the Mimamsa. As the author of the Brahmasiddhi he 

played a significant role in the history of the Advaita doctrine.6 

Suresvara, who was the most faithful exponent of Sankara s philos¬ 

ophy and seems to have attacked Mandanamisra’s position,7 is 

traditionally said to have been converted^ from the Mimamsa 

school to Advaita by Sankara.8 Judging from Sankara’s writings, the 

Mimamsa was unquestionably a chief target of his severe attack. 

Radhakrishnan remarks: “His (= Sankaras) denial of the 

adequacy of works to salvation is a reaction against the exaggerat¬ 

ed emphasis which Mimamsakas place on Vedic ritualism.” This 

is of course true, and by this theory “Sankara s unnecessary 

emphasis on the futility of the karmamarga for the final end of 

perfection”9 may be explicable. However, this theory is not enough 

to explain why Sankara dares to contradict himself with regard 

to the problem of action. 

I Eliot Deutsch explains why Indian philosophy in general, and 

! . Advaita Vedanta in particular, “turns its back on all theoretical 

and practical considerations of morality and, if not unethical, is 

j at least £a-ethical’ in character” and points out two reasons: one 

i is that “the entire Advaita system is permeated with value ques¬ 

tions, and in such a way, that an independent, separate treatment 

} of them is unnecessary”; the other is that the neglect of ethics, 

f which is quite purposive, is “based on the belief that Brahman tran¬ 

scends all moral distinctions and that man, being essentially not 

different from Brahman, is likewise in his essence beyond good 

and evil.’ ”10 Neither does this theory seem to be satisfactory for 
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explaining the above-mentioned self-contradiction. We must 

adopt another point of view. 

The Mimamsa school had experienced significant development 

and changes in its doctrine by Sankara’s time. Jaimini (200-100 

b.c.) and Sabarasvamin (c. 550) did not pay attention to the 

problem of final release, but later writers of the school had to take 

it into consideration. Jaimini and Sabarasvamin pointed out only 

the way to life in heaven and stressed the performance of the 

Vedic rites. Kumarila,11 Prabhakara,12 and Mandanamisra13 advo¬ 

cated their respective jnanakarmasamuccayavada theories about the 

way to final release. Though not much is known of theories con¬ 

cerning this problem which were proposed by Vedantins before 

Sankara, the Brahmasutra itself stands in the tradition of jhctnakar- 

masamuccayavada. Tanka (Brahmanandin)14 and Bhartrprapanca15 

were jhanakarmasamuccayavadins. Bhaskara also expounded jna¬ 

nakarmasamuccayavada, probably soon after Sankara’s death. It is 

highly probable that jnanakarmasamuccayavada in many varieties 

was prevalent among Mlmamsakas and Vedantins while Sankara 

was active. Sankara, therefore, seems to have taught his teachings 

to, or fought against, mostly thinkers holding various types of 

jnanakarmasamuccayavada. The Samkhya had already lost their 

vitality and Buddhism also was on the wane. 

In the UpadesasShasri (11,1,2), Sankara sets forth the following 

qualifications required in a seeker before he is initiated into the 

knowledge of Brahman-Atman by his teachers16: 

1. He must be dispassionate toward all passing*oE]ects attain¬ 

able as they are by means other than knowledge. 

2. He must have abandoned the desire for sons, wealth, and 

worlds and reached the state of a paramahamsaparivrajaka ascetic.17 

3. He must be endowed with tranquillity, self-control, and the 

like. 

4. He must be possessed of the qualities of a student, which are 

well known from the scriptures. 

5. He must be a Brahmin18 who is internally and externally 

pure. 

6. His caste, profession, behavior, knowledge, and family must 

have been examined. 

7. He must approach his teacher in the prescribed manner. 

Judging from the above requirements, it is a prerequisite that those 

who come to Sankara for his instruction have some knowledge 

about Atman and Brahman and have fulfilled, or are at least 

seriously practicing, a number of ethical and moral laws prescribed 

by the Dharmasastras for their particular castes, stages of life 

(asrama), and the like.19 Some of the candidates must have been 

Mlmamsakas, others Vedantins following jnanakarmasamuccaya¬ 

vada, and yet others Yogins or followers of different creeds. 

Thus when the aspirant started receiving Sankara’s teaching 

of the knowledge of Brahman-Atman, his burning concern must 

previously have been with the performance of action; he might 

also have acquired, from the study of the Veda, some knowledge 

of Brahman and Atman different from Sankara’s. His attachment to 

action, which is based on a conviction of Brahman and Atman 

as separate, must sometimes have been too strong for him to 

understand Sankara’s doctrine of the complete identity ot Brah¬ 

man and Atman. In the Prose Part of the Upadesasahasrt Sankara 

illustrates his teaching method, using the example of a pupil and 

his teacher. The pupil is a Brahmin’s son who has become a para- 

mahamsaparivrsjaka ascetic (Upad 11,1,10). After he has been 

taught, by means of many Sruti and Smrti passages, that he (= 

Atman) is identical with Brahman and that he himself is free from 

caste, family, and purificatory ceremonies, he put to his teacher 

the objection: 

I am one [and] He is another; I am ignorant, experience plea¬ 

sure and pain, am bound and a transmigrator [whereas] he is 

essentially different from me, the god not subject to transmigra¬ 

tion. By worshipping Him with oblation, offerings, homage 

and the like through the [performance of] the actions prescribed 

for [my] class and stage of life, I wish to get out of the ocean of 

transmigratory existence. How am I He? (Upad 11,1,25) 

It is highly probable that this was a typical pupil of the time, and 

Sankara’s teaching required such pupils to make a total change in 

their views of life. In such a case one of the most effective teaching 

methods was to give them a great shock by the radical negation 

of action, which they had been considering their most important 

duty and which is based on the view that Atman is different from 

Brahman. They then could be led to the realization of the oneness 
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of Brahman and Atman. Sankara’s drastic denial of action and of 

jna.nakarmasamuccayava.da was apparently effective in shocking his 

pupils into an insight into the true nature of Atman. 

Sankara’s view is essentially different from antinomianism in 

Christianity.20 He does not intend to nullify the moral laws 

through his teaching of the knowledge of Brahman and Atman. 

In various places he affirms, though admittedly with reservations, 

that the performance of actions, including the observance of the 

moral laws, is indispensable for final release. In the Upadesasahasri 

(1,17,44) Sankara says that action can take place only before ac¬ 

quisition of knowledge of Atman, since a firm belief that “Thou art 

That” removes any notions of belonging to a certain caste and so 

on, which are prerequisites to the performance of action. This 

statement is indeed negative, but it implies paradoxically the posi¬ 

tive meaning that action should be performed before one can 

achieve cessation of nescience. Before the cessation of nescience, 

abstinence from injury (ahimsa) and other abstentions (yama), 

the regular rites, and even sacrifice (yajha) should be observed 

to purify the mind, since knowledge appears when the mind be¬ 

comes pure like a mirror (Upad 1,17,22). According to Sankara, 

the cessation of nescience is nothing but final release. Practically 

speaking, therefore, the aspirant should perform actions until 

his attainment of final release. 

Sankara explains what teachers should do when they have begun 

to teach knowledge to their pupils and see signs that they do not 

grasp it. The causes which prevent them from attaining knowledge 

are demerit, worldly laxity, absence of firm preliminary learning 

concerning the discrimination between eternal and noneternal 

things, care about what other people think, pride of caste, and 

the like. He instructs teachers to remove those causes by means of 

non-anger (akrodha), abstinence from injury and other abstentions, 

and the observances (niyama), which consist of purity (sauca), con¬ 

tentment (samtosa), self-mortification (tapas), study (svadhyaya), 

and devotion to the lord (isvarapranidhana). He considers these 

means to be compatible with knowledge, though they are unques¬ 

tionably actions.21 And he further tells them to help their pupils 

properly achieve the virtues, such as modesty (amanitva), which 

are described as means to attain knowledge (Upad 11,1,4—5). 

Moreover, he prescribes that teachers should be endowed with 
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tranquillity (jama), self-control (dama), compassion {daya), kindness 

(,amgraha), and the like and that they should lead blameless 

lives {abhinnavrtta), free from faults such as deceit (dambha), pride 

{darpa), trickery (kuhaka), wickedness (,sSthya), fraud (maya), jeal¬ 

ousy (matsarya), falsehood (anrta), egotism (ahamkara), self-inter¬ 

est (mamatva); their knowledge is used for the purpose of helping 

others (Upad 11,1,6). 
In his famous work Mysticism East and West, Rudolf Otto at¬ 

tempts to get to the heart of mysticism by comparing Eastern 

and Western mysticism with reference to Sankara and Meister 

Eckhart. After showing striking similarity between the two great 

masters, he turns to the differences between them, and remarks: 

It is because the background of Sankara’s teaching is not Pales¬ 

tine but India that his mysticism has no ethic. It is not immoral, 

it is a-moral. The Mukta, the redeemed, who has attained ekata 

or unity with the eternal Brahman, is removed from all works, 

whether good or evil. Works bind man. He leaves all activity 

and reposes in oneness. . . . With Eckhart it is entirely differ¬ 

ent. . . . His wonderfully liberating ethic develops with greater 

strength from the ground of his mysticism.22 

The same criticism has been made of Sankara s ethical views as 

well as the ethics of Indian philosophy in general and the Advita 

Vedanta in particular. S. Radhakrishnan devotes a chapter of his 

Indian Philosophy to the defense of Sankara s position against 

some objections put to him by P. Deussen and other Western 

scholars.23 In his Advaita Vedanta: A Philosophical Reconstruction, 

Eliot Deutsch also takes up this problem for consideration and 

gives a favorable interpretation of the ethics of the Advaita Ve¬ 

danta.24 
Sankara’s teaching is neither “immoral” nor a-moral. Moral 

and ethical perfection is not his chief topic, not because he denies 

it nor because he is indifferent to it, but because he considers it 

to be a matter of course. He says: 
Having been awakened from the ignorance as to the meanings of 

the words, and seeking for the realization of the meaning of the 

sentence, how should one come to follow his desires, when 

renunciation etc. have been enjoined [on such a man] ? (Upad 

I,18,226)26 
Even if suffering from hunger, one certainly does not want to 
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take poison. Nobody whose hunger has been appeased by 

sweet food knowingly wants to take poison unless he is a fool. 

(Upad 1,18,229) 

These words clearly show Sankara’s view of ethics. His radical 

denial of actions by means of a penetrating analysis is the most 

effective way to lead to a higher level those who are suffering in 

transmigratory existence, who are already fully committed to the 

ethical and moral laws and other requirements for admission to 

Sankara’s teachings. He brings about in his pupils a sudden rev¬ 

olutionary change of world view by uprooting the foundation of 

their present convictions, so that they may easily be led into a 

totally new vision. He says: 

. . . when knowledge is firmly grasped, it conduces to one’s 

own beatitude (.sreyas) and to the continuity [of knowledge]. 

And the continuity of knowledge is helpful to people as a boat 

is helpful to one wishing to get across a river. (Upad 11,1,3) 

As in the case of other great religious teachers like the Buddha, 

Sankara is primarily concerned with the salvation of people who 

are suffering from transmigratory existence here in the present 

world and not with the establishment of a consistent philosophical 

or ethical system.26 Sankara’s view of ethics may be vague or self¬ 

contradictory, but this is because its real aim is the highest possible 

effectiveness in leading his pupils to the final goal. 
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English Translation, Notes and Indexes. Madras: University of Madras, 1972, pp. 4-5). 
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14Cf. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. II, pp. 113-114. 

l5Cf. BSBh, Introduction, p. 9. He demonstrates that superimposition must be 

mutual and not one-sided (Si 1,34-38). 

16S. Mayeda, “The Development of the Concept of AvidyS in the Advaita Vedanta 

System: Sankara and Sarvajiiatman.” Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies 24—1 

(1975), pp. 78-83. 

Notes to Introduction IV, E 

iFor example, Upad 1,15,21; BSBh 1,2,17, p. 181; GBh XIV, 3, p. 589; PBh IV,9, 

67, p. 60; Sankara ad Mup<J- Up. 111,1,11. Cf. Eigen, p. 249. 

2Cf. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, p. 623. 

3Cf. T. M. P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of Advaita (Madras: Ganesh & Co., 1957), 

pp. 257-258. 

4Cf. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. II, pp. 99-100. 

6Manu XI,41-71, especially XI,44. 

8For this illustration, see Upad 1,12,3. and note 2, p. 129. 

Notes to Introduction IV, F 

/ 

tParisamkhydna is mentioned as something which Sankara recommends in PBh 1,5, 

29, p. 24, as well. f 

2Rudolf Otto remarks about Sankara’s GBh as follows: “With an almost appalling 

persistency and obduracy Sankara uses all the powers of his dialectic and his penetrat¬ 

ing intellect to cloud and twist the clear meaning of the Gita which praises the deed 

dedicated to Isvara, and to reduce this action to a lower level than the stage of com¬ 

plete cessation of all willing and doing.” (Mysticism East and West, tr. by B. L. Bracey 

and R. C. Payne. New York: Collier Books, 1962, p. 225). / 

3Cf. S. Mayeda, “The Authenticity of the Upadesasahasri Ascribed to Sankara,” 

Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 85, no. 2, pp. 190-191; Mayeda Upad, pp. 

50-51; V. Raghavan,“Bhaskara’s Gitabhajya,” Festschriftfilr Erich Frauwallner, W%K- 

SO, Bd. XII-XIII, 1968/69, p. 287. 

4For the date of Kumarila, see Nakamura I, pp. 107-115. H.*Nakamura, A History 

of Indian Thought (in Japanese. Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1956), p. 179 is relied upon 

for the date of Prabhakara. Cf. S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Brahmasiddhi by Acarya Mandana- 

misra, pp. lvii-lviii. 

5Nakamura I, p. 114. M. Biardeau places Mandanamisra chronologically between 

Kumarila and Sankara and assigns him the dates 7th-8th century (La Philosophic de 

Mandana Misra vue 3 partir de la Brahmasiddhi. Paris: Ecole Francaise d’Extreme-Orient, 

1969), p. 1. According to T. Vetter. Mandanamisra lived in about 700 A.D. (Man¬ 

danamisra’s Brahmasiddhih, Brahmakdndah, Obersetzung, Einleitung und Anmerkungen.VaQl- 

fentlichungen der Kommission fur Sprachen und Kulturen Slid- und Ostasiens, Heft 

7, Wien, 1969, p. 15). 

«Cf. S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Brahmasiddhi, pp. lvii-lxxv. In his Brahmasiddhi Manda¬ 

namisra attacks a view of the relation between knowledge and action which may well 

be Sankara’s. 

7Suresvara repeatedly refutes prasamkhylnavada, which may have been advocated by 

Mandanamisra. See Nais 1,67; 111,123—126; Sambandhavarttika 818-849; S. Kuppu¬ 

swami Sastri, Brahmasiddhi, pp. xxviii-xxxi; xxxiii-xxxvi. 

8The M a n d a n a - S u re s v a ra equation has been denied by such able scholars as M. 

Hiriyanna, S. Kuppuswami Sastri, and S. Dasgupta, but they do not deny that Sures- 

vara was once a Mimamsaka. Cf. T. M. P. Mahadevan, The Sambandha-Vartika of Sure¬ 

svar acarya (Madras University Philosophical Series No. 6), pp. xi-xii; M. Biardeau, La 

Philosophic de Mandana Misra, p. 2. 

BS. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, pp. 627-628. 

l0Eliot Deutsch, Advaita Vedanta-. A Philosophical Reconstruction (Honolulu: East-West 

Center Press, 1969), pp. 99-100. 

11Cf. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, pp. 423-424; M. Hiriyanna, The 

Naiskarmyasiddhi of Suresvar acarya (Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series No. XXXVIII, 

1925), p. xxii (note 1); G. Jha, Puroa-Mimamsa in Its Sources (Benares: Benares Hindu 

University, 1942), pp. 37-38. 

laCf. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, p. 423; G. Jha, Purva-Mlmdmsd, 

pp. 36-37. 

13Cf. M. Hiriyanna, Naiskarmyasiddhi of Suresvar acarya, pp. xxv-xxvii; S. Kuppu¬ 

swami Sastri, Brahmasiddhi, pp. xxvii-xxxi; xxxiii-xxxvi. Mandanamisra refers to seven 

different theories of the problem of the relation oijhana and karman in his Brahmasiddhi 

(p. 26, line 24-p. 28, line 7). It is said that Brahmadatta was also a samuccayavadin 

and was criticized by Suresvara. Cf. Nais 1,67; M. Hiriyanna, The Naiskarmyasiddhi 

of Suresvara, pp. xxiii-xxv. 

14Nakamura III, pp. 116-117. 

15Nakamura III, pp. 183-187; M. Hiriyanna, “Fragments of Bhartrprapanca,” 

Proc. Ill OC (Madras, 1924), pp. 439-450; do, The Naiskarmyasiddhi of Suresvardcdrya, 

pp. xvii-xxx; Y. Kanakura, A Study of the Vedanta Philosophy, pp. 24—102. 

“Cf. Upad 1,13,27; 16,7; 17,53; 17,86; 17,87; BSBh 1,1,1; Vedantasara (IV) 4-31. 

l7Cf. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstra, vol. II, pt. II (Poona, 1941), pp. 983 ff. 

However, when Sankara illustrates the teaching method in the second chapter of the 

Prose Part of the Upad, he gives an example of a brahmaedrin and his teacher (Upad 

11,2, 45). The requirement of being & paramahamsaparivrdjaka might not be very strict. 

13In his commentary on the Bfh.Up. 111,5,1 and IV,5,15 Sankara affirms that only 

the Brahmin can be samnydsin. Most of the medieval writers on Dharmasdstras support 

this opinion. But Suresvara is against Sankara’s position in this respect. Cf. P. V. Kane, 

History of Dharmasdstra, vol. II, pt. II, pp. 943-944. / 

19The Dharmasdstra in Hinduism corresponds to the Vinaya in Buddhism. Sankara 

himself is the author of the commentary on the Adhydtmapatala of the Apastamba-Dhar- 

masUtra (cf. P. Hacker, “Sankara der Yogin und Sankara der Advaitin,” W^KSO, vol. 

XII-XIII, 1968/69, p. 147; T. Leggett, The Chapter of the Self. London and Henley: 

Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1978. pp. 166-173. / 

20Among the Hindus it may be the Tengalai of the Srivaisnava Sect who hold a view 

similar to antinomianism. 

2lIn his BSBh (1,1,4, p. 83) Sankara refutes the opinion that jnana itself is an activity 

of the mind (mdnasi kriya). 

22Mysticism East and West, p. 225. 

23Indian Philosophy, vol. II, pp. 621-634. 

24Advaita Vedanta, pp. 99-102. 

23Cf. BS 111,4,31; BSBh 11,3,48. 

26Eigen, p. 256; D. H. H. Ingalls, “Saiiikara on the Question: Whose is Avidya?” 

Philosophy East and West, vol. Ill (1953), no. 1, pp. 69-72. 



CHAPTER 1 

PURE CONSCIOUSNESS 

1. Salutation to the all-knowing Pure Consciousness1 which 

pervades all, is all, abides in the hearts of all beings, and is beyond 

all objects [of knowledge]. 

2. Having completed all the rituals, preceded by the marriage 

ceremony and the ceremony of installing the sacred fire,2 the Veda 

has now begun to utter knowledge of Brahman. 

3. Karmans [as the results of actions, good or bad, in the past ex¬ 

istence] produce association with a body.8 When there is associa¬ 

tion with a body, pleasant and unpleasant things are inevitable. 

From these result passion and aversion [and] from them actions. 

4. [From actions] merit and demerit result [and] from merit 

and demerit there results an ignorant man’s association with a 

body in the same manner again. Thus this transmigratory exis¬ 

tence rolls onward powerfully forever like a wheel.4 

5. Since the root cause of this transmigratory existence is 

ignorance, its destruction is desired. Knowledge of Brahman there¬ 

fore is entered on. Final beatitude results from this knowledge. 

6. Only knowledge [of Brahman] can destroy ignorance; action 

cannot [destroy it] since [action] is not incompatible [with ig¬ 

norance]. Unless ignorance is destroyed, passion and aversion will 

not be destroyed. 

7. Unless passion and aversion are destroyed, action arises in¬ 

evitably from [those] faults.6 Therefore, for the sake of final beati¬ 

tude, only knowledge [of Brahman] is set forth here [in the Vedan¬ 

ta]- 
8. [Objection:]6 “Should not [certain] action7 too always be 

performed while life lasts? For this [action], being concomitant 

with knowledge [piBrahman], leads to final release. 
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9. “Action, like knowledge [of Brahman, should be adhered to], 

since [both of them] are equally enjoined [by the Srutis], As the 

Smrti8 also [lays it down that] transgression [results from the ne¬ 

glect of action, so] action should be performed by seekers after 

final release. 

10. “ [If you say that] as knowledge [of Brahman\ has permanent 

fruit, and so does not depend upon anything else, [we reply:] Not 

so! Just as the Agnistoma sacrifice,9 though it has permanent fruit, 

depends upon things other than itself, 

11. “so, though knowledge [of Brahman] has permanent fruit, it 

always depends upon action. Thus some people think.” [Reply:] 

Not so, because action is incompatible [with knowledge]. 

12. In fact action is incompatible with knowledge [of Brahman], 

since [it] is associated with misconception [of Atman]. And knowl¬ 

edge [of Brahman] is declared here [in the Vedanta] to be the view 

that Atman is changeless. 

13. [From the notion,] “I am agent; this is mine” arises action. 

Knowledge [of Brahman] depends upon the real, [whereas] the 

Vedic injunction depends upon an agent.10 

14. Knowledge destroys the factors of action11 as [it destroys] 

the notion that there is water in the salt desert. After accepting 

this true view, [how] would one decide to perform action? 

15. Because of the incompatibility [of knowledge with action] a • 

man who knows thus, being possessed of this knowledge, cannot 

perform action. For this reason action should be igupunced by a 

seeker after final release. 

16. It is the innate assumption of people that Atman is not dis¬ 

tinct from the body and the like. This arises from nescience. So 

long [as they have it], the Vedic injunction to perform actions 

would be [valid]. 

17. [The Sruti passage,] “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6), 

excluding the body and the like, leaves Atman unexcluded so that 

[one] may know Atman free from distinction. Thereby nescience 

is removed. 

18. Once nescience has been removed through the right means 

of knowledge, how can it arise again, since it does not exist in the 

one alone, the inner Atman free from distinction? 

19. If nescience cannot arise again, how can there be the 

notions, “[I am] an agent, [I am] an experiencer,” when there is 

I, 1, 20-26] 

the knowledge, “I am the Existent”? Therefore knowledge has no 

helper. 
20. Renunciation is therefore said by the Sruti to be superior 

(M.N. Up. 21,2) to the actions [there enumerated, beginning with 

truth and] ending with mental activity.12 “[Only] this much, 

says the Vajins’13 Sruti, / - t 
21. “[is, verily, the means to] immortality”14 (Brh. Up. IV,5, 

15). Therefore action should be abandoned by seekers after final 

release. [You] said that, as with the Agnistoma sacrifice, [knowledge 

depends upon action].15 To this the following reply is given: 

22. Because action has to be accomplished through various 

factors of action and varies in its result, knowledge is the opposite 

of it. Therefore the example is not applicable. 

23. Since the Agnistoma sacrifice, like agriculture, etc., has as 

its object a result [to be accomplished through various factors of 

action], it requires support from other actions [than itself]. But 

what else does knowledge depend upon? 

24. The transgression [resulting from neglect of action]16 is 

imputed only to one who has “I”-notion. A knower of Atman has 

neither “I”-notion nor desire for the result [ol action]. 

25. Therefore, in order to destroy ignorance, end transmigra- 

tory existence, and set forth knowledge ol Brahman, this Upanisad 

has been commenced. 
26. And the word “Upanisad” may be derived from the verbal 

root “sad” preceded by the prefix “upa-” and “ni-” and followed 

by the suffix “kvip,”17 since it diminishes and destroys birth and the 

like.18 

Notes 

lThe Sanskrit term “caitanya” translated here as “Pure Consciousness” is used as 

a synonym for Brahman-Atman, indicating the nature of It (see Introduction, III,A,1, 

P 2Agnyadhana, which is the same as the Agnyadheya, is a Vedic sacrifice performed by 

a sacrificer and his wife with the help of four priests. Cf. P. V. Kane, History of Dhar- 

maidstra, vol. II-III (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1941), pp. 986- 

998. 

3See Upad 1,15,6 (dehayogah kriyahetuh). 

4On karman and transmigration, see Introduction, IV,A, pp. 69-72. 

6“Faults” (dosa) here means passion and aversion. Cf. Upad 11,3,112. Ramatirtha 
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interprets it as passion (rdga), aversion (dvesa), and delusion (moha) in his commentary 
PadayojanikS. 

9 Commentators Ramatirtha and Bodhanidhi (see Preface, note 4) take this 

objection (1,8-11) as made against the Advaitins by those who assert that knowledge 

must be combined with the performance of religious actions and duties (jnanakarmasa- 

muccayavadins). As I have pointed out, Sankara vehemently rejects this position. Cf. S. 

Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. II (Cambridge: University Press, 1952), 

p. 100; S. Mayeda, “Adi-Sankaracarya’s Teaching on the Means to Mok5a: Jnana and 

Karman”, Felicitation Volume in honour of Sankaracarya of Kand, Journal of Oriental 

Research (Madras), vols. XXXIV-XXXV, 1964-1966, pp. 66-75. 

w ?In his EnS]ish translation (see Preface, note 4) Jagadananda seems to take 

karma . . . nityam kartavyam“ as “nityakarma kartavyam” and translates it as “Obliga¬ 

tory duties should be performed.” But, from the context, it seems to me that karman 

here is used in a wider sense which includes nityakarman; karman probably means 

action as a means to final release which is in contrast with knowledge as such, and nit- 

yam is an adverb which modifies kartavyam. 

8Cf. Manu XI,41-71, especially XI,44. 

8This is one of the Vedic sacrifices, in which Soma is used as the offering. It is a 

one-day sacrifice and an integral part of the Jyotistoma sacrifice, which generally occu¬ 

pies five days. It is to be performed in spring (ilasanta) every year and on a new moon or 

full moon day. See W. Caland and V. Henry, VAgnistoma, 2 vols. (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 

Editeur, 1906-1907); P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstra, vol. II-III, pp. 1133-1203. 

10Cf. BSBh 1,1,1,p. 35; 1,1,4, p. 83; PBh, Introduction, p. 6. 

11K dr aka, which is here translated as “factors of action,” is a case-form of a noun 

dependent upon a verb. This term comprises the notions of ablation (apidana), of 

giving (sampradana), of instrument (karana), of location (adhikarana), of object {karman), 

of agent (kartr), but the notion expressed by the genitive case is excluded from kiraka. 

It is also defined as something instrumental in bringing about the action (kriyanimitta, 

Sarasvatikanthdbharana, 1,1,32). Gf. L. Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit 

(Paris: Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, 1957), pp. 127-128. 

12M. N. Up. 21 refers to truth (satya), penance (tapas), self-control (dama), tranquil¬ 

ity (sama), giving (ddna), and so forth, and concludes that renunciation ttpdxn) is superi¬ 

or to all those lower austerities (etany avardni tapdmsi nyasa evityarecayat). 

l3Vajin = Vajasaneyin, a Vedic school, to which the Brh.Up. belongs. 

14Brh. Up. IV,5,15 reads: etavad are khalv amrtatvam. According to Sankara’s com¬ 

mentary on this passage (Anandasrama S. S. No. 15, 1936, p. 714), the complete 

knowledge of Atman which is obtained through “Not thus, not so” and renunciation of 

everything are the means to immortality. In order to sum up this meaning, the Sruti 

says “etavad are khalv amrtatvam," which means that the means to Immortality is this 

much, and only this much- -i.e. this view of the non-dual Atman which is arrived at 

through ‘Not thus, not so” and which does not depend upon any other cause coopera¬ 

tive with it. My translation of this quotation is based upon the above-mentioned inter¬ 

pretation of Sankara which fits here in our present context. Cf. Upad 1,11,2. 

l5See the preceding stanzas 10 and 11. 

l9See the preceding stanza 9. 

lnKvip is a suffix which disappears after having been added to several verbal roots, 

including sad, preceded by a preverb. See Panini 111,2,61; 76, etc. 

18Sankara gives similar etymological explanation of the word “upanisad” in his 

commentaries on Upanisads. He takes the verbal root sad to mean (1) destroy (visa- 
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ratio), (2) go, reach (gati) and (3) mitigate (avasadana), and interprets the word “upa- 

ni-sad” as: (1) “destroy the seeds of transmigratory existence such as nescience,” (2) 

“make seekers after final release go to the highest Brahman," or (3) “mitigate such a 

multitude of miseries as living in the womb, birth and old age (garbhauasajanmajardd- 

yupadravabrnda, Sankara ad Kath. Up., Introduction [Sri Samkaragranthavalih 3. 

Sriramgam, n.d.], pp. 101-102). In another place he explains the word as: (1) “de¬ 

stroy (nisdtayati) such numerous evils as birth, old age and disease (garbhajanmajardro- 

gadyanarthapUga)," (2) “lead to the highest Brahman," or (3) “mitigate (avasddayati) 

completely, i.e. annihilate (vin&sayati) nescience and odier causes of transmigratory ex¬ 

istence” (Sankara ad Mun<j. Up., Introduction [Sri Samkaragranthavalih 3. Sriram¬ 

gam, n.d.], p. 304). Today it is generally accepted by scholars that the word Upanisad 

derived from the verb upa-ni-sad means “sit (sad) down (ni) near (upa) [some one],” 

the verbal root sad being taken to mean “sit.” Cf. Max Muller (tr.), The Upanisads, pt. 

1 (The Sacred Books of the East, vol. 1. Reprint ed. New York: Dover Publications, 

Inc., 1962), pp. lxxix-lxxxiv; P. Deussen, The Philosophy of the Upanishads (Reprinted! 

New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1966), pp. 10-15; M. Winternitz, A History of 

Indian Literature, tr. by S. Ketkar (Reprint ed. New Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint 

Corporation, 1972), pp. 243-244; S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 1, 
p. 38. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NEGATION 

i, 2] 
3Cf. Upad 11,2,77; 93; 103; 108 (avagatih pramananam phalam). / 

4This simile is used in a famous dialogue between Uddalaka and his son Svetaketu 

in Chand. Up. VI,14,1-2 so that Uddalaka may explain to his son how Atman, though 

subtle and imperceptible, can be realized. A man who is led, with his eyes covered, 

away from the Gandharas and left in a place where there are no human beings, will 

at last arrive at Gandhara by asking his way from village to village. In the same way 

one who meets a teacher to instruct him obtains true knowledge. 

1. As [Atman] cannot be negated, [It] is left unnegated [by the 

Sruti,] “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6). One attains [It] in 

some such way as “I am not this. I am not this.” 

2. The notion “[I am] this” arises from the atman [which is 

identified with] “this” (= non -Atman)1 and is within the range of 

a verbal handle.2 As it has its origin in the negated atman, it could 

not become [accepted as] a right notion again [as before]. 

3. Without negating a previous notion, a following view does 

not arise. The Seeing (= Atman) is one alone, self-established. As 

It is the result [of the right means of knowledge],8 It is not negated. 

4. When one has traversed the forest of “this” (= non -Atman) 

which is contaminated with anxiety, delusion, and so on, one 

arrives at one’s own Atman, just as the man from the land of Gan¬ 

dhara [arrived at Gandhara] through the forest.4 

Notes 

Commentators Anandajnana, Bodhanidhi, and Ramatirtha interpret “idamatman” 

as “ahamkartr” or “the bearer of T-notion” (i.e. the intellect), which ordinary people 

regard as their Atman (see Introduction, III,B,3, pp. 39-40). But “this” {idam) means 

here the object of knowledge which should be negated as non-Atman in some such way 

as, “I am not ‘this,’ I am not ‘this’” (cf. the previous stanza). Therefore, “idamatma-" 

is the same as “nisiddhatmaor “the negated atman” in the next line. Atman is always 

the subject of knowledge and not the object of knowledge. It is not indicated by any 

words, since Atman has no universal (jaft), action (karman) etc. which non -Atman like 

the intellect possesses. (Cf. “idamamsa,” Upad 1,12,11.) Sankara also uses “yusmad-” 

in the sense of “the object” or “non-Atman” in contrast to “asmad-” or “the subject” or 

“Atman.” (Cf. BSBh, Introduction, p. 4.) 

2Cf. Chand. Up. VI, 1,4-6. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE LORD 

1. If the Lord is non-Atman, one ought not to dwell upon [the 

knowledge] “I am He.” If He is Atman, the knowledge “I am 

the Lord” destroys the other [knowledge].1 

2. If, being different from Atman, [He] is taken to have char¬ 

acteristics such as “not coarse,”2 what is the use of them when He 

is not an object of knowledge? If He is Atman, the notion of differ¬ 

ence3 is destroyed [by them], 

3. Understand, therefore, that [that predication of qualities] 

such as “not coarse” are meant to negate false superimposition4 

[upon Atman], If [they] were meant to negate [false superimposi¬ 

tion] upon something other [than Atman], this would indeed be a 

description of emptiness (sunyata).6 
4. And if it is thought [that they are meant.10 negate false 

superimposition] upon something other than the inner Atman of 

a man who wishes to know, the words [of the Sruti], “[He is . . .] 

without breath, without mind, pure [, higher than the high Imper¬ 

ishable]” (Mund. Up. 11,1,2), would also be meaningless. 

Notes 

i“Anyanivartika” may be in the sense of “anya-dhi-nivartika” if the compound “any- 

adhihnuti” in the next stanza is taken into consideration. “Anyadhl” is synonymous with 

“auidya" according toUpad 1,17,21 (cf. anyadrsti, Upad 1,17,6; 56). If so, this sentence 

can be translated as: “. . . the knowledge ‘I am the Lord’ destroys the [notion] of 

difference.” 

2See Brh. Up. 111,8,8. 

3See note 1. / 
4 According to Sankara, “avidyi is the superimposition of the qualities of one upon the 
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other” (auidya nSmanyasminn any adharmadhy drop ana, Upad II, 2,51). In other words, 

avidyi is mutual superimposition of Atman and non -Atman such as the body, the senses, 

and the inner organ. 
5This is an important term in Mahayana Buddhism, especially the Madhyamika 

School founded by Nagarjuna (150-250). The term “iunyata" is sometimes translated 

as “emptiness,” “voidness,” or “nothingness” and mistaken for absolute negation of 

existence, which Sankara also seems to mean by the term here. Buddhists are called 

nihilists (vainasika) by Sankara (cf. Upad 11,2,55; 2,57; 2,58) and other writers of 

the orthodox schools of Indian philosophy. SunyatB, however, means that nothing has 

any intrinsic nature of its own (nihsvabhavatva); it denotes the unreality of the founda¬ 

tion of the phenomenal appearance but not the unreality of the appearance as such. 

The idea of iUnyatS is not a philosophical concept but, rather, a method which leads to 

the penetration into true reality. Cf. E. Conze, Buddhist Thought in India (Reprint ed. 

Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1967), pp. 242-243. 
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CHAPTER 4 

‘T’-NOTION 

Notes 

1See Introduction, III,B,3, pp. 39-40. 

2Anandajnana and Ramatirtha interpret “nShampratyayaas “naham karta bhokta 

va kim tu brahmaivasmiti (yah pramanajanitah) pratyayah.” Bodhanidhi also interprets 

in the same way but with a slight difference in expression. 

3This line may be a later interpolation. See Mayeda Upad, p. 221. 

1. When action, which has the “I”-notion as its seed and is in 

the bearer of the I”-notion (= the intellect),1 has been burnt 

up by the fire of the notion that “I am not [an agent or an ex- 

periencer],”2 how can it produce a result? 

2. If [you say:] “[Even after the action has been burnt up,] 

production of a result [of action] will take place as previously ex¬ 

perienced,” [we reply:] No; it (= production of a result) is based 

upon other action. [If you say,] “When the “I”-notion [as the seed 

of action] has been destroyed, we ask you, How can there be 

that [action beyond that which has been burnt up] ? Answer 
that,” 

3. [we reply:] As [action] can fashion the body and so on, it 

can overpower knowledge in you concerning the Existent and 

produce a result. When action comes to an end, knowledge will 
arise. 

4. As experience [of the result of action] and knowledge are 

both results of action which has already begun to produce a result, 

it is reasonable that they (= knowledge and action) are not 

contradictory to each other. But other [action, namely that which 

has not yet begun to produce a result,] is different in nature. 

5. A man who has knowledge of Atman, which negates the 

notion that the body is Atman and is as [firm] as [ordinary peo¬ 

ple s] notion that the body is Atman, is released even without 
wishing. 

[5 . Therefore, all this is established. The reasoning is as stated 
by us.] 3 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUSPICION OF URINE 

1. Just as the sage Udanka did not accept the nectar, thinking 

that it was urine,1 so people do not accept the knowledge of 

Atman out of fear that action will be destroyed. 

2. Atman, abiding in the intellect, is seen as it were moving and 

meditating [when the intellect moves and meditates]. The mis¬ 

take about transmigratory existence is like that of a man in a 

[moving] boat who thinks that it is the trees [along the shore 

which are moving]. 
3. Just as to a man in the boat the trees [appear to] move in a 

direction opposite [to his movement],2 so does Atman [appears to] 

transmigrate, since the Sruti reads, “[He, remaining the same, 

goes along both worlds,] appearing to think [, appearing to move 

about]” (Brh. Up. IV,3,7). -—» 
4. Intellect being pervaded by the reflection3 of Pure Conscious¬ 

ness, knowledge arises in it; and so sound and other [objects of 

the sense-organs] appear.4 By this people are deluded. 

5. The ‘T’-notion appears to be as it were Pure Consciousness 

and exists for Its sake. And it does not do so, when the “this”- 

portion has been destroyed. [So] this Pure Experience5 [which 

is other than “this”-portion] is the highest [Atman], 

Notes 

iThis story appears in the Mahabharata, Asvamedhaparvan, Sec. 54, pp. 208-212. It runs 

as follows: When Vi?ou allowed the sage Udanka to ask him for some boon, he asked 

for water and Vi?nu told him to think of him whenever he wanted water. One day, 

wandering over the desert, he became thirsty and thought of Vi??u. Then he saw, m the 
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desert, a naked hunter of the Capdala class, all besmeared with dirt, surrounded by a 

pack of dogs. Extremely fierce-looking, he carried a sword and was armed with bow 

and arrows. Udanka saw a copious stream of water issuing from the urinary organs of 

that hunter. The hunter offered the water repeatedly but Udanka did not accept it, 

and finally became angry. But later Visiju explained to him that the hunter was Indra 

and that he had appeared before him to give him nectar. 

2Cf. Nais 11,63. 

sSee Introduction, III,B,2, pp. 36-37. 

4Ramatirtha in his commentary suggests here the two ways of reading: one is 

“buddheh sabdadibhir bhasas” and the other is “buddheh sabdadinirbhdsas" which I have 

used. 

5Anandajnana, Bodhanidhi and Ramatirtha take this “anubhewa” (Pure Experience) 

as “Saksin.” 



CHAPTER 6 

HAVING CUT 

1. Atman Itself is not qualified by a hand which has been cut off 

and thrown away. Likewise, none of the rest [of the body] quali¬ 

fies [Atman].1 

2. Therefore, every qualification is the same as a hand which 

has been thrown away, since it is non -Atman. Therefore, the Know¬ 

er (= Atman) is devoid of all qualifications.2 

3. This whole [universe] is qualification, like a beautiful orna¬ 

ment, which is superimposed [upon Atman] through nescience. 

Therefore, when Atman has been known, the whole [universe] 

becomes non-existent.3 

4. One should always grasp Atman alone as the Knower, dis¬ 

connected [from all qualifications],4 and abandon the object of 

knowledge. One should grasp that what is called “I” is also the 

same as a part which has been abandonedf8 

5. As long as the “this”-portion is a qualification [of atman], 

that [“I”-portion] is different from [Atman] Itself. When the 

qualification has been destroyed, the Knower is established [in¬ 

dependently from it], as a man who owns a brindled cow [is es¬ 

tablished independently from it]. 

6. The learned should abandon the “this”-portion in what is 

called “I,” understanding that it is not Atman. [“I” in the sentence 

of the Sruti] “I am Brahman” (Brh. Up. 1,4,10)6 is the portion which 

has been left unabandoned in accordance with the above teaching. 

Notes 

lThis stanza appears as Nai§ IV,26. 
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2This stanza appears as Nais IV,28. 

3This stanza appears as Nais IV,27. 

4Cf. stanza 2. 

6This stanza appears as Nais IV,29. 

6The Upanijadic sentence “aham brahmttsmi” (I am Brahman) is one of the Mahiva- 

kyas (Great Sentences) which the Advaitins consider to be best indicative of the Advaita 

doctrine. There are said to be eleven or twelve MahavSkyas, but among them this 

sentence and “tat tvam asi” (Thou art That) are best known. 
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CHAPTER 7 

LOCATED IN THE INTELLECT 

vades its object of knowledge, the object is called “the one which is seated in the in- 

tellect (ouddhjidrUdka). See Introduction, III,B,2, p. 36. Cf. Upad 1,18 155-157 

Wuddhicara is synonymous with cittapracSra (Upad 11,2,75; 82),which is again synon¬ 

ymous withcittavrttiin TogasUtra 1,2; IV,18. See Introduction, III,B,2, p. 35, and note 

3Cf. Upad 1,17,16; 18,122. 

1. Everything located in the intellect1 is always seen by Me in 

every case [of cognition]. Therefore, I am the highest Brahman; 

I am all-knowing and all-pervading. 

2. Just as [I] am the Witness of the movements in My own in¬ 

tellect,2 so am I [also the Witness of the movements] in others’ 

[intellects]. I can be neither rejected nor accepted. Therefore, I 

am indeed the highest [Atman]. 

3. There is no change in the Atman, nor impurity, nor material¬ 

ity, and because It is the Witness of all intellects, there is no limita¬ 

tion of its knowledge, as there is in the case of knowledge of intel¬ 
lect. 

4. Just as in a jewel the forms such as red color are manifested 

in the sunshine,3 so in my presence everything becomes visible 

[in the intellect]. Therefore through Me [Everything becomes 

visible] as [the forms such as red color become visible] through 

sunshine. 

5. The object of knowledge in the intellect exists when the 

intellect exists; otherwise it does not exist. Since the Seer is always 

seer, duality does not exist. 

6. Just as the intellect, from absence of discriminating knowl¬ 

edge, holds that the highest [Atman] does not exist, just so when 

there is discriminating knowledge, nothing but the highest 

[Atman] exists, not even [the intellect] itself. 

Notes 

1P Sda a of this stanza appears again as psda a of stanza 18.94. When the intellect per- 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE NATURE OF PURE 
CONSCIOUSNESS 

1. I Myself have the nature of Pure Consciousness, O Mind; 

[My apparent] connection with taste, etc., is caused by your delu¬ 

sion. Therefore no result due to your activity would belong to Me, 

since I am free from all attributes. 

2. Abandon here activity born of illusion and come ever to rest 

from search for the wrong, since I am forever the highest Brahman, 

released, as it were, unborn, one alone, and without duality. 

3. And I am always the same to beings,1 one alone; [I am] the 

highest [Brahman] which, like the sky, is all-pervading, imperisha¬ 

ble, auspicious, uninterrupted, undivided and devoid of action. 

Therefore no result from your efforts here pertains to Me. 

4. I am one alone; No other than that [Brahman] is thought to 

be Mine. In like manner I do not belong to Anything since I am 

free from attachment. I have by nature no attachment. There¬ 

fore I do not need you nor your work since I am non-dual. 

5. Considering that people are attached to cause and effect, I 

have composed this dialogue, making [them] understand the 

meaning of the truth of their own nature, so that they may be re¬ 

leased from [their] attachment to cause and effect. 

6. If a man ponders on this dialogue, he will be released from 

ignorance, the origin of great fears. And such a man is always 

free from desire; being a knower of Atman, he is ever free from 

sorrow, the same [to beings], and happy. 

Note 

1Cf. samo ’ham saroabhutesu, BhG IX,29. 

CHAPTER 9 

SUBTLETY 

1. It is to be known that [in the series] beginning with earth1 

and ending with the inner Atman, each succeeding one is more v 

subtle and more pervasive than the preceding one which has 

been abandoned. 

2. The means of knowledge show that'external earth is the same 

as the bodily earth. [External] water and all the other elements 

should be known to be the same as [bodily elements]. 

3. Just as the [clear] sky is all-pervading before the origination 

of air and other [elements], so am I always one alone, all, Pure 

Consciousness only, all-pervading and non-dual. 

4. It is said that all beings from Brahma down to the plants 

are my body. From what else can the faults such as desire and 

anger arise in Me? 

5. Although I am always untouched by the faults of beings, 

being the Lord who abides in all beings, [yet] people look upon Me 

as contaminated [by the faults of beings] just as an ignorant per¬ 

son looks upon the sky as blue. 

6. As the intellects of all beings are always to be illuminated by 

My Pure Consciousness, all beings are the body of Me who am 

all-knowing and free from evils. 

7. The object of knowledge [in the waking state] is looked upon 

as having an origin, as is [the object of] knowledge in the dream¬ 

ing state. [True] knowledge is constant and without object; hence 

duality does not exist. 

8. The Knower’s Knowing2 is indeed said to be constant, for 

nothing else exists in the state of deep sleep. Knowing in the 

waking state results from nescience; therefore the object of knowl¬ 

edge should be looked upon as unreal. 
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9. Just as the Infinite3 lacks form-and-color, etc., and is not the 

object of sight, etc., so it is not to be taken to be an object of know¬ 

ledge. 

Notes 

lThe text reads “gandhader” here, but Anandajiiana comments on it: prthivi gandhasa- 

bdenocyale, and Ramatxrtha also says: gandhasabdah prthivisabdarthah. 

2The word jnati means “relative” in the Upanijads (for example, Chand. Up. 

VI,15,1; VIII,12,3; Kaus. Up. 1,4). Bodhanidhi and Ramatirtha interpret it asjXapti. 

Anandajnana’s interpretation on this term is not clear but seems to take it as caitanya. 

3The word bhuman is sometimes translated as grandeur, the superlative, acme, and 

plenum. The bhuman in Chand. Up. VII.23 is interpreted in BS 1,3,8, which takes it as 

paramatman according to BSBh 1,3,8, p. 213. 

CHAPTER 10 

SEEING 

1. The highest [Brahman]—which is of the nature of Seeing, like 

the sky, ever-shining,1 unborn, one alone, imperishable, stainless, 

all-pervading, and non-dual—That am I and I am forever re¬ 

leased. Om.2 

2. I am Seeing, pure and by nature changeless. There is by 

nature no object for me. Being the Infinite,3 completely filled in 

front, across, up, down, and in every direction, I am unborn, 

abiding in Myself. 

3. I am unborn, deathless, free from old age, immortal, self- 

effulgent, all-pervading, non-dual; I am neither cause nor effect, 

altogether stainless, always satisfied and therefore [constantly] 

released. Om. 

4. Whether in the state of deep sleep or of waking or of dream¬ 

ing, no delusive perception appears to pertain to Me in this world. 

As those [three states] have no existence, self-dependent or other- 

dependent, I am always the Fourth,4 the Seeing and the non-dual. 

5. The continuous series of pains due to the body, the intellect 

and the senses is neither I nor of Me, for I am changeless. And this 

is because the continual series [of pain] is unreal; it is indeed un¬ 

real like an object seen by a dreaming man. 

6. It is true that I have neither change nor any cause of change, 

since I am non-dual. I have neither good nor bad deeds, neither 

final release nor bondage, neither caste nor stages of life, since I 

am bodiless. 

7. Since I am beginningless and attributeless,6 I have neither 

action nor result [of action]. Therefore I am the highest [Atman], 

\ non-dual. Just as the ether, though all-pervading, is not stained, 
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so am I not either, though abiding in the body, since I am sub¬ 

tle.6 

8. And I am always the same to [all] beings,7 the Lord, for I am 

superior to, and higher than, the perishable and the imperishable.8 

Though I have the highest Atman as my true nature and am non¬ 

dual, I am nevertheless covered with wrong knowledge9 which is 

nescience. 

9. Being perfectly stainless, Atman is distinguished from, and 

broken by, nescience, residual impression, and actions. Being filled 

with powers such as Seeing, I am non-dual, standing [perfect] in 

my own nature and motionless like the sky. 

10. He who sees Atman with the firm belief “I am the highest 

Brahman” “is born no more” (Kath. Up. 1,38), says the Sruti. When 

there is no seed, no fruit is produced. Therefore there is no birth, 

for there is no delusion. 

11. “This is mine, being thus,” “That is yours, being of such 

kind,” “Likewise, I am so, not superior nor otherwise”—[such] 

assumptions of people concerning Brahman, which is the same [to 

all beings], non-dual and auspicious, are nothing but their stupid¬ 

ity- 
12. When there is completely non-dual and stainless knowledge, 

then the great-souled experiences neither sorrow nor delusion. 

In the absence of both there is neither action nor birth. This is the 

firm belief of those who know the Veda. 

13. He who, in the waking state, like a man in the state of deep 

sleep, does not see duality, though [actually] seeing, because of 

his non-duality, and similarly he who, though [in fact] acting, is 

actionless—he [only]is the knower of Atman, and nobody else. This 

is the firm conclusion here [in the Vedanta]. 

14. This view which has been declared by me from the stand¬ 

point of the highest truth is the supreme [view] as ascertained in 

the Vedanta. If a man has firm belief in it, he is released and not 

stained by actions,10 as others are. 

Notes 

1Sakrduibhata. “Sakrt” has two meanings: one is “sudden” (for example, sakrdvidyutta, 

Brh. Up. 11,3,6) and the other is “always” (for example, sakrdvibhato hy evaisa brahma- 

lokah, Chand. Up. VIII,4,2). Sahkara interprets “sakrdvibhdta” in Chand. Up. VIII,4,2 
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as “sada vibhdtah” in his Bhasya on it. When he comments on the GK, he interprets 

“sakrdvibhdta” as “sadaiva vibhatam, sada bhdrUpam” (GKBh 111,36) and as “sadaiva vi- 

bhdte” (GKBh IV,81). In his commentary on this stanza, Bodhanidhi interprets “sa¬ 

krdvibhdta” as “saddbhasasvarUpam adityavat prakasasvarUpatvdt na kadacid api tamasdbhi- 

bhUyate.” Ramatirtha interprets it as “ekadaiva visphuritam, sadaiva spastam bhdsamdruxm.” 

2This whole stanza is quoted in Veddntasara [XXX] 210. Om is the sacred syllable 

called pranava and sometimes compared with Amen. It is used at the opening of most 

Hindu works and as a sacred exclamation may be uttered at the beginning and end 

of Vedic recitation or before any prayer. 

3See Upad 1,9,9. 

4The atman in the waking state is called vaisvdnara (Upad 1,17,65), that in the dream¬ 

ing state taijasa (Upad 1,15,24), and that in the state of deep sleep prajHa (Upad 1,15, 

25; 1,17,65) or avydkrta (Upad 1,17,65). These three kinds oidtman are not the true At¬ 

man; they are only the atman limited by adjuncts (sopadhi, Upad 1,15,29). Free from all 

limiting adjuncts (anupddhika, Upad 1,15,29), the true Atman transcends all these three, 

and It is called Turlya (Upad 1,10,4; Brh. Up. V,14,3-7), which is also called Caturtha 

(Man<j. Up. 7) or Turya (Maitri Up. VI,19; VII,11,7-8). See Introduction, III,B,5, 

pp. 43-46. 

sCf. anaditvdn nirgunatvan, BhG XIII, 31. 

8Cf. BhG XIII,32, which probably is the basis of this stanza. 

7Cf. BhG IX, 29; Upad 1,8,3. 

8Cf. BhG XV, 16-18. 

, BTogasutra 1,8 defines “aiparyaya” as “mithydjddnam atadrupapratislham.” According to 

Sankara’s usage of the term mithydjnana, it is a synonym of avidya/ (cf. Mayeda Upad, pp. 

24-25; Introduction, IV,D,1, p. 78). In GBh XIII,2, p. 529, Sankara refers to three 

kinds of avidyd: (1) viparitagrahaka, (2) samsayopasthapaka, and (3) agrahanatmaka. 

Among those three, (1) seems to correspond to “viparyaya.” Thus, though viparyaya is 

not a synomym of avidyd, it is probable that avidyd is a wider concept to which viparyaya 

belongs. All three commentators take avidyd as the cause of viparyaya or mithydjiidna: 

(1) Anandajnana, avidyamUlena mithydjHdnenavrta dtmd, (2) Bodhanidhi, viparyayena 

mithydjnanendbhivrtah acadita iva tusabdo ivdrthe mithydjndnam kena hetuneti ced avidyayd 

anirvacaniyayd . . . yad viparyayajHanam tendbhivrta iva svatahsuddhasvabhavo ’pi, and (3) 

Ramatirtha, avidyavilasita eva viparyaya ity arthah. The term “abhivrta” is of interest, 

since later Advaitins characterize avidyd as dvaranasakti, though Sankara does not do so 

in his works. 

10Cf. na mam karmdni limpanti, BhG IV,14; Upad 1,16,71. 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE QUALITY OF BEING THE 
BEHOLDER 

1. The quality of being the Beholder is self-established as 

belonging to beings, and their [apparent] difference from this 

[Beholder] arises from ignorance. Therefore, the difference is re¬ 

moved by the words, “You are the Existent.” 

2. The scripture rejects action with the subtle body,1 saying 

that, since “[The means to] immortality” is “[Only] this much” 

(Brh. Up. IV,5,15),2 nothing else accompanies knowledge. 

3. I see the modification3 of the mind in all beings without 

exception. [But] how can I, who am changeless, have differentia¬ 

tion in any respect? 

4. I am the Beholder of modification of the mind and also of 

the mind [itself], [in beings] in the waking state as in the dreaming 

state; since neither [the mind] nor [its modification exists] in the 

state of deep sleep, [I am] Pure Consciousness only, all-pervading 

and non-dual. 

5. Just as a dream is true until awakening, so would the identity 

of the body with Atman be [true, as well as] the authoritativeness 

of sense-perception and the other [means of knowledge] and the 

waking state until [the attainment of] knowledge of Atman. 

6. Like ether, though abiding in all beings, I am free from [all] 

the faults of beings; I am the Witness, the Observer, the pure, 

attributeless Brahman; so I am alone.4 

7. Being different from name, form, and action5 and by nature 

constantly free, I am Atman, i.e., the highest Brahman; I am Pure 

Consciousness only and always non-dual. 

8. Those who know “I am Brahman" (Brh. Up. 1,4,10) and [yet 

think] “I am doer and experiencer” lose both knowledge and 

action; they are materialists (nastika) without a doubt. 

9. Just as it is [ordinarily] assumed that Atman is connected with 

the results of merit and demerit,6 although this [connection] is 

invisible, so the scripture7 says it should be admitted that Atman 

is Brahman and that final release results from knowledge. 

10. The residual impressions [enumerated in the Sruti,]* begin¬ 

ning with a saffron-colored robe, are perceived here only by those 

who see dreams. The Seeing (= Atman) is different from those 

[residual impressions], alone. 

11. Just as it is seen that a sword [shines] when it is drawn from 

its sheath,9 so the Knower, separated in the dreaming state from 

i cause and effect, is seen to be self-effulgent. 

12. The natural state of the Knower who was awakened by 

being pushed [with the hand]10 has been declared [in the Sruti] 

by the sentences such as “Not thus” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6, etc.), which 

remove [everything] falsely constructed [upon Him]. 

13. Just as a great king and other worlds [that I become, as it 

were, in the dreaming state according to the Sruti]11 are things 

falsely constructed upon Me in the dreaming state, so the double 

form [of Brahman] and the residual impression should be known 

[as falsely constructed], 

14. Action is performed by Atman identified with the gross and 

, subtle body [and] in the form of residual impression. As My own 

nature is “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6, etc.), action is not 

performed anywhere by Me. 

15. Therefore there is no hope of immortality from action which 

has ignorance as its cause. Since the cause of final release is 

knowledge, it does not depend upon anything else but knowledge. 

16. The immortal is fearless and not injured. Atman [which was 

left unnegated by the Sruti,] “Not thus! [Not so!]” (Brh. Up. II, 

3,6, etc.)12 is dear to Me.13 Therefore, along with action, one 

should abandon anything [else] which is contrary [to Atman or] 

different from It. 

Notes 

1JaSac^*nanda translates ttsalingati as “with their accessories** the accessories of 

Vedic actions): the sacred tuft of hair on the head, the sacred thread, etc., according to 

his footnote 2, p. 116. His translation seems to be based upon Ramatirtha’s interpreta¬ 

tion, according to which ilsalihga” means i<sasadhana.iy According to Anandajnana, 
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however, linga ’ means “hetu” or “samsdrahetu,” which may be associated with the 

usage of linga in the Nyaya. The term “linga” is used three more times in the Upad 

(1,11,14; 15,10; 11,1,4). In Upad 1,11,Hand 15,10 the word means “the subtle body,” 

and Upad 1,11,14 especially suggests that the word “linga" here also means “subtle 

body.” Bodhanidhi supports this, interpreting it as “sUksmasarira.” 

“See Upad 1,1,20-21. 

“For a fuller explanation of the modification (vrtta, vrtti or pratyaya) of the mind or 

the internal organ {antahkarana), see Introduction, III,B,2, pp. 35-37. 

4This stanza is probably based upon the following passages of the Upanijads: (1) 

eko devas saroabhatesu gudhas . . . siksi ceta kevalo nirgunas ca, Svet. Up. VI,11, and (2) 

aham brahmasmi, Brh. Up. 1,4,10. 

“This stanza is probably based upon Brh. Up. 1,6,1 (cf. 1,6,2 and 3): trayam vd idam, 

nama rUpam karma. According to Sankara’s commentary on Brh. Up., the universe 

consists of these three, but all of them are non -Atmans. Therefore, one should turn away 

from them. Sankara holds that this is the import of this section of the Upanisad. Cf. 

Upad 11,1,18 ff.; Sankara ad Brh. Up. 11,3,6, p. 334. 

«Cf. punyo vai punyena karmand bhavati pdpah pdpena, Brh. Up. 111,2,13 (cf. Brh. Up. 
IV, 4,5). 

“Ramatirtha quotes Mund. Up. 111,2,9 and Svet. Up. Ill,8; 6,15. 

8Cf. Upad 1,14,48. Brh. Up. 11,3,1-6 describes two forms of Brahman-, the formed 

and the formless, the mortal and the immortal. In Brh. Up. 11,3,6, the form of the 

formless is said to be like a saffron-colored robe (mahdrajanam vdsas), white wool 

(pdndvdvika), the [red] Indragopa beetle (indragopa), a flame of fire (agnyarci), the 

[white] lotus flower (pwidarika), a sudden flash of lightning (sakrdvidyutta). According to 

Sankara’s commentary on BFh. Up. 11,3,6, p. 333, the formless is the subtle body, the 

particular forms of which are residual impressions (vdsand); the saffron-colored robe 

and the like are residual impressions. 

“The simile of a sword appears in Sankara ad Brh. Up. IV,3,10, p. 584. 

10Brh. Up. 11,1 contains a dialogue on Brahman between Gargya Drptabalaki and 

Ajatasatru, a king of Benares. Drptabalaki, though a Brahmin, had only imperfect 

knowledge of Brahman, worshipping It as the Person in the sun, the Person in the moon, 

etc. On the other hand, Ajatasatru, though a king, had perfect knowledge of 

Brahman and knew It as Atman. In the beginning of their dialogue Drptabalaki explain¬ 

ed his ideas of Brahman but the king rejected them all. So he had to request the king to 

receive him as a pupil. Then the king acceded to his request, saying, “It is contrary to 

usual practice that a Brahmin should come to a Ksatriya, thinking ‘He will tell me 

Brahman' ” (Brh. Up. 11,1,15). The two of them went up to a man who was asleep and 

called him by various titles. But he did not awaken. Then the king woke him by push¬ 

ing (or rubbing) him with his hand. After that, the king taught Drptabalaki with 

reference to the states of dreaming and deep sleep that all vital airs, all worlds, all gods, 

and all beings come forth from Atman. 

nThis is referred to in the dialogue between Gargya Drptabalaki and Ajatasatru 

(Brh. Up. 11,1,18. See note 10 above). When the person consisting of consciousness 

(Vijnanamaya) (= dtman) is in the dreaming state, he becomes, as it were, a great king 

(maharajan), a great Brahmin (mahdbrdhmana), and the like. To be, as it were, a great 

king—to be, as it were, a great Brahmin, and so forth—are, his worlds (loka) which 

ar®a“"s^9uences (of his action) (karmaphala), according to Sankara’s commentary. 

13Cf. Brh. Up. 1,4,8 and 11,4,5. 

CHAPTER 12 

IN THE SUNLIGHT 

1. Just as a man thinks that a body in sunlight is [itself] bright, 

so he thinks that the mind1 which appears to be the Seer isfindeed] 
“I, the Seer.” 

2. Whatever is seen in this world, Atman comes to be identified 

with it. Consequently [a man] is deluded and so he does not 

recognize Atman. 

3. Just as [the lad who] was himself the tenth thought that he 

was among the nine [others],2 so these deluded folk [think that 

Atman is] among the objects of knowledge [such as the intellect] 

and do not [understand] otherwise. 

4. Explain reasonably how the two incompatible notions, “You 

should act” and “You are That,”3 can exist at the same time 

and have the same locus. 

5. He who misconceives the body as Atman has pain; he who has 

no body4 has by nature no [pain], as in the sleeping state. In order 

to remove pain from the Seeing, [the Sruti] says, “Thou[art]That” 

(Chand. Up. VI,8,7, etc.). 

6. A login, seeing the notion [of the intellect] on which the 

reflection of the Seeing (= Atman) is mounted like the reflection 

of a face in a mirror, thinks that Atman is seen. 

7. Only if he knows that the various deluded notions do not 

belong to the Seeing, is he beyond doubt the best of Togins. No 
one else can be. 

8. “Understander of understanding”5 is what is meant by the 

word “Thou” [in the sentence, “Thou art That” (Chand. Up. VI, 

8,7, etc.)].6 Therefore this is the [right] apprehension of this word; 

any other apprehension is false. 
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9. Since I am always of the nature of the Seeing and constant, 

how is it possible for Me [sometimes] to see and [sometimes] not 

to see?7 Therefore any apprehension [of the word] different from 

that is not accepted. 

10. Just as the body, the site of the sun’s heat, is an object to the 

Seeing, so the intellect8 here is the site [of pain—corresponding to 

heat in the example]; therefore, the intellect is the object to the 

Seeing. 

11. The Knower whose “this”-portion9 has been negated is 

homogeneous like ether, non-dual, ever-free and pure. He is 

Myself; I am Brahman, alone. 

12. There can never be another understander superior to the 

Understander; therefore, I am the highest Understander, being 

always released in all beings. 

13. He who knows that Atman's Seeing is undiminished and that 

[Atman] is not a doer, abandoning the [very] notion that he is a 

knower of Brahman, [he alone] is a knower of Atman and no one 

else.10 

14. The discriminating notion, “I am the Knower, not the ob¬ 

ject of knowledge, pure, always released,” also belongs to the 

intellect, since it is the object of cognition and perishable. 

15. Since Atman's Seeing is undiminished and not produced by 

factors of action,11 the false assumption that this Seeing can be 

produced is made by another seeing which is [Its] object. 

16. [The notion that] Atman is a doer is false, since [it] is due to 

the belief that the body is Atman. The belief, “I do not do any¬ 

thing,” is true and arises from the right means of knowledge. 

17. [The notion that Atman] is a doer is due to factors of action 

[whereas the notion that It] is not a doer is due to Its own nature. 

It has been fully ascertained that the understanding, “[I am] a 

doer,” “[I am] an experiencer,” is false. 

18. When one’s own nature has thus been understood by means 

of the scripture and inference, how can this understanding, “I 

am to be enjoined [to act],” be true? 

19. Just as ether is within all, so am I within even ether itself; 

I am always changeless, motionless, pure, free from old age, re¬ 

leased, and non-dual. 
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Notes 

/ 

1In Sankara’s writings the terms buddhi, mams, citta, and dhi are used synonymously 

in most cases. See Introduction, III,B,I pp. 30-31. 

sThis illustration, which is employed by Sankara and his followers to show how peo¬ 

ple are deluded, and how they realize that they are Brahman-Atman, is probably based 

upon folktales. One of a group of ten boys, who had swam across a river, counted their 

number. Failing to count himself who was the tenth, he counted only nine boys 

and thought that one boy was missing. But when he was told, “You are the tenth,” he 

realized immediately that he was the tenth. See Upad 1,18,170; 172; 173; 174; 187; 

190; 199; Sankara ad Brh. Up. 1,4, 7; Sankara ad Taitt. Up. II, 1; Nais 111,64-71; 

Sambandhavartika, 206-216; Pancadasi VII,57 ff. and VII, 247 If. For parallel stories in 

Indian folktales, see S. Thompson and W. E. Roberts, Types of Indie Oral Tales (FF 

Communications No. 180), Type No. 1287: Numskulls Unable to Count Their Own Number. 

3This is based upon “tat tvam asi” (Chand. Up. VI,8,7, etc.). 

“Atman is described as bodiless. Cf. Chand. Up. VIII,12,1; Upad 1,15,6; 15 7- 18 

164. 

5This is based upon Brh. Up. 11,4,2. 

«For a detailed explanation of the sentence “tat tvam asi,” see Introduction, III,C, 

2-5, pp. 49-57. 

’Cf. Upad 1,13,2 and 5. 

8The term sattva is a synonym for buddhi in Sankara’s works. Cf. Upad 1,15,2. 

°Cf. Upad 1,2,2; 5,5; 6,5; 6,6. 

10Stanza 12,13cd is quoted in Vedantasara [XXXVI] 236. 

"See Upad 1,1,14. 
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CHAPTER 13 

EYELESSNESS1 

1. As I am eyeless, I do not see. Likewise, as I am earless, how 

shall I hear? As I have no organ of speech, I do not speak. As I 

am mindless, how shall I think? 

2. As I am devoid of the life principle,2 I do not act. Being 

without intellect, I am not a knower. Therefore I have neither 

knowledge nor nescience, having the light of Pure Consciousness 

only. 

3. Ever-free, pure, transcendentally changeless,3 invariable, 

immortal, imperishable, and thus always bodiless.4 

4. [All-]pervading like ether, I have neither hunger nor thirst, 

neither sorrow nor delusion, neither decay nor death, since I am 

bodiless. 

5. As I have no sense of touch, I do not touch. As I have no 

tongue, I do not perceive taste. As I am of the nature of constant 

knowledge, I never have [either] knowledge or ignorance. 

6. The modification of the mind,6 which is caused by the eye 

and takes on form-and-color [of its object], is certainly always 

seen by the constant Seeing of Atman. 

7. In like manner the modifications [of the mind] which are 

connected with the senses other [than the eye] and are colored by 

[external] objects; also [the modification of the mind] in the form 

of memory and in the forms of passion and the like, which is 

unconnected [from the senses], located in the mind6; 

8. and the modifications of the mind in the dreaming state 

are also seen to be an other’s. The Seeing of the Seer is, therefore, 

constant, pure, infinite, and alone. 

9. The Seeing is [wrongly] taken to be inconstant and impure 

because of the absence of discriminating knowledge with regard 

to It. Similarly, I experience pleasure and pain through [a seeing] 

which is the object and adjunct [of the Seeing], 

10. Through deluded [seeing] all people think, “[I am] delud¬ 

ed,” and again through a pure [seeing] they think, “[I am] pure”; 

for this reason they continue in transmigratory existence. 

11. If one is a seeker after final release in this world, he should 

always remember Atman which is ever-free, described in the scrip¬ 

ture as eyeless, etc.7 [which] includes the exterior and the interior, 

and is unborn.8 

12. And as the scripture says that I am eyeless, etc., no senses 

at all belong to Me. And there are the words in the [Mund. Up. 

(11,1,2)] belonging to the Atharvaveda, “[He is. . .] breathless, 

mindless, pure.” 

13. As it is stated in the Kath. Up. (1,3,15) that I do not have 

sound, etc., and [in the Mund. Up. (11,1,2) that I am] “without 

breath, without mind,” I am indeed always changeless. 

14. Therefore, mental restlessness® does not belong to Me. 

Therefore, concentration does not belong to Me. Both mental 

restlessness and concentration belong [only] to the changeable 

mind. 

15. As I am without mind and pure, how can those two (= rest¬ 

lessness and concentration) belong to Me? Freedom from mind 

and freedom from change belong to Me who am bodiless and 

[all-]pervading. 

16. Thus, as long as I had this ignorance, I had duties to 

perform, though I am ever-free, pure, and always enlightened. 

17. How can concentration, non-concentration, or anything 

else which is to be done belong to Me? For, having meditated on 

and known Me, they realize that they have completed [all] that 

had to be done. 

18. “I am Brahman” (Brh.Up. 1,4,10). I am all, always pure, 

enlightened and unfettered, unborn, all-pervading, undecaying, 

immortal, and imperishable. 

19. In no being is there any Knower other than Myself; I am 

the Overseer of deeds, the Witness, the Observer, constant, attri¬ 

buteless, and non-dual.10 

20. I am neither existent nor non-existent11 nor both, being 
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alone and auspicious. To Me, the Seeing, there is neither twilight 

nor night nor day at any time. 

21. Just as ether is free from all forms, is subtle and non-dual, so 

am I devoid even of this [ether], I am Brahman, non-dual. 

22. My separatedness, i.e., in the form “my atman," “his atman,” 

and “your atman,'" is what is falsely constructed [on Me], just as 

the difference of one and the same ether arises from the difference 

of holes [in various objects]. 

23. Difference and non-difference, one and many, object of 

knowledge and knower, movement and mover—how can these 

[notions] be falsely constructed on Me who am one alone? 

24. Nothing to be rejected or accepted belongs to Me, for I am 

changeless, always released and pure, always enlightened, at¬ 

tributeless, and non-dual. 

25. Thus, with concentrated mind, one should always know 

everything as Atman.12 Having known Me to be abiding in one’s 

own body, one is a sage, released and immovable. 

26. If a Togin thus knows the meaning of the truth, he is one 

who has completed all that was to be done,13 a perfected one and 

knower of Brahman. [If he knows] otherwise, he is a slayer of 

Atman.1* 

27. The meaning of the Veda herein determined, which has 

been briefly related by me, should be imparted to serene wander¬ 

ing ascetics by one of disciplined intellect.16 

Notes 

xSee Upad 11,3, which is entitled “Parisamkhyana" and is similar to this chapter. Cf. 

Unters, p. 1925, n. 2. 

According to Sankara, the individual consists of the following six components: 

(1) the body, gross (sthBla) and subtle (sUksma), (2) the five senses (buddhindriya), (3) 

the five organs of action (karmendriya), (4) the internal organ (antahkarana), (5) the prin¬ 

cipal vital air (mukhya prana), and (6) Atman. The term prana in its wider sense comprises 

(2) -(5), and the term is probably used here in this wider sense. In the first stanza, (2) 

(eye and ear), (3) (organ of speech), and (4) (mind) are referred to. See Introduction, 

III,B,1, pp. 28-33. Cf. P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, pp. 324-332; Nakamura 

II, pp. 451-463. 

3The word “kutastha,” which is translated as “transcendentally changeless,” is un¬ 

known to the classical Upanisads but used in the BhG (VI,8; XII, 3; XV, 16). Though 

the precise interpretation of this word is not entirely clear, Sankara interprets it as 
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aprakampya (not to be caused to tremble or shake) in his commentary on the BhG (VI, 

8). In another place (BhG XII,3) Sankara interprets “kuta” as indicating avidyS and 

the many other seeds of samsara, and so "kutastha” means “standing on this kuta” (see 

S. Mayeda, “The Authenticity of the Gitabhajya Ascribed to Sankara,” WZKSO, 

vol. IX, 1965, pp. 182-183). In Pali the word “kutattha” is used in the sense of “not 

subject to change” or “immovable” and interpreted as “pabbatakUtam viya thita” (see 

The Pali Text Society’s Pali-English Dictionary, p. 53). Cf. F. Edgerton (tr.), The Bha- 

gaoad Gita (Harvard Oriental Series vol. 38. Cambridge ^Harvard University Press, 

1952), vol. 1, note 2 on BhG VI,8, p. 183. In the Upad, Sankara uses “kutastha” as 

an antonym of "vikriyavat” (Upad II, 2,74) and "parindmin” (Upad 11,2,75). See note 

22 of Upad 11,2. ' ‘ ' 

4See note 4 of Upad 1,12. 

5See Upad 1,11,3. 

8 According to Sankara, desire and other psychological facts are perceived as objects 

just as a jar and other external objects are perceived as objects (see Upad 11,2,70). 

There is no essential difference between external and internal perception, since in the 

process of perception objects of external perception are transformed into pratyaya 

(notion) or ortti (modification) of the buddhi (or manas) which are in the form of external 

objects, and objects of internal perception are also transformed into those which are in 

the form of pleasure, pain, and other objects of internal perception. For a fuller account 

of perception, see Introduction, III,B,2-4, pp. 33-43. 

’Cf. Byh. Up. 111,8,8; Svet. Up. 111,19. 

8Cf. Mum). Up. 11,1,2; Upad 1,14,18; 11,1,7. 

In later Advaitins works the term viksepa has the technical sense of projection and 

auidya (or may a) is said to have the projective power (viksepaiakti) and the obscuring pow¬ 

er (dvaranaiakti). Cf. T. M. P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of Adoaita (Madras: Ganesh 

& Co., 1957), pp. 240-242. However, Sankara’s concept of avidya (or maya) does not 

have such attributes. The term viksepa here means “moving about” or “restlessness” 

of the mind. This usage of the term is in accordance with that in TogasUtra 1,30 and 31 

(cittaviksepa), which Sankara interprets as “cittam oiksipantivisayesv iti cittaviksepah” in 

his TogasutrabhUsyavivarana (Madras Government Oriental Series, XIV), p. 82. It also 

agrees with that in Buddhist texts. For example, Abhidharmakosabhasya (ed. by P. Pra- 

dhan. Tibetan Sanskrt Works Series vol. VIII. Patna, 1967), p. 56, line 13; p. 339, line 

21; p. 340, line 1. Cf. U. Wogihara: Sanskrit-Chinese-Japanese Dictionary (Tokyo: Suzuki 

Research Foundation, 1940-1974), p. 1202; Mayeda Upad, p. 29. 

10This stanza is probably based upon Svet. Up. VI, 11. See Upad 1,11 6 

“Cf. Upad 1,19,19. 

I2Cf- Brh. Up. IV,4,23: iti tasmad evamvit, . . . sam&hito bhutva, . . . sarvam atmanam 
paiyati. 

13Cf. krtakrtya, BhG XV,20; Ait. Up. IV,4. 

l4Cf. Btmahan, lid Up. III. 

l5As for the conditions for admission to Sankara’s teachings, see Upad 11,1,2. Cf. 

Upad 1,16,72; 17,53; 17,86; 17,87; BSBh 1,1,1; P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, 

pp. 60-82. 
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CHAPTER 14 

DREAM AND MEMORY 

1. Since the form-and-color of ajar, etc., is seen appearing in 

dream and memory, it is certainly to be inferred that the intellect 

has previously been seen in that form. 

2. Just as one oneself is not the body which is seen wandering 

about begging alms in the dreaming state, so is he different from 

the body which is seen in the waking state, since he is the seer 

[of the body]. 

3. Just as [molten] copper appears in the form of the mold 

into which it was poured, so it is certainly experienced that the 

mind, when pervading [the external objects] such as form-color, 

appears in their forms.1 

4. Or, just as light, the illuminator, assumes the forms pf what it 

illuminates, so the intellect is seen to have the forms of its objects, 

since it is the illuminator of all the objects.2 

5. And the intellect in the form of [certain] objects must have 

been seen by the [dreaming] man before [also]. If not, how 

could he see [these forms] in the dreaming state? Again, when a 

form is being recalled, whence would it come to him? 

6. [To say] that [the intellect] is an illuminator means that it 

is seen in the guise of [illuminable objects such as] form-and-color. 

In like manner [when we say] that the power of Seeing is the Seer, 

it means that It pervades [the intellect] when the intellect is appear¬ 

ing [in the form of objects]. 

7. Since all intellects in all bodies are illumined by Me, who 

have Pure Consciousness only as [My] light, I am therefore indeed 

the Atman of all. 

8. The intellect becomes instrument, object, agent, action, and 

result in the dreaming state. Since [the intellect] is also seen in the 

same way in the waking state, the Seer is different from it. 

9. The intellect and so on are non -Atman since they are by 

nature [objects] to be rejected or accepted. Atman is the agent 

which rejects or accepts; [Atman] is neither to be abandoned nor 

taken. 

10. Since [Atman] includes the exterior and the interior,3 is 

pure and a homogeneous mass of intelligence, how can there be 

falsely constructed upon [It] an exterior, an interior, and anything 

else to be rejected? 

11. When the Brahman-knower realizes that the Atman has been 

left through the exclusion of [every-] thing else by saying, “Not 

thus! Not so!”(Brh. Up. 11,3,6), then why should he make any 

further effort? 

12. Being beyond hunger, etc.,4 I am constantly Brahman', how 

can I have duties to perform? Thus one should rightly consider. 

13. A knower of Atman, if he wishes to perform some other duty 

here, is like a man who has reached the further bank of a river and, 

on being there, wishes to go back to the other bank. 

14 If a knower of Atman were [an object] to be rejected or 

accepted, he should not be considered to be worthy of final 

release. He is certainly thrown out by the mouth of Brahman. 

15. As the vital air6 is the universe including the sun, there is 

neither day nor night for a knower of the vital air. How can there 

be [day or night] for a knower of Brahman, since He is non-dual? 

16. Indeed Atman neither remembers nor forgets Itself, since 

[Its] Pure Consciousness is not impaired. The knowledge that it 

is the mind that remembers has also its origin in nescience, the 

cause. 

17. As it is said traditionally that if the highest Atman is the ob¬ 

ject of a knower, this [atman] would be something falsely con¬ 

structed through nescience; when [this atman] has been excluded 

like a snake [falsely constructed] on a rope, [the highest Atman] 

is non-dual. 

18. Since there exists neither agent nor object nor result6 and 

since [Atman] includes both the exterior and the interior and is 

unborn,7 how can anyone have the notion about It [Atman], “This 

is mine” or “This is I”? 

19. The notions “oneself” and “one’s own” are indeed falsely 
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constructed [upon Atman] through nescience. When there is 

[the knowledge of] the oneness of Atman, these notions certainly 

do not exist. If the seed does not exist, whence shall the fruit arise? 

20. The Imperishable is the Seer, the Hearer, the Thinker, 

and the Understander. As It is not different from the Seer, etc., 

I, the Seer, am the Imperishable.8 

21. As everything, whether stationary (inanimate) or movable 

(animate), is possessed of seeing or some other activity, everything 

is the Imperishable. Therefore I, the Imperishable, am the 

Atman of all. 

22. Whoever sees Atman as devoid of duties remaining [undone) 

devoid of action itself and of the result of the action, and free from 

the notions “mine” and “myself,” he [really] sees [the truth], 

23. If you have come to know that the notions “mine” and 

“myself,” efforts and desires are by nature void in Atman, continue 

to be self-abiding. What is the use of efforts? 

24. Whoever looks upon the Atman as the bearer of the "I”- 

notion and as the knower is not a knower of the Atman. He who 

looks upon it as not so is a knower of the Atman. 

25. Just as Atman, though different, is thought to be identical 

with the body, etc., in like manner, since Atman is not recognized 

as a non-agent, It [is thought to] consist of action and its result. 

26. Seeing, hearing, thinking, and understanding^are always 

experienced by people in the dreaming state. Since these are the 

nature of Atman, therefore Atman is directly perceptible. 

27. To the knower of Atman there is no fear of the other world 

nor any fear of death; to him even gods like Brahma and Indra10 

are pitiable objects. 

28. If his inauspicious desire, the cause of all afflictions, has 

been completely destroyed, what use is it to him to be a god, to 

be Brahma and Indra? 

29. He to whom both “I,” the notion of “oneself,” and “my,” 

the notion of “one’s own,” have become meaningless, becomes 

a knower of Atman. 

30. For one who has come to know that Atman is the same, whe¬ 

ther adjuncts such as the intellect exist or not, how can there be 

anything which he ought to do? 

31. Once one has understood that Atman is [Brahman]—[like] 
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ether, clear, stainless, of homogeneous intelligence, and non-dual 

—what else, say, should such a one do? 

32. He who sees Atman abiding in all beings and [yet] also [sees] 

an enemy of Atman surely wants to make fire cold. 

33. Atman, which acts as the intellect11 and the life organs, is 

like the reflection [of the sun in the water],12 within the range of 

sense-perception, etc., since it is said, “[He, remaining the same, 

traverses both worlds,] appearing to think [, appearing to move 

about]” (Brh. Up. IV,3,7), and is Itself pure and released. 

34. I am devoid of the life organs and mind, unconnected [with 

anything], the Seeing, [all-]pervading like ether, how can there 

be anything for Me to do? 

35. I never see non-concentration, nor anything else [needing] 

to be purified, belonging to Me who am changeless, the pure 

Brahman free from evil. 

36. [Nor do] I [see] anything to be pursued as belonging to 

[Me] who am all-pervading and motionless, nor any upward, 

downward, or oblique direction as belonging to [Me] who am 

devoid of parts on account of being attributeless. 

37. Being light of Pure Consciousness only, there is no darkness 

in It at all. I am ever-free; how is there now anything left for Me 

to do? 

38. Since [It] is mindless, what does [It] think? Again, since 

[It] is devoid of organs [of action], what does [It] do? The words 

of the Sruti, “[He is . . .] certainly without breath, without mind, 

pure” (Mund. Up.II,l,2),ls are true. 

39. As Atman is without time, without place, without direction, 

and without cause,14 he who always meditates [on Atman] never 

depends upon time and the like.15 

40. Whoever bathes in that spiritual pilgrimage place, where 

gods and Vedas and every purification unite, becomes immortal. 

41. Sound and the other [external objects of knowledge] are 

not perceived by themselves, nor are they perceived by each 

other. Since taste, etc., are perceived by something other than 

themselves, they are objects of perception, and therefore belong 

to the body. 

42. In like manner, “I”-notion, “my”-notion, desire, effort, 

change, pleasures and the like are [perceived by something other 
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than themselves] since [they are] objects of perception in ordinary 
life. Moreover, since they are objects, they are not perceived by 
each other. It (= their perceiver = Atman) is different from them. 

43. Since every change such as the “I”-notion, etc. has its agent, 
it is connected with the result of actions, and is illumined, as by 
the sun, on all sides by [Atman, which is] of the nature of Pure 
Consciousness. Atman is therefore unfettered. 

44. [Atman,] which is of the nature of Seeing, having pervaded, 
like the sky, the minds of all embodied beings, abides [there]. There¬ 
fore, there is neither a knower lower than this one nor a [knower] 
higher than this one. Consequently there is only one Lord. 

45. The body and the intellect being perceivable by something 
other than themselves, the doctrines that there is no Atman16 have 

been fully rejected by me, since it has been established that [At¬ 

man] is beyond action which causes impurity, is completely stain¬ 

less, all-pervading, unfettered, and non-dual. 
46. If, in your view,17 the mind in the form of a jar, etc., acti¬ 

vated variously by its own modifications, is not cognized [by Atman 

different from the mind], [then] it would not be possible to pre¬ 
vent [It] from having faults—i.e., impurity, the nature of non¬ 
consciousness and change—as the mind has. 

47. Just as ether, being pure and uninterrupted, is neither 
attached nor stained,18 so is Atman indeed always thg same to all 

beings and always free from old age, death, and fear. 

48. As the formless and the formed, actions and residual impres¬ 

sions19 are through nescience falsely constructed upon Atman by 

those whose seeing is deluded; therefore, by saying, “Not thus!” 
Brh.Up. 11,3,6, etc.), they are excluded from [Atman], which is of 

the nature of Seeing, and the Seeing [alone] is left unexcluded 
[by the Sruti]. 

49. The form of the mind in the waking state, which arises from 
its connection with [external] objects, is seen at the time of memory 
and to a man in the dreaming state, as [external] objects [are seen 
in the waking state]. This is also the case with regard to the re¬ 
sidual impression of the body. The body and the mind are different 

from the Seeing since they are [Its] objects. 
50. There are no distinctions in ether, which is by nature pure, 

whether there is any impurity such as a cloud, or whether [such 
impurity] has passed away; in like manner there is no distinction 
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at any time in the Seeing which is like ether, whether Its duality is 
negated by the Srutis or not. 

Notes 

irThis stanza is quoted in Pancadasi IV,28. 

“This stanza is quoted in Paflcadasi IV,29. Stanzas 14,3, and 4 are very important, 
since they reveal Sankara’s view of the psychology of perception. For a detailed dis¬ 
cussion, see Introduction, III,B,2, pp. 33-37. 

3Cf. Mund. Up. 11,1,2; Upad 1,13,11; 14,10, etc. 

4The three commentators Anandajnana, Bodhanidhi,and Ramatirtha, take asanayadi 

as sadQrmi (the six waves of existence), i.e., aianaya (hunger), pipasa (thirst), soka 

(grief), moha (delusion), jar a (old age), and mrtyu (death). Cf. Brh. Up. 111,5,1; 
Upad 1,18,103; 18,206; 19,4. 

5Cf. prana 'sau lokah, Brh. Up. 1,5,4; prana hy evaitSnisarvani bhavati, Chand. Up. V, 1, 

15 (= VII, 15,4) \prana vavaditySh, Chand. Up. Ill, 16,5 and 6; adityo ha vaiprdnah, Pras. 
Up. 1,5 and III,8. 

aCf. stanza 8. 

’Cf. Mund. Up. 11,1,2; Upad 1,13,11; 11,1,7. 

8This stanza is based upon Brh. Up. 111,8,11. 

“Cf. Brh. Up. 111,8,11; Upad 1,14,20. 

l0The gods Brahma, Visnu, and Siva constitute the Hindu triad and represent the 

creative, preservative, and destructive principles, respectively. However, Brahma 
never attained the popularity of the other two. Indra, an atmospheric god, is the most 

prominent divinity in the Rg-Veda. He is often identified with thunder and wields a 

weapon named “vajra” which means thunderbolt. In the later Hindu mythology, how¬ 
ever, Indra has fallen into the second rank, being inferior to the triad. 

nPrajna is buddhi according to Ramatirtha. 

’“Ramatirtha says: chayeva suryddipratibimbam iva jalesu. 

13Cf. Upad 1,3,4; 13,12. 

14Cf. asya jagato . . . pratiniyatadesakalanimittakriyaphalasrayasya .... BSBh 1,1,2, 
p. 47. 

15Cf. BS IV,1,11. 

/ lsThis is probably to refute the Buddhist tenet {nirdtmavada). It is of interest that 

Sankara uses Buddhistic terms such as sUnya (void, stanza 23) and trsnS (thirst, stanza 
28) in this chapter. 

’’This interpretation is supported by all the three commentators. If the reading 

“tena” is adopted in the first line instead of “te rut," as Ramatirtha suggests in his com¬ 
mentary, the following translation is possible: “If the mind in the form ofa jar, etc., 
activated variously by its own modifications, is perceived by this [Atman], it is not 
possible to prevent [It] from having the faults, i.e., impurity, the nature of non¬ 
consciousness and change.” 

’“Cf. Ka?h. Up. V,ll; Upad 1,10,7; 10,14; 15,23; 16,58; 16,71; 11,3,116. 
’“See Upad 1,11,10; 13. 
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CHAPTER 15 

ONE THING CANNOT BE ANOTHER 

1. As one thing cannot be another, one should consider that no 

thing is anything else, since if one thing could be another, it would 

certainly perish. 

2. [The locus] where a thing which has previously been seen 

is seen, like a picture painted on a canvas, by him who is re¬ 

membering [it] and [the agent of knowledge] by whom it is seen 

to him should be known to be what are termed the intellect1 and 

the Field-Knower2 (= Atman) [respectively]. 

3. That which was connected with factors of action, such as 

agent, which ended with results [such as pleasure and pain], and 

was perceived—that is now remembered as having £een located 

in the object (= the intellect) [of the Field-Knower]. Therefore, 

it (= the intellect) was formerly the object [of the Field-Knower]. 

4. And the object is different from the Seer, since it is always 

the object like ajar. The Seer and the object are heterogeneous; 

otherwise [the Seer would be] like the intellect and not the Wit¬ 

ness. 

5. If one believes that one’s own [lineage, etc.] is identical with 

Atman,3 lineage, etc., like a dead body, will prompt [one] to obey 

injunctions.4 Therefore, lineage, etc., like a dead body is not 

[identical with Atman]; otherwise [Atman] would be non-Atman. 

6. As [the Sruti] says, “Pleasure and pain do not [touch one who 

is bodiless]” (Chand. Up. VIII,12,1), bodilessness is not the result 

of actions. The cause of [one’s] connection with the body is ac¬ 

tions.5 Therefore a man of knowledge should abandon actions. 

7. If Atman is independent with regard to actions, It should 

also be thought to be so with regard to the cessation of actions. If 

bodilessness is known to be a result which cannot be attained 

through actions, why should one perform actions? 

8. Having completely abandoned the cause of actions such as 

lineage, a wise man should remember from scripture his own na¬ 

ture, which is incompatible with the cause of actions. 

9. Atman is one and the same in all beings and these beings are 

in It as [they are] in the ether.6 It is declared that like the ether [It] 

has brightly and radiantly pervaded everything.7 

10. On account of the absence of any wound or sinew, one 

should negate the gross body. As [Atman] is pure and free from 

evils, [one should negate] impurity, and as the Sruti says, “[He is] 

bodiless” (Isa Up. 8), [one should negate] the subtle body.8 

11. Just as Vasudeva ( = Krsna) said [to Arjuna] that He him¬ 

self was the same in the holy asvattha fig-tree and in his own body,9 

he who knows himself to be the same is the best knower of Brah¬ 
man. 

12. Just as “I”- and “my”-notions are not considered to arise 

with regard to other bodies, they do not arise with regard to this 

body either, since [Atman] is equally the Witness of the intellect 
[in both cases]. 

13. Passion and aversion have, and the latent impression of 

form-and-color, a common substratum, [the intellect], and what 

is perceived as fear has the intellect as its substratum; therefore, the 

Knower is always pure and free from fear.10 

14. One [comes] to consist of that upon which one fixes one’s 

mind, if [one is] different from [it], [But] there is no action in 

Atman through which to become Atman. [It] does not depend upon 

[anything else] for being Atman, since, if [It] depended upon [any¬ 

thing else], It would not Itself be [Atman], 

15. Consciousness11 is homogeneous, undivided, free from old 

age and devoid of impurity, like the ether. Because of adjuncts 

such as the eye, etc., It is regarded as contrary [to what It is], 

16. On account of being an object like ajar, etc., the “I”-notion 

is not an attribute of Atman. Other notions and faults should be 

known in like manner. Atman is therefore devoid of impurity.12 

17. As [Atman] is the Witness of all notions, It is changeless and 

all-pervading. If the Seer were to change, He would be of limited 

knowledge like the intellect, ete.13 

18. The Seeing of the Seer, unlike [that] of the eye, etc., is not 
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interrupted, since [the Sruti] says, “For there is no [cessation of 

the Seeing of] the Seer” (Brh. Up. IV,3,23). Therefore, the Seer 

is always experiencer. 

19. One should examine thus: Am I a composite of the ele¬ 

ments [such as earth and water] ? Am I a composite of the organs 

[, internal and external] ? Or am I any single one [of them] sep¬ 

arately? Or who am I? 

20. I am neither an individual element nor all the elements; I 

am neither an individual sense-organ nor all the sense-organs, 

since they are [respectively] objects of knowledge and instruments 

of knowledge, as are the jar, etc. The Knower is different from 

these. 

21. The fuel of the fire of Atman is the intellect. Blazing up with 

nescience, desire, and action,14 the intellect always burns through 

the gates such as the ear, etc. 

22. When the intellect, inflamed by the oblation of objects, 

functions among [the sense-organs], which have the right eye 

as their chief, the fire of Atman becomes the experiencer of gross 

objects.16 

23. If, being devoid of passion and aversion, one remembers, at 

the time of perceiving form-and-color, etc., that oblations are 

being offered to the fire of Atman, one is not stained by faults in the 

waking state. «• 

24. The Atman, which [in the dreaming state] sees the memory- 

impressions—which are caused by action due to nescience—mani¬ 

fested in the abode of the mind [and] illumined by the self-efful¬ 

gent One, is called Taijasa,16 

25. When [in the state of deep sleep] neither [external] objects 

nor [their] memory-impressions are aroused by actions [to appear] 

in the intellect, then Atman should be known to be Prajna,17 which 

beholds nothing else. 

26. The states of the mind, the intellect, and the sense-organs,18 

which are aroused by actions, are illumined only by Pure Con¬ 

sciousness as ajar, etc., are illumined by the sun. 

27. Since this is so, the Knower, which illuminates the notions 

[of the intellect] by Its own light, and of which they are the objects, 

is called the agent of those notions [of the intellect] only by the 

deluded. 

28. [Only to the deluded], therefore, is [It] also all-knowing 
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since [It] illuminates everything by Its own light. In like manner, 

as [It] is the cause of all actions, Atman is all-doing. 

29l The atman thus described is [the atman] with adjuncts. [But] 

the Atman without adjuncts is indescribable, without parts, attri¬ 

buteless and pure; neither mind nor speech reaches It. 

30. [Atman is conceived variously—] as intelligent or unintelli¬ 

gent, agent or non-agent, pervading or not pervading, bound or 

released, one or not one, pure or in some other way. 

31. Without attaining [It], words turn back together with the 

notions [of the intellect],19 since [It] is attributeless, actionless, and 
devoid of distinction. 

32. Just as the ether pervades everywhere and is unconnected 

with anything formed, so here [in the Vedanta] one should know 

Atman to be the pure and highest state.20 

33. Just as the sun [drives away] the darkness, so the All-Seeing 

One endowed with light, having given up sense-perception [in 

the waking state] and its memory [in dream], drives away the all- 

devouring darkness [in deep sleep]. 

34. That Atman, whose objects are the notions which have as 

their objects form-and-color [in the waking state], memory [in 

dream], and darkness [in the state of deep sleep], is the all-per¬ 

vading Seer, the same in all beings. 

35. From the contact of Atman with intellect, mind, eye, objects, 

and light there arise the various notions of the intellect which are 

characterized by ignorance.21 

36. Distinguishing one’s own Atman from the rest, one should 

know It to be the pure and highest state, the Seer abiding in all 

beings, the same, beyond all fears, 

37. the whole, all-pervading, calm, devoid of impurity, existing 

firm like the ether, without parts, without actions, the all, constant 

and free from duality. 

38. Having inquired, “Is the Knower, the Witness of all no¬ 

tions, knowable by me [or not]?”, one should ascertain whether or 

not Brahman is known. 

39. On account of teachings such as “[It is] the unseen Seer” 

(Brh. Up. 111,7,23) and “[If you think ‘I know well,’ you know] 

but little” (Kena Up. 11,1), the highest Brahman is not knowable by 

me or others by any means. 

40. [It] is my own nature, uninterrupted; [It] has the light of 
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knowledge as Its nature; [It] does not depend upon anything else 

for [Its] knowledge. Therefore [It] is always known to me. 

41. The sun does not need any other light for its illumination; 

Knowledge does not require any other knowledge than its own 

knowledge for its illumination. 

42. Whatever one’s own nature may be, it does not depend 

upon anything else, since no light is to be manifested by another 

light. 

43. Something destitute of light is manifested through its con¬ 

tact with something else which has light as its nature. It is, there¬ 

fore, certainly false to say that light is an effect of the sun. 

44. That which did not exist previously and comes into exist¬ 

ence from something else is declared to be its effect. Because light 

is the nature of the sun, it is not [the case] that light which did not 

previously exist arises from the sun. 

45. The sun and the like [, which have light as their nature], 

though they merely exist, are thought to be agents of light (illu¬ 

mination), since jars, etc., are manifested [by them]. This should 

also be taken to be true of Atman which is [by nature] knowledge.22 

46. Just as, when a snake comes out of its hole, the sun becomes 

[its] illuminator without any effort, so Atman becomes a knower 

since It has knowledge as Its nature. 

47. Thus [fire], which is [by nature] hot, becogaes a burner 

merely by existing. This should also be taken to be true of 

Atman which is [by nature] knowledge, when Its adjunct is known, 

as [the sun becomes an illuminator] when a snake which has 

come out [of its hole] is known. 

48. Just as the Knower becomes a knower even without any 

effort, so It becomes a doer like a magnet.23 Atman Itself, there¬ 

fore, is by nature neither knowable nor not knowable. 

49. As there is the teaching that It is different from the known 

and the unknown,24 bondage, final release, and other states are 

those which are falsely constructed upon Atman. 

50. Just as there is neither day nor night in the sun, since there 

is no distinction in the nature of light, so is there neither knowledge 

nor ignorance in Atman, since there is no distinction in the nature 

of knowledge. 

51. He who has come to know Brahman as described above, free 
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from rejection and acceptance as described above, is truly never 

born [again]. 

52. He who has fallen into the rivers of births and deaths can 

never save himself from them by anything else but knowledge, 

53. because the Sruti says, “The knot of the heart is loosened, all 

doubts are cut off and one’s actions are destroyed, when He is 

seen” (Mupd.Up. 11,2,8). 

54. If a man, having completely excluded “I”- and “my”- 

notions, has a firm belief in that ether-like state destitute of the 

body, which has been declared according to well-studied scripture 

and inference, he is released. 

Notes 

‘Upad 1,12,10. 

2The body is called the field (ksetra) and Atman, which knows it, is called the Field- 

Knower (ksetrajSa). Cf. BhG XIII. 

3See a dialogue between the teacher and his pupil which starts at Upad 11,1,9. Cf. 

BSBh 1,1,1, p. 24. 

^According to the commentators Anandajnana, Bodhanidhi, and Ramatirtha, this 

means that on account of the belief that a dead body is my mother or my father, the 

dead body prompts one to perform purificatory rites (samskara). 

**Cf. Upad 1,1,3. 

«Cf. Isa Up. VI; BhG VI,30. 

’Cf. lit Up. VIII. 

8The whole stanza seems to interpret Isa Up. VIII. 

®Cf. BhG X,19—42, especially X,26; 37. Vasudeva, or son of Vasudeva, is another 

name for Krsna who is the chief speaker and expounds his philosophical doctrine to 

Arjuna in the BhG. 

10This stanza is quoted in Upad 11,1,35. 

nIn Sankara’s GBh the highest Atman is called vijKapti (111,29, p. 139), the nature of 

Atman is described as vijHaptimatra (11,17, p. 81), and Brahman is identified with jSapti- 

matra (111,33, p. 141). These are technical terms characteristic of the Vijnanavadin 

school of Buddhism. In the Upad, Sankara uses the term jiiapti three times. In this 

stanza he uses it in the sense of cailanya of Atman. But in Upad 1,16,25, where he attacks 

theBahyarthavadins of Buddhism, he seems to treat it as a synonym o fdhi (i.e., buddhi), 

and in Upad T, 18,55 he asserts that the term jiiapti is not applicable to Atman, since it 

indicates “becoming” (bhava). Cf. Nakamura III, pp. 529-530; S. Mayeda, “On the 

Author of the Mancjukyopanisad- and the Gaudapadiya-Bha?ya,” The Adyar Library 

Bulletin, vols. 31-32, 1967-68, p. 92. 

12This stanza is quoted in Nai$ IV,30. 

13Cf. Upad 11,2,75. 

14Cf. avidyi-kima-karman, BSBh 1,2,17, p. 181. Klesa (a psychic affection) is regarded 

as a wider concept to which avidya belongs. AvidyS is the first and most dangerous mem- 
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berof a series of kies as and it causes the other (cf. Togasutra 11,3). Cf. Eigen, p. 249; 

Mayeda Upad, pp. 25-26. 

16According to GK 1,2a, Visva (= Vaisvanara), i.e., Atman in the waking state, which 

experiences things gross (sthulabhuj, GK 1,3), is in the right eye (daksindksimukhe visvah). 

Commenting on this line, Sankara says that though Visva exists equally in all the sense- 

organs, it is especially referred to as existing in the right eye, for in the right eye is no¬ 

ticed the faculty of perception at its best (upalabdhipatavadarsana, p. 27; daksinam aksyeve 

mukham tasmin pradhanyena . . . visva 'nubhUyate, p. 26). Cf. Kaus. Up. IV, 17; Brh. Up. 

11,3,5; Nakamura III, p. 307, note 1; R. N. Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads 

(4th impression. Madras: Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 297, note 4. 

18See Introduction, III,B,5, pp. 43-46. Cf. Mane). Up. IV; VedSntasara [XIV] 117. 

l7See Introduction, III,B,5, pp. 43-46. Cf. ManqL Up. V. 

18Ramatirtha interprets the states of the mind, the intellect, and the senses as the 

states of dreaming, deep sleep, and waking, respectively. 

I9Cf. Taitt. Up. 11,9; Matjtj. Up. 111,1,8. 

20The last line of this stanza appears again in stanza 36b. 

21Cf. Upad 1,16,19. 

22The last line of this stanza appears again in stanza 47b. 

23The same simile is seen in Upad 1,17,79. 

24Cf. Kena Up. 1,4; S. Mayeda, “Sankara’s Authorship of the Kenopanijadbha?- 

ya,” Indo-Iranian Journal, vol. X (1967), no. 1, p. 54, note 63. 

CHAPTER 16 

CONSISTING OF EARTH 

1. It is said [traditionally] that the hard element in the body 

consists of earth and that the liquid element consists of water. Di¬ 

gestion, activity, and space have their origin in fire, air, and ether, 

respectively. 

2. [The five senses, i.e.,] olfactory [, gustatory, visual, cutane¬ 

ous, and auditory, consist of earth, water, fire, air, and ether] and 

their [five respective] objects of perception [namely, smell, 

taste, form-and-color, touch, and sound] are qualities1 of earth 

and the other [four elements], since [each] sense is taken to have 

as its object a thing of its [own] kind like light and color.2 

3. These [five senses] are [traditionally] said to be for the 

purpose of perception and [the five organs or action] such as the 

larynx and hand are said to be concerned with action. The mind3 

within, the eleventh, is for the sake of discriminating those [senses 

and organs of action]. 

4. The intellect is for the purpose of determining [objects]. As 

by its light, its own nature, Atman is always illumining the intel¬ 

lect which perceives all objects, It is called the Knower.4 

5. Just as the illuminating light takes the forms of the objects 

to be illuminated and, though [apparently] mixed [with its ob¬ 

ject], it is not [really] mixed [with it], so the Knower, though [ap¬ 

parently] mixed with notions, is not [really] mixed with them6 at 

any time. 

6. Just as a light on a stand can illumine without any effort 

everything that its light reaches, so the Knower sees without any 

effort the notions [of the intellect] in the forms of sound, etc., 

which It reaches. 
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7. Pleasure, etc., differentiate the intellect which, being illu¬ 

mined by the constant light of Atman, appears as atman in the com¬ 

posite of the body and the senses. 

8. One with the feeling “I am suffering” does indeed regard 

Atman as suffering from headache, etc. The Seer is different from 

Its object, which is suffering pain, and as It is the Seer, It is not 

suffering pain. 

9. One suffers pain because he mistakenly believes, “I am a 

sufferer of pain,” and not because he perceives any [actual] sufferer 

of pain. In the composite of the limbs, etc., one is the Seer of pain 

and never the sufferer of pain. 

10. If [you object,6] “Like the eye [Atman] is both an object 

and an agent,” [we reply:] No, [because] eyes are many and 

composite. Therefore, Atman cannot become the object, since 
It is the Seer. 

11. If [you]7 think that Atman is also many on account of knowl¬ 

edge, effort, etc., [we reply:] As [It] is homogeneous knowledge. 

It, like light, is not an object. 

12. Though light is an illuminator, it does not illumine itself, 

[since it has in itself no difference as between illuminator and 

illuminated]; even if [it] had [such a] difference, it would not 

illumine itself, since [both the parts, illuminator and illumined, 

would be] the same [in nature].8 In like manner Atman [which has 

homogeneous knowledge] never sees Itself. 

13. Nothing which has something else as its nature can become 

an object of the latter, as fire can neither burn no/illumine itself. 

14. For this very reason is refuted [the ideh]~that the intellect 

perceives itself by itself.9 In like manner it is-also unreasonable [to 

assume] parts [of Atman],10 since [both parts, viz. the cognizer and 

the cognized] would be the same [in their nature and Atman has 

in Itself] no difference. 

15. Similarly, it is also unreasonable [to assume] that [Atman] 

is empty.11 For this reason has it been said that the intellect, like 

a jar, is seen by [Atman] as other than [Itself], since [Atman] is 

established before the discrimination12 of that [intellect], 

16. Whatever may exist before the discrimination [of the intel¬ 

lect], if it is the cause [of the discrimination], it is free from discri¬ 

mination, since it is the cause of the rise of the discrimination. 

17. Abandoning ignorance, which is the root of false assumption 
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and which is the impeller of transmigratory existence, one should 

know Atman to be the highest Brahman, which is released and 

always fearless. 

18. One should abandon as non-existent the triad of the states 

of waking, dreaming, and their seed called the state of deep sleep 

and consisting of darkness18; for when one [of them] exists, the 
others do not. 

19. From the [apparent] mixing up of Atman with intellect, 

mind, eye, light, object, and so on,11 actions arise; therefrom 

results the confused idea that Atman acts. 

20. The shutting and opening of the eye in [its] place (= the 

eye-socket) are related to the air and not to the eye, since [the eye 

ever] shines [with the power of perception]. Similarly, [they] are 

neither in the mind nor in the intellect since [the mind and the 

intellect ever] shine. 

21. Thinking and determination belong to the mind and the 

intellect respectively, neither having the attributes of the other. 

And everything is [falsely] constructed on Atman. 

22. The perception of the senses is limited by the places [where 

they are located in the body]. The intellect comes to be identical 

with those senses. When the Knower sees this intellect, it is felt to 

be, as it were, of the same size as the body.15 

23. [All] this16 is indeed the mere dharma (element of life)17 

which indeed perishes every moment and arises without intervals. 

[Though all this is momentary,] there arises the recognition that 

this [is that past one] because of similarity, just as a lamp [at this 

moment is recognized to be the same as it was at the previous 

moment on account of similarity18]. The cessation of [all] this is 
the aim of life.19 

24. According to some [Buddhists],20 there exist [the external 

objects] such as form-and-color, the forms of which are manifested 

by one other than themselves. According to other [Buddhists]21 

nothing else exists but this [consciousness], [Now] the improba¬ 

bility of the former [theory] is explained. 

25. As [in their view] consciousness takes the forms of external 

objects and perishes every moment, it [will] never have memory. 

And as the intellect itself perishes every moment, it [will] have 

nowhere to store any impression [of the past].22 

26. As not even a receptacle [for the impression and memory] 
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exists, there will be no instrument [with which to ascertain] the 

similarity [of a thing at this moment to what it was at the previous 

moment23]; therefore, [the former theory is unreasonable]. If there 

were a receptacle [for the impression and memory], there would 

be abandonment [of the theory] that [everything] is momentary. 

[But] that is not acceptable [to them], 

27. And since cessation [of all this] is accomplished without any 

effort, it will be useless to teach means for achieving it. As [all 

this] comes to an end at every [moment], cessation does not 

depend upon anything else [for its accomplishment]. 

28. Even if they seek to say that [cessation] should depend upon 

another stream of existence, though different [in essence there¬ 

from], if everything is momentary, it does not depend upon 

anything else. 

29. Because [if] the two exist at the same time and are con¬ 

nected with each other, each [of them], having been established 

through the connection [with the other], will depend upon the 

other. 

30. It is our opinion that where there is false superimposition24 

there is [also] annihilation of it. Tell me to whom final release as 

the result belongs, if everything perishes.26 

31. Truly [It] exists Itself; It may be called Knowledge, At¬ 

man, or something else. As It is the Knower of the existence and 

non-existence [of things], it is nht accepted that It is non-existent.26 

32. It is Being by which themon-existence [of things] is accept¬ 

ed. If It were not Being, people would not become aware of the 

existence and non-existence [ofthings]. And this is not acceptable. 

33. That which is taken to exist before the false assumptions of 

“being,” “non-being,” and “being and non-being” is non-dual, 

since It is the same [in all]; It is eternal and different from what is 

falsely assumed. 

34. Duality should be taken to be unreal like the object of a 

dream, since it comes into being through false assumptions and 

does not exist before the false assumptions of “being,” “non- 

being,” and the like. 

35. On the authority of the scripture, which says that modifi¬ 

cations are a verbal handle,27 they are indeed unreal, since [the Sru- 

h'r] say, “Death after death does he attain [who thinks he sees 

manifoldness in this world]” (Brh. Up. IV,4,19), and the Smrti 
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also says, “[For this is . . .] my miraculous power [which is hard 

to go beyond]” (BhG VII, 14). 

36. So Atman is pure, since [It] is different in nature from false 

assumptions. Therefore, [It] is neither to be accepted nor rejected. 

Atman is not what is falsely assumed by something other than 

[Itself]. 

37. Just as darkness does not exist in the sun, since it has light 

as its nature, so there is no ignorance in Atman, since It has con¬ 

stant knowledge as Its nature. 

38. Likewise, as the nature of Atman is changeless, It has no 

change of state,28 for if It had any change of state, Its destruction 

would certainly occur. 

39. To him who [asserts that] final release is a change of state, 

final release is something produced; therefore it is perishable. It 

is by no means reasonable that final release is a union [of Atman 

with Brahman] or disunion [from Prakrti], 

40. since [any] union [with Brahman] or disunion [from Prakrti] 

is not permanent. And [it is by no means reasonable that final 

release is for Atman] to go [to Brahman, or for Brahman] to come [to 

Atman]. But one’s own nature is never lost, 

41. since one’s own nature has no cause, whereas the others 

( = a change of state, etc.)29 indeed have their causes. One’s own 

nature is indeed neither acquired nor lost by oneself [or by any 

others]. 

42. As [It] is the nature of all, It cannot be abandoned nor 

grasped, since It is not different [from anything]. Therefore it is 

eternal, since [It] is not an object and not separated [from any¬ 

thing]. 

43. As everything exists for Atman’s sake, Atman is eternal and 

isolated. Therefore the knower of final release should abandon all 

actions along with their accessories.30 

44. The attainment of Atman is the supreme attainment31 accord¬ 

ing to the scriptures and reasoning. But the attainment of Atman 

is not attaining something other [than Atman], Therefore one 

should [simply] give up [the misconception of Atman] as non- 

Atman. 

45. The loss of equilibrium of the [three] gunas is not possible,32 

since nescience, etc., are inactive [in this state], and no other cause 

is satisfactory [on the theory proposed]. 
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46. If one [of the three gunas] were the cause of another [guna], 

there would [either] always be activity or never activity at all. 

There would not be any necessity for activity either in the gunas 

or in Atman (= Purusa).33 

47. If [the single Prakrti] existed for the [Purusas],34 the distinc¬ 

tion between released and bound [Purusas] would not be reasonable. 

And the relation of an object and its seeker [is not possible be¬ 

tween Prakrti and Purusa], [since] neither the Knower (= Purusa) 

nor the other (= Prakrti) is a seeker after an object. 

48. Since in the Samkhya system Purusa is changeless, even 

[there] it is not reasonable for Pradhana (= Prakrti) to exist for an¬ 

other’s (= Purusa) sake. Even if there were changes [in It], it would 

still not be reasonable. 

49. As no mutual relation between Prakrti and Purusa is possible 

and as Pradhana (= Prakrti) is non-intelligent, it is not reasonable 

for Pradhana to exist for Purusa's sake. 

50. If any action took place [in Purusa, It] would be perishable. 

If [action took place] only in knowledge [of Purusa, It would be 

perishable] in the same way. If [the functioning] of Pradhana has 

no cause, it follows that there is no final release. 

51. Just as heat [, a quality of fire,] is not to be manifested by 

[light, another quality of lire], pleasure and other [qualities of 

Atman] are not to be cognized by cognition [z'.e' a quality of 

Atman], as held by the followers of Kanada35 and others, since they 

have one and the same [substance (= Atman)] as their basis. 

52. Pleasure and cognition cannot inhere [in Atman] at the same 

time, since a [single] contact of the mind [with atman] causes one 

[quality only]; therefore, pleasure is not to be cognized by cogni¬ 

tion. 

53. And since the other [qualities] are different [from one 

another, their] simultaneous origination is not to be accepted. If 

[you say,] “It is the cognition of qualities that [they] are inherent 

[in atman," we reply,] “No; because [cognition] distinguishes 

[qualities]. 

54. [Qualities] are to be apprehended by cognition, for [they 

are] to be distinguished by cognition, and there is memory, [e.g.,] 

“Pleasure was perceived by me”; [and,] according to you, [atman] 

does not have cognition as its nature. 

55. Pleasure and so on will not be qualities of atman, since it is 
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changeless according to you. [Even if atman, though changeless, 

could have different qualities,] as [qualities and atmans are] differ¬ 

ent [from one another], why [do not the qualities of one atman] 

belong to another or equally to the mind ? 

56. And if a cognition should become an object of cognition, 

a regressus ad infinitum would be inevitable. If some final [cognition] 

is admitted, the simultaneous origination [of all cognitions] is 

accepted.36 

57. And as Atman has no change of state,37 there will be no bond¬ 

age in It. Nor is there any impurity, for [It] has no attachment 

according to the Sruti, “[It] has no attachment, for [It does not 

get attached]” (Brh.Up.III,9,26). 

58. And [this is also] because [Atman] is subtle, one alone and 

imperceptible, according to the Sruti, “[The one . . .] is not stained 

[by the sorrow of the world]” (Kath.Up. V,11 = 11,2,11). [Objec¬ 

tion:] “If that were so, there would be no final release at all, since 

there would be no bondage. 

59. Thus the scripture would be meaningless.” [Reply:] No; 

[because] bondage is taken to be a confused idea of the intellect, 

and final release is the cessation thereof. Bondage is what has been 

mentioned before38 and nothing else. 

60. Being illumined by Knowledge, the light of Atman, the intel¬ 

lect thinks that there is Knowledge in Itself and that there is no 

other knower. This is indeed the confused idea which is in the 

intellect. 

61. As Knowledge is the very nature of Atman, It is constantly ap¬ 

plied figuratively to the intellect. And the absence of discriminat¬ 

ing knowledge is beginningless; this and nothing else is taken to be 

transmigratory existence. 

62. Final release is its cessation and nothing else, since [every 

other view] is unreasonable. But final release is thought to be the 

destruction [of Atman] by those according to whom final release 

is to become something else. 

63. Similarly, it is also unreasonable that [final release] is a 

change of state [in Atman],39 since [It] is changeless. If there were 

change [in Atman], [It] would have parts; consequently [It] would 

perish, like a jar, etc. 

64. Therefore, assumptions concerning bondage, final release, 

etc., [which are] other than this are indeed confused ideas. The 
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assumptions oftheSamkhyas, of the followers ofKanada, and of the 

Buddhists are lacking in profound consideration. 

65. As [their assumptions] contradict the scriptures and reas¬ 

oning, they should never be respected. Their faults can be pointed 

out hundreds and thousands of times. 

66. And since it might also involve being culpable [under the 

text] “any other [of the manifold scriptures in the world] than 

this [should verily be doubted by the wise who wish for correct 

knowledge of the law],”40 [they should not be respected at any 

time]. Therefore, having abandoned the teaching of other scrip¬ 

tures, a wise man should make firm his understanding 

67. of the true meaning of the Vedanta (= Upanisads) and also 

of Vyasa’s thought,41 with faith and devotion42 and without any 

crookedness. 

68. Thus both the false assumptions based upon dualism and 

the views that Atman does not exist have been rejected through 

reasoning; seekers after final release, being free from doubts which 

arise from the views of others, become firm in the path of knowl¬ 
edge. / 

69. If one has attained the absolutely pure and non-dual 

Knowledge, which is self-witnessed and contrary to false assump¬ 

tions, and rightly holds a firm belief, he will go to eternal peace, 

unaccompanied [by anything]. t 

70. Having thoroughly examined this esoteric teaching, the 

supreme goal, people who are free from faults and devoid of 

any misconception [about Atman] should always set their minds 

on rectitude.43 Indeed, nobody who thinks himself different 

[from Brahman] is a seer of the truth. 

71. Having come to know this highest means of purification, 

a man is released from the sins caused by nescience and accum¬ 

ulated in many other births; like the ether, he is unstained by 

actions44 in this life. 

72. This [highest means of purification] should be always 

taught to the seeker after final release whose mind has been 

calmed, whose senses have been controlled, whose faults have been 

abandoned, who is acting as prescribed [in the scriptures], who 

is endowed with virtues, and who is always obedient [to his 

teacher].45 

73. Just as one does not falsely think that another’s body [is 
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oneself or one’s own], so having observed the highest truth and 

having attained this absolutely pure knowledge, he will then be 

released in all respects. 

74. Certainly in this world there is no attainment more excellent 

than that of one’s own nature,46 since it comes from nothing else 

than this [Vedanta], But the attainment of one’s own nature, 

which is superior even to the kingdom of Indra, should not be 

given without examining [one’s pupil] carefully. 

Notes 

1Bodhanidhi takes “guna" as “parinSmavisesa” and Ramatirtha as "karya." Both of 

them think that the five senses and their objects are special transformations or pro¬ 

ductions of the five elements. Jagadananda follows Ramatirtha’s interpretation. But 

such usage of the word “guna” is unusual. Moreover, like the Nyaya and the Mimamsa, 

the Vedanta holds that the senses are constituted by earth and the other elements, to 

which smell, taste, etc., belong as qualities. Cf. S. Chatterjee, The Nyaya Theory of 

Knowledge (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1950), pp. 131-138; D. M. Datta, The 

Six Ways of Knowing (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1960), pp. 39-40. Taking into 

consideration the above facts and the previous stanza, I have translated the word 

“guna" as “quality.” 

2The commentators explain this simile as meaning that when there is brightness o 

color, it is because its illuminator (such as a lamp) is also bright. 

3Sankara’s concept of manas is not clear. In most cases in his works the manas is mere¬ 

ly another name for the buddhi, or at least it is indistinguishable from the latter. It is a 

controversial problem for later Advaita philosophers whether or not the manas is a sense 

(indriya), but Sankara does not give any answer to this problem. See Introduction, 

III,B,1, pp. 30-33. Cf. T. M. P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of Advaita, pp. 29-31; D. 

M. Datta, The Six Ways of Knowing, pp. 53—59. 

4Anandajnana and Ramatirtha consider that this stanza is meant to refute Bud¬ 

dhism. 

5Cf. BS 11,3,30-31 and Sankara’s commentary on it. 

This probably refers to a tenet of the Vijnanavadins. See note 10. 

This probably refers to the Vaise?ika system, according to which atman has qualities 

such as cognition (buddhi), pleasure (sukha), pain (duhkha), desire (iccha), aversion (dve- 

sa), and effort (prayatna). According to Sankara knowledge is the nature of Atman and 

not Its quality. Cf. Upad 1,16,51-56. 

®Cf. Upad 1,16,14. 

9Stanzas 12-14 are probably meant to refute the Vijnanavadins. See note 10 below. 

10In Upad 1,18,142 Sankara quotes a stanza from Dharmakirti’s Pramanaviniscaya 

which refers to the theory of the threefold part of consciousness, i.e., the object (grahya), 

tihe subject (grahaka), and consciousness (samvitti). It is, therefore, very likely that here 

Sankara refutes the above theory which was advocated by Vijnanavadins, Dignaga, 

and Dharmakirti. According to Sankara the Madhyamakas consider the consciousness 

(vijnana) to be free from the parts of subject and object (grahyagrahakamsavinirmukta) 

and empty (sunya) (Sankara ad Brh. Up. IV,3,7, p. 567). 
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uStanzas 15-16 are probably meant to refute the Sunyavadins. 

12The function of vikalpa is attributed to the manas in other places. (Upad 1,16,3. 

Cf. Upad 1,16,21; GBh V,13, p. 257) but here it is regarded as belonging to the buddhi. 

13Cf. Upad 1,17,26; GK 1,13. 

“Cf. Upad 1,15,35. 

“Refutation of the Jain tenet. Cf. Upad 1,16,22; 17,56; BSBh 11,2,34, pp. 484-485. 

“Refutation of Buddhism starts here. Stanza 24 suggests that stanza 23 may intro¬ 

duce doctrines which are commonly held by the Bahyarthavadins and the Vijnana- 

vadins. Cf. stanza 24 and notes 20 and 23. Anandajnana, Bodhanidhi, and Ramatirtha 

interpret “this” as knowledge (jHlna) and the object of knowledge (jheya). 

ll"Dharma'' here is used in a Buddhist technical sense. Ramatirtha interprets it as 

vastumatra. 

“See Upad 1,16,25 and 26; Sankara ad Brh. Up. IV,3,7, pp. 574-575; BSBh II, 

2,25, p. 462. 

“See Upad 1,16,27; Sankara ad Brh. Up. IV,3,7, p. 567 and pp. 576-577. 

20According to Anandajnana and Bodhanidhi, these are the Bahyarthavadins or 

those who assert that there exist external objects. By this word Sankara probably means 

both the Sautrantikas and We Vaibhasikas of the Theravada Buddhism in his BSBh 

(11,2,31, pp. 478-479) wherejhe points out that both the Bahyarthavadins and the Vi- 

jnanavadins hold the tenet bf general momentariness (ksanikatva) in common. Cf. Y. 

Kanakura, A Study of the VedHata Philosophy (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1932), p. 138, 

p. 153, p. 179, and p. 201. / 

21According to Aanandajnana, these are the Jnanamatravadins; according to 

Bodhanidhi, they are the Vijnanavadins. 

22Cf. BSBh II, 2,25, pp. 461-464. 

23Cf. stanza 23. 
/ 

24Cf. Upad 1,16,59; 17,7. Sankara’s concept of final release (moksa), which is the ces¬ 

sation of false superimposition (mrsSdhyasa), is very similar to Candrakirti’s, according 

to which nirvana is of the nature of cessation of all false assumptions (sarvakalpanaksaya- 

rupa, Prasannapada, Bibliotheca Buddhica IV, p. 524, line 6, etc.). (Sf. Introduction, IV, 

B, pp. 73-75. 

“Anandajnana and Ramatirtha attribute this tenet to the Sunyavadins. Cf. Sankara 

ad Brh. Up. IV,3,7, pp. 576-577. 

26Cf. stanza 16. 

27Cf. Chand. Up. VI, 1,4. 

23Cf. BSBh 11,2,20, p. 457; stanzas 57; 63. 

29See commentaries of Bodhanidhi and Ramatirtha. 

“See Upad 11,1,32. 

“See Apastamba Dharmasutra 1,8,22,2. Cf. Upad 1,16,74; 17,4. 

32Stanzas 45-50 are meant to refute the Saipkhya system. In contrast with the Ve¬ 

danta, the Samkhya advocates dualism, recognizing the two ultimate causes of the uni¬ 

verse, namely Purusa (spirit) and Prakrti (matter). Prakrti (= Pradhana) is nothing but 

the equilibrium of the three gunas, namely sattva, rajas and tamas. When their equilib¬ 

rium is broken, the evolution of the universe takes place. Cf. Samkhyakarika 16 and 

Gaudapada’s commentary on it. 

33Cf. note 32. 

“Cf. Samkhyakarika 17; 31; 56; 57. 

“Refutation of the Vaisejika system starts here and seems to end with stanza 56. 

Kanada or Uluka (150-50 B.C.?) is the founder of the Vai3e$ika school of philosophy. 

For the qualities of atman, see note 7. 
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“The last two lines are not clear. 

“Cf. stanzas 38; 39; 63. 

“Stanza 30 and note 24. 

“Stanzas 38; 39; 57. 

“The three commentators quote a stanza, the source of which is not known: 

yany ato 'nyani sastrini prthivyam vividhani vai / 

sahkaniyani vidvadbhir dharmasuddhim abhipsubhih // 

4lSee Mayeda Upad, pp. 40-41. In Sankara’s works Vyasa indicates the author of 

the Smrtis and not Badarayana, the author of the BS. 

42It is not certain in what sense the word bhakti is used here. In Upad 1,3,116 “those 

who are devoted to Me” (madbhakta) are criticized. The word bhakti does not occur in 

the BSBh in the sense of “devotion,” but only in the meanings of (1) “portion” or 

“division” (BSBh 111,3,7, p. 682 and p. 683; 111,3,9, p. 688) and (2) “figuratively” 

or “in a secondary sense” (as bhaktyd, BSBh 1,3,14, p. 224; 11,3,5, p. 502; 111,2,4, p. 

627). When Sankara comments on the BhG, he treats it as almost synonymous with 

jSana. Cf. GBh VIII,22, p. 273; XVIII, 54, p. 512; XVIII, 55, p. 513-514; O. La- 

combe, L‘Absoluselonle Vedanta (Paris: Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1937), 

p. 353. 

43Cf. Chand. Up. 111,17,4; BhG XIII,7; XVI,1; XVII,14; XVIII,42. 

44Cf. Upad 1,10, 14. 

“This stanza is quoted in Vedantasara [IV] 27 and Ramatirtha ad Maitri Up. VI,29 

(Anandasrama S. S. p. 476). 

“Cf. Upad 1,16,44; 17,4. 
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CHAPTER 17 

RIGHT THOUGHT 

1. Since nothing else exists, it is certainly the highest Atman, 

all-knowing, all-seeing, and pure, which is the Atman to be known. 

Salutation to this^dtoian which one should know. 

2. I ever bow do\yn to those who, by their knowledge of words, 

sentences, and means)of knowledge, have like lamps illumined 

Brahman, the secret doctrine of the Vedas. 

3. Paying homage to those teachers whose words have reached 

[me] and destroyed [my] sins as the sunbeam reaching and 

destroying the darkness, I shall state the conclusion about the 

knowledge of Brahman.1 

4. There is no other attainment higher than that of Atman? 

for the sake of which [attainment] exist the words of the Vedas3 

and of the Smrtis as well as actions. 

5. Whatever attainment may be desired for the sake of happi¬ 

ness, even though it be for one’s own sake, is contrary [to hap¬ 

piness] . So the knowers of Brahman have declared the attainment 

of Atman to be the highest one on account of its eternity.4 

6. And as Atman is by nature self-attained, attainment of It does 

not depend upon anything else. But any attainment which de¬ 

pends upon something else arises from seeing a difference [be¬ 

tween Atman and Brahman]. 

7. Seeing differnce is nescience. Its cessation is called final 

release.6 And this cessation can arise not through action but 

through knowledge alone, since [that] is incompatible [with 

nescience]. 

8. A result of action is inconstant, since it has nescience and de¬ 

sire as its cause.6 It is said that the Vedas alone are the right means 

to acquire knowledge with regard to Atman? 

160 

9. As [the Vedas] are devoted to one object [only], i.e., the 

knowledge [of Brahman], [the wise] know that they [consist of] 

one sentence [only]. The oneness of Atman [and Brahman] should 

indeed be known through the understanding of the meaning of 

[this one] sentence. 

10. But difference between Atman [and Brahman] is falsely as¬ 

sumed on the ground of difference of [meaning] which is under¬ 

stood [in the two different words, Atman and Brahman]; even [the 

meaning] which is referred to is [falsely understood] on hearing 

[the word] Atman. Therefore, this triad, viz. form, name, and 

action, is mentioned [as constituting the world in the Sruti].s 

11. As this triad is falsely assumed to be interdependent, it is 

unreal like a figure which is described in word and painted 

elsewhere outside of the intellect. 

12. And just as the form-and-color, which is seen [located out¬ 

side of the intellect], is expressed in word through the intellect, 

so this whole is falsely assumed by the confused intellect. 

13. Therefore it is reasonable that this triad is unreal; [Atman 

which is] nothing but Being-Pure Consciousness only is not what is 

falsely assumed. Atman is at once the primal knowledge and the 

object of knowledge,9 but everything else is falsely assumed. 

14. That [atman] by which one knows everything in the dream¬ 

ing state is knowledge but that [knowledge] is due to its may a.10 

That by which one sees and hears [in the dreaming state] is called 

the eye and the ear respectively. 

15. That by which one speaks in the dreaming state [is called] 

speech, and likewise, [it has the names] nose, tongue, sense of 

touch, other organs, and the mind. 

16. On account of the limiting adjuncts which are falsely con¬ 

structed [on Atman], this very knowledge is different in many ways, 

just as difference appears in one and the same gem on account of 

difference of limiting adjuncts [such as blue and yellow].11 

17. In like manner the knowledge of one when in the waking 

state is falsely assumed to have difference. [Atman in the waking 

state] makes manifest the object in the intellect,12 and be¬ 

cause of this confused idea performs actions which arise from 

desire. 

18. As in dream so in waking, something external and internal 

is produced by the notion of interdependence, just as a thing 
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written and the reading [of it come from the notion of their 

interdependence]: 

19. His [atman] falsely constructing the difference, desires it, 

and then wills [to obtain it]. Willing its desires,13 it obtains [the 

results of] what it has done.14 

20. Everything comes from nescience. This world is unreal, 

for it is seen by one who has nescience and is not perceived in the 

state of deep sleep. 

21. It is indeed declared to us in the Sruti that knowledge is 

the notion of the oneiiess [of Atman and Brahman] and nescience 

is the notion of the difference [of Atman from Brahman]. Therefore 

knowledge is affirmed 'in the scripture with all vigor. 

22. When the mind/becomes pure like a mirror, knowledge 

shines forth; therefore [the mind should be purified]. The mind is 

purified by abstention,16 the permanent rites,16 sacrifices,17 and 

austerities. 

23. The best austerities of the body, etc.,18 should be performed 

to purify the mind. The concentration of the mind, etc.19 and the 

emaciation of the body in this and that [season]20 [should be per¬ 

formed] . 

24. Sense-perception should be known as the waking state, mem¬ 

ory as the dreaming state, the absence of both as the state of deep 

sleep, and one’s own Atman as the highest state.21 

25. The darkness called deep sleep is ignorancfe and [it is] the 

seed of the dreaming and waking states. If it is burned up by the 

knowledge of one’s own Atman, like a seed that has been scorched 

it has no power of germinating.22 

26. That single maya seed is to be known as repeatedly and 

successively [changing] in [these] three ways. Atman, though one 

and changeless, is as the bearer of maya [knowable] in many ways, 

like the sun in the water. 

27. Just as one and the same seed becomes different in ac¬ 

cordance with [differences of] vital air,23 dreaming state, etc., 

so Atman like the moon on the water becomes different in bodies 

in the dreaming and waking states. 

28. Just as a magician comes and goes riding on an elephant 

created by his magic, so the Atman, though motionless, is related to 

vital air, dreaming state, and the like.24 

29. Just as there is neither elephant nor rider, but there stands 
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the magician different [from them], [so] there are neither vital air 

and the like, nor a seer of them, but the Knower, the Seeing, 

different [from them], always exists. 

30. Neither for one whose sight is not bound, nor for the magi¬ 

cian, is there any magical illusion. This magical illusion exists 

only for him whose sight is bound. Therefore in fact there is no 

magician at all. 

31. Atman should be directly known according to the Sruti which 

says that Atman is directly present,25 for the Srutis say, “The knot 

of the heart is loosened . . . [when He is seen]” “(Mund.Up. 

II, 2,8), “If[here he]does not[know It, there is great loss]” (Kena 

Up. 11,5), and the like. 

32. Because of Its being soundless, etc.,26 It cannot be perceived 

by the sense-organs. Likewise, as [It] is different from pleasure, 

etc., how can [It be perceived] by the intellect? 

33. Just as Rahu, though he is invisible, [is perceived] in the 

moon [during an eclipse]27 and just as a reflection [of the moon, 

etc., is seen] in the water, so Atman, though all-pervading, is 

perceived there in the intellect. 

. 34. Just as the reflection and heat of the sun are perceived in 

the water but do not belong to the water, so knowledge [, though] 

in the intellect, is not a quality of it, since [it] differs in nature 

[from the intellect], 

35. Atman, whose Seeing never fails, sees a modification of the 

intellect28 connected with the eyes, and is the Seer of seeing and 

[similarly] the Hearer of hearing—so says the Sruti.29 

36. Seeing a modification of the mind which is isolated [from 

the senses], [It] is the Thinker of thinking, unborn. Likewise, 

[It is] the Understander [of understanding]30 since [It] has un¬ 

failing power. Therefore the scripture says, “For there is no 

[cessation of the Seeing of the Seer]” (Brh.Up.IV,3,23-30). 

37. [It] is changeless, [from the Sruti,] “[It appears to] medi- 

tate”(Brh.Up.IV,3,7) and “[It appears to] move about” (Brh. 

Up.IV,3,7). [It] is pure, from the Sruti, “There a thief is [not a 

thief]” (Brh.Up.IV,3,22) and “[It is] not followed [by good, It 

is not followed by evil]” (Brh. Up.IV,3,22). 

38. As [Its] power never fails, [It] is the Knower in the state 

of deep sleep as well as in the waking state, for it is changeless. But 

the distinction is supposed only as regards the object of knowledge 
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since the Sruti says, “Where there [seems to be another, there the 

one might see the other]” (Brh.Up.IV,3,31). 

39. As mediated [by time, space, etc.], the ordinary seeing by 

non-Atman [such as the eye] is indeed indirect. As Seeing is 

the nature of Atman it has been said that Brahman is directly 
known.31 

40. No second lamp is necessary for illuminating a lamp; sim¬ 

ilarly no knowledge other [than Atman] is required [for knowing 

Atman], since Knowledge is the nature of Atman. 

41. It is not accepted that [Atman] is an object, or changeable, 

or manifold. Therefore Atman is not to be discarded or accepted 

by something other [than Atman], 

42. [Atman] includes the exterior and the interior,32 is un¬ 

scathed, and beyond birth, death, and old age. What does one 

fear who knows, “I am Atman”? 

43. There is action (karman) only until injunction[to attain] 

Atman, since notions of belonging to a caste, etc., are [then] re¬ 

moved ; their removal results from the conclusion “Thou art That” 

(Chand. Up. VI, 8, 7, etc.) based on the scriptural teaching 

“[It is] neither gross [nor subtle]” (Brh.Up.III,8,8), aricfthe like. 

44. Since in abandoning the body in the previous life one has 

given up lineage and the like, lineage and the like belong to the 

body. Thus the body is also non -Atman. 

45. Therefore the notions of “mine” and “I* which apply to 

the non-Atman such as the body, etc., is nescience. It (= nescience) 

should be abandoned by means of knowledge of Atman since the 

Sruti says, “[For this is the doctrine] of the demons” (Chand 

Up. VIII,8,5). 

46. Just as the duties of observing ten-day periods of impurity33 

come to an end at the time of entering the life of a wandering 

ascetic, the actions based upon lineage and the like come to an end 

at the time of attaining knowledge. 

47. But, willing his desires, an ignorant man obtains [the re¬ 

sults of] what he has done.34 When desires are cast off by him who 

sees his own Atman, he becomes immortal.35 

48. The injunction [to attain] the nature of Atman results in the 

cessation of actions and the like. Atman is neither an object to be 

accomplished nor a means of accomplishment; It is held to be 

eternally content as the Srutis6 says. 
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49. Actions result in things being produced, obtained, changed, 

or purified. There are no results of action other than these. 

Therefore one should abandon [actions] together with [their] 
requisites.37 

50. Concentrating upon Atman the love which is [now set] on 

external things—for they end in suffering, are inconstant and 

exist for. Atman—a seeker after the truth should resort to a teacher 

51. who is tranquil, wise, released, actionless, and established 

in Brahman, since the Sruti says, “One who has a teacher knows 

. . .” (Chand.Up.VI,14,2) and the also says, “Learntoknow 

this [by obeisance, by questioning, by serving]” (BhG IV,34). 

52. If a student is disciplined and properly qualified, the teach¬ 

er should immediately transport him over his great interior 

ocean of darkness in the boat of the knowledge of Brahman. 

53. Seeing, touching, hearing, smelling, thinking, knowing, and 

other powers, though they are of the nature of Pure Conscious¬ 

ness, are differentiated by limiting adjuncts.38 

54. As the sun always shines, without destroying or creating 

[anything by its rays], so does [It] always know all, being all- 

pervading, all-seeing, and pure. 

55. ' Through nescience [Atman] abiding in the body is regarded 

as the Seeing of something other [than Itself], and as being the 

same size as the body39 and possessed of the qualities of the 

body, by such comparisons as that of the moon in the water and 
the like.40 

56. Having seen an external object, one shuts the eyes and 

remembers it [in the dreaming state] and [then] abandoning it 

[in the state of deep sleep], one opens up the Seeing of Atman, 

reaches Brahman, and does not travel along any path. 

57. He who has thus given up the triad, viz. the vital air (= the 

state of deep sleep)41 goes across the great ocean of ignorance, 

for he is by nature abiding in his own Atman, attributeless, pure, 

awakened, and released. 

58. When he has realized, “I am unborn, undying, deathless, 

free from old age, fearless,42 all-knowing, all-seeing, and pure,” 
he is not born again. 

59. He who knows the oneness of [Atman and] Brahman con¬ 

cludes that the above-mentioned darkness-seed43 does not exist. 

How should he be born [again] when it does not exist? 
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60. Just as clarified butter, extracted from milk, does not 

become the same as before if thrown back into it, [so] the Knower 

[once discriminated] from the untrue such as the intellect never 

becomes the same embodied Atman as before. 

61. One becomes free from fear realizing, “ ‘I am Brahman’ 

(Brh.Up.1,4,10), which is ‘the real, knowledge, and the infinite’ 

(Taitt.Up.11,1), which is superior to the fivefold atman such as 

[the atman consisting of] the essence [of food], etc.,44 and which 

is declared in the scripture to be ‘invisible’ (Taitt.Up.II,7).” 

62. A man who knows the truth, i.e., the bliss of that Atman, 

from fear of which speech, mind, fire, and the like carry out their 

functions,45 does not fear anything at all.46 

63. If a knower of Atman abides in his own infinite and non-dual 

kingdom, which is superior to name and the like,47 then whom 

should he salute? Then, there is no need for action. 

64. When [Atman] is external [It is called] Viraj or Vaisvanara. 

When [It] remembers within, [It is called] Prajapati. But when 

everything vanishes [It] is called Prajna or Avyakrta.is ( 

65. As they are merely verbal handles,49 however, the triad, 

namely, the state of deep sleep, etc., are unreal. A man who thus 

covers himself with the truth, “I am the True and the Knower,” 

is released.50 

66. As the sun has light as its nature, it has neither day nor 

night.51 In like manner I have neither knowledge nor ignorance 

since I have Pure Consciousness as my nature, without distinctions 

[in It]. 

67. As the scripture is not to be doubted, one should remember, 

“I am always Brahman; as I am Brahman, I have nothing to reject 

or to accept.” 

68. He is not born [again] who sees thus, “I am the One in all 

beings just as the ether and all beings are in Me.”52 

69. There is nothing else but one’s own [Atman] anywhere, out¬ 

side, within or inside, since the Sruti says, “[This Brahman is . . .] 

without an outside, without an inside” (Brh.Up.II,5,19); [It] 

is therefore pure and self-effulgent. 

70. According to such scriptural passages as, “Not thus! Not 

so!” (Brh. Up.II,3,6, etc.), [Atman] is “the quiescence of the 

pluralistic universe and non-dual”(GK II,35).53 And accord¬ 

ing to such scriptural passages as, “[That Imperishable . . .is] 
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the unknown [Knower]” (Brh.Up.III,8,l 1), [It] should not be 

known in any way other than that. 

71. If one has come to know the supreme Brahman realizing, 

“I am the Atman of all,” one becomes the Atman of all beings, 

since the Sruti says, “[Whoever thus knows ‘I am Brahman’ be¬ 

comes this all; even the gods have no power to prevent his be¬ 

coming thus,] for he is their Atman” (Brh. Up. I, 4,10). 

72. If a living being clearly [knows] his Atman as the highest 

Atman, as God,54 he is to be worshipped by the gods and ceases 

to be [domestic] animal for the gods.55 

73. As a killer of the unreal thus covers himself with the truth,56 

“I am the Real -Atman and the Knower, but, like ether, I am empty 

of anything else,” he is not bound [again]. 

74. They are pitiable who know the supreme Brahman differ¬ 

ently from this. “The gods would be under the power of him” 

(Taitt. A. 3,13,2d; Vajasaneyi-Samhita, 31,2Id) who is a self-ruler, 

a seer of non-difference and abiding in himself.57 

75. Abandoning your relationship with lineage, etc., and other 

words along with actions and [saying,] “Om,” you attain your 

own Atman, which is all, pure,58 

76. the bulwark of all that is established,59 devoid of day, 

night, and the like,60 and is to the sides, above, below, all, ever- 

shining, and free from disease. 

77. One should know one’s Atman to be the highest One which 

is devoid of merit and demerit, free from past and future, free 

from cause and effect61 and free from all bondage. 

78. While being pure and not acting, [Atman] does all; while 

standing, [It] goes past those who are running.62 As It is almighty 

through Its maya, It is thought to be manifold, though [really It 

is] unborn.63 

79. While causing the world to turn around,64 I, Atman, am ac¬ 

tionless, non-agent and non-dual for, like a king, I am merely 

the Witness [of the world], and like a magnet,65 [merely] close 

[to it]. 

80. One should bear in mind, “I am that Brahman which is 

attributeless, actionless, eternal, free from the pairs [of opposites], 

free from disease, pure, awakened, and released.” 

81. Having properly known bondage, final release, and all 

[the causes] from which [all] this and both [bondage and final 
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release] result; the one (= the state of deep sleep) and the two 

(= the dream and waking states)66 which are to be rejected; and 

the only, pure, and highest Truth which transcends the knowable 

and the unknowable, which has been studied and which is spoken 

of by the Srutis and sages, —[having known all this] one would 

become a knower of Brahman who has transcended sorrow and 

delusion, who is all-knowing, all-doing, free from the fear of 

existence, and who has completed all that has to be done. 

82. Atman Itself does not become something to be rejected nor 

is It to be accepted by Itself or anything else. Nothing else becomes 

something to be rejected or to be accepted by Itself; this is true 

thought as has been mentioned [above, stanza 67]. 

83. This true thought leads [people] to understand Atman and 

has all the Upanisads as its field; so, having come to know this, 

they are released from all the bonds of transmigratory existence. 

84. As it is the supreme means of purification that is the secret 

doctrine of all the Vedas and is the highest [secret doctrine] even 

for the gods, it has been expounded here. 

85. This secret and supreme knowledge should not he given to 

[a student] who is not tranquil but should be taught to astijdfiat' 

who is dispassionate and obedient. 

86. And there is no actionless one other than [the teacher] 

who is offering the knowledge of Atman. Therefore, [a student] 

who is seeking after knowledge should always qualify himself with 

the qualities of a student.67 

87. Salutation to that knowledge-Jimare which is all-knowing 

and almighty and besides which there is nothing else, neither 

knowledge, nor object of knowledge, nor knower.68 

88. Salutation to the all-knowing teachers by whom through 

knowledge we have been led across the great ocean of birth and 

death filled with ignorance. 

Notes 

iCf. BhG V,16; 17. 

2See Upad 1,16,44; 74. 

3Sankara interprets "vedavada" (BhG IX,42) as “vedavakya.” 

4Cf. the above note 2. 

5See Upad 1,16,30; 59. 
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6See Upad 1,15,21. 

7Cf. BS 1,1,3. 

»See Brh. Up. 1,6,1. 

8Cf. GK 111,33; IV, 1; Upad 1,19,9. This idea is very similar to a tenet of the Vijna- 

navadins. 

10In stanza 27 oilman is compared to a magician (mayavin). Cf. GK 11,12; 19; 111,24. 

uThis simile is employed here and there in Sankara’s works in order to illustrate the 

relation between Brahman and the phenomenal world. Cf. Upad 1,7,4; 17,16; 18,122; 

BSBh 1,3,19, p. 235; 111,2,11, p. 641, etc. The simile is also used in Bhartrhari’s Vakya- 

padlya 111,3,41. 

“See Introduction, III,B,5, p. 44. Cf. GK 11,13; 14; 15; 16. 

13Cf. stanza 47. 

14Cf. stanza 17. 

15Abstention (yama) consists of non-injury (ahimsa), non-lying (saiya), non-theft (a- 

steya), non-incontinence (brahmacarya), and non-possession (aparigraha). See Togasutra 

11,30; Vedantasara [XXXI] 214; Upad 11,1,4. 

“Ramatirtha treats “nitya” as "niyama” while Bodhanidhi interprets it as “avasya- 

nustheya," which suggests that he treats it as “nityakarman” or “permanent rite.” The 

reading "niyama” for "nitya” is not supported by manuscripts. In Vedantasara [IV] 7 

“permanent rites” are defined as the rites which lead to disquiet (pratyavayasadhana) 

when they are not performed. The ultimate object of the permanent rites is the puri¬ 

fication of the intellect (buddhisuddhi, Vedantasara [IV] 11) and their result is the attain¬ 

ment of the world of ancestors (pitrloka, Vedantasara [IV] 13). 

“For Sankara’s view of actions including sacrifice, see Introduction, IV,F, pp. 

88-94. 

“The BhG mentions the threefold austerity (tapas): (1) the austerity of the body 

(sarlra, XVII, 14), (2) of the speech (vanmaya, XVII, 15) and (3) of the mind (manasa, 

XVII, 16). 

“According to Ramatirtha the senses are implied by the term “etc.” 

“Ramatirtha interprets “tattaddehaaisosanam” as "tesu tesv rtusu dehavisosanam ...” 

21See Upad 1,10,4. 

22This stanza is quoted in Nais IV,43. Cf. Upad 1,16,18. 

23The word "prana” here may also imply the state of deep sleep. See stanza 57 

below. 

24With regard to stanzas 28-30, see Mayeda Upad, pp. 36-37. 

23Cf. Brh. Up. 111,4,1; 4,2; 5,1. 

2«Cf. Kath. Up: 111,15. 

27According to an Indian tradition Rahu is a demon who is supposed to seize the 

sun and the moon and swallow them, thus causing eclipses. When the gods had once 

produced the amrta, water of life, by churning the ocean, he assumed a disguise and 

drank some of it. The sun and the moon detected him and informed Visnu, who cut 

off his head. Thus Rahu wreaks vengeance on the sun and the moon by occasionally 

swallowing them. Cf. Upad 1,18,39-40 and note 26. 

28See Upad 1,11,3; 4. 

“Brh. Up. 111,4,2. 

3°Brh. Up. 111,4,2. 

34Cf. Upad 1,14,26. 

32Mutjd. Up. 11,1,2; Upad 1,13,11; 14; 18. 

33It is believed that birth (janasauca) and death (mrtakasauca) cause impurity to the 

members of the family or to relatives. The periods of impurity depend on many 
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circumstances. For a detailed explanation, see P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstra, 

vol. IV, pp. 267 ff. 

34Cf. Stanza 19. 

35The author seems to have Brh. Up. IV,4,7 (Kath. Up. VI,14) in mind. 

“Ramatirtha quotes Brh. Up. IV,4,7 (etasyaivdnandasyanydni . . . upajlvanti) and 

another passage, “nityatrpto niranjanah," the source of which is not known, but Rama- 

tirtha says that it is a Sruti passage. Bodhanidhi quotes Brh. Up. 111,9,28 (vijRanam 

anandam). It is, however, to be noted here that BhG IV,20 reads “nityatrpto nirdsayah” 

and that there is a variant reading of smrter matah instead of sruter matah. 

“See Upad 11,1,32. 

3sSee stanzas 14-16. 

39A tenet of Jainism. See Upad 1,16,22. 

40See stanzas 26, 33. 

4lIn the state of deep sleep the mind and the senses enter into the vital air and 

atman is submerged in the Brahman. In the waking state atman, connected with the 

mind, exercises its influence throughout the body by means of the senses; in the dream¬ 

ing state, the senses are absorbed into the mind, and their functions are extinguished. 

P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, p. 346. The expression “prdnddy . . . trikam” in 

question parallels “susuptdditrikam" in stanza 65. It is, therefore, very probable that, 

as Ramatirtha interprets, “the vital air, etc.” denotes “the states of deep sleep, dream, 

and waking.” 

43Cf. Brh. Up. IV,4,25. 

43Cf. stanza 25. 

44Taitt. Up. 11,1-5 mentions the so-called fivefold sheath (kosa) inVwhich Atman is 

manifested as the individual atman-. (1) the sheath consisting of the essertCeTJf food (an- 

narasamaya), (2) consisting of vital air (pranamaya), (3) consisting of mind (rtianomaya), 

(4) consisting of consciousness (vijddnamaya), and (5) consisting of bliss (anandamaya). 

Cf. BSBh 1,1,12-19; P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, pp. 137-138. 

45Cf. Taitt. Up. 11,8,1; Kath. Up. VI,3; BhG 11,23; Xy,6. Ramatirtha points out 

another reading: vdyvinau pavakadayah for vahmanah pavakadayah. 

4aSee Taitt. Up. 11,9,1: yato vdco nioartante aprdpya manasd saha dnandam brahmano 

vidodn na bibheti kutascana (cf. Taitt. Up. 11,4,1). 

47See Chand. Up. VII,1-26, where name (ndman), speech (vac), mind (manor), etc., 

are enumerated as objects of meditation. 

48See Upad 1,10,4 and note 4. 

49Chand. Up. VI, 1,4. 

“This is based upon a famous dialogue between a Upanisadic thinker Uddalaka and 

his son Svetaketu in which Uddalaka uses an illustration of the ordeal. When a man 

is seized on a charge of theft and put into an ordeal by a heated axe, he will be burned 

and killed by the axe if he is guilty and covers himself with untruth, but he will not be 

burned, and will be released, if he is innocent and covers himself with truth (Chand. Up. 

VI, 16,1-3). Cf. stanza 73. 

“Cf. Upad 1,14,15. 

“Cf. Isa Up. 6; BhG VI,30. 

“The words “prapancopasama” and “advaya” are both Buddhistic. Nevertheless, pra- 

partcopasama, which already appears in the Madhyamikakarika (benedictory stanza and 

XXV,24), is used in Matjd. Up. VII. In the Mane). Up. the term “advaya” is not used 

but advaita, which is a Vedantic term, occurs twice, whereas in the GK the two terms 

are synonymously used at almost the same frequency. See Nakamura III, pp. 297-298, 

note 8; p. 510. In the Upad Sankara uses advaya more frequently than advaita. 
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64See Brh. Up. IV,4,15. 

“See Brh. Up. 1,4,10. 

“See stanza 65. 

57Cf. Chand. Up. VII,25,2. 

“Cf. Mund. Up. 11,2,5; 6. 

“Cf. Brh. Up. IV,4,22. 

8°Cf. Chand. Up. VIII,4,1; Upad 1,14,15; 17,66. 

81The first two lines seem to be based upon Kafh. Up. 11,14. Hence the compound 

“krtakrta” is translated as “cause and effect” according to Sankara’s commentary on 

Kath. Up. 11,14, where he interprets krta and akrta as kdrya and kdrana respectively. 

“Cf. lid Up. 4. 

83Cf. Vdjasaneyi-Samhitd 31,19b; Taitt. A. 3,13,1b. 

84Cf. BhG XVIII,61. 

“See Upad 1,15,48. 

86What “ekam dvayam ca” means is not certain. According to Ramatirtha and Anan- 

dajnana, “ekam" denotes “amarttam kdranam," and “dvayam” denotes “vyavrttam kdr- 

yam." But stanzas 24-30, 56, 57, 64, and 65 suggest that “ekam” denotes the state of 

deep sleep which is the only seed of the state of dream and waking (stanzas 25-26). If 

so, “dvaya" indicates the two states of dream and waking. In stanzas 57 and 65 these 

three states are called “trika” or triad. 

“See stanzas 50-52. 

88Cf. stanza 1. 
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CHAPTER 18 

THOU ART THAT 

1. Salutation to that Atman, the Constant Awareness,1 Atman 

of the notions of the intellect, through which the modifications 

[of the intellect] disappear and arise. 

2. Salutation to an Indra among ascetics, teacher of the teach¬ 

er,2 a man of great intellect, who defeated hundreds of ene¬ 

mies of the Srutis by means of sword-like words supported by 

thunderbolt8-like reasoning and protected the treasure 

meaning of the Vedas. 

3. If the understanding, “I am ever-free, the existent,” 

not arise, for what purpose does the Sruti teach thus zealously like 
a [devoted] mother? N 

4. From this [self-] established [Atman which is indicated by the 

word] “I” the attribute “you”4 is excluded—just as the notion 

of a serpent [is excluded] in application to a rope6—by means 

of reasoning and such teachings as “Thou art That” (Chand. 

Up. VI, 13,3, etc.) and so forth. 

5. Just as the existence of merit, etc., is to be known on the 

evidence of the scriptures, [so is the existence of Atman], Just as 

poison is counteracted through meditation,6 evil will be destroyed 

[through the scriptural sentence].7 

6. The two [contradictory] notions, “I am the Existent-UnzA- 

man and ‘I act,” have Atman as their Witness. It is considered 

more reasonable to give up only [that one] of the two [notions] 

which arises from ignorance. 

7. The notion, “I am the Existent,” arises from right means of 

knowledge [while] the other notion has its origin in fallacious 

means of knowledge; moreover, [the notion which has its origin 
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in] fallacious [means of knowledge] such as sense-perception8 is 

negated like a mistake in orientation. 

8. When the scripture says, “[I am] a doer,”9 “[I am] an ex- 

periencer,”10 that conforms to ordinary people’s belief [con- 

cerning Atman],n The notion, “I am the Existent,” arises from 

the Srutis; the former notion is negated by it. 

9. [Objection:]12 “Even when one is told, ‘You are indeed the 

Existent,’ one does not attain immovable final release of Atman. 

Therefore, one should take up prasamcaksa meditation13 as well 
as reasoning. 

10. “Even one who understands the meaning of the sentence 

does not grasp it from a single utterance. Therefore he needs fur¬ 

ther things; they are two, [prasamcaksa meditation and reason¬ 

ing],14 as we have said [above]. 

11. “Since [the sentence] is not understood [immediately], 

there has to be an injunction to perform [Vedic] actions. Likewise 

the injunction [to meditate by prasamcaksa] is not incompatible 

[with knowledge] as long as [that] is not firmly grasped. 

12. And [if]15one did attain [Atman] spontaneously, that 

activity would [it is true] be meaningless, [but as one does not] 

prasamkhyana meditation should accordingly be performed until 
Atman is grasped. 

13. “And the firm impression which arises from sense-percep¬ 

tion certainly negates the knowledge, ‘I am the Existent,’ which 

arises from the Sruti. And on account of faults one is attracted 
towards things external. 

14. [This is] because [the notion] which arises from sense- 

perception and has particulars (visesa) as its objects would neces¬ 

sarily hinder the notions which arise both from the verbal testi¬ 

mony16 and from inference, which have universals (samanya) as 
their objects. 

15. “Nobody, even if he knows the meaning of the sentence, 

is found to be free from pain. If anybody is seen to become free 

from pain merely by hearing the meaning of the sentence, 

16. it is inferred that he must have performed [prasamkhyana 

meditation] in past bodies. [If an injunction for prasamkhyana 

meditation were not accepted,] the scripture would not be 

the authority for [right] conduct. If this be so, it is not desira¬ 
ble. 

172 
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17. “After stating an end, ‘You are the Existent,’ the means 

[to it] should be enjoined. So it is prasamkhyana meditation that is 

the means, and nothing else; the object of [prasamkhyana medita¬ 

tion] is taken here to be the well-established [Atman], 

18. “Therefore, for the sake of apprehending [Atman] one 

should perform prasarnkhyana meditation diligently, being endowed 

with tranquility, etc., and abandoning anything incompatible 

with [this] means and its object.” 

19. [Reply:] That is not so, for the secret doctrines (— Upani- 

sads) end with “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6, etc.). Ends 

to be attained by actions should be stated in the scripture before 

[these Upanisadic doctrines] and final release is not [an end to be 

attained by actions], since it is ever-existing. 

20. Just as the pain of a son is superimposed upon himself by a 

father, though himself suffering no pain, so [pain] is superimposed 

by the bearer of the “I”-notion ( = the intellect) upon its Atman 

which is ever free from pain. 

21. This superimposition is negated, as if it were a thing ac¬ 

quired, by the words, “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 

Moreover no injunction based upon superimposition i; 

reasonable. 

22. As superimposition is [made] upon 4tman>so [its] negation 

is [made from Atman], just as the superimposition of dust upon 

the sky and its negation therefrom are made by the unwise. 

23. If a thing were [really] acquired and then negated, final 

release would certainly be [merely] temporary. Therefore this 

[negation of superimposition] is a negation of what has not been 

[in fact] acquired, like [the prohibition against] the building of 

a fire in the sky17 [which is in fact impossible]. 

24. It is possible [to apply] a word or a notion to its object but 

not something else. It is not possible [to apply] either word or 

notion [to Atman] since [It] is their own Atman as well as the 

Atman of the bearer of the “I”-notion. 

25. [The Srahj] “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6, etc.) ne¬ 

gates all things, including the notion of agency which is superim¬ 

posed upon Atman, Pure Consciousness, by the bearer of the “I”- 

notion, and it negates also the bearer of the “I”-notion. 

26. [Atman] is the self-effulgent Perception,18 the Seeing, inter¬ 
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nally existing and actionless. [It] is the Witness which is directly 

cognized and in the interior of all, and the Observer which is 

constant, attributeless, and non-dual.19 

27. The bearer of misconception [about Atman] (= the intel¬ 

lect), because it is always near to Atman, appears to be Atman. 

From this arise the two [notions], “oneself” and “one’s own,” 

which are indicated by [the words] “I” and “my.” 

28. As this bearer of the “I”-notion has a universal, and is pos¬ 

sessed of action, etc.,20 it can be referred to by words. One’s own 

Atman cannot be referred to by any word since [It] neither has a 

universal nor is possessed of action, etc. 

29. In the [bearer of the “I”-notion] there is the reflection21 

[of the internal Seeing], and words referring to the former could 

indicate the internal Seeing indirectly, [but] never designate It 
directly. 

30. [This is] because that which is not a member of any genus 

and so on cannot be indicated by words. As the bearer of the 

“I”-notion has the reflection of Atman [in it and appears to be 

Atman],22 it is the intellect that is referred to by the words for 

Atman. 

31. Just as [words] which mean fire are only indirectly used in 

the sense of a torch, etc.,23 since they mean something different 

[from a torch, etc.]. Just as the reflection of a face is different from 

the face since it conforms to the mirror, 

32. so the face is [different] from the reflection since it does not 

conform to the mirror. The reflection of Atman in the bearer of the 

“I”-notion is thought to be like the reflection of a face [in a 

mirror]. 

33. Atman, like the face, is always different [from Its reflection]; 

but as in the case of the face these two [Atman and its reflection] 

are not discriminated [from each other]. Some there are who 

say that the reflection in the bearer of the “I”-notion is the trans¬ 
migrator24; 

34. a shadow is a real substance according to [the authority of] 

the Smrti,25 and there are further reasons [for taking it to be a 

real substance]; for example, [the reason] that [one feels] cool 

[in a shadow].26 [Some say that the transmigrator is] a part of the 

Knower27 or a modification of It.28 Others [think that the transmi- 
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17. “After stating an end, ‘You are the Existent,’ the means 

[to it] should be enjoined. So it is prasamkhyana meditation that is 

the means, and nothing else; the object of [prasamkhyana medita¬ 

tion] is taken here to be the well-established [Atman]. 

18. “Therefore, for the sake of apprehending [Atman] one 

should perform prasamkhyana meditation diligently, being endowed 

with tranquility, etc., and abandoning anything incompatible 

with [this] means and its object.” 

19. [Reply:] That is not so, for the secret doctrines (= Upani- 

sads) end with “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6, etc.). Ends 

to be attained by actions should be stated in the scripture before 

[these Upanisadic doctrines] and final release is not [an end to be 

attained by actions], since it is ever-existing. 

20. Just as the pain of a son is superimposed upon himself by a 

father, though himself suffering no pain, so [pain] is superimposed 

by the bearer of the “I”-notion ( = the intellect) upon its Atman 

which is ever free from pain. 

21. This superimposition is negated, as if it were a thing ac¬ 

quired, by the words, “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6). 

Moreover no injunction based upon superimposition is at all 

reasonable. 
_ *■. 

22. As superimposition is [made] upon Atman, so [its] negatjqrT 

is [made from Atman], just as the superimposition of dust upon 

the sky and its negation therefrom are made by the unwise. 

23. If a thing were [really] acquired and then negated, final 

release would certainly be [merely] temporary. Therefore this 

[negation of superimposition] is a negation of what has not been 

[in fact] acquired, like [the prohibition against] the building of 

a fire in the sky17 [which is in fact impossible]. 

24. It is possible [to apply] a word or a notion to its object but 

not something else. It is not possible [to apply] either word or 

notion [to Atman] since [It] is their own Atman as well as the 

Atman of the bearer of the “I”-notion. 

25. [The Sruti,] “Not thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6, etc.) ne¬ 

gates all things, including the notion of agency which is superim¬ 

posed upon Atman, Pure Consciousness, by the bearer of the “I”- 

notion, and it negates also the bearer of the “P’-notion. 

26. [Atman] is the self-effulgent Perception,18 the Seeing, inter- 
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nally existing and actionless. [It] is the Witness 

cognized and in the interior of all, and the 

constant, attributeless, and non-dual.19 

27. The bearer of misconception [about 

lect), because it is always near to Atman, appear 

From this arise the two [notions], “oneself” and “one- 

which are indicated by [the words] “I” and “my.” 

28. As this bearer of the “F’-notion has a universal, and is pos¬ 

sessed of action, etc.,20 it can be referred to by words. One’s own 

Atman cannot be referred to by any word since [It] neither has a 

universal nor is possessed of action, etc. 

29. In the [bearer of the “I”-notion] there is the reflection21 

[of the internal Seeing], and words referring to the former could 

indicate the internal Seeing indirectly, [but] never designate It 

directly. 

30. [This is] because that which is not a member of any genus 

and so on cannot be indicated by words. As the bearer of the 

“I”-notion has the reflection of Atman [in it and appears to be 

Atman],22 it is the intellect that is referred to by the words for 

Atman. 

31. Just as [words] which mean fire are only indirectly used in 

the sense of a torch, etc.,23 since they mean something different 

[from a torch, etc.]. Just as the reflection of a face is different from 

the face since it conforms to the mirror, 

32. so the face is [different] from the reflection since it does not 

conform to the mirror. The reflection of Atman in the bearer of the 

“I”-notion is thought to be like the reflection of a face [in a 

mirror]. 

33. Atman, like the face, is always different [from Its reflection]; 

but as in the case of the face these two [Atman and its reflection] 

are not discriminated [from each other]. Some there are who 

say that the reflection in the bearer of the “F’-notion is the trans¬ 

migrator24; 

34. a shadow is a real substance according to [the authority of] 

the Smrti,2B and there are further reasons [for taking it to be a 

real substance]; for example, [the reason] that [one feels] cool 

[in a shadow].26 [Some say that the transmigrator is] a part of the 

Knower27 or a modification of It.28 Others [think that the transmi- 
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grator] is [the bearer of the “I”-notion, viz.,] the locus of the re¬ 

flection of Atman.2* 

35. Some others say it is the independent bearer of the “F’- 

notion alone that is the transmigrator.30 That transmigrator is the 

individual continuity of the “F’-notion and the like, and that 

there is no continuity apart [from that],— 

36. so say the Buddhists.31 It must be examined whether there 

is any truth among these [doctrines]. But an end should be put 

[for the time being] to the debate on what it is that transmi¬ 

grates.32 The topic of [the nature of the reflection] in question 

will now be discussed. 

37. The reflection of the face in the mirror is not an attribute 

either of the face or of the mirror. If it were an attribute of either 

of the two, it would remain even if the other one were re¬ 

moved. 

38. If it is proposed [by an objector] that [the reflection of the 

face is an attribute] of the face, since [it] is given the same name as 

the face, [we answer:] No, because [the reflection of the face] 

conforms to the mirror and because even when the face is there, 

no [reflection of it] exists [unless there is also a mirror]. 

39. If [you say] that [the reflection] is [an attribute] of both 

[the face and the mirror], [we answer:] That is qpt right since [itl 

is not seen even when both [are present unless they are projidrly 

placed], [If you say that] Rahu,33 who is real though invisible, is 

seen against the sun and the moon, 

40. [we answer:] Even before [he is seen in the sun and the 

moon] it has been established from the authority of the scriptures34 

that Rahu is a real substance. However, if [you are of] the opinion 

that [he] is [merely] a shadow, then on the basis of the previous 

reasoning he would not be a real substance.35 

41. The Smrti [referred to in stanza 34] is a prohibition against 

stepping on the shadow [of a teacher, etc.]36 but does not prove 

that [it] is a real substance, since a sentence cannot [be taken to] 

express any other meaning than the one which it intends.37 

42. It is from not using anything warm, etc., but not from the 

shadow that a feeling of coolness, etc. result,33 for [coolness] is 

not observed [to be a property of shadows] though it is observed 

to be a property of water. 

43. Atman, [Its] reflection, and [Its] locus (= the intellect) are 
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comparable to the face, [its] reflection, and [its] locus (= the 

mirror). And the unreality of the reflection is understood by means 

of the scripture and reasoning. 

44. [Objection:] “As the Seeing is changeless, [It] is not [the 

transmigrator], nor is the reflection [the transmigrator], for the re¬ 

flection is unreal. Nor is the bearer of the “F’-notion [the trans¬ 

migrator], since it is not conscious. Who could be the transmi¬ 

grator?” 

45. [Reply:] Therefore let transmigratory existence be nothing 

but nescience due to the absence of discriminating knowledge. 

Because of [the existence of] the immovable Atman, transmigratory 

existence is always existent in Atman as it were. 

46. Just as a snake, [although not real], exists in a rope because 

of [the existence of] the rope until [the two] are discriminated, so it 

is because of [the existence of] the immovable Atman that transmi¬ 

gratory existence, although not real, [exists in It, but only until 

the two are discriminated]. 

47. Some people think that Atman is the locus of a reflection of 

Atman which changes according to Its notions of Itself, and that 

It is [thus] a permanent transmigrator which experiences pleasure 

and pain. 

48. These people, unguided by scripture, are deluded because 

they do not fully know Atman and [Its] reflection as they really_ 

are, and think that Atman is a bearer of the “F’-notion. 

49. Their view is that transmigratory existence exists as a real 

substance39 characterized by acting and experiencing. They 

undergo transmigratory existence since they do not know Atman, 

[Its] reflection and [Its] locus, on account of their lack of dis¬ 

criminating knowledge. 

50. If the intellect [, though appearing to be Pure Conscious¬ 

ness], has the reflection of Pure Consciousness, while Atman has 

Pure Consciousness as Its nature, the Vedas are right to teach At¬ 

man by means of words like “knowledge” (jnana). 
51. [Objection:] “The meaning of verbal root and verbal 

suffix,40 though different [from each other], are seen to have one 

and the same subject as in ‘karoti’ (he does), ‘gacchati' (he goes), 

etc., according to universally accepted opinion. 

52. “Neither in ordinary life nor in the Smrti is it seen that there 

are two separate subjects for these two [verbal root and verbal 
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suffix]. Explain why in construing 'janati’ (he knows) there should 

be two subjects.” 
53. [Reply:] It is the reflection of Atman that is expressed by the 

verbal termination whereas the meaning of the root is the action 
of the intellect.41 And it is on account of the absence of discriminat¬ 
ing knowledge that the two [Atman and intellect] are wrongly said 

to “know” {janati).42 
f 54. Knowledge does not belong to the intellect and Atman has 
I no action. Therefore “to know55 is not applicable to either of them. 
' 55. Therefore the word “consciousness” (jiiapti),43 which im¬ 
plies action, has no application [to Atman] either. For It is not 

anything changing, the doctrine being that Atman is constant.44 
56. It is the intellect but not [Atman] that is expressed byjthe 

word] “intellect” (buddhi) [which is an instrument], since [if Atman 

were expressed by the word “intellect which denotes an instru¬ 

ment, Atman would Itself be an instrument and there would be no 
agent remaining, but] there can be no instrument without an 

agent. Nor again is [Atman] expressed by words denoting an ob¬ 

ject, by saying [of It] “it is known” (jayate). 
57. Atman is never taken to be expressible by words or cogniz¬ 

able, according to those who [realize that] Atman is only one, 

free from pain and changeless. ' 
58. If the bearer of the “I”-notion were Atman, then [Atman] 

would be the primary meaning of a word.45 But as [the bearer of 

the “I”-notion] has hunger, etc., it is not in the SrutiiG taken to be 

Atman. 
59. [Objection:] “Unfortunately then there is no primary 

meaning [of the word] and neither is there any secondary mean¬ 

ing.47 Nevertheless, the application of words like janati’ has to be 

accounted for. 
60. “If words were false, the Vedas would not be an authority 

either. And this is not acceptable. Therefore the application of 

this word has to be taken according to the generally accepted 

way.” 
61. [Reply:] If what is generally accepted by deluded people 

is taken, it would entail the non-existence of Atman, that is, the 

settled doctrine of the Lokayatas,48 and this is not acceptable. 

62. If what is generally accepted by the learned [is taken], 
failure to discriminate [between Atman and the intellect follows] 
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as before.49 This Veda which is the authority does not make any 

useless [word].50 
63. The face is indeed thought by men to be the same as the 

face in a mirror, for the reflection of the face is seen to be of the 

form of the face. 
64. And because they do not discriminate between this [Atman] 

which becomes falsely manifest in that [intellect] and that [intel¬ 
lect] in which this [Atman] becomes falsely manifest, all people 

naturally use the verb “janati.”61 
65. Superimposing the agency of the intellect [upon Atman], 

[they] say that the Knower (= Atman) “knows” (janati). In like 
manner superimposing the Pure Consciousness [of Atman upon 

the intellect], [they] say in this world that the intellect is knower. 

66. As Knowledge is the nature of Atman and is eternal Light, 

as the Sruti says,52 It is never produced by the intellect, by Atman, 

or by anything else. 
67. Just as the “P’-notion arises with regard to the body and 

ordinary people say that [the body, i.e., “I”] knows, so the intel¬ 
lect, and Atman as well, are [regarded as] producers of knowledge. 

68. Deluded thus by the notions of the intellect which are 
produced and appear to be Pure Consciousness, logicians say that 

knowledge is produced. 
69. Therefore [the very existence of] a word like “janati,” the 

notion [of it], and memory of it are from the absence of the discrim¬ 

inating knowledge of the Knower, [Its] reflection and the intel¬ 

lect. 
70. The nature of the reflection [of the face], viz. conformity to 

the mirror, is superimposed upon the face. In like manner, the 
nature of the reflection of the Knower, viz. conformity to the at¬ 
tributes of the intellect, is taken to be [superimposed upon the 

Knower]. 
71. The notions of the intellect, therefore, on being illumined 

by the reflection of Atman, appear, as it were, to be perceivers, 
just as torches, etc., appear to be burning [though in fact it is the 

fire in the torches, etc., that is burning].53 
72. Saying that [the notions of the intellect] are manifest of 

themselves alone, and that [they] are of themselves alone per¬ 

ceivers, the Buddhists54 deny the existence of a perceiver [other 

than the notions themselves]. 
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73. If thus these notions of the intellect were not to be seen by 
anything else, tell [me] how are those Buddhists to be refuted?66 
[Even if it be said that] although their existence and non-existence 

are never perceived by anything else, 
74. they have [among themselves] a continuous perceiver fa- 

part from Atman], [we reply:] It is also no more than a notion, 
since even if there is another perceiver, [it and the notions] are 

equally non-intelligent. 
75. If [you] think that in the presence of the Overseer [the no¬ 

tions] would be established, [we answer:] No, because it would 
follow that even if [the notions were in the presence of] anything 
other [than the Overseer—for example, wood and clay—they 

would be established], since the Overseer, even though [they were 
in Its presence], does nothing to help establish them].66 

76. Is the hearer who is suffering from pain and seeking after 

[final release] the Overseer or something else? It is not your view 
that it is the Overseer who is suffering from pain and seeking 

after [final release]. 
77. It can never be right to take it that I, a doer, am the 

Overseer and the Existent. Nor further is it proper that the 
statement of the Sruti, “You are the Existent,” should also be false. 

78. If the Sruti were making its statement [bn the basis of] not 

discriminating the two [“I” (= Atman) and “you” (= non-.di- 
marc)], it would be comprehensible.67 But if [the Sruti] were to 
say, “You [are the Existent]” [on the basis of] discriminating 

[“you”] from “I,” 
79 & 80. [and “you”] refers to the continuum of the notions, 

there would be the defect already mentioned.68 If [you69 say that] 

“you” refers to the Overseer, [you] should explain here how any 

relation between the “I”-notion and the Overseer could exist 
through which “you” could indicate [the Overseer] indirectly. 

If [you say that] there is a relation of being seer and the object 
seen, how can there be [such a relation between the “I”-notion 
and the Overseer], when the Overseer is actionless? 

81. If [you say], let the Overseer, though actionless, be in essence 

identical [with the “I”-notion], [we answer:] Unless it is grasped 
that the relationship is that the Overseer is the essence of “mine” 
(= the “I”-noton),6° there will be no realization [of the identity 

of the “I”-notion and the Overseer]. 
82. If you think that the relationship can be grasped from the 
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scripture, [we answer:] No, because that would entail the three¬ 

fold defects given already61; or else it would be an understanding 
of [the Overseer] as “mine” and [not the understanding of their 
identity]. 

83. While the intellect, [though] non-Seeing, is always appear¬ 
ing in the form of the Seeing (= Atman), then from the intellect 
notions too appear, as sparks from a red-hot iron.62 

84. It is [only on the assumption of] the ultimate Seeing that 
one can reasonably [account for the fact] that people [perceive the 
intellect’s] false appearance [in the form of the Seeing of waking 
and dream, and] its disappearance [in deep sleep], and not other¬ 
wise [than on that assumption]. And as this is [in fact] the case, 
[the intellect] takes [itself] to be the Seeing. 

85. [Objection:] “Can it not be that the Seeing enters [the in¬ 
tellect] as fire into a lump of iron?” [Reply:] That [contention] 
has been refuted by the illustration of the face and [its] reflection 
in a mirror.63 

86. When the black iron appears red, that is considered to be an 
anology64 [of the intellect appearing to be the Seeing].66 An 
analogy, however, can never correspond in every detail. 

87. In like manner, with the reflection of Pure Consciousness 
[in it], the mind appears to be Pure Consciousness. The reflec¬ 

tion has been said to be false like the reflection of the face in a 
mirror. 

88. It is not supported by the scriptures or reasoning that the 
mind is conscious. [If the mind were conscious,] it would follow 
that the body and the eye, etc., would also be so. 

89. If [you say,] “Let them also be so,” [we answer:] No, be¬ 

cause [if it were so, you would have] become a materialist. And if 
there were no reflection in the mind, the notion that I am the 
Seeing would not arise.” 

90. If there were no notion, “I am the Existent,” [the sentence], 
“Thou art That” (Chand. Up. VI,8,7, etc.) would also be 
meaningless. To him who knows the distinction between “you” 
and “I” this sentence will be meaningful.66 

91. It should be known that the two notions “my” and “this” 
inevitably denote “you” (= non -Atman). [The notion] “I” is 
thought to denote “I” (= Atman) and [the notion] “I am this” 
denotes both [“I” and “you”]. 

92. In regard to each other, a relation of principal and subordi- 
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nate is assumed, and it is reasonable that a relation of qualifying 
and qualified between them should be accepted. 

93. These two [notions], “my” and “this,” are both qualifying 
attributes of the [notion “I”] which is mentioned in the middle 
[of Upad 1,18, 91], just as [the wealth and cows are qualifying 
attributes of a man in the case of] “a man possessed of wealth” 
and “a man possessed of cows”: and similarly the body is [a quali¬ 
fying attribute] of the bearer of the “I”-notion. 

94. Everything seated in the intellect,67 as well as the bearer 

of the ‘T’-notion, is [a qualifying attribute] of the Witness. 
Therefore the Knower makes everything manifest, though touch¬ 
ing nothing. 

95. All this, which has been set forth according to popular con¬ 

viction, is inverted [thinking], [Though] for those who are not 
intent upon discrimination, everything exists, [yet] it does not 
exist for those who have discriminating knowledge. 

96. The logical means by which to ascertain [the meanings of] 
“this” [and] “I” should indeed be the method of agreement and 
difference68 of the words and of the meanings of the words.69 

97. In thinking, “I did not see anything else at all in this state 

of deep sleep,” one does not deny his own Seeing but negates his 
own notions.70 ' 

98. [The scripture itself declares] the existence of Consciousness 
and Its immovability, saying, “[Then this person becomes] self- 

illumined” (Brh. Up. IV,3,9) [and] “For there is no [cessation 

of the Seeing of] the Seer [because of Its imperishability]” (Brh. 

Up. IV,3,23), but [declares] the perishability of the notions. 

[Thus] the scripture itself separates notions from Awareness. 

99. When one has thus come to know, from the Sruti and from 
universally accepted usage, the meaning of the sentences, the 

Sruti says, “Thou art That” (Chand. Up. VI,8,7, etc.) in order 
to remove the delusion of a hearer,71 

100. just as Brahma removed the ignorance of Dasaratha’s son 
(= Rama) merely by means of the declaration [, “You are the God 
Narayana,” and] did not mention any other effort whereby he was 
to know that he was Visnu.72 

101. [The sentence] that you are the Existence expresses only 

the basis of the word “I,” which [rests] on the Light, i.e., the inner 
Atman. Thus the result of it is final release.73 

102. If the result should not arise by merely hearing [the sen- 
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tence], then there would necessarily be some duty to be fulfilled. 
It is accepted that even before the verbal expression,74 Atman 

exists by Itself. 

103. Right knowledge arises at the moment of hearing,76 re¬ 
sulting in freedom from hunger, etc.76 There is no doubt about the 
meaning of the sentences like “Thou art That” (Chand. Up. 
VI,8,7, etc.), in the past, present, or future. 

104. As the Awareness-Atman is by nature free from obstacles, 
the right knowledge of one’s own Atman infallibly arises at the 
time of hearing. 

105. Does one understand [at the time of hearing], “I am the 
Existent” or, “I am something else”? If [one understands, “I am] 
the Existent,” the principal meaning of the word “I” should be 
regarded as being “the Existent.” 

106. If [one were to understand, “I am] something else,” then 

it [would] be wrong to attain the knowledge, “I am the Existent.” 

If the principal meaning is grasped, there is therefore no obstacle 
to the realization here. 

107. The notion and its bearer (= the intellect), which have 
the reflection of [Atman and appear to be Atman], exist for Its sake. 

And since both are non-conscious, the result (= final release) is 
assumed to be in Pure Consciousness.77 

108. The result (= final release) is proper to [Atman] though 
[It is] immovable, just as victory, etc. are proper to a king,78 since 

that result [i.e., final release) is neither the nature nor the cause 
of either action or the notion. 

109. Only in the sense that the mirror which has the reflection 

of a face and appears to be the face is the face, can the mirror of 

the intellect’s notion which has the reflection of Atman [and ap¬ 
pears to be Atman be what is called atman]. In that sense the “I” 
is indeed [atman but not in the true sense]. 

110. This is the way of realization that “[I] am the Existent.” 
And [if] it were not so (= if there were no reflection), it would not 
be [realized]. If there were no medium, the teaching “Thou art 
That” (Chand. Up. VI,8,7, etc.) would moreover be meaning¬ 
less. 

111. Thus, teaching is useful [only] when it is directed to a 

hearer. If the Overseer is not taken as the hearer, who would be 
the hearer? 

112. If [you] suggest that in the presence of the Overseer the 
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intellect will be [a hearer], [we answer:] The Overseer does not 
do anything for [the intellect], any more than a piece of wood 
can be taken [to do anything for it].79 

113. If the Overseer were to do anything for the intellect, would 
It not be subject to transformation? And what is wrong with [ac¬ 
cepting] the reflection [theory] since it is supported by the Sruti80 

and other authority? 

114. If [you say that to accept] a reflection entail changes [in 
Atman], [we answer:] No, as already said, [it is unreal] just as a 
snake and so forth appears to be a rope81 and so forth and just 
as a mirror [appears to be] a face.82 

115. If [you say that] unless the appearance of [the intellect] 
as atman is established apart from the perception of Atman, there 
would arise the fallacy of mutual dependence,83 [we answer:] 
The face and so on are established apart from [the appearance 
of the mirror as the face and like]. 

116. [You may say that] if the Overseer is established apart 
from [Its reflection], the reflection belongs to It, and if the reflec¬ 
tion does belong to It, [the reflection] is distinct from the Overseer. 

117. That is not so, since the notion [of the intellect] and the 
Seeing are in dream established each separately; since no chariot 
or other [external objects]84 exist in the dreaming state, [it is sim¬ 
ply that] the notion [of the intellect] is being perceived by Atman. 

118. Pervaded by Awareness (= Atman), the notion [of the in¬ 
tellect] assumes the form of an object [of perception]. The object 

[of perception] is taken to be that in whose form the notion arises. 

119. As [the object of perception] is most desired, it is the ob¬ 
ject of an action.85 One who is desirous of obtaining it is enjoined 

to perform the action. And that [notion of the intellect] to which 

the form [of the object] should be given is called an instrument. 
120. That [Atman] is called Knower86 by the reflection of 

which [the notion of the intellect] is pervaded. He is a knower of 

Atman who, having examined these three,87 knows [which is At¬ 

man] among them. 

121. Since they are judged to be “right,” “doubtful,” or 
“false,” the notions [of the intellect] are changeable. There is only 
the one Awareness in them but distinctions are made [in It] by the 
notions. 

122. Just as the distinctions [in color, etc.] of a jewel are due to 
the distinctions of the limiting adjuncts,88 so impurity and all 
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changes of the Awareness (= Atman) are due to the notions [of 
the intellect]. 

123. The manifestation, perception, and establishment of the 
notions here [in this world] are due to another (= Atman), since 
[it is Atman that is] directly cognizable like a lamp. This is the 
inference which is being stated.89 

124. Should one let the man ignorant [of It] grasp [Atman] 

by some [accepted] means of knowledge, or [should it be] by 
negating [non-Atman] so that [only] the other(= Atman) re¬ 
mains,90 without [using] any [of the accepted] means of knowl¬ 
edge? 

125. If it is now said that [the method is that non -Atman] is 
negated by verbal testimony which is a means of knowledge, it 
would follow that [Atman] would be a void, since no Overseer 
would have been established. 

126. If [you argue,] “You are a conscious being. How [can you 
be] the body?”, [we answer:] Not [conclusive], because [itis] not 
established [through the mere negation that the conscious being 
is different from the body], [Only] if a conscious being different 
[from anything else] had been established, would [the Overseer] 
be [established] in that way by abandoning something else.” 

127. [Objection:] “The Overseer simply exists of Itself and 

[our argument holds] since the conscious being is directly cogniz¬ 
able.” [Reply:] Then the understanding of a man ignorant 
[of It] ought to be the same as [that of] the one [skeptic]91 who 
positively] asserts the non-existence [of Atman], 

128. [Objection:] “By the fact that people in ordinary life have 
the memory ‘I knew this,’ we may say that the instrument, ob¬ 
ject, and agent are established simultaneously.”92 

129. [Reply:] Even if [we admit for the sake of argument] that 
memory is a right means of knowledge,93 it [only] appears to be 

simultaneous on account of its swiftness. The perceptions [of in¬ 
strument, object, and agent arose originally] one after another 
before the memory [was laid down], and [now], after the memory 
[has been recalled, they come up] in the same manner. 

130. One certainly assumes [distinctions like] “I know this 
(= the object)” and “I knew me (= the agent).” Where dis¬ 
tinctions are assumed there is no simultaneity. 

131. And [a regressus ad infinitum follows] since the three [in¬ 
strument, object, and agent] arise at the time of perceiving the na- 
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ture even [of one of them alone]; the agency associated with [the 

perception of] the nature [of the agent] is not [associated with the 

perception of the nature] of the instrument and the object. 

132. The object of an action is declared to be that which it is 

intended should be always affected by the action of some agent.94 

Therefore it is accepted that the object of an action depends upon 

the agent [and] not upon anything else. 

133. It is by verbal testimony, inference, or a means of knowl¬ 

edge other than these that anything becomes established for the 

man ignorant [of It], and not otherwise. 

134. [Question:] “Is the Overseer too established by a means of 

knowledge, or without any?” [Reply:] One’s own [Overseer] is 

[in fact] established without any [means of knowledge]; but this 

is not sufficient for the man ignorant [of It]. 

135. If the Overseer be taken to be the man ignorant [of It], 

there ought to be some evidence other than [Itself] for [It to be] 

known. And if anything other [than It] is the man ignorant [of 

It], there ought certainly to be [evidence other than Itself] for 
knowing [It]. 

136. Does “establishment”96 mean “the state of being 

known,”96 “coming into existence,”97 or something else?98 If [it 

means] “the state of being known,” you must remember the two 

alternatives just mentioned [in the previous verse]. 

137. If “establishment” means “coming into existence,” no 

effort would be of any avail for that, since it is well known to 

everyone that a thing [comes into existence] from its own causes. 

138. In the doctrine, therefore, which accepts knowledge, ob¬ 

ject of knowledge, etc., “establishment” is said to be “the state of 

being known.” The Overseer and the overseen are “established” 

[and] are “the object to be known,” but they do not “come into 

existence.” 

139. If [you] assume that “establishment” means “distinct¬ 

ness”99 of the object, agent, etc., [we say that] “distinctness” and 

“indistinctness” belong only to [the Overseer] different [from ob¬ 

ject, agent, etc.] and not to them. 

140. And ajar does not become “distinct” to a blind man, an 

agent who has no faculty of seeing. If “distinctness” be supposed 

to belong to the agent, etc. [which have no faculty of seeing], the 

faculty of sight must have a bearer—the Overseer. 

141. [Objection:]190 “Tell [us] what do you gain by [postulat- 
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ing] the dependence of knowledge upon something else (= At¬ 

man)? [If you say,] ‘[The dependence of knowledge] upon the 

knower is accepted,’ [we answer:] In our view the knower too is 
nothing but knowledge.” 

142. It is certain that the nature of knowledge is devoid of dis¬ 

tinction but yet is seen by those of distorted vision as if it had the 

distinction of object, knower, and consciousness.”101 

143. [“In our view knowledge is declared to be action and 

agent. ]102 [Reply:] If [you admit that] knowledge is existent 

and perishable, [you should also] accept that it has a bearer. 

If [you say that] you accept no attribute [of knowledge], [you] 

give up [your own] position [that knowledge is existent and 
perishable]. 

144. [Objection:] Surely an attribute such as existence is [re¬ 

ally simply] the exclusion of non-existence, and so on?” [Reply:] 

Even then knowledge should not be perishable, for you hold that 

[it] has specific individuality.103 

145. Destruction goes only up to specific individuality (= At¬ 

man) [in our view. But you hold that] destruction is the exclusion 

of non-destruction. You say that sameness [perceived] as cow is 

the non-existence of non-cow, but that is not the specific indi¬ 
viduality of a cow. 

146. You say that the meaning denoted by the word “momen¬ 

tary is also nothing but the non-existence of something else [than 

the momentary]. [Objection:] “Though non-existence is devoid 

of distinction, we take it that distinction arises because of 
names.” 

147. [Reply:] How in your view can one become many because 

of differences in names? If exclusion104 is concerned with things 

other [than a cow], how does this [exclusion of them] indicate a 
cow? 

148. Neither non-existences (negations) nor any particularities 

[could] ever distinguish [a cow from a non-cow], any more than 

names, generic properties, and the like [could distinguish] con¬ 

sciousness, since on your view [consciousness] is devoid of partic¬ 
ularities. 

149. If you accept sense-perception or inference105 [as means of 

knowledge] in daily life, it must necessarily be admitted that it 

(sense-perception or inference) arises on the basis of differences 

between action and the agent. 
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150. Therefore blue and yellow or ajar and the like are quali¬ 
fying attributes of consciousness; and so the [perceiver] which 
perceives [it] should be admitted. 

151. There is the perceiver of form-color and other [external 
objects], which is different from them, since [they] are objects of 
perception. Likewise there is [the perceiver] of the notion [of the 
intellect] which is similarly different [from that notion], since [the 
perceiver] is the illuminator [of the notion], like a lamp.106 

152. What kind of relationship other than that of the seer and 
the object of seeing will be possible between the Overseer who is 
the seeing and the object of the Overseer, which is the object of 
seeing?107 

153. Being effected by the Overseer, seeing pervades the object 
of seeing, or rather, some help is given to the intellect by the 
permanent Overseer.108 

154. It has previously been said109 that the help is [for the in¬ 

tellect] to become Overseer-like [because of the reflection of the 
Overseer in it] and since the intellect [thus] becomes an illumina¬ 
tor, [it] pervades ajar and other [external objects], as light and 
the like pervade [their objects]. 

155. Just as a jar [when pervaded by light] becomes something 
situated in the light, so does it [when pervaded by the intellect] 
become something seated in the intellect.110 It is the intellect’s 
pervasion [of the jar] that is the jar’s being seated [in the intellect]. 
In the pervasion by the intellect there would be sequence [of 
stages]. 

156. First the notion [of the intellect] pervades [objects]. Then 
there is the help of Atman. [However] this sequence is not appli¬ 

cable to the Overseer of all, any more than to time, space and the 
like. 

157. Something which, like the mind, perceives objects with 
the help of some factors, leaving [some objects] unperceived, is 
subject to transformation. 

158. The knowledge “I am the Overseer” is merely a convic¬ 
tion pertaining to the intellect [but] not to the Overseer, since 

That is free from distinction, having no other [Overseer above 

It]- 
159. Even if the bearer [of the “I”-notion] were to realize final 

release, thinking thus, “I am [the Overseer],” it is not reasonable 
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that final release from pleasure and pain should take place in the 
bearer of the “I”-notion (= the intellect). 

160. The notion “[I am] suffering pain” must arise from a mis¬ 
conception [o{ Atman] as the body and so forth, like the notion that 
“[I am] owner of an earring.” It is by the notion “I am the 
inner Atman,” 

161. namely by discriminating knowledge here [in our doc¬ 
trine], that [the notion] devoid of discriminating knowledge is 
sublated. In the inverted view, [everything] would become non¬ 
existent in the end since the valid means of knowledge would be¬ 
come invalid. 

162. If [I,] Atman, were burnt, cut, and destroyed, [I, Atman] 

would suffer pain, but otherwise not; for though one [man] may 

be burnt, [cut, or destroyed], a different [man] never suffers the 
pain. 

163. Being without touch and body,111 I (= Atman) can there¬ 

fore never be burnt. Therefore [the notion “I suffer pain”] arises 
from false conception just as, when [one’s] son is dead, [the notion 

I am] dead” [arises from false conception].112 

164. [The notion] “I am owner of an earring”118 is certainly 

sublated by discriminating knowledge. Likewise the notion “[I] 
suffer pain” [is] always [sublated] by the notion “I am apart.” 

165. If it be established that [Atman] suffers pain, it should be 
admitted that Atman is always capable of suffering pain [but this 
is not the case], [Therefore the notion “I] suffer” results from the 

false conception whereby the object [i.e., pain] is produced and 
destroyed. 

166. Just as, though [Atman is] without touch and motion, [one 
feels] touch and motion, etc. [to be located in Atman], so also 

because of lack of discriminating knowledge one feels pain to be 
located in Atman, though it belongs to the mind. 

167. By discriminating knowledge, namely the [right] notion 
of Atman, pain is removed like motion, etc. Since the mind is by 
nature devoid of discriminating knowledge, it roams without 
desiring [to do so]. 

168. Then pain is experienced; [but it is] not [experienced] 
when the mind has become motionless. Therefore it is not reason¬ 
able that pain is located in the inner Atman. 

169. Since [in the sentence “Thou art That” the words] 
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“Thou” and “The Existent” (= That) have the same referent, 

this [sentence] is comparable to [the sentence] “The horse is 

black.” Since the word “Thou” is [used] in apposition to [a 

word—“Existent”—which] refers to the Painless One (= Brah¬ 

man), it [too] refers to that [Painless One]. 

170. Likewise, since the word “That” is [used] in connection 

with [the word which] denotes the inner Atman, [it refers to the 

inner Atman]. [Just like the sentence] “You are the tenth,”114 the 

sentence [“Thou art That”] means the inner Atman. 

171. Without abandoning their own meanings [the words 

“Thou” and “That”] convey a special meaning and result in the 

realization of the inner Atman. Therefore there is no other mean¬ 

ing contradictory to this meaning. 

172. Since [the tenth boy] is included in the notion [“he must 

be among] the nine [others],”116 [he] tries to know [which is the 

tenth boy], not counting himself as making up the ten. Similarly 

people [try to know] their own Atman.116 

173. Because their eyes are bound by nescience those people 

whose intellect is seized by desire do not clearly realize themselves 

to be the Seeing, just as [the tenth boy] does not realize himself 

to be the tenth.117 

174. [Just as the boy knew himself to be the tenth through the 

sentence] “You are the tenth,” so through such sentences as “Thou 

art That” one knows one’s own Atman, the Witness of all the 

internal organs. 

175. There is no fixed rule in the Veda to the effect that in a sen¬ 

tence one [word] should be placed first and another word should 

be placed next; the syntactical relation of words is based upon 

[their] meanings.118 

176. For when the meanings of the words in a sentence, while 

they are being listened to, are remembered by the method of 

agreement and difference,119 then the meaning of the sentence is 

understood. 

177. When the meanings of words in eternal sentences are 

clarified in order to convey the knowledge of the meaning of the 

sentences [to a pupil], then the question [“How am I Brahman?”] 

is out of place. 

178. The method of agreement and difference has been men¬ 

tioned for the purpose of remembering the meanings of the words, 
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for nobody can know the meaning of a sentence without remem¬ 

bering [the meanings of words]. 

179. In such sentences as “Thou art That,” the meaning of sen¬ 

tences—[namely] “I am ever-free”—is not manifested from them 

because the meaning of the word “Thou” has not been analyzed. 

180. The method of agreement and difference has been men¬ 

tioned for the purpose of analyzing out the [meaning of the word 

“Thou”] and for no other purpose; for [it is only] when the mean¬ 

ing of the word “Thou” has been discriminated, like a vilva fruit120 

placed on the palm [of the hand], 

181. the meaning of the sentences becomes manifest. And thus 

[the meaning of the sentences] is the One Apart,121 since the 

inner Atman is ascertained by the exclusion122 of the [meaning] 

“experiencer of pain” from the meanings of the word I. 

182. Such being the case the [above-mentioned] meaning is 

possible; thus it is not reasonable for those versed in the meanings 

of words and sentences to abandon the [meaning] which is ex¬ 

pressed in the Srutis and to understand a meaning which is not 

expressed in the Srutis. 

183. [Objection:]123 “Sense-perception and other [means of 

knowledge] do sublate [knowledge arising from sentences], as 

[they do in the case of the sentence describing] cooking as applied 

to grains of gold124 and so on.” [Reply:] How can [knowledge 

arising from] sentences be sublated by that erroneous [knowledge] 

which arises from sense-perception and other [means of knowl¬ 

edge] ? 
. 184. [Objection:] “As long as there is the knowledge T suffer 

pain’ [the knowledge] ‘[I am] free from pain’ does not arise from 

the sentence, although [the former] is erroneous knowledge due 

to perception and other [means of knowledge].” [Reply:] Not 

so, because there are exceptions. 

185. In the dreaming state I suffered pain today on account of 

burning, cutting, and the like [but the pain was sublated by the 

sentences]. Even if [the pain] be not sublated by the sentences 

in the dreaming state, 

186. still it should be admitted that [pain] is sublated before 

[the beginning] of, and [after] the end of, the pain, since the 

persistence of pain or delusion is not seen anywhere. 

187. If one knows that the inner Atman is the [highest] Atman 
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by sublating the [knowledge] that I suffer pain, just as [the boy 

knew he was] the tenth by sublating the knowledge that he was 

among the nine [others],125 there is no contradiction. 

188. The knowledge that one is ever-free arises from the sen¬ 

tence and not from anything else. The knowledge of the meaning 

of the sentence is also preceded by recollecting the meaning of the 

words.126 

189. By the method of agreement and contrariety the meaning 

of words is certainly recollected. Thus one realizes that one is one¬ 

self free from pain and actionless.127 

190. Through such sentences as “[Thou art] the Existent,” 

like the [sentence] “You are the tenth,” right knowledge con¬ 

cerning the inner Atman will become clearer.128 

191. Just as all pain in the dreaming state ceases by awakening 

so [the notion] that one suffers pain oneself is always [destroyed] 

by the [right] notion that the inner Atman [is the highest Atman].12,9 

192. In the case of grains of gold, etc., right knowledge does not 

arise since [grains of gold, etc.,] to which something other than 

[cooking] pertains, do not become soft.130 But this is not true of 

such sentences as “Thou art That” since there is no contradiction. 

193. In the sentence “Thou art That” the meaning of the two 

[words] “That” and “art” are already known. Because of the 

absence of any assistance to recollect the meaning of [the word] 

“Thou,” the sentence will not produce right knowledge. 

194. This word “art” means that [the words] “That” and 

“Thou” have the same referent.131 The word “That” means inner 

Atman and [the word] “Thou” has the meaning of the word 

“That.” 

195. The two [words] will remove [the notions] that [the word 

“Thou” (= the inner Atman) means] a sufferer of pain and that 

[the word “That” (= Brahman) means] non-inner Atman. And 

thus [the two words] will mutually convey the meaning of [the 

sentence] “Not thus! Not so!” 

196. When the result of the [sentence] “Thou art That” is un¬ 

derstood in such a way, how is it said that this [sentence] is not 

the means of knowledge and that it depends upon action?132 

197. Therefore in the beginning, in the middle and in the end, 

the [injunction] “Perform action” is contradictory [to the sen¬ 
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tence]; so [it] should not be accepted since [it is] not stated in the 

Srutis. And there [would] also [be] the meaningless abandon¬ 

ment of that which is stated in the Srutis.133 

198. [Objection:] “Satisfaction is felt from eating, but it is not 

experienced from the sentence. This analysis of the sentence is 

like [trying to] get boiled milk-rice from cow-dung.” 

199. [Reply:] It is true that [only] indirect knowledge arises 

from sentences referring to things other than Atman. But it cannot 

be doubted that [direct knowledge arises from the sentence] which 

refers to the inner Atman, just as the [true] number [ten] was 

obtained [from the sentence, “You are the tenth”].134 

200. It has to be accepted that [the inner Atman] is “self-evi¬ 

dent,” which is synonymous with “self-knowable.” And the 

Awareness of one’s own Atman is established at the time of the 
cessation of the “I”-notion. 

201. Pain is the object to intellects. How can this inner Atman, 

the Seeing, have any connection with pain, when those [intellects 

themselves are in turn properly] taken to be merely objects to It?135 

202. It is only Itself that is aware of the Seeing, for Its nature is 

Awareness. The Awareness of this [inner Atman] is described as 

the intellect’s coming into being as a possessor of Its reflection. 

203. You here and now are final release, [self-]established and 

free from hunger, etc.136 How can such a contradictory statement 

be made [in the Sruti] that [Atman] is to be heard, etc., by you?137 

204. If [you say] that [final release] has to be established, it 

might be so; then hearing and so forth would be necessary [to es¬ 

tablish final release]. In that case final release would be non-eter¬ 

nal. Otherwise (i.e., if it were eternal), the [injunctive] sacred word 
would be contradictory. 

205. If the difference between a hearer and the object to be 

heard (= Atman, or final release) were accepted, this [hearing, 

etc.] would be necessary. In that case, there would be a contra¬ 

diction of the desired meaning [which is the identity of Brahman 

and Atman]; the sacred word would be quite incoherent. 

206. Once having known himself as “I am the [self-]established 

final release, any man who desires action would be foolish and 

would also betray the scripture. 

207. For he who is [self-]established has no duty to perform; 
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he who has any duty to perform is not [self-]established. One who 

maintains both [ideas together] deceives himself. 

208. [Objection:] “Only [the bare fact of] this reality is taught 

by the words, ‘You are the [self-]established final release.’ [But] 

what is the hearer to do so as to know that he is thus? 

209. “It is experienced by means of perception that I am an 

agent and a sufferer of pain. Therefore there would be an effort 

[to know] that I am neither an agent nor a sufferer of pain. 

210. “The Sruti has repeatedly affirmed agency, etc., when say¬ 

ing that reasoning, etc., should be employed in order to know that 

[T must be neither an agent nor a sufferer of pain’] and to 

experience [‘I am self-]established.’ ” 

211. [Reply:] Once having understood “I am final release, 

painless, actionless, desireless, and [self-]established,” how can one 

still accept such a contradictory meaning? 

212. [Objection:] “You have to explain how it is that I experi¬ 

ence that [I] have desire and action, and am not [self-]established, 

although I am not so.” 

213. [Reply:] That [point] may indeed be questioned about [but] 

not the experience that [one is] in final release. It is a thing which 

is contradicted by means of valid knowledge which is questionable. 

214. The [experience] that I am in final release results from 

means of knowledge other [than perception, namely the sentence] 

“Thou art the Existent.” It is [the experience] that [I] suffer pain 

which deserves to be questioned, arising as it does from fallacious 

perception. 

215. One should be told what he asks and hopes for. The ab¬ 

sence of pain is being asked for. How does this pain disappear 

from mind completely? 

216. To meet this question, it must be stated what it is that 

removes pain. Since the Srutis are the means of knowledge there 

is no doubt of one’s own Atman. 

217. Therefore the sacred word of the Srutis brings about the 

realization that one’s Atman is in final release. It should be accept¬ 

ed that [this sacred word] has this meaning, since there is no 

evidence to the contrary. 

218. No Awareness of Atman other than this is possible, since 

the Sruti says, “It is not known by those who [say they] understand 
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It” (Kena Up. 11,3) [and] “[By what, my dear, should one know] 

the knower?” (Brh. Up. 11,4,14). 

219. The renunciation of all actions becomes the means for dis¬ 

criminating the meaning of the word “Thou”138 since there is an 

[Upanisadic] teaching, “Having become calm, self-controlled, 

[. . . , one sees Atman there in oneself]” (Brh. Up. IV, 4, 23). 

220. In oneself should one see Atman, the inner Atman which is 

denoted by [the word] “Thou.” Thence one sees all to be Atman— 

that is, the One Apart which is meant by the sentence [“Thou art 

That”]. 

221. When the meaning of the sentence, viz. that all is Atman, 

has become known to one through the right means of knowledge, 

how can any injunction enjoin him to perform [any action], since 

the other means of knowledge are untrue? 

222. Therefore after the knowledge of the meaning of the sen¬ 

tence [has been realized], there cannot be any injunction to action, 

since two contradictory notions, “I am Brahman” and “I am 

an agent,” do not [co-]exist. 

223. The knowledge “I am Brahman” is not sublated by [the 

knowledge] “[I am] an agent” [and] “[I] have desire and am 

bound” which is derived from the fallacious means of knowledge. 

224. When on the basis of the scripture the conviction “I am 

Brahman” and no other becomes firm, then the [above-mentioned 

erroneous] notion, like the notion that the body is Atman, will 

become untenable. 

225. Neither one who has come out to fearlessness from a state 

of fear, nor he who is still making efforts to do so, would seek, if 

he is independent, to go back to the state of fear. 

226. Having been awakened from the ignorance as to the 

meanings of the words, and seeking for the realization of the 

meaning of the sentence, how should one come to follow his de¬ 

sires, when renunciation, etc., have been enjoined [on such a 

man]? 

227.139Therefore everything has been established which we 

have said above. 

228. Certainly nobody strives towards something in which he 

has no interest. Why should a seeker of final release make any 

effort, since he has no interest in the three worlds?140 
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229. Even if suffering from hunger, one certainly does not want 

to take poison. Nobody whose hunger has been appeased by 

sweet food knowingly wants to take poison unless he is a fool.141 

230. Salutation to this good teacher who, like a bee, has col¬ 

lected for us from the flowers of the Upanisadic sentences the best 

honey of the nectar of knowledge.142 
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stresses that the knowledge of Brahman-Atman is attained only through the Sruti 

(Upad 1,11,9; 18,217, etc.). The Sruti is infallible, but any other means of knowledge 
than that is fallacious (pramandbhasajata, Stanza 223; pratyaksSbhasajanyatva, Stanza 

214). See Introduction, III,C,1, pp. 46—49. 

»Cf. BFh. Up. IV,3,10. 

“Cf. Kath. Up. Ill,4. 
“Cf. Upad 1,12,17. 
“This objection, which ends at stanza 18, seems to be made by the Mlmamsakas. 

See the next note. Cf. Upad 1,1,8-11; 18,183. 
“The word prasamcaksa is used as a synonym of prasamkhyana (see stanza 12). In his 

work Suresvara makes an opponent define prasamkhyana as: “Mentally going over the 

meaning of such irat: sayings as ‘Thou art That’ and the reasoning based on the method 
of agreement and contrariety’’ (tattvamasyadisabdarth&nuvayavyatirekayuktivisqyabuddhyam- 

redanam, Nais 111,90). It is also said that when properly performed, prasamkhyana gener¬ 

ates perfect knowledge through the increase of knowledge (ibid). Like Sankara Sure- 

Svara rejects prasmkhyana. Cf. Nais 1,67; 111,88-93; 123-126; Bril. Up. Varttika 1,818 
848; 111,796-961; Unters, pp. 2005-2006; T.M.P. Mahadevan, Sambandha-V artika of 

Suresvaricarya (Madras: University of Madras, 1958), pp. xxi-xxiii. In his Brahmasiddhi 

I, 18] 

Mandanamisra does not explicitly advocate the doctrine of prasamkhyana. However, he 

uses the expression “prasamkhyatini karmani” (Brahmasiddhi, p. 33, line 11) and seems 
to hold the same idea, calling it upasani (see Brahmasiddhi, p. 35, and p. 134). It is said 
that the doctrine of prasamkhyana is one of the instances in which Vacaspati, who is the 
author of the Bhamati, commentary on the BSBh, is made responsible by later Advaitins 
for a view which was originally set forth by Mandanamisra, which he simply revised 

and read into Sankara’s BSBh. See Brahmasiddhi, pp. xxvii-xxxi; S. S. Suryanarayana 
Sastri and C. Kunhan Raja, The Bhamati of Vacaspati (Madras: Theosophical Publish¬ 
ing House, 1933), pp. xxxix-xli anditsfootnote; A. J. Alston (tr), The Naiskarmya Siddhi 
of Sri Suresvara (London: Shanti Sadan, 1959), p. 197. As is clear in the Upad, Sankara 
rejects prasamkhyana, but he recommends parisamkhyana, though how they differ from 
the former is not known; and an illustration of the latter appears in Upad 11,3. Cf. PBh 
I, 5,29, p. 24. 

“Anandajiiana interprets “two” (dvaya) as “sabdarmcintana” and “yuktyanucintana”; 
Bodhanidhi, as “yuktisabdasamarthya”; Ramatirtha, as “vakyanucintana" and “yuktyilo- 
cana.” Cf. the previous stanza. Sankara recognizes the necessity of reasoning and 

Vedic teachings (see stanza 4) but not of prasamkhyana. 

15Anandajiiana and Ramatirtha supply “ced” after “pratipadyate,” but Bodhanidhi 
reads “yato" for “tatha.” 

16“What has been heard” (sruta) may stand for “sabda” (verbal testimony, especially 
Sruti), which constitutes one of the means of knowledge (pramana). 

“See Taitt. Sam. 5,2,7. 
“In the Nyaya-Vaisesika system “upalabdhi” (perception) and “jhana” (knowledge) 

are synonyms for “buddhi” and “pratyaya” (Nyaydsulra 1,1,15; Vaisesikopaskdra 8,1,1). 

According to them knowledge is a quality of e tman-subs tan ce. The Buddhist and the 

Mimamsa systems commonly characterize knowledge as an activity. Sankara rejects 
both theories and asserts that knowledge or perception is Atman Itself or the nature of 
Atman. See Introduction, III,B,3, pp. 38-40. 

“Cf. Svet. Up. VI.ll; Upad 1,11,6; 13,19. 
20In GBh XIII,12, p. 553 (cf. Sankara ad Mand. Up. 7 [Gita Press, n. d.J, pp. 

50-51) Sankara mentions “quality” (guna) and “relation” (sambandha) in addition to 

“universal” (jati) and “action” (kriya), and he styles them “sabdapravrttihetu” in his 
commentary on Taitt. Up. 11,1, p.234 (cf. Sankara ad Brh. Up. 11,3,6, p. 334). But he 

enumerates “name” (nima), “form-and-color” (rUpa), “action” (karman), “distinction” 

(bheda), “universal” (jati), and “quality” (guna) in his commentary on Brh. Up. 
II, 3,6, p. 334. Cf. Nais 111,103; Unters, p. 1962. 

21In the Upad the word abhasa is used in the three meanings: (1) a fallacy (praty- 

aksabhasa-, Upad 1,18,2 \\\ pramanabhasa-, Upad 1,18,223); (2) false appearance (Upad 

1,14,1; 18,84; 18,86, etc.); and (3) reflection (Upad 1,18,43; 18,63, etc.). For a de¬ 
tailed discussion, see S. Mayeda, “The Meaning of Abhasa in Sankara’s Upadesasa- 
hasri” (in Japanese. Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies, vol. 6, no. 1, 1958), pp. 174- 
177; Introduction, III,B,2, pp. 36-37. 

22Cf. Introduction, III,B,2, p. 36-37. 

“See stanza 71. 
24See Introduction, IV,C, pp. 75-76. 

25SeeManuIV,130; Y&jnavalkyasmrti 1,152. This view is refuted later at stanza 41. 

“This view is refuted at stanza 42. See Introduction, IV,C, pp. 75-76. 

27Cf. BS 11,3,43; BhG XV,7. It is reported that Bhartrprapanca held this view. Cf. 
Nakamura III, p. 172. This theory is rejected in GK III,7. See Introduction, IV,C, pp. 
75-76. 

i 
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"The idea that the individual alman is a modification (vikara) of the highest Atman 

is said to have been held generally by early Vedanta philosophers such as Bhartrpra- 

panca (see Sankara ad Brh. Up. IV, 3,7, p. 560). See Nakamura III, pp. 632-633. 

See Introduction, IV,C, pp. 75—76. This theory is refuted in GK III,7. 

"This opinion is refuted at stanzas 45, 47, and 48. 

"Anandajnana and Ramatirtha attribute this opinion to the Bha((a school of 

Mimamsa. 

31 According to Anandajnana and Ramatirtha this is the theory of the Prasangikas. 

32This problem is taken up again in stanzas 44 f. 

33See Upad 1,17,33. 

34Rahu is said to be first referred to in the Atharvaveda (XIX,9,10). Chand. Up. 

VIII, 13 refers to the eclipse of the moon. This legend (see Upad 1,17, 33) was devel¬ 

oped especially in the Puranas. 

35See stanzas 33-39. 

33See stanza 34. 

37This statement probably refers to the principle of vakyabheda (split of the sentence, 

or syntactic disunity), which is a fault (dosa) emphatically disapproved in Mlmaiusa 

as well as in Dharmasastra. According to this principle, one and the same sentence 

cannot be construed as laying down two separate injunctions (vidhi). Sankara also 

refers to this principle in his BSBh 111,3,14, p. 693; 111,3,24, p. 711; 111,3,42, p. 753. 

Cf. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, vol. V, pt. II, pp. 1299-1303; F. Edgerton, 

The Mimamsa Nyaya Prakasa (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1929), p. 46 and p. 

293. 

38See stanza 34. 

38Bodhanidhi reads “vastutas” for “vastusams." CVavastusan," stanza 46. Ramatir¬ 

tha interprets “vastusat” as “paramSrthasat." 

"See Upad 1,18,53; 11,2,77-83. Cf. Introduction, III,B,3, pp. 38-40. 

41See note 40 above. 

42Cf. stanzas 64-67. 

43Cf. Upad 1,15,15 and note 11. 

44Cf. Kath. Up. 11,18; V,13; Mun<j. Up. 1,6. 

45See stanza 29. Sankara accepts two functions of words, primary (mukhya) and 

secondary (guna, upacara), but does not give a full account of them. It may be Sarva- 

jfiatman who first set up a theory thereof in the Advaita Vedanta. See Samksepalartraka 

1,104; 154-157; T. Vetter, Sarvajhatman’s Samksepasarirakam. 1. Kapitel. Einfiihrung, 

Obersetzung und Anmerkmgen (Wien: Kommissionsverlag der Osterreichischen Akademie 

der Wissenschaften, 1972), p. 19; N. Veezhinathan, The Samksepasariraka of Sarvajhat- 

man, Critically Edited with Introduction, English Translation, Notes and Indexes (Madras: 

University of Madras, 1972), pp. 9-12; K. Kunjunni Raja, Indian Theories of Meaning, 

pp. 19-94 and pp. 231-273. 

4«Gf. Brh. Up. 111,5,1. 

47This is similar to Bhartphari’s idea (Vakyapadiya 111,8,13, p. 313). Cf. Nakamura 

IV, pp. 111-113. 

48Lokayata (or Carvaka) is the materialism of India. 

49See stanza 51 and following. 

50Cf. stanza 60. 

61See Introduction, III,B,3, pp. 38-40. 

82Cf. Brh. Up. IV,4,16; IV,3,6; IV,3,9. 

53See stanza 31. 

54Probably the Vijnanavadins. 
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"Anandajnana and Ramatirtha take this objection as addressed to other Vedan- 

tins (svayUthya). 

88See stanza 112; Samkhyakarika 60. 

87The first two lines are quoted in Nais IV,20. 

88Stanzas 76 and 77. 
"According to Jagadananda this is the refutation of the Sainkya. Cf. stanza 152. 

"The word “tadatmya” which means identity is an abstract noun derived from a 

bahuvrihi compound “tad-Stman” which means “what has this (tat) as its essence,. 

Therefore the identity of A and B means that B has A as its essence or that A is B s 

essence. For this reason, without knowing the relationship that A is B’s essence, nobody 

can tell that A is identical with B. 

®tSee stanzas 74—80. 
«2As for this simile, see, for example, Brh. Up. 11,1,20; Kaus. Up. Ill,3; IV,20; 

Mund. Up. 11,1,1; Maitri Up. VI,26; Tajiiamlkyasmrti 111,67. 

63See stanzas 33 and 43. 

64A11 the commentators take “drsta** as “drstanta 

65See stanza 83. 

68The last half stanza is quoted in Nais IV,21. 

87See Upad 1,7,1 and note 1; Introduction, III,B,2, p. 36. 

MAnvayavyatireka. For a detailed discussion, see Introduction, 111,0,3, pp. 50-57. 

«9This stanza is quoted in Nais IV,22. 

70This stanza is quoted in Nais IV,23. 

71This stanza is quoted in Nais IV,24. 

72According to Ra.m8.yana (Madras: M.L.J. Press, 1958), VI,120, 10 ff., in reply to 

Rama (who has previously said that he considers himself to be merely a man, namely 

Dasaratha’s son), Brahma tells him, “You are the god Narayana” (bhavan narayana 

deaah, VI,120,13). Narayana is another name for Vi?nu. 

73This stanza is quoted in Nais IV,25. 

74 According to Bhartrhari, all verbal expressions of Brahman are nothing but limiting 

adjuncts {upadhi) to the Absolute. Cf. Vakyapadiya III, 1,20; Nakamura IV, p. 185. 

75See the previous stanza. 

7®Cf. Upad 1,14,12 and note 4. 

77There is a similar problem in the Samkhya system: To which does final release 

(moksa) belong, Puru$a or Prakrti? Cf. Shinkan Murakami, “Mok§a in the Samkhya 

Philosophy” (in Japanese. The Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies, vol. XXI, no. 1, 

1972), pp. 74-79. 
78Atman is compared to a king who, without acting himself, makes others act by his 

mere presence. Cf. BSBh 1,1,4, pp. 95-96. 

"See stanzas 75; 154. 
"Jagadananda refers to Brh. Up. 11,5,19, but in fact the idea of “abhasa” (reflection) 

of Atman is not mentioned at all in the Srutis. This is a case of Sankara s discovering au¬ 

thority in the Srutis, especially the Upanisads, for something which is not there. See S. 

Mayeda, “On the Author of Mandukyopanisad- and the Gaucjapadiya-Bhasya,” pp. 

92-93. 
81The usual example is a rope appearing to be a snake. But it seems to be grammati¬ 

cally difficult to translate in this manner. 

82See stanza 109. 
"This probably means the vicious circle that the intellect’s appearance as atman 

depends upon Atman’s perception while the latter depends upon the former. 

"See Brh. Up. IV,3,10. 
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"See Panini 1,4,49. Cf. stanza 132 below. 

8«Cf. Upad 1,15,48; 16,4; 18,65. 

"The object of perception (visaya, stanza 118), the instrument (karana, stanza 119), 

and the knower (jhatr, stanza 120). 

88As for this simile, see Upad 1,17,16. 

88See stanza 151. 

90Cf. the second and sixth chapters of the Metrical Part. 

91Anandajnana and Ramatirtha regard this as referring to the Sunyavadins. 

92A. J. Alston suggests that this is a reference to Prabhakara or his school in his 

“That Thou Art," pp. 74-75. 

"Apart from the Jaina, the Vaiiesika, and the Advaita Vedanta system, all the 

schools of philosophy are definitely opposed to memory (smrti) being regarded as a dis¬ 

tinct source of knowledge. Cf. Chatterjee, The Nyiya Theory of Knowledge, pp. 371-376. 

"Stanza 119. 

**Siddhi. Cf. stanzas 133, 134. 

wJhatatS. See stanza 135. 

^Svatmalabha. Cf. stanza 137. 

98Cf. stanza 139. 

"Ramatirtha attributes this theory to the Bhafta school of the Mimamsa. 

looxhe Vijnanavadin’s objection. K. B. Pathak takes this stanza, as well as the 

next one, as a quotation from a work of “Vijnanavadin Bauddha” (see “Dharmakirti 

and Samkaracarya,” Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, XVIII, 

1890-1896, p. 94). D. V. Gokhale also recognizes the possibility (Shri Shank&racharya’s 

Upadeshasahasri with the Gloss PadaySjanika by Shri Ramatirtha. Bombay: The Gujarati 

Printing Press, 1917, p. 385, note (1)). But the point cannot yet be conclusively 

settled. Cf. Nakamura I, p. 103. 

toiThis is a quotation from Dharmakirti’s Pramanav&rttika 11,354. This stanza is so 

famous that it is often quoted, with slight difference in reading, by other texts, for 

example, Sarvadarsanasamgraha II, lines 206-7; Prakaranapahcika, p. 141; Sarvasiddhan- 

tasamgraha IV,4; Samkhyapravacanabhasya 1,20; Nyayaratnakara (ad Slokavartika), p. 272; 

Kyayamahjari, p. 540; Brh. Up. Varttika IV,3,476; Tattvavaisaradi IV,23, p.198. How¬ 

ever, it seems to me that this stanza is a later interpolation or that, as Bodhanidhi’s 

commentary suggests, copyists incorporated by mistake into the nuila text the stanza 

which a commentator originally quoted in his commentary for the purpose of clarifying 

stanza 141. This may also be true of half a stanza (bhutiryesam kriyS saiva karakam saioa 

cocyale) which, in some manuscripts and printed editions (see variant readings of 

Mayeda Upad), constitutes the first two lines of the succeeding stanza, and which is 

also often quoted by other authors, for example, Brh. Up. Varttika IV,3,494; Bhamati 

11,2,20; Tattvavaisaradi IV,20, p. 195; Bodhicaryavatarapahjika IX,6 (cf. Louis dela Val- 

lee Poussin, Mulamadhyamakarikas de Nagarjuna, St.-Petersbourg, 1913, p. 116, note 1; 

D. V. Gokhale, Shri ShankarachSrya’s UpadeshasShasri, pp. 386-387, note 7). In this 

context the following two points should be noted here: (1) Manuscripts G4 and G8 

(see Mayeda Upad) have between the stanzas 11 and 12 of Chapter 15 an additional 

stanza which in his commentary Bodhanidhi quotes from the Visnu Purana (VI,5,80); 

(2) Some manuscripts and printed editions (see variant readings of Mayeda Upad) 

have between the stanzas 23 and 24 of Chapter 17 an additional stanza which is a 

quotation from Mahabharata 12,242,4 and which appears as a part of the mula text in 

Ramatirtha’s commentary and as a part of the commentary in Bodhanidhi’s. 

102See note 101. 

l03Svdlaksanya. According to Buddhism every element of existence (dharma. Cf. Upad 

I, 18] 

1,16,23) perishes momentarily and is separate in its existence, and carries its own 

specific individuality (svalaksanadharana. Cf. PrasannapadS, xvii, 304; xxiii,456, etc.). 

Here Sankara, however, seems to understand svatman by the term svalaksana. 

104Cf. stanza 144. The theory of exclusion (apoha) was first maintained by Dignaga, 

a Buddhist logician, in the fifth chapter of his Pramanasamuccaya. There are three main 

views of the universal (jolt or samanya) in Indian philosophy: (1) the realistic view, (2) 

the conceptural view, and (3) the nominalistic view. According to (1), which was held 

by the Nyaya-Vaiiesika, the universal is a real entity which is distinct from, but inheres 

in, many individuals. The Jains and the later Advaita Vedantins adopt (2) and reject 

the concept of the universal as a real, independent, and objective entity over and above 

the individuals; they assert that it is constituted by the essential common attributes 

of the individuals, and has existence not only in our mind but also in the particular 

objects of experience. The Buddhists hold the third view and also deny the existence of 

any independent reality of the universal. According to them universality attaches to 

names, and has no objective existence. Only the particular at a time point (svalaksana; 

see note 103) is ultimately real. There is no similarity between two particulars, such as 

two cows. They are, however, identified by disregarding the difference between them 

and attending to the contrast with, for example, horses; in this way “cows” are speci¬ 

fied as non-horses, etc. The sameness as cow (see stanza 145) is really simply exclusion 

of all the non-cows (apoha). Cf. Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, vol. I, pp. 444—456; 

vol. II, pp. 405-432; K. Kunjuni Raja, Indian Theories of Meaning, pp. 317-318; S. 

Chatterjee, The Nyaya Theory of Knowledge, pp. 165-175; M. Hattori, “A Study of 

Mlmaipsa£Iokavarttika, Apohavada [I]” (in Japanese. KyStodaigaku Bungakubu KenkyU 

Kiyb, No. 14, 1973), pp. 1-44; [II] (ibid, No. 15, 1975), pp. 1-63. 

I05From the time of Dignaga Buddhists have accepted two different means of 

knowledge, sense-perception (pratyaksa) and inference (anumana). 

tossee stanza 123. 

10,Cf. stanza 80. 

108See stanzas 75, 87, 112-114, 154, and 156. 

109See note 108. 

110See Upad 1,7,1 and note 1; 18,94; Introduction, III,B,2, p. 36. 

lllCf. Kath. Up. 111,15; Chand. Up. VHI,12,1; Upad 1,15,6; 15,7. 

442Cf. stanza 20. 

443Cf. stanza 160; BSBh 1,1,4, pp. 94-95. 

444See Upad 1,12,3. 

445See note 114. 

I18This stanza appears as Nais IV, 34. 

117This stanza appears as Nais IV, 35. 

118See Introduction, III,C,3, p. 50-53. 

119See stanza 96. 

lwVilva or Bilva is Aegle marmelos, the wood-apple tree. Its delicious fruit when 

unripe is used medicinally. 

424Cf. Upad 1,17,9; 18,170; 18,172. 

422Cf. note 104. 

423Cf. stanzas 9-18; 192; Nais 11,5. 

12iKrsnala (guhja or raktika) is the black berry of the plant Abrus precatorius used as a 

weight. It also means a piece of gold of the same weight, which correponds to 0.122 

gramsor 1,875 grains. Cf. Manu VIII, 134—136; VisnudharmasUtra, IV,6-10; VI,11- 

12; Tajhavalkyasmrti 1,363-365; P. V. Kane, A History of Dharmasdstra, vol. II, pt. II, 

p. 1209; III, pp. 120-121 and footnote 162; G. Buhler, The Laws of Manu (SBE vol. 
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XXV, 1964), p. 277, note 134. According to Jagadananda (p. 273, note 5) gold 

particles are cooked in order to sanctify them for use in certain sacrifices. Ifstanza 192 

is taken into consideration, this simile probably means that even after cooking gold 

particles we do not perceive them as cooked, since they have not become soft; and so 

sense-perception denies the fact that they have been cooked. Cf. Mimamsasutra X,l,l- 

3; 2,1-2; Sahara’s commentary on these sutras. 

l35See Upad 1,12,3. 

i2«This stanza appears as Nais IV,31. See stanza 178; Introduction, III,C,3, p. 50- 

53. 

iS7This stanza appears as Nais IV,32. 

128This stanza appears as Nais IV,33. 

423Cf. stanza 187. 

130See stanza 183. 

131Cf. stanza 169. 

132See stanzas 9-18. 

133See stanza 182. 

134See Upad 1,12,3; 18, 187. 

135See Upad 11,1,33-35. 

!3«Cf. Upad 1,14,12; 18,103. 

137This probably refers to Brh. Up. 11,4,5, according to which Atman should be seen 

(drastavya), heard (srotavya), reflected on (mantavya), and meditated upon (nididhy- 

dsitavya). Cf. stanza 205. 

138The first two lines of this stanza are cited in Bhaskara’s commentary on the BhG 

III,4 as quoted from the Upadesa Grantha. See Mayeda Upad, pp. 50-51; V. Raghavan, 

“Bhaskara’s Ghabhasya”, WZKSO, vols. XII-XIII (1968-1969), p. 283 and p. 287. 

It is reported by D. V. Gokhale in his edition of the Upad (Bombay: The Gujarati 

Printing House, 1917), p. 415, note (3) that the first half stanza is quoted in Vidvanmi- 

noranjanitika A (vicar ay a for vivekaya), Madhusudanasarasvati’s Gudarthadipika 3,6 and 

Visvesvarasarasvati’s Yatidharmasamgraha, p. 72 and p. 156. 

tsBManuscripts of the text with the commentaries of Anandajiiana and Bodhanidhi 

(see variants of Mayeda Upad) lack stanzas 227-230, and the two commentators do 

not refer to them at all. But stanzas 228 and 229 appear as Nais IV,65 and 66. No con¬ 

clusive evidence is available for any explanation of these facts. 

U0This stanza appears as Nais IV,65. See note 139. 

l41This stanza appears as Nais IV,66. See note 139. 

143This prakarana and the seventeenth open and end with benedictory stanzas. 

For a fuller discussion of the formation of the text, see Mayeda Upad, pp. 65-68. 

CHAPTER 19 

ANNIHILATION OF FEVER 

1. Having taken the treatment by the medicines of knowledge 

and dispassion, which brings about the annihilation of the fever of 

desires, one does not [again] come to suffer pain from the delir¬ 

ium of that fever of desires and the connection with the series of 

hundreds of bodies. 

2. You [O My Mind] seek to obtain valueless things, such as 

the notions of “I”- and “my”-notions. Other people1 realize 

that your effort is for the sake of one other than yourself. You 

indeed have no knowledge of the objects, and I [who have it] have 

no desire to possess them. Therefore it is proper for you to be calm, 

O Mind! 

3. As I am none other than the supreme and eternal One I am 

always satisfied [and] I have no desire. And being always released, 

I do not wish [My] welfare. O Mind, make more efforts for your 

tranquilization! 

4. According to the Sruti it is the Atman of both the world and us 

that transcends a series of the six waves of existence2; it is also 

known by Me from the [other] means of knowledge3 as well. 

Therefore, O Mind, you make useless efforts. 

5. When you have been calmed there is indeed no notion of 

difference, on account of which people fall into delusion through 

illusion, since the perception [of difference] is the cause of the rise 

of illusion; at the time of release from the perception [of differ¬ 

ence], nobody has any illusion at all. 

6. I am not deluded by your activity since I am by true nature 

enlightened, unfettered, and changeless. There is indeed no 

difference in our nature at an earlier and later time. Therefore, 

O Mind, your effort is useless. 

203 
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7. As I am constant I do not become other [than I am; if [I 

were] connected with changes, [I] would indeed be inconstant. I 

am always shining and therefore I am non-dual. Certain it is that 

what is falsely assumed is unreal. 

8. In essence you are non-existent in this world, O Mind, since 

when scrutinized through reasoning [you] are [found to be] non¬ 

existent. Now there is no destruction of what is existent, and there 

is no origination of what is non-existent.4 Both [destruction and 

origination]6 belong to you. Therefore you are not accepted as the 

existent. 

9. The subject of seeing, the object of seeing, and seeing—all 

this is an error, since it is what you have falsely constructed. The 

object of seeing is not considered to be different from the Seeing. 

[The atman] in the state of deep sleep is not different [from atman] 

in the waking state. 

10. And similarly false construction is also dual,6 since it is not 

a real substance,7 as in the familiar case of the torch circle.8 As 

there is no difference of powers [of atman such as seeing, etc.]9 nor 

of atman [in different bodies], non-duality [of atman] is ascertained 

to be as the Srutis10 say. 

11. And if these conscious [atmans] were different from one an¬ 

other, their destruction would certainly come about, since they 

would be limited and things which have differences are seen to be 

destructible. Moreover, the destruction of the world results from 

the final release of all. 

12. Nobody belongs to Me and I do not belong to anybody, for 

I am non-dual and nothing that is falsely constructed exists. And I 

am not that which is falsely constructed but am established before 

the false construction. It is only duality that is falsely constructed. 

13. Moreover, there is no false assumption of “being” or “differ¬ 

ence” in regard to the Unborn (= Atman); so [It] is not non¬ 

existent. Furthermore, that [Atman] from which your false as¬ 

sumption proceeds is not falsely assumed since [It] was already 

established. 

14. Whatever duality may be seen by you is certainly non-exist¬ 

ent. That [Atman] is not seen by you by no means shows [Its] 

non-existence. That from which the false assumption of “being” 

or “non-being” proceeds [must itself] exist. And just as an in¬ 

1, 19, 15-20] 

vestigation [is accepted as the cause of a conclusion], so the Non- 

Dual and Existent [Atman is to be accepted as the cause of the false 

assumption]. 

15. Since [It] is the cause of [your] investigation, the Existent 

is [in fact] accepted by you and supposed to exist. And if It were 

non-existent the investigation would be given up; so [It] would 

remain as such. If it is not desirable [that the investigation be given 

up] the Existent should by all means be accepted. 

16. [Objection:]11 “Even if [we admit for the sake of argument] 

that there be the Existent I would be the same as the non-existent, 

since It has no practical efficiency,12 any more than the [fabled] 

donkey’s horn.” [Reply:] But the absence of practical efficiency 

does not constitute a criterion of the non-existence [of a thing], 

[The existence of a thing] is not [established] through [the fact] 

that [it has practical efficiency]. Conversely, [if a thing has no 

practical efficiency], it is not [therefore established] that [it] is 

otherwise [than existent]. 

17. Moreover, [that is] because [your argument, viz. that the 

Existent has no practical efficiency] is not established, since [the 

Existent] is the [very] cause of [your] investigation13 and duality 

is emitted from It through [Its] Maya.14 [The Existent] is thus 

established through the Srutis, the Smrtis, and reasoning. But other¬ 

wise [It] is not reasonably [established].15 

18. Furthermore, as the Srutis say, the Non-dual is different in 

Its nature from any false assumption, and [that is also] because 

It is established before [there is any] false assumption. And simi¬ 

larly what has been falsely assumed is also negated here [in this 

sentence], “Not thus! Not so!”, in order to establish the remainder 

(= Atman). 
19. Though [It] is thus not what is falsely assumed, [but is] 

unborn, non-dual, and non-perishable, people always undergo 

birth, old age, and death, which arise from the illusion of their 

own mind,16 falsely assuming [It] to be “being” and “non-being.” 

20. If the birth [of a thing] were not [itself] without birth, there 

would be regressus ad infinitum-, [in other words] this [brith] would 

have another [and that one yet another . . . ]. Otherwise, there 

is no birth [at all], since [if the existent were to have been born,] 

the existent would have been non-existent, and [if the non-existent 
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were to be born] the non-existent would be existent. And there is 

neither action [of birth] nor [its] agent. Therefore [everything] is 

unborn.17 

21. If the agent [of birth] is taken to be [something] devoid of 

action [and] no more than that, [then] there is surely no[thing] 

which is not an agent of [birth]. [But in fact] there is no [agent at 

all], because [if the agent were the existent, it would create every¬ 

thing] since the [merely] existent has no particularity, and [if the 

agent is the non-existent, then too it would create everything] since 

the non-existent [has no particularity] if [the non-existent is taken 

to be] the destruction of the existent, and because no [cause and 

effect relation] is determinable, as in the case of the two ends of 

a balance beam [moving up and down]. 

22. If it is unacceptable that the existent becomes the non¬ 

existent and vice versa, how could birth take place, when the 

existent and the non-existent are [firmly] fixed? These two are 

fixed in isolation [from each other]. Therefore, O Mind, nothing 

is born. 

23. Even if I should, at your desire, admit your birth, I still de¬ 

clare that your activity is of no use to Me. There is neither loss nor 

gain [for Me] since what is non-existent is born neither of itself 

nor of something else. Even if there were both [loss and gain your 

activity would still be of no use to Me]. 

24. Things constant are not connected with things inconstant; 

neither things constant nor things inconstant are connected with 

each another. Therefore it is not reasonable that there is any effect 

of one upon another, and so it is to be accepted that nothing be¬ 

longs to anything else. And the Truth Itself is not within the range 

of etymological explanation of words. 

25. Therefore the wise man, examining by means of reasoning 

and the Srutis [the Atman] which is the same [in all beings], ever 

radiant, and free from duality which is falsely assumed to be 

“being” or “non-being,” goes to the perfect Nirvana18 (extinction) 

as a lamp [is extinguished]. 

26. A man who is not possessed by the attributes [of Brahman], 

scrutinizing in the above manner the One, the Attributeless, which 

is not seen by those who know the identity [of Atman with Brah¬ 

man] but is easily seen by the bad logician,19 does not undergo 

I, 19, 27-28] 

delusion since he is released from the fault of being possessed [by 

the attributes]. 

27. It is not acceptable that [the fault of] being possessed [by 

attributes] is destroyed in no other way than this. Only [the fault 

of] being possessed is the cause of the notion due to delusion. Just 

as fire with no more fuel, so also [the fault of] being possessed, 

which is without cause, comes to the ultimate extinction. 

28. Salutation to the teachers who churned out from the ocean 

of the Veda what they held to be supreme, this knowledge, as the 

gods, the great souls, [churned] out from the great ocean the 

elixir of immortality.20 

Notes 

1A11 the commentators consider this the view of the Samkhya and interpret "para” as 

purusa. Cf. Sdmkhyakdrika 31; 36; 37; 56; 57; 58; 60. 

3See Upad 1,14,12; 18,123; 18,203. 

3The Smrti and nydya, according to the three commentators. 

4See BhG 11,16 and Sankara’s commentary on it. Cf. GK 111,28. 

'■‘“Dvayam” here may means “duality.” Cf. GK 111,29. 

aMy text reads tathadoayd, but it should be corrected to tatha dvaya. 

7See GK IV,50; draoyatvabhdvayogatah, which Sankara interprets as vastutvdbhdvdt 

in his GKBh. 

BThis (aldtacakra) is a circle which is seen when one whirls a torch in the air. In 

Buddhist texts (e.g. Lahkdvatara [ed. by B. Nanjio. Bibliotheca Otaniensis, vol. 1, Kyoto, 

1923], p. 92, etc.) this simile is used to illustrate the unreality of the phenomenal 

world. The fourth chapter of the GK is entitled “Quenching of the Torch” (Alatasanti) 

and it is an important idea in the GK. The simile is also used in the Maitri Up. (VI, 

24) and the Mahdbhdsya (111,2,124; 125) but in a different sense. 

9Cf. Brh. Up. 1,4,7; IV,3,23-30; Upad 1,17,14-17. 

10Ramatirtha quotes Taitt. A 3,14; Rg-Veda X,114,5; Kath. Up. V,9 in this con¬ 

text. 

nThe Buddhist. 

12The word anarthavattva is interpreted as arthakriyasttnyataa by Anandajhana, 

as arthakriydkdritvdbhdva by Bodhanidhi, and as arthakriydrahitatoa by Ramatirtha. The 

Sautrantikas and Vijnanavadin logicians such as Dignaga and Dharmakirti regard 

arthakriydkdritva (practical efficiency) as a criterion of existence. See, for example, 

Nyayabindu 1,12-15. According to the Advaita Vedanta Atman is actionless (akriya), 

changeless, and eternal (kutasthanitya). Therefore Buddhists assert that that Atman is 

not existent, since It has no practical efficiency. Cf. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian 

Philosophy,, vol. I, pp. 117—118; p. 154, note 1; Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, vol. 

II (Reprint ed. New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1962), p. 7, note 2; pp. 120— 

121, note 6. 

13See stanzas 14 and 15. 
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uCf. GK 111,19; Mayeda Upad, p. 38. 

15The three commentators interpret this line quite differently. Bodhanidhi takes 

“oastu” viz. Atman as the subject of the sentence: prasiddhyati . . . yujyate .... 

Anandajnana takes “brahmano jagaddhetutvam” as the subject of the sentence with the 

verb prasiddhyati-, and “brahmano jagaddhetutvam hitvS” as anyatha; and “pradhanaderjagad¬ 

dhetutvam” as the subject of the verbyujyate. Ramatirtha takes “ittham kntasthasydpy artha- 

kriydkdritvam” as the subject of the verb prasiddhyati-, “paramdrthatah" as anyatha; and 

“arthakriydkaritvam sthirasya ksanikasya vd” as the subject of the verb yujyate. 

16Cf. GK IV, 61-66; Nakamura III, p. 652; Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, 

vol. I, p. 145 f. 

17The idea that nothing is born (ajdti) constitutes a central theme of the third and 

the fourth chapters of the GK, which often depends upon arguments of the Madhya- 

mikas and the Vijnanavadins. Cf. Nakamura III, pp. 631-654; T. M. P. Mahadevan, 

Gaudapada (Madras: University of Madras, 1952), pp. 128-147. Stanzas 20-22 here 

seem also to prove this theory by means of arguments similar to those in the GK, but 

they (especially stanza 21) are so brief and obscure that my translation has had to be 

largely based upon the commentaries, which themselves differ in the interpretation of 

these stanzas. I 

18The term ‘“nirvana," which is important in Buddhism but does not occur in the 

early Upanisads at all, is used as “sanirvdna” in GK 111,47. I 

!»Cf. Kena Up. 11,3. ' I 

20This is a famous legend (amrtamanthana) which is narrated, with some variations, 

in the Rdmdyana, the Mahdbhdrata and the Pur anas. Cf. Upad 1,17,33 and note 27; K. 

Riiping, Amrtamanthana uni KHrma-Avatara (Wiesbaden, 1970). 

PART II. THE PROSE PART 



CHAPTER 1 

HOW TO ENLIGHTEN THE PUPIL 

1. Now we shall explain how to teach the means to final release 

for the benefit of seekers thereafter with faith and desire. 

2. The means to final release is knowledge [of Brahman]. It 

should be repeatedly related to the pupil until it is firmly grasped, 

if he is dispassionate toward all things non-eternal which are at¬ 

tained by means [other than knowledge]1; if he has abandoned the 

desire for sons, wealth, and worlds2 and reached the state of a pa- 

ramahamsa wandering ascetic3; if he is endowed with tranquility, 

self-control, compassion, and so forth4; if he is possessed of the 

qualities of a pupil5 which are well known from the scriptures; if 

he is a Brahmin6 who is [internally and externally] pure7; if he 

approaches his teacher in the prescribed manner8; if his caste, 

profession, behavior, knowledge [of the Veda],9 and family have 

been examined. 

3. The Sruti also says: 

“Having scrutinized [the worlds that are built up by action, a 

Brahmin should arrive at indifference. . . . For the sake of 

this knowledge let him go, with fuel in hand, to a spiritual 

teacher who is learned in the scriptures and established in 

Brahman. To him who has approached properly, whose thought 

is calm, who has reached tranquility, the man of knowledge 

teaches] in its very truth that knowledge of Brahman [by which 

he knows the Imperishable]” (Mund. Up. 1,2,12-13); 

for when knowledge [of Brahman] is firmly grasped, it is conducive 

to one’s own beatitude and to the continuity [of knowledge of 

Brahman]. And the continuity of knowledge [of Brahman] is help¬ 

ful to people, as a boat [is helpful] to one wishing to get across a 

river. The scripture also says: 

211 
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“[Verily, a father may teach this Brahman to his eldest son or to a 

worthy pupil, but to no one else at all.] Even if one should offer 

him this [earth] that is encompassed by water and filled with 

treasure, [he should say,] ‘This, truly, is more than that’ ” 

(Chand. Up. Ill, 11, [5-]6), 

since knowledge [of Brahman] is not obtained in any other way 

[than from a teacher] according to passages from the Sruti and the 

Smrti such as: 

“One who has a teacher knows. . .” (Chand. Up. VI, 14,2); 

“The knowledge which has been learned from a teacher [best 

helps to attain his end” (Chand. Up. IV,9,3); 

“A teacher is a boatman; his [right] knowledge is called a boat 

here.”10 

4. When [the teacher] finds from some indications that the pu¬ 

pil has not grasped [this] knowledge, he should remove the causes 

which hinder his grasping it—demerit, worldly laxity, absence of 

firm preliminary learning concerning the discrimination between 

things eternal and non-eternal,11 care about what other people 

think, pride of caste and the like—by the means contrary to 

those causes and enjoined by the Sruti and the Smrti, that is to 

say, non-anger, etc.,12 non-injury and other abstentions,18 and the 

observances14 which are not contradictory to knowledge. 

5. He should also let [him] properly achieve the virtues such as 

modesty15 which are the means to attain knowledge. 

6. And the teacher16 is able to consider the pros and cons [of an 

argument], is endowed with understanding, memory, tranquility, 

self-control, compassion, favor and the like17; he is versed in the 

traditional doctrine; not attached to any enjoyments, visible or 

invisible18, he has abandoned all the rituals and their requisites19; 

a knower of Brahman, he is established in Brahman', he leads a 

blameless life, free from faults such as deceit, pride, trickery, 

wickedness, fraud, jealousy, falsehood, egotism, self-interest, and 

so forth; with the only purpose of helping others he wishes to make 

use of knowledge.20 

First of all, he should teach the Srutis which are concerned pri¬ 

marily with the oneness of Atman [with Brahman], for example: 

“In the beginning, my dear, this universe was the Existent only, 

one alone, without a second” (Chand. Up. VI,2,1); 

“Where one sees nothing else, [hears nothing else, understands 

i 
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nothing else—that is the Fullness]” (Chand. Up. VII,24,1); 

"Atman, indeed, is this all” (Chand. Up. VII,25,2); 

“Brahman, indeed, is this all” (Brh. Up. 11,5,1 ?)21; 

"Atman, verily, was this universe, one alone, in the beginning” 
(Ait. Up. 1,1,1); 

“Verily, this all is Brahman" (Chand. Up. 111,14,1). 

7. And after teaching [these Srutis], he should help [him] by 

means of the Srutis to grasp the marks indicative of Brahman, for 
example: 

"Atman, which is free from evil ...” (Chand. Up. VIII,7,1); 

“[Explain to me] what the manifest, unconcealed Brahman 
is” (Brh. Up. 111,4,1; 5,1); 

“That which transcends hunger and thirst” (Brh. Up. Ill 5 1) • 

“Not Thus! Not so!” (Brh. Up. 11,3,6); 

“[It is] not coarse, not fine” (Brh. Up. 111,8,8); 

“This Atman is [described as] ‘not, not’ ” (Brh. Up III 9 26- 
IV,2,4; 4,22; 5,15); 

“[Verily, O Gargi, that Imperishable is] the unseen Seer” (Brh 
Up. 111,8,1); 

"[Brahman is] knowledge, bliss” (Brh. Up. 111,9,28); 

“[He who knows Brahman as the real,] as knowledge, as the 
infinite” (Taitt. Up. 11,1); 

“[For truly, when one finds fearlessness as a foundation] in That 

(= Brahman) which is invisible, bodiless, [. . . then he has 

reached fearlessness]” (Taitt. Up. 11,7); 

“This, verily, is [the great, unborn Atman]" (Brh. Up. IV,4,22); 

“[This Brahman is . . .] breathless, mindless” (Mund. Ud II’ 

1,2); ' 
“[This Brahman is] without and within, unborn” (Mund Ud 

H, 1,2,); 

“[This great Being . . .] is just a mass of knowledge” (Brh 

Up. 11,4,12); 

[This Brahman is . . .] without an inside and without an out¬ 
side” (Bfh. Up. 11,5,19); 

It is, indeed, other than the known and than the unknown” 
{Kena Up. I, 3); 

Verily, what is called ‘Space’ [is the accomplisher of name- 

and-form]”22 (Chand. Up. VIII,14,1) 

8. [He should] also [help him grasp the marks indicative of 
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Brahman] by means of the Smrtis, if they are not incompatible with 

the marks indicative [of Brahman] described by the Srutis and con¬ 

cerned primarily with teaching that the highest Atman is not sub¬ 

ject to transmigration and that It is identical with all—for exam¬ 

ple: 

“He is not born, nor does he ever die” (BhG 11,20; Kath. Up. 

11,18); 

“He does not receive [the effect of] any one’s evil” (BhG V, 15); 

“As [the great Wind] constantly abides in space [. . . so all 

beings abide in Me]” (BhG IX, 6); 

“Know also that I am the Field-Knower (= Atman)”23 (BhG 

XIII,2); 

“It is called neither existent nor non-existent” (BhG XIII,12); 

“Because [He] is beginningless and attributeless” (BhG XIII, 

31); 

“[The supreme Lord, abiding] alike in all beings” (BhG XIII, 

27); 

“But there is the highest Purusa (= Atman)” (BhG XV, 17). 

9. If the pupil who has thus grasped the marks indicative of the 

highest Atman according to the Srutis and the Smrtis wishes to get 

out of the ocean of transmigratory existence, [the teacher] should 

ask him: “Who are you, my dear?” 

10. If he answers: “I am a Brahmin’s son belonging to such and 

such a family. I was a student24—or, I was a householder26— 

[but] now I am a paramahamsa wandering ascetic.26 I wish to get 

out of the ocean of transmigratory existence infested with great 

sharks of birth and death”; 

11. [then] the teacher should say: “My dear, when you are 

dead your body will be eaten by birds or will turn into earth right 

here. How then do you wish to get out of the ocean of transmigra¬ 

tory existence? Because if you turn into ashes on this bank of the 

river you cannot get across to the other side of the river.” 

12. If he answers: “I am different from the body. The body is 

born, dies, is eaten by birds, turns into earth, is destroyed by 

weapons, fire and so forth, and suffers from disease and so on. I 

have entered this body as a bird enters a nest, by force of the merit 

and demerit accumulated by myself. Again and again by force 

of the merit and demerit, when this body perishes, I shall enter 

another body as a bird enters another nest when its previous one 

II, 1, 13-18] 

has been destroyed. Thus I am in beginningless transmigratory 

existence. I have been abandoning [old] bodies which have been 

obtained one after another in the spheres of gods, animals, men, 

and hells by force of my own karman and I have been getting other 

new bodies over and over again. I am forced by my own karman 

to rotate in the incessant cycle of birth and death as in a water¬ 

wheel. I have obtained this body in the course of time. I am tired 

of this rotation in the wheel of transmigratory existence, so I have 

come to you. Your Holiness, in order to end the rotation in the 

wheel of transmigratory existence. Therefore I am eternal and 

different from the body. The bodies come and go like a person’s 

garments”27; 

13. [then] the teacher should say: “You are right. Your view 

is correct. [Then] why did you say incorrectly, ‘I am a Brahmin’s 

son belonging to such and such a family. I was a student—or, I 

was a householder—[but] now I am a paramahamsa wandering 
ascetic’ ?”28 

14. If he says: “Your Holiness, how have I spoken wrongly?” 

15. [then] the teacher should reply to him: “Because, through 

such statements as ‘I am a Brahmin’s son belonging to such and 

such a family,’ you have identified the Atman, which is free from 

caste, family, and purifying ceremonies,29 with the body, which 

has different caste, family, and purifying ceremonies.” 

16. If he asks: “How does the body have different caste, family, 

and purifying ceremonies?” or, “How am I (= Atman) free from 

caste, family, and purifying ceremonies?”30 

17. [then] the teacher should reply: “Listen, my dear, [this is] 

how this body, different from you (= Atman), has different caste, 

family and purifying ceremonies and how you (= Atman) are free 

from caste, family, and purifying ceremonies.” 

Thereupon [the teacher] should remind him: “You should re¬ 

member, my dear, that you have been taught31 that the highest 

Atman, the Atman of all, is endowed with the marks described above 

according to such Sruti and Smrti passages as: 

‘[In the beginning,] my dear, this universe was the Existent only, 

[one alone, without a second]’ (Chand. Up. VI,2,1) 

and [that you have also been taught] the marks indicative of the 

highest Atman according to Sruti and Smrti passages.”82 

18. When [the pupil] has recalled to mind the marks indicative 
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of the highest Atman, [the teacher] should tell him [in answer to his 

first question]: “This [highest Atman] which is called ‘Space’33 is 

something different from name-and-form,84 bodiless,35 character¬ 

ized as ‘not coarse,’36 etc., and as ‘free from evil,’37 etc. It is not 

afflicted with any attributes of transmigratory existence; 

‘[Explain to me] what the manifest, unconcealed Brahman is, 

.... It is your Atman, which is within everything’ (Brh. Up. 

111,4,1). 

It is 

‘the unseen Seer, the unheard Hearer, the unthought Thinker, 

the unknown Knower’ (Brh. Up. 111,7,23).. 

It is of the nature of eternal knowledge, 

‘without an inside and without an outside’ (Brh. Up. 11,5,19), 

‘just a mass of knowledge’ (Brh. Up. 11,4,12). 

It is all-pervading like ether, possessed of infinite power, the 

Atman of all, free from hunger, etc.,38 and free from appearance 

and disappearance.39 This [highest Atmari\ is the Evolver of the 

unevolved name-and-form merely by being existent since It is 

possessed of inconceivable power. The unevolved name-and- 

form40 is different in essence from this [Atman\ and it is the seed of 

the world, abiding in It, indescribable as this or something else,41 

and known to It. 

19. “[Originally] unevolved, this name-and-form took the 

name-and-form42 of ‘ether’ in the course of its evolution from this 

very Atman. And in this manner this element named ‘ether’ arose 

from the highest Atman43 as dirty foam from clear water.44 Foam is 

neither [identical with] water nor absolutely different from water 

since it is not seen without water. But water is clear and different 

from foam which is of the nature of dirt. Likewise, the highest 

Atman is different from name-and-form which corresponds to 

foam; Atman is pure, clear, and different in essence from it. This 

name-and-form, [originally] unevolved, took the name-and-form 

of‘ether,’ which corresponds to foam, in the course of its evolution. 

20. “Becoming grosser in the course of evolution, the name-and- 

form becomes air45 from ether, fire46 from air, water47 from fire, 

earth48 from water. In this order each preceding [element] entered 

each succeeding one and the five gross elements, [ether, air, fire, 

water, and] earth, came into existence. Consequently earth is 

characterized by the qualities of the five gross elements.49 And 

from earth, rice, barley, and other plants consisting of the five 

II, 1, 21-23] 

elements are produced; from them, when they are eaten, blood 

and sperm are produced, related respectively to the bodies of 

women and men. Both blood and sperm, produced by churning 

with the churning stick of sexual passion driven by nescience60 

and sanctified with sacred formulas,61 are poured into the womb 

at the proper time.52 Through the penetration of fluid from the 

womb, they become an embryo and it is delivered in the ninth 

or tenth month.63 

21. “When it is born it obtains its name-and-form, sanctified 

with sacred formulas by means of a birth ceremony64 and other 

[purifying ceremonies]. Again it obtains the name of a student 

through the performance of the purifying ceremony for initia¬ 

tion.66 This same body obtains the name of a householder56 

through the performance of the purifying ceremony for union with 

a wife.57 This same body obtains the name of an ascetic68 through 

the purifying ceremony of becoming a forest-dweller. This same 

body obtains the name of a wandering ascetic59 through the 

purifying ceremony which ends the ritual actions. Thus the body 

is different from you (= Atman) and is possessed of different 

caste, family, and purifying ceremonies. 

22. “The mind and the sense organs consist only of name-and- 

form according to the Srutis such as: 

‘For, my dear, the mind consists of food’60 (Chand. Up. VI,5,4; 

6,5; 7,6). 

23. “[The second question you asked me earlier was,]61 ‘How 

am I (= Atman) free from caste, family, and purifying ceremo¬ 

nies?’ Listen to what [I am going to say]. The Evolver (= the 

highest Atman) of name-and-form, by nature different in essence 

from name-and-form, created this body in the course of evolving 

name-and-form. And [the Evolver] entered the name-and-form 

[of the body], Itself being free from the duties of purifying cere¬ 

monies. Itself unseen by others, [the Evolver] is seeing; unheard, 

It is hearing; unthought, It is thinking; unknown, It is knowing.62 

‘The wise one who having distinguished all forms and having 

created [their] names, sits calling’ (Taitt. A. 111,12,7). 

There are thousands of Sruti passages which have this same mean¬ 

ing, for example: 

‘Having created it, It,indeed,entered into it’(Taitt.Up.II,6,l); 

‘The Ruler of the creatures entered into [them]’ (Taitt. A. Ill 

ii.i); 
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‘It entered here, [even to the fingertips]’ (Brh. Up. 1,4,7); 

‘It is your Atman, [which is in everything]’ (Brh. Up. 111,4,1; 

5,0; 
‘So, cleaving asunder this very top of the skull, It entered by that 

door’ (Ait. Up. 1,3,12); 

‘Though It is hidden in all things, that Atman [does not shine 

forth]’ (Kath. Up. 111,12); 

‘That divinity thought, “Come! Let me [enter] these three 

divinities heat, water, and food) with this living Atman 

and evolve name-and-form]” ’ (Chand. Up. VI,3,2); 

‘[Atman which is] the bodiless among bodies’ (Kath. Up. 11,22). 

24. “There are also Smrti passages [which have this same mean¬ 

ing], for example: 

‘Atman is truly all gods’ (Manu XII, 119); 

‘The embodied Atman in the city of nine gates’ (BhG V, 13); 

‘Know also that I am the Field-Knower (= Atman)>6s (BhG 

ran,2); 
‘[The supreme Lord abiding] alike in all beings’ (BhG XIII, 

27); 

‘The onlooker and consenter, [the highest Atman ... is also 

declared to be the highest Purusa, in this body]’ (BhG XIII, 

22); 
‘But there is the highest Purusa, different [from this]’ (BhG 

XV, 17). 

It is, therefore, established that you (= Atman) are free from caste, 

family, and purifying ceremonies.” 

25. If he says: “I am one [and] He64 is another65; I am igno¬ 

rant, I experience pleasure and pain, am bound and a transmi¬ 

grator [whereas] He is essentially different from me, the god not 

subject to transmigration. By worshipping Him with oblations, 

offerings, homage, and the like and through the [performance of] 

the actions prescribed for [my] class and stage of life,66 I wish to 

get out of the ocean of transmigratory existence. How am I He?” 

26. [then] the teacher should reply: “My dear, you should not 

hold such a view since it is prohibited to understand that [Atman] 

is different [from Brahman].” 

[The pupil may say:] “How is it prohibited to understand that 

[Atman] is different [from Brahman]?” 

Then the teacher replies: 
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“ ‘So whoever worships another divinity [than his Atman], 

thinking that He is one and I another, he does not know’ (Brh. 

Up. 1,4,10); 

‘Brahmanhood has deserted him who knows Brahmanhood as 

different from Atman’ (Brh. Up. 11,4,6); 

‘He who thinks he sees manifoldness in this world attains death 

after death’ (Brh. Up. IV,4,19). 

27. “These Sruti passages indeed reveal that transmigratory 

existence results from the understanding that [Atman] is different 

[from Brahman]. 

28. “And thousands [of Sruti passages] reveal that final release 

results from the realization of the identity [of Atman and Brahman]. 

[For example, through the statement,] 

‘That is Atman, Thou art That’ (Chand. Up. VI, 8,7, etc.), 

[the Srutis] establish that [Atman] is the highest Atman {— Brah¬ 

man). Then [they] state, 

‘One who has a teacher knows’ (Chand. Up. VI, 14,2), 

and [they] show final release with the words, 

‘He is delayed only until [he is freed from bondage of ignorance; 

then he will arrive at his final goal]’ (Chand. Up. VI,14,2). 

With the simile about the [man] who was not a thief and [there¬ 

fore] not burned [in the ordeal of the heated axe, the Srutis] teach 

that he who covers himself with truth does not undergo trans¬ 

migratory existence since he knows that [Atman] is identical [with 

Brahman]; [on the other hand], with the simile about the [man] 

who was a thief and was [therefore] burned, [the Srutis] teach that 

he who covers himself with the untruth undergoes transmigratory 

existence since [he holds] the view that [Atman] is different [from 

Brahman].67 
29. “And with such [similes] as, 

‘Whatever they are in this world, whether tiger or [lion . . . 

mosquito, they become That Existent]’ (Chand. Up. VI,9,3), 

[the Srutis] say that because of the view of the identity [of Atman 

with Brahman] 

‘[he] rules himself’ (Chand. Up. VII,25,2). 

And with the words, 

‘But they who know otherwise than this are ruled by another; 

theirs are perishable worlds’ (Chand. Up. VII, 25, 2), 

the Srutis [continue to] teach that on account of the contrary view, 
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viz. the view that [Atman] is different [from Brahman], he un¬ 

dergoes transmigratory existence. This is what is taught m every 

school of the Veda. So you were indeed wrong in saying, [1 (- 

Atman) am] a Brahmin’s son belonging to such and such a fam¬ 

ily68; [I (= Atman) am] a transmigrator, essentially different 

from the highest Atman.’69 . 
30. “For the above reason it is prohibited [by the Srutis] to hold 

the view that [Atman] is different [from Brahman]; use of the rit¬ 

uals is [made] in the sphere of [the view] that [Atman] is different 

[from Brahman]; and the sacred thread™ and the like are requisites 

for the rituals. Therefore, it should be known that the use of rituals 

and their requisites is prohibited, if the identity [of Atman] with 

the highest Atman is realized, since [the use of] rituals and their 

requisites such as the sacred thread is contradictory to the reali¬ 

zation of the identity [of Atman] with the highest Atman. [The 

use of] rituals and their requisites such as the sacred thread is in¬ 

deed enjoined upon a transmigrator [but] not upon one who holds 

the view of the identity [of Atman] with the highest Atman; and the 

difference [of Atman] from It is merely due to the view that [At¬ 

man] is different [from Brahman]. . 
31. “If rituals were to be performed and it were not desirable 

to abandon them, [the Srutis] would not declare in such unambig¬ 

uous sentence as, ' 
‘That is Atman, Thou art That’ (Chand. Up. VI, 8,7, etc.), 

that the highest Atman, unrelated to the rituals, their requisites, 

and such factors of the rituals as castes and stages of life, should 

be realized to be identical with [the inner] Atman; nor would 

[the Srutis] condemn the realization that [Atman] is different 

[from Brahman], [in passages] such as, 

‘This is the constant greatness of the knower of Brahman; [it 

does not increase nor decrease by action]’ (Brh. Up. IV,4,23); 

‘[He] is unaffected by good, unaffected by evil, [for then he has 

transcended all sorrows of the heart]’ (Brh. Up. IV,3,22), 

‘In this state a thief is no thief [. . . a mendicant no mendicant, 

an ascetic no ascetic]’ (Brh. Up. IV,3,22) 

32. “[The Srutis] would not declare that [Atman] is by nature 

unrelated to the rituals, by nature unconnected with the class 

and other factors of the rituals, if it were not desirable that the 

rituals and such requisites of the rituals as the sacred thread be 
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abandoned completely. Therefore, the seeker after final release 

should abandon the ritual together with its requisites since [they] 

are contradictory to the view of the identity [of Atman] with the 

highest Atman. And [he] should realize that [his] Atman is the 

highest [Atman] since It has characteristics stated [about Brahman] 

by the Srutis.” 

33. If [the pupil] says: “Your Holiness, when the body is burned 

or cut, I (= Atman) evidently perceive pain and I evidently 

experience suffering from hunger, etc. But in all the Srutis and the 

Smrtis the highest Atman is said to be 

‘free from evil, ageless, deathless, sorrowless, hungerless, thirst¬ 

less’ (Chand. Up. VIII, 1,5), 

free from all attributes of transmigratory existence. I (= Atman) 

am different in essence from It and bound up with many attri¬ 

butes of transmigratory existence. How then can I realize that 

the highest Atman is [my] Atman and that I, a transmigrator, am 

the highest Atman?—it is as if I were to hold that fire is cold! 

Though I am [now] a transmigrator, I am entitled to the means 

of [attaining] all prosperity and beatitude.71 How then should 

I abandon the rituals and their requisites such as the sacred thread 

which lead [me] to prosperity and beatitude?” 

34. [then the teacher] should answer him: “Your statement, 

‘When the body is burned or cut, I (= Atman) evidently perceive 

pain,’ is not correct.” 

“Why?” 

“The body, like a tree which is burned [or] cut, is the object 

[which is perceived by the perceiver]. The pain of burning or 

cutting is perceived in the body, which is the object; so the pain 

has the same locus as the burning [or cutting], since people point 

out the pain of burning [or cutting] right there where [the body] 

is burned or cut and not in the perceiver of burning [or cutting].” 

“How?” 

“When a man is asked, ‘Where do you have pain?’, he points 

to the locus where [the body] is burned [or cut] and not to the 

perceiver, saying, ‘I have pain in the head’ or ‘In the chest’ or ‘In 

the stomach.’ If pain or the cause of pain such as burning and 

cutting were located in the perceiver, he would point to [the 

perceiver] as the locus of pain just as [he points to a part of the 

body as] the locus of burning and so forth. 
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35. “And [pain] itself would not be perceived as the form-and- 

color in the eye [are not perceived by the eye]. Therefore, pain 

is perceived as having the same locus as burning, cutting, and so on; 

so pain is merely an object like burning and the like. 

As [pain] is of the nature of‘becoming,’72 [it] has its substratum 

like the cooking of rice. The impression of pain [also] has exactly 

the same substratum as the pain, since [the impression of pain] 

is perceived only simultaneously with the recollection [of pain]. 

The aversion to pain and its causes also has precisely the same 

substratum as the impression.73 So it is said, 

‘Passion and aversion have, and the latent impression of form- 

and-color, a common substratum [the intellect], and what is 

perceived as fear has the intellect as its substratum; therefore, 

the Knower is always pure and free from fear’ (Upad 1,15,13).” 

36. [The student may ask:] “What locus do then the impres¬ 

sions of form-and-color and the like have?” 

[Then the teacher] answers: “[The locus] where there are 

desire and so forth.” 

“Where are there these desire and the like?” 

“Right in the intellect according to such Sruti passages as, 

‘Desire, volition, doubt, [faith, lack of faith, steadfastness, lack 

of steadfastness, shame, meditation, fear—all this is truly mind]’ 

(Brh. Up. 1,5,3). 

Right there are also the impressions of form-and-color and the 

like according to the Sruti, 

‘And on what are the colors and forms based?—On the heart’74 

(Brh. Up. 111,9,20). 

Impurity [such as desire and aversion] is in the object and not 

in Atman [which is the subject] according to hundreds of Sruti 

passages such as, 

‘The desires that are based on heart’ (Brh. Up. IV,4,7; Kath. 

Up. VI, 14); 

‘For [then] he has passed beyond [all sorrows of the heart]’ 

(Brh. Up. IV,3,22); 

‘This [person] is without attachments’ (Brh. Up. IV,3,16); 

‘Even this is His form that is beyond desire’ (Brh. Up. IV,3,21), 

and according to Smrti passages such as, 

‘He is declared to be unchangeable’ (BhG II, 25); 
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‘Because [He] is beginningless and attributeless’ (BhG XIII, 31); 
moreover, 

‘Desire, aversion’ and so on are the attributes of ‘the Field,’75 

i.e., the object, and not those of Atman (BhG XIII, 6). 

37. For this reason you (= Atman) have no relation with the 

impressions of form-and-color and the like; so you (= Atman) 

are not different in essence from the highest Atman. As there is 

no contradiction to sense-perception and other [means of 

knowledge], it is reasonable to realize that I (= Atman) am the 

highest Atman according to such Sruti passages as, 

‘It knew only Itself, [“I am Brahman!”] (Brh. Up. 1,4,10); 

‘As a unity only is It to be looked upon’ (Brh. Up. IV, 4,20); 

‘I, indeed, am below. [I am above. . . .]’ (Chand. Up VII 
25, 1); 

‘Atman, indeed, is below. [Atman is behind. . . .]’ (Chand. Up 
VII, 25,2); 

‘One should see everything as Atman’ (Brh. Up. IV,4,23); 

‘Where truly everything [has become] one’s own Atman, [then 

whereby and whom does] one smell?’ (Brh. Up. 11,4,14); 

‘This all is what this Atman is’ (Brh. Up. 11,4,6); 

‘That one [is without parts, immortal]’ (Pras. Up. VI,5); 

[This Brahman is . . .] without an inside and without an out¬ 

side’ (Brh. Up. 11,5,19); 

‘[This is] without and within, unborn’ (Mund. Up. 11,1,2); 

‘Brahman indeed is this [whole] world’ (Mund. Up. 11,1,2); 

‘[So, cleaving asunder this very top of the skull,] He entered by 

that door’(Ait. Up. 1,3,12); 

[All these, indeed, are] names of intelligence’ (Ait. Up. Ill, 

1,2); 
[He who knows Brahman as the real,] as knowledge, as the 

infinite’ (Taitt. Up. II, 1); 

‘[Space] arose indeed from this [Atman]’ (Taitt. Up. II, 1); 

‘Having created it, It indeed entered into it’ (Taitt. Up. 11,6,1); 

‘The one God, hidden in all things, [all-pervadingT (Svet. Up. 

VI, 11); 

‘[Atman which is] the bodiless among bodies’ (Kath. Up. 11,22); 

‘[The wise one] is not born, nor dies’ (Kath. Up. II, 18); 

[Thinking on the great all-pervading Atman, by which one 
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contemplates both] the dreaming state and the waking state, 

[the wise man is not grieved]’ (Kath. Up. IV,4); 

‘One should know that It is my Atman’ (Kaus. Up. Ill,8); 

‘Now, he who on all beings [looks as indeed in Atman and on 

Atman as in all beings—he does not shrink away from It]’ (Isa 

Up. Ml); 
‘It moves. It does not move’ (Isa Up. V); 

‘Vena (the longing one?), seeing It, [knows all creatures, where 

all have the same nest]’ (M.N.Up. II,3)76; 

‘It is, indeed, Agni, [It is Aditya, It is Vayu . . .]’ (Taitt. A. 

X,l,2); 

‘I was Manu77 and the Sun’ (Brh. Up. 1,4,10; Rgveda IV,26,1); 

‘The Ruler of the creatures entered into [them]’ (Taitt. A III, 

11,1); 
‘[In the beginning,] my dear, [this universe was] the Existent 

only, [one alone, without a second]’ (Chand. Up. VI,2,1); 

‘That is the Real, That is Atman, Thou art That’ (Chand. Up. 

VI,8,7, etc.). 

38. “From Smrti passages as well it is established that, being 

one alone, you, Atman, are the highest Atman [and] free from 

all the attributes of transmigratory existence—for example: 

‘[All] beings are the bodies of Him who lives in the hearts’ 

(Apastamba Dharmasutra 1,8,22,4); 

‘Atman is indeed [all] gods’ (Manu, XII, 119); 

‘[The embodied Atman,] in the city of nine gates’ (BhG V,13); 

‘[The supreme Lord abiding] alike in all beings’ (BhG XIII, 

27); 

‘[The wise see the same thing] in a learned and well-behaved 

Brahman, [in a cow, in an elephant, and in a mere dog, and in 

an outcaste]’ (BhG V,18); 

‘Unmanifold in the manifold’ (BhG XVIII,20; cf. BhG XIII, 

16); 

‘Vasudeva (= Krsna)78 is all’ (BhG VII, 19).” 

39. If [the pupil] says: “If, your Holiness, Atman is 

‘without an inside and without an outside’ (Brh. Up. IV,5,13), 

‘without and within, unborn’ (Mund. Up. 11,1,2), 

‘entirely a mass of knowledge’ (Brh. Up. IV,5,13), 

like a mass of salt,79 devoid of all the varieties of forms, and homo¬ 

geneous like ether, then how is it that the object, means, and agent 
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of actions are [either actually] experienced or stated in the Srutis? 

This is well-known in the Srutis and Smrtis and among common 

people, and is a matter which causes differences of opinion among 

hundreds of disputants”; 

40. [then] the teacher should reply, “It is the effect of nescience 

that the object, means, and agent of actions are [either actually] 

experienced or stated in the Srutis; but from the standpoint of the 

highest truth89 Atman is one alone and [only] appears as many 

through the vision [affected] by nescience just as the moon [ap¬ 

pears] as many to sight [affected] by timira eye-disease.81 Duality is 

the effect of nescience, since it is reasonable [for the Srutis] to con¬ 

demn the view that [Atman] is different [from Brahman] by saying, 

‘Verily, where there seems to be another, [there the one might 

see the other]’ (Brh. Up. IV,3,31); 

For where there is a duality, as it were, there one sees another’ 
(Brh. Up. 11,4,14); 

Death after death attains he [who thinks he sees manifoldness 

in this world]’ (Brh. Up. IV,4,19); 

‘But where one sees something else, hears something else, 

understands something else—that is the small. ... but the 

small is the same as the mortal’ (Chand. Up. VII,24,1) ; 

[As, my dear, by one clod of clay everything made of clay 

may be understood;] the modification is a verbal distinction, 

a name’ (Chand. Up. VI,1,4), [untrue]82; 

‘[So whoever worships another divinity than his Atman, thinking 

that] He is one and I another, [he does not know]’ (Brh Ud 
1,4,10). J V ' ' P‘ 

And [the same conclusion is reached] from Sruti passages which 

establish oneness, for example: 

[In the beginning, my dear, this universe was the Existent only,] 

one alone, without a second’ (Chand. Up. VI,2,1); 

‘Where, verily, [everything has become] one’s own [Atman, 

then whereby and whom would one smell?]’ (Brh Up II4 14- 

cf. Brh. Up. IV,5,15); ' ’’ ’ 

‘[Then] what delusion, what sorrow is there [for him who 

perceives the oneness!]’ (Isa Up. 7).” 

41. [The pupil may ask:] “If this be so, Your Holiness, for 

what purpose is difference in object, means, etc., of actions as well 

as origination and dissolution [of the world] stated in the Srutis?” 
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42. Then [the teacher] replies: “A man possessed of nescience, 

being differentiated by the body, etc., thinks that his Atman is 

connected with things desirable and undesirable; [and] he does 

not know how to distinguish the means of attaining things desir¬ 

able from that of abandoning things undesirable, although he 

desires to attain things desirable and to abandon things undesir¬ 

able by some means. The scripture gradually removes his igno¬ 

rance concerning this matter, but it does not establish the difference 

in object, means, etc., of actions, since the difference [constitutes] 

transmigratory existence which is undesirable by nature. Thus 

[the scripture] uproots nescience which is the view that [Atman] 

is different [from Brahman], the root of transmigratory existence, 

by showing the reasonableness of the oneness of the origination, 

dissolution, etc. [of the world], 

43. “When nescience has been uprooted by means of the Srutis, 

Smrtis, and reasoning, the only knowledge of one who sees the 

highest truth83 is established right in this [Atman] that is described 

as follows: 

‘Without an inside and without an outside’ (Brh. Up. II, 5, 19); 

‘Without and within, unborn’ (Mund. Up. 11,1,2); 

like a mass of salt84; 

‘[Entirely] a mass of knowledge’ (Brh. Up. IV,5,13); 

and the homogeneous Atman which is all-pervading like ether. 

It is not reasonable that [in Atman] even a trace of impurity should 

arise from the difference in object and means of actions, origina¬ 

tion and dissolution [of the world], and so forth. 

44. “A man who wishes to attain this very view of the highest 

truth should abandon the fivefold form of desire, viz., desires for a 

son, wealth, and worlds,85 which result from the misconception 

that [his] caste, stage of life, etc., [belong to his Atman]. And as this 

misconception is contradictory to the right conception, the rea¬ 

soning for negating the view that [Atman] is different [from Brah¬ 

man] is possible; for, when the conception that the sole Atman is 

not subject to transmigratory existence has occurred by means of 

the scripture and reasoning, no contradictory conception persists 

[any more]; for a conception that fire is cold, or that the body is 

not subject to old age and death, does not exist. Therefore, since 

all the rituals and their requisites such as the sacred thread are 
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the effects of nescience, they should be abandoned by him who 

is established in. the view of the highest truth.” 

Notes 

^According to the BSBh (1,1,1, pp. 36-37) the following four requirements are 

referred to as conditions for the study of the Vedanta: (1) discrimination between 

things eternal and non-eternal (nitySnityavastuviveka), (2) dispassion toward the enjoy¬ 

ment of the things here and in the other world (ihamutrarthabhogaxiiraga), (3) the attain¬ 

ment of the means such as tranquility and self-control (iamadamadisadhanasampad), and 

(4) being a seeker after final release (mumuksutva). The condition stated in the Upad 

that one must be dispassionate toward all things non-eternal which are attained by 

means other than knowledge seems to correspond to the first requirement mentioned 

above (cf. note 2), which is also referred to in Upad 11,1,4. Such conditions for the 

study of the Vedanta are again mentioned in Upad 1,13,27; 16,72; 17,52; 17,85; 17,86. 

As for the qualifications of a teacher, see section 6, below, and also Introduction’, IV F 

Cf' V'^ntasira [IV] 4-27; P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, pp’ 

2Brh. Up. 111,5,1 reads: “Having known that Atman, Brahmins overcome desire for 

sons (putrauana), desire for wealth (vittaisana) and desire for worlds (lokaisana) and live 

the hfe of mendicants.” Cf. Brh. Up. IV,4,22; Sankara ad Brh. Up. 111,5,1; IV,4,22. 

The compound tyaktaputravittalokaisana is also used in GBh 11,55, p. 65. Here “worlds” 

means three worlds, viz. the world of men (mamujaloka), of the fathers (pitrloka), and of 

the gods (devaloka). According to Sankara the world of men is obtained by mean* 0f 

the son alone, that of the fathers by means of actions (karman), and that of the gods 

by means of the lower knowledge, namely by means of meditation and worship of 

Brahman as a personal god. These three worlds are non-eternal and should be aban¬ 

doned by the seekers after final release. Cf. Brh. Up. 1,5,16; Upad 1,18,228; 11,1,44. 

This condition seems to correspond to the second requirement for the’stud’y of’the 
Vedanta (see note 1). 

3The life of a Brahmin is divided into four stages (a srama), namely that of the student 

(brahmacBnn), of the householder (grhastha), of the forest-dweller (vanastha), and of the 

ascetic (samnydsin). In many works ascetics are classified into four groups, namely 

kulicaka, bahUdaka, hamsa, and paramahamsa. Each succeeding one is higher than 

preceding one. The paramahamsa ascetic always stays under a tree, in an uninhabited 

house, or m a burial place. He begs alms from persons of all castes. He regards all as 

Atman. For a detailed description, see P. V. Kane, History of Dharmaiastra, vol. II-II 
pp. 930 f. Cf. notes 6; 26. 

4The attainment of these virtues constitutes the third condition for the study of the 

Vedanta (see note 1). This condition is based upon Brh. Up. IV,4,23, which reads: 

He who knows thus becomes tranquil, self-controlled, withdrawn, patient, and 
collected . . ” 

5What Sankara means by “the qualities of a pupil” is not certain. Cf. Upad 1,16 72- 

17,52; 17,87. Anandajnana refers to BhG XIII,7, which mentions the following 

virtues: absence of pride (amanitva), absence of deceit (adambhitva), non-injury (ahimsa), 

patience (ksdnti), uprightness (arjava), service to the teacher (acaryopasana), internal and 

external purity (sauca), steadfastness (sthairya), self-control (atmavinigraha). Ramatlrtha 
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quotes a stanza from an undertermined source, which enumerates nine virtues. 

Smrtis such as the Manu (11,109; 112) and Yajnavalkyasmrti (1,28) prescribe the quali¬ 

fications of a student who deserves to be taught. See P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasas- 

tra, vol. II-I, pp. 330-333. 

«The Smrtis are not in agreement with regard to whether the ascetic life (samnyasa) is 

open to all the upper three classes or only to the Brahmins. In Sankara ad Brh. Up. 

(111,5,1, p. 454; IV,5,15, p. 725) Sankara definitely states that only a Brahmin can be 

a samnydsin. Here in the Upad he excludes all the classes except Brahmin. It is to be 

noted here that in his Vdrttika(v.l65l,p. 758) on his teacher’s commentary of Brh.Up. 

(111,5,1) Suresvara rejects Sankara’s view and that in his commentary on Suresvara’s 

Varttika (p. 759) Anandajnana quotes passages from the Mahdbharata to support that 

K§atriya can enter the ascetic life. Cf. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstra, vol. II-II, 

pp. 942-944. According to the BS (1,3,34-39) the upper three classes of people, exclud¬ 

ing Stidras, are entitled to the knowledge of Brahman. Moreover, not only the samnydsin 

but also the householder is accepted as qualified for it; and even a person who does not 

belong to any state of life because of lack of means, etc., is regarded as qualified for 

knowledge of Brahman (BS 111,4,36—39). Cf. Nakamura II, pp. 402-404; pp. 470-475; 

P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, pp. 60-64. It should be kept in mind in order to 

understand Sankara’s doctrine that he accepts as qualified for his teaching a Brahmin 

who is in the state of paramahamsa wandering ascetic (see note 3). It may, however, 

be interesting to note here that in the next chapter (section 45) it is a brahmacdrin who 

approaches a teacher in the prescribed manner. Cf. note 26. 

7One of the observances (niyama). See note 14. 

8What rules Sankara has in mind is not known. However, there are certain rules. 

For example, one should not approach empty-handed one’s parents, dcdrya, sacred 

fires, houses, and the king, if the latter has not heard of him before. Another rule is not 

to pronounce the name of one’s teacher without prefixing or affixing an honorific addi¬ 

tion (such as sri, bhdtta, dcdrya). Smrtis prescribe rules about upasamgrahana, which con¬ 

sists in repeating one’s gotra and name, saying ‘I salute,’ touching one’s ears, and clasp¬ 

ing the feet of the teacher with one’s hands, when one meets his teacher. See P. V. 

Kane, History of Dharmasdstra, pp. 333-346. Cf. Muni). Up. 1,2,12—13 (see the next 

section); Brh. Up. IV,2,1; Chand. Up. VII, 1,2. 

°Sankara presupposes the study of the Veda, which is required of a brahmacdrin, and 

knowledge of it as indispensable condition. Cf. P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, 

pp. 77-78. 

“The source of this quotation is probably Mahdbhdrata, Moksadharma, 12, 313, 23ab 

(Poona Critical ed.): “dcaryah pldvita tasya jhanam plava ihocyate.” Some manuscripts 

(A4, As, As8, and S4) takes it as a quotation from a Sruti but it is not traced there as far 

as I have tried. 

llSee note 1. 

“Anandajnana says that “etc.” indicates “anugraha” and the like while Ramtlrtha 

explains it as denoting “akama” and so on. Apastamba Dharmasutra 1,8,23,6 reads: ak- 

rodho 'harso 'roso *lobho'moho 'dambho 'drohah . . . ; Sivopanisad VII, 101 reads: akrodhadyd 

niyamd siddhivrddhikardh; BhG XVI,2: ahimsd satyam akrodhas tyagah sdntir apaisunam. 

“According to TogasUtra 11,30, the abstentions {yama) are five: non-injury {ahimsd), 

non-lying (satya), non-theft (asteya), non-incontinence (brahmacarya), and non-posses¬ 

sion (aparigraha). Tama constitutes the first of the eight-limbed practice of Toga (Toga- 

sUtra 11,29). But^amain Ydjnavalkyasmrti 111,312 has ten constituents: non-incontinence 

(1brahmacarya), compassion (dayd), patience (ksdnti), giving (darn), non-lying (satya), 
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honesty (akalkatd), non-injury (ahimsd), non-theft (asteya), sweetness (mddhurya), self- 

control (damn). 

“According to TogasUtra 11,32, the observances (niyama) are five: purity (sauca), 

contentment (samtosa), self-mortification (tapcts), study (svadhydya), and devotion to the 

Lord (isvarapranidhana). According to the TogasUtrabhasja on this sutra, purity means 

both internal purity, which consists in washing away the blemishes of the mind, and 

external purity, which is produced by earth, water, or the like, and by the consump¬ 

tion and other requirements with regard to pure sacrificial food, viz. the barley mixed 

with cow’s urine and the rest (Tattvavaisaradi II, 32). Niyama constitutes the second 

limb of the eight-limbed practice of Toga (TogasUtra 11,29). Tdjnavalkyasmrti 111,313 

gives different niyama consisting of ten observances: bathing (snana), silence (mauna), 

fasting (upav&sa), rite (ijyd), study (svddhydya), restraint of sexual desire (upasthanigraha), 

obdience to one’s guru (gurususrUsd), purity (sauca), non-anger (akrodha), and attentive¬ 

ness (apramddata). 

“See BhG XIII, 7-11. Cf. note 5. 

“Here Sankara prescribes the qualifications of a teacher (dcdrya), which are not so 

different from those of a pupil (see section 2). The essential difference between the 

qualified pupil and the teacher seems to be in the fact that a pupil is a seeker after final 

release (mumuksu) whereas a teacher is released (mukta). Cf. Upad 1,17,50-52. For the 

qualifications of an dcdrya who is to perform the upanayana (see note 55) and to teach 

him the Veda, see P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstra, vol. II-I, pp. 324-325. 

17Cf. section 2. 

“Cf. section 2. 

10Cf. section 30. 

20Hindu law books direct a teacher to teach learning to a pupil without hiding 

anything from him in all matters of duty (see Apastamba Dharmasutra 1,2,8,25-28; 1,4, 

14,2-3). Cf. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstra, II-I, pp. 329-330. 

2lThe sentences “dlmaivedam sarvam” and tlbrahmaivedam saroam” are also quoted in 

GKBh 11,32, p. 91. The former comes from Chand. Up. VII,25,2, but the latter is 

problematic. As far as I have investigated, the same sentence occurs only in the Nrsim- 

hottaratapaniya Up. (VII,3), from which Sankara cannot be expected to quote. As I have 

discussed elsewhere, I would think that this is a quotation from the Brh. Up. This 

quotation must have originally been brahmedam sarvam which occurs in Brh. Up. 11,5,1. 

Furthermore, there is a possibility that brahmedam sarvam was assimilated to atmaivedam 

sarvam which occurs just before the quotation in question (see S. Mayeda, “On the 

Author of the Mancjukyopanisad- and the Gaudapadlya-Bhasya,” The Adyar Library 

Bulletin, vols. 31-32, 1967-68, p. 81, note 1). 

22Cf. section 18. 

23See note 2 of Upad 1,15. 

24Brahmacdrin, viz. the first of the four stages of life. See note 3. 

*sGrhastha, viz. the second of the four stages of life. See note 3. 

26There are three different opinions about the four stages of life: (1) exclusion (6a- 

dha), (2) orderly co-ordination (samuccaya), and (3) option (vikalpa). The first, exclusion, 

which is held by the Gautama Dharmasutra (III, 1 and 35), is that there is really one stage 

of life, i.e., that of a householder; the other stages are regarded as inferior to it. The 

Manu (IV,1; VI,1; VI,33-37; VI,81-83) represents the second opinion, that a man 

should resort to the four stages of life one after another in order without skipping any 

one of them. The third opinion, as seen in the Jabalopanisad (4), is that there can be an 

option after the stage of a student. In other words, a man may become a wandering 
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ascetic (parivrdjaka) immediately after he finishes the stage of a student or the stage of a 

householder. The BS suggests that Jaimini, founder of the Mlmamsa school, held the 

first opinion (BS III,4,18), whereas Badarayana, founder of the Vedanta school, might 

have been a supporter of the second opinion (BS III, 4,19, and 20). The Upad reveals 

that Sankara may have held the third opinion. Sankara himself is said to have become 

a samnyasiti' without resorting to the life of a householder (cf. T. M. P. Mahadevan, 

Homage to Sankara, pp. 3-11). 

27BhG 11,22 reads as follows: “Just as a man leaves aside worn-out garments and 

takes other new ones, so the embodied Atman leaves dside worn-out bodies and goes 

to other new ones.” 

28See section 10. 

29The word samskdra is sometimes translated as (Hindu) “sacrament.” It generally 

means religious purificatory rites and ceremonies for sanctifying the body, mind, and 

intellect of an individual so that he may become a full-fledged member of the Hindu 

community. There is a great divergence of opinion among the law books concerning 

the number of samskdras. The Gautama Dharmasutra gives a list of forty samskdras with 

eight virtues of Atman. It is, however, said that sixteen are the most popular samskaras, 

though the enumeration differs in different books. In the Upad Sankara refers to sev¬ 

eral samskaras (see Upad 11,1,20, and 21) such as birth ceremony (j&takarman) and ini¬ 

tiation ceremony (upanayana). Gf. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmaidstra, II-I, pp. 188— 

267; Raj Bali Pandey, Hindu Samskaras (Banaras: Vikarama Publications, 1949). 

30See section 23. 

31See section 6. 

32See sections 7 and 8. 

33The whole section is based upon Chand. Up. VIII, 14,1 (akdio vai ndma ndmarupayor 

nirvahitd) and BS 1,3,41 (dkdio 'rthdntaratvadivyapadeidt). See Mayeda Upad, pp. 31—32. 

34Here, as in the BSBh, Sankara uses the term name-and-form (ndmarupa.) in the 

sense of the primary material of the universe, which corresponds to prakrti (or pradhdna) 

in the Samkhya system. This usage of the term is peculiar to Sankara. According to lat¬ 

er Advaitins, the primary material of the universe is avidyd or mayd and not ndmarupa. 

For a detailed discussion, see Introduction, III,A,1, pp. 18-22. 

33Cf. Chand. Up. VIII,12,1. 

38Brh. Up. 111,8,8. Cf. Upad 11,1,7. 

37Chand. Up. VIII,7,1. Cf. Upad 11,1,7. 

38Brh. Up. 111,5,1. Cf. Upad 11,1,7. 

39Cf. Chand. Up. VII,26,1. 

40See notes 33 and 34. 

41By the expression, “indescribable as this or something else” (tattvanyatvdbhydm 

anirvacaniya-), Sankara indicates, as in the BSBh, the unsteadiness of the primary ma¬ 

terial ndmarupa (see note 34) which will be transformed into something. The expression 

denotes the unstable condition of the unevolved name-and-form (aoyakrte ndmarUpe), 

of which we can neither say, “It is this” nor “It is different from this.” The expression 

is peculiar to Sankara. The term anirvacaniya appears as an attribute of avidyd first in 

Mandanamisra’s Brahmasiddhi (S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Brahmasiddhi by Acarya Man4- 

anamisra with Commentary by Sahkhapdni. Madras: Government Press, 1937, p. 9, line 14. 

Cf. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. II, p. 89; Eigen, p. 255, note 1). The 

association of the term with avidya occurs in the thinking of all Advaitins except San¬ 

kara, SureSvara, and To{aka. See Eigen, pp. 261-264; D. H. H. Ingalls, “Samkara on 

the Question: Whose Is Avidya?”, Philosophy East and West, vol. 3 (1953), no. 1, p. 69; 
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do, The Study of Sarikaracarva,” Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 

vol. 33 (1952), p. 7; Mayeda Upad, pp. 32-34. 

42The name-and-form in this case means the effect of the unevolved name-and-form. 

See Eigen, pp. 259-261; Mayeda Upad, p. 32. 

43See BS 11,3,1-7; Taitt. Up. 11,1,1. 

44 As P. Hacker points out in his Upadeshasdhasrt von Meister Shankar a, p. 19, note 71, 

this simile shows that Sankara is at the transitional stage between the realistic view 

(parinamavada) of the BS and the remarkable illusionism (vivartavada) of later Advaita. 

See Introduction, III,A,2, pp. 22-26. 

«See BS 11,3,8. 

46See BS 11,3,10; Taitt. Up. H,l. 

47See BS 11,3,11; Taitt. Up. 11,1; Chand. Up. VI,2,3. 

48See BS 11,3,12; Taitt. Up. 11,1; Chand. Up. VI,2,4. 

4BThere are two different theories which explain how the subtle elements (suksma- 

bhatd) are combined to produce die gross elements (sthulabhnta): one is the trivrtkarana 

and the other is the padclkarana. Sankara’s description here seems to point to the pan- 

Cikarana. For a detailed discussion, see Introduction, III,A,3, pp. 26-27. 

50Nescience (avidyd) is treated as a kind of psychic affection (kleia). See Introduction, 
IV,D,1, p. 78. 

“Probably these sacred formulas (mantra) axe those which are uttered when the gar- 

bhddhdna samskdra is performed. The garbhadhdna is the rite through which a man places 

his seed in a woman. See Brh. Up. VI,4,1-22; P. V. Kane, History of Dharmaidstra, II- 

I, pp. 201-213; R. B. Pandey, Hindu Samskdras, pp. 79-98. 

52The garbhadhdna samskdra (see note 51) should be performed at the time of rtu when 

the wife is physically prepared to conceive. The proper time for conception is from the 

fourth to the sixteenth night after menstruation. See P. V. Kane, History ofDharmaids- 

tra, II-I, pp. 204—205; R. B. Pandey, Hindu Samskdras, p. 79. 

53For Indian medical views of conception, see Carakasamhitd IV.2-3. 

54A birth ceremony (jdtakarman) is performed before the umbilical cord is cut (cf. 

Manu 11,29), but there is no agreement among writers. There is also great divergence 

on the details which constitute the birth ceremony. According to Brh. Up. VI,4,24-28, 

which gives fairly elaborate description of the ceremony, it consists of the following 

parts: (1) a sacred fire (homa) of curds with ghee to the accompaniment of the sacred 

formula (Brh. Up. VI,4,24), (2) repeating in a child’s right ear “Speech!” three times 

(Brh. Up. VI,4,25), (3) feeding him curds, honey, and ghee out of a golden spoon (Brh. 

Up. VI,4,25), (4) giving him a name, which becomes his secret name (Brh. Up. VI, 

4,26), (5) putting him to the mother’s breast to the accompaniment of a sacred formula 

(Brh. Up. VI,4,27), and (6) addressing the mother with sacred formulas (Brh. Up. VI, 

4,28). See P. V. Kane, History of Dharmaidstra, II-I, pp. 228-237; R. B. Pandey, Hindu 

Samskdras, pp. 116-129. 

65The initiation (upanayana) is one of the purifying ceremonies, by which a boy is 

taken to a teacher for learning the Veda. Later the performance of the ritual and the 

commandments for observing vows (oratadeia) become more important than the study 

of the Veda. If a boy is a Brahmin, this ceremony is performed at the age of eight; if he is 

a Ksatriya, it is performed at the age of eleven; if he is a Vaiiya, it is performed at the 

age of twelve. There are many other opinions about the age of initiation. This cere¬ 

mony is called a second birth, and by virtue of its performance the initiated boy be¬ 

comes twice-born (dvija) and is distinguished from the Sudras (ekaja) who have only 

one physical birth. In the course of the ceremony he is invested with a sacred thread 
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(yajnopavita, see Upad 11,1,30). See P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, II-I, pp. 268 

-415; R. B. Pandey, Hindu Samskaras, pp. 187-240. 

“See note 3. 

67The purifying ceremony for union with a wife (patniyogasamskdra) may mean the 

marriage ceremony (vivaha). For a detailed description of the marriage ceremony, see 

P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, II-I, pp. 427-541; R. B. Pandey, Hindu Samskaras, 

pp. 261-406. 

58See note 3. The word tapasa is used as a synonym of vdnaprastha (forest-dweller). 

When Sankara comments on BS 111,4,20, he says that tapas (self-mortification) is a dis¬ 

tinctive attribute of the forest-dweller whereas irudriyasamyama (restraint of the senses) 

and so on are the distinctive attributes of the mendicants (bhiksu). The forest-dweller 

who may go to the forest with his wife has to keep fires and perform the daily and other 

rites (yajha), at least in the beginning. 

59See notes 3 and 58. 

80Cf. note 49. 

“Section 16. 

“Cf. Brh. Up. 111,7,23; Upad 11,1,18. 

83Cf. Upad 1,15,2. 

84The pupil, who does not know the truth that he himself is Brahman, regards im¬ 

personal Brahman as a personal god to be worshipped. 

85The sentence “anya evdham . . . anyo ’sau” is based upon Brh. Up. 1,4,10 (see sec¬ 

tion 26). 

88See note 3. 

“This is based upon Chand. Up. VI,16,1-3. See Upad 1,17,65 and 73. 

88Section 13. 

“Section 25. 

,0The sacred thread (yajnopavita), the composition of which is full of symbolism, con¬ 

sists of three threads of nine strands and is worn under the right arm and over the left 

shoulder. It is prescribed that the sacred thread of a Brahmin should be made of cotton, 

that of a Ksatriya of hempen threads, and that of a Vaisya of woolen threads (cf. 

Manu 11,44). But the option of cotton thread is available for all. It should reach as far 

as the navel and is said to be spun by a virgin Brahmin girl and twisted by a Brahmin. 

At the time of upanayana (see note 55) the dcdrya invests the student with this sacred 

thread. It is also prescribed that a man must wear it when waiting upon teachers, 

elders, guests, at the time of handling sacred fire (homo), in performingja/M (murmuring 

prayer), in taking meals and in sipping water (acamana), and at the time of daily Vedic 

study (cf. Apastamba DharmasUtra 1,5,15,1). Cf. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, 

II-I, pp. 287-300; R. B. Pandey, Hindu Samskaras, pp. 224—227. 

71Prosperity (abhyudaya) is the reward for worship of Brahman but belongs to trans- 

migratory existence (samsdra). On the other hand beatitude (nihsreyasa) is generally a 

synonym for final release (moksa). Cf. P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, p. 104. 

'l2BhdoarUpa is used as an attribute of aoidya or ajftdna by later Advaitins. Here San¬ 

kara uses it as an attribute of pain (duhkha). Cf. S. Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy, 

vol. II, p. 105 and p. 114; Eigen, pp. 254-256; Mayeda Upad, p. 29. 

73See Introduction, III,B,4, pp. 40-43. 

74According to Sankara’s commentary on the Brh. Up. (111,9,20, p. 508), the word 

“heart” (hrdaya) comprises both buddhi and manas (buddhimanasl ekikrtya nirdesah). 

Sankara probably understands it as a synonym of the internal organ (antahkarana). 

78Cf. Upad 1,15,2. 

76uenas tat pasyan visva bhuvanani vidvanyatra oisvam bhavati ekanidam, M. N. Up. 11,3. 

Cf. Vajasaneyi-Samhita XXX11, 8; Taitt. A. X,l,3; Atharvaveda 11,1,1; Sankhayana 

Srautasutra XV,3,8. The word ekanida is also used in Upad 1,12,4; 1,16,51. 

77Manu is regarded as the first man, father of the race and the establisher of sacrifice. 

Cf. A. A. Macdonell, The Vedic Mythology, pp. 138-140; A. B. Keith, The Religion and 

Philosophy of the Veda and Vpanishads, vol. I (HOS, vol. 31. Cambridge: Harvard Uni¬ 

versity Press, 1925), pp. 228-230. 

78See Upad 1,15,11 and note 9. 

79Cf. sayathd saindhavaghanah . . . , Brh. Up. IV,5,13. 

80By accepting two standpoints, paramdrthavasthd (standpoint of the highest truth) 

and vyayahdrdvastha (standpoint of the daily life) or avidyaoastha (standpoint of nesci¬ 

ence), Sankara tried to interpret consistently the mutually contradictory Upanisads, 

BS and so forth, and to explain contradictions between daily experiences and the truth. 

Cf. P. Deussen, The System of the Ved&nta, pp. 98-115; S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philos¬ 

ophy, vol. II, pp. 518-520. The word Paramaribo (Pali: paramattha) is not found in the 

ancient Upanisads but appears in old Buddhist texts (cf. Suttanipdta 68; 219; Saddharma- 

pundarika (ed. by U. Wogihara and Tuchida), p. 92, line 23; p. 93, line 1; p. 122, line 

21, p. 257, line 3; Saundarananda XV, 19); it has come to be a very important term in 

Mahayana Buddhism. Such a conception of the highest truth was first introduced into 

the Vedanta system by the author of the Mdndukyakdrika (1,17; 11,32; 111,18; IV,73; 

74), in which a Buddhistic distinction between the highest truth (paramarthasatya) and 

the conventional truth (samortisatya) is recognized (IV,73 and 74). Sankara adopted 

it for his purpose. See Nakamura HI, pp. 509-510. 

slTimira is a class of morbid affection of the coats of the eye. 

“See variant readings in Mayeda Upad. D. V. Gokhale suggests in his edition of the 

Upad (Bombay: Gujarati Printing Press, 1917) that this is a quotation from Chand. 

Up. VII,2,1, etc. It is, however, to be noted here that in his BSBh (11,1,14, p. 373) 

Sankara quotes the same sentence (yatha . . . vdcarambhanam vikdro ndmadheyam mrtti- 

kety eva satyam) from the Chand. Up. and that he explains the sentence, interpreting 

“namadheya” zsfnamadheyami tram hyetad anrtam.” Therefore, ‘Warn” may not be a 

quotation but Sankara’s explanatory insertion. 

83See note 80. 

84Cf. note 79. 

86See section 2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AWARENESS 

45. A certain student,1 who was tired of transmigratory exist¬ 

ence characterized by birth and death and was seeking after final 

release, approached in the prescribed manner2 a knower of Brahman 

who was established in Brahman and sitting at his ease, and asked 

him, “Your Holiness, how can I be released from transmigratory 

existence? I am aware of the body, the senses and [their] objects; 

I experience pain in the waking state, and I experience it in the 

dreaming state after getting relief again and again by entering 

into the state of deep sleep again and again. Is it indeed my own 

nature or [is it] due to some cause, my own nature being different? 

If [this is] my own nature, there is no hope for me to attain final 

release, since one cannot avoid one’s own nature. If [it is] due to 

some cause, final release is possible after the cause has been 

removed.” 

46. The teacher replied to him, “Listen, my child, this is not 

your own nature but is due to a cause.” 

47. When he was told this the pupil said, “What is the cause? 

And what will remove it? And what is my own nature? When the 

cause is removed, the effect due to the cause no [longer] exists; I 

will attain to my own nature like a sick person [who recovers his 

health] when the cause of his disease has been removed.”3 

48. The teacher replied, “The cause is nescience; it is removed 

by knowledge. When nescience has been removed, you will be 

released from transmigratory existence which is characterized by 

birth and death, since its cause will be gone and you will no 

[longer] experience pain in the dreaming and waking states.” 

49. The pupil said, “What is that nescience? And what is its 

object?4 And what is knowledge, remover of nescience, by which 

I can realize my own nature?”5 

50. The teacher replied, “Though you are the highest Atman 

and not a transmigrator, you hold the inverted view, ‘I am a trans¬ 

migrator.’ Though you are neither an agent nor an experiencer, 

and exist [eternally], [you hold the inverted view, ‘I am] an agent, 

an experiencer, and do not exist [eternally]’6—this is nescience.” 

51. The pupil said, “Even though I exist [eternally], still I am 

not the highest Atman. My nature is transmigratory existence 

which is characterized by agency and experiencership, since it is 

known by sense-perception and other means of knowledge. [Trans- 

migratory existence] has not nescience as its cause, since nescience 

cannot have one’s own Atman as its object.7 

Nescience is [defined as] the superimposition of the qualities of 

one [thing] upon another.8 For example, fully known silver is 

superimposed upon fully known mother-of-pearl, a fully known 

person upon a [fully known] tree trunk, or a fully known trunk 

upon a [fully known] person; but not an unknown [thing] upon 

[one that is] fully known nor a fully known [thing] upon one 

that is unknown. Nor is non -Atman superimposed upon Atman 

because Atman is not fully known, nor Atman [superimposed] upon 

non -Atman, [again] because Atman is not fully known.” 

52. The teacher said to him, “That is not right, since there is 

an exception. My child, it is not possible to make a general rule 

that a fully known [thing] is superimposed only upon a fully 

known [thing], since it is a matter of experience that [a fully known 

thing] is superimposed upon Atman. [For example,] if one says, 

‘I am white,’ ‘I am dark,’ this is [the superimposition] of 

qualities of the body upon Atman which is the object of the T- 

notion.9 And if one says, ‘I am this,’ this is [the superimposition of 

Atman,] which is the object of the T-notion, upon the body.” 

53. The pupil said, “In that case Atman is indeed fully known 

as the object of the T-notion; so is the body as ‘this.’ If so, [it is 

only a case of] the mutual superimposition of body and Atman, 

both fully known, just like [the mutual superimposition] of tree- 

trunk and person, and of mother-of-pearl and silver. So, is there 

a particular reason why Your Holiness said that it is not possible 

to make a general rule that two fully known [things] are mutually 

superimposed?” 

234 
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54. The teacher replied, “Listen. It is true that the body and 

Atman are fully known; but they are not fully known to all people 

as the objects of distinct notions like a tree-trunk and a person.” 

“How [are they known] then?” 

“[They are] always [known] as the objects of constantly 

non-distinct notions. Since nobody grasps the body and Atman 

as two distinct notions, saying, ‘This is the body, that is Atman,' 

people are deluded with regard to Atman and non -Atman, thinking, 

'Atman is thus’ or ‘Atman is not thus.5 This is the particular reason 

why I said that it is impossible to make a general rule.” 

55. [The pupil raised another objection:] “Is it not experienced 

that the thing which is superimposed [upon something] else 

through nescience does not exist [in the latter]? For example, 

silver [does not exist] in a mother-of-pearl nor a person in a tree- 

trunk nor a snake in a rope; nor the dark color of the earth’s"sur- 

face in the sky. Likewise, if the body and Atman are always mutual¬ 

ly superimposed in the form of constantly non-distinct notions, 

then they cannot exist in each other at anytime. Silver, etc., which 

are superimposed through nescience upon mother-of-pearl, etc., 

do not exist [in the latter] at any time in any way and vice versa; 

likewise the body and Atman are mutually superimposed through 

nescience; this being the case, it would follow as the result that 

neither the body nor Atman exists. And it is not acceptable, since 

it is the theory of the Nihilists.10 

If, instead of mutual superimposition, [only] the body is superim¬ 

posed upon Atman through nescience, it would follow as the result 

that the body does not exist in Atman while the latter exists. This is 

not acceptable either since it is contradictory to sense-perception 

and other [means of knowledge]. For this reason the body and 

Atman are not superimposed upon each other through nescience.” 

“How then?” 

“They are permanently connected with each other like bamboo 

and pillars [which are interlaced in the structure of a house].” 

56. [The teacher said,] “No; because it would follow as the 

result that [Atman is] non-eternal and exists for another’s sake11; 

since [in your opinion Atman] is composite, [Atman exists for 

another’s sake and is non-eternal] just like bamboo, pillars, and so 

forth. Moreover, the Atman which is assumed by some others to be 

II, 2, 57-61] 

connected with the body exists for another’s sake since it is compos¬ 

ite. [Therefore,] it has been first established that the highest 

[Atman\ is not connected with the body, is different [from it], and 
is eternal. 

57. [The pupil objected:] ‘ Although [the Atman\ is not compos¬ 

ite, It is [regarded] merely as the body and superimposed upon 

the body; from this follow the results that [the Atman] does not 

exist and that [It] is non-eternal and so on. Then there would 

arise the fault that [you will] arrive at the Nihilists’ position that 
the body has no Atman." 

_ 58. [The teacher replied,] “Not so; because it is accepted that 

Atman, like space, is by nature not composite.12 Although Atman 

exists as connected with nothing, it does not follow that the body 

and other things are without Atman, just as, although space is 

connected with nothing, it does not follow that nothing has space. 

Therefore, there would not arise the fault that [I shall] arrive at 
the Nihilists’ position. 

59. “Your further objection—namely that, if the body does 

not exist in Atman [although Atman exists], this would contradict 

sense-perception and the other [means of knowledge]13: this is 

not right, because the existence of the body in Atman is not 

cognized by sense-perception and the other [means of knowledge]; 

in Atman like a jujube-fruit in a pot, ghee in milk, oil in sesame 

and a picture on a wall14—the body is not cognized by sense- 

perception and the other [means of knowledge]. Therefore there 

is no contradiction with sense-perception and the other [means of 
knowledge].” 

60. [The pupil objected,] “How is the body then superimposed 

upon Atman which is not established by sense-perception and the 

other [means of knowledge], and how is Atman superimposed upon 
the body?” 

61. [The teacher said,] “That is not a fault, because Atman 

is established by Its own nature. A general rule cannot be made 

that superimposition is made only on that which is adventitiously 

established and not on that which is permanently established, for 

the dark color and other things on the surface of the earth are seen 

to be superimposed upon the sky [which is permanently estab¬ 
lished].” 

i 
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62. [The pupil asked,] “Your Holiness, is the mutual superim¬ 
position of the body and Atman made by the composite of the body 
and so on or by Atman?”15 

63. The teacher said, “What would happen to you, if [the mu¬ 

tual superimposition] is made by the composite of the body and 
so on, or if [it] is made by Atman?” 

64. Then the pupil answered, “If I am merely the composite 
of the body and so on, then I am non-conscious, so I exist for 
another’s sake; consequently, the mutual superimposition of body 
and Atman is not effected by me. If I am the highest Atman different 
from the composite [of the body and so on], then I am conscious, 

so I exist for my own sake; consequently, the superimposition [of 
body] which is the seed of every calamity is effected upon Atman 

by me who am conscious.” 

65. To this the teacher responded, “If you know that the false 

superimposition is the seed of [every] calamity, then do not make 
it!”16 

66. Your Holiness, I cannot help [it], I am driven [to do it] 
by another; I am not independent.” 

67. [The teacher said,] “Then you are non-conscious, so you 
do not exist for your own sake. That by which you who are not 

self-dependent are driven to act is conscious and exists for its own 
sake; you are only a composite thing [of the body, etc.].” 

68. [The pupil objected,] “If I am non-conscious, how do I 

perceive feelings of pleasure and pain, and [the words] you have 
spoken?” 

69. The teacher said, “Are you different from feelings of pleasure 
and pain and from [the words] I have spoken, or are you identical 
[with them] ?”17 

70. The pupil answered, “I am indeed not identical.” 
“Why?” 

“Because I perceive both of them as objects just as [I perceive] 
ajar and other things [as objects]. If I were identical [with them] 
I could not perceive either of them; but I do perceive them, so I 

am different [from both of them]. If [I were] identical [with 

them] it would follow that the modifications of the feelings of 

pleasure and pain exist for their own sake and so do [the words] 
you have spoken; but it is not reasonable that any of them exists 

for their own sake, for the pleasure and pain produced by a sandal 

II, 2, 71-74] 

and a thorn are not for the sake of the sandal and the thorn, nor is 
use made of a jar for the sake of the jar. So, the sandal and other 
things serve my purpose, i.e., the purpose of their perceiver, since 

„ am JfferCnt fr°m them perceive a11 the obJects ^ated in the intellect. 18 

71. The teacher said to him, “So, then, you exist for your own 
sake since you are conscious. You are not driven [to act] by an¬ 

other. A conscious beingis neitherdependentonanothernordriven 
[to act] by another, for it is not reasonable that a conscious being 
should exist for the sake of another conscious being since they are 
equal like two lights.18 Nor does a conscious being exist for the 

sa e of a non-conscious being since it is not reasonable that a non- 
conscious being should have any connection with its own object 

precisely because it is non-conscious. Nor does experience show 

that two non-conscious beings exist for each other, as for example 

a f0ck°[W00d and a wal1 do not fulfill each other’s purposes.” 
72 [The pupil objected,] “Is it not experienced that a servant 

and his master, though they are equal in the sense of being con¬ 
scious, exist for each other?”20 

73. [The teacher said,] “It is not so, for what [I] meant was 

that you have consciousness just as fire has heat and light. And 
[in this meaning I] cited the example, ‘like two lights.’21 This 

emg the case, you perceive everything seated in your intellect 

through your own nature, U, the transcendentally changeless, 

eternal pure consciousness which is equivalent to the heat and 
ig t o e. And if you admit that Atman is always without dis- 

! tmctions, why did you say, ‘After getting relief again and again in 
the state of deep sleep, I perceive pain in the waking and dreaming 

states n this indeed my own nature or [is it] due to some cause?’28 
.Has this delusion left [you now] or not?” 

74. To this the pupil replied, “Your Holiness, the delusion has 
gone thanks to your gracious assistance; but I am in doubt as to 
how I am transcendentally changeless ” 

“How?” 

“Sound and other [external objects] are not self-established, 
since they are not conscious. But they [are established] through the 

°f "°dons which take the forms of sound and other [external 
objects]. It is impossible for notions to be self-established, since 
they have mutually exclusive attributes and the forms [of external 
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objects] such as blue and yellow. It is, therefore, understood that 

[notions] are caused by the forms of the external objects; so, [no¬ 

tions] are established as possessing the forms of external objects, 

i.e., the forms ofsound, etc. Likewise, notions, which are the modi¬ 

fications of a thing (= the intellect),25 the substratum of the 

‘I’-notion, are also composite, so it is reasonable that they are 

non-conscious; therefore, as it is impossible that they exist for 

their own sake, they, like sound and other [external objects], are 

established as objects to be perceived by a perceiver different in 

nature [from them]. If I am not composite, I have pure conscious¬ 

ness as my nature; so I exist for my own sake. Nevertheless, I am 

a perceiver of notions which have the forms [of the external ob¬ 

jects] such as blue and yellow [and] so I am indeed subject to 

change. [For the above reason, I am] in doubt as to how [I am] 

transcendentally changeless.” 

75. The teacher said to him, “Your doubt is not reasonable. 

[Your] perception of those notions is necessary and entire; for this 

very reason [you] are not subject to transformation. It is, there¬ 

fore, established that [you] are transcendentally changeless. But 

you have said that precisely the reason for the above positive 

conclusion—namely, that [you] perceive the entire movement of 

the mind—is the reason for [your] doubt [concerning your trans¬ 

cendental changelessness]. This is why [your doubt is not rea¬ 

sonable]. 

If indeed you were subject to transformation, you would not per¬ 

ceive the entire movement of the mind which is your object, just as 

the mind [does not perceive] its [entire] object and just as the 

senses [do not perceive] their [entire] objects,26 and similarly you 

as Atman would not perceive even a part of your object. There¬ 

fore, you are transcendentally changeless.” 

76. Then [the pupil] said, “Perception is what is meant by the 

verbal root,27 that is, nothing but change; it is contradictory [to 

this fact] to say that [the nature of] the perceiver is transcenden¬ 

tally changeless.” 

77. [The teacher said,] “That is not right, for [the term] ‘per¬ 

ception’ is used figuratively in the sense of a change which is 

meant by the verbal root; whatever the notion of the intellect may 

be, that is what is meant by the verbal root; [the notion of the 

intellect] has change as its nature and end, with the result that the 

II, 2, 78-84] 
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percep tion of Atman falsely appears [as perceiver]; thus the notion 

of the mtellect is figuratively indicated by the term, ‘perception.’ 

for example, the cutting action results [in the static state] that 

[the object to be cut] is separated in two parts; thus [the term, 

cutting, m the sense of an object to be cut being separated in 

two Parts,] is used figuratively as [the cutting action] which is 
meant by the verbal root.”28 

78. To this the pupil objected, “Your Holiness, the example 

cannot explain my transcendental changelessness ” 
“Why not?” 

“‘Cutting’ which results in a change in the object to be cut is 

used figuratively as [the cutting action] which is meant by the 

V<f. I r0°t; ln the same manner, if the notion of the intellect 
which is figuratively indicated by the term ‘perception’ and is’ 

meant by the verbal root, results also in a change in the percep- 

ion of Atman, [the example] cannot explain Atman’s transcenden¬ 
tal changelessness.” 

79 The teacher said, “It would be true, if there were a distinc¬ 

tion between perception and perceiver. The perceiver is indeed 

nothing but eternal perception. And it is not [right] that percep- 

and perceiver are different as in the doctrine of the logi- 
cians. 29 5 

80. [The pupil said,] “How does that [action] which is meant 
by the verbal root result in perception?” 

J!'iThe answered, “Listen, [I] said that [it] ends 
with the result that the perception [of Atman] falsely appears [as 

perceiver] Did you not hear? I did not say that [it] results 

m production of any change in Atman.93 

82. The pupil said, “Why then did you say that if I am trans¬ 

cendentally changeless I am the perceiver of the entire movement 
ot the mind which is my object?” 

83. The teacher said to him, “I told [you] only the truth. Pre- 

cisely because [you are the perceiver of the entire movement of 

the mind], I said, you are transcendentally changeless ”81 

84. “If so, Your Holiness, I am of the nature of transcendental- 

y changeless and eternal perception whereas the notions of the 

intellect which have the forms of [external objects] such as sound, 

arise and end with the result that my own nature which is per¬ 

ception falsely appears [as perceiver]. Then what is my fault?” 
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85. [The teacher replied,] “You are right. [You] have no fault. 

The fault is only nescience as I have said before.”32 

86. [The pupil said,] “If, Your Holiness, as in the state of deep 

sleep I undergo no change, how [do I experience] the dreaming 

and waking states?” 

87. The teacher said to him, “But do you experience [these 

states] continuously?” 

88. [The pupil answered,] “Certainly I do experience [them], 

but intermittently and not continuously.” 

89. The teacher said [to him,] “Both of them are adventitious 

[and] not your nature. If [they] were your nature [they] would be 

self-established and continuous like your nature, which is Pure 

Consciousness. Moreover, the dreaming and waking states are not 

your nature, for [they] depart [from you] like clothes and so on.88 

It is certainly not experienced that the nature of anything, what¬ 

ever it may be, departs from it. But the dreaming and waking 

states depart from the state of Pure Consciousness-only. If one’s 

own nature were to depart [from oneself] in the state of deep 

sleep, it would be negated by saying, ‘It has perished,’ ‘It does not 

exist,’ since the adventitious attributes which are not one’s own 

nature are seen to consist in both [perishableness and non-exist¬ 

ence]; for example, wealth, clothes, and the like are seen to 

perish and things which have been obtained in dream or delusion 

are seen to be non-existent.” 

90. [The pupil objected,] “[If] so, Your Holiness, it follows 

[either] that my own nature, i.e., Pure Consciousness, is also adven¬ 

titious, since [I] perceive in the dreaming and waking states but 

not in the state of deep sleep; or that I am not of the nature of 

Pure Consciousness.” 

91. [The teacher replied,] “No, Look. Because that is not 

reasonable. If you [insist on] looking your own nature, i.e. Pure 

Consciousness, as adventitious, do so! We cannot establish it logi¬ 

cally even in a hundred years, nor can any other (i.e. non-con- 

scious) being do so. As [that adventitious consciousness] is compos¬ 

ite, nobody can logically deny that [it] exists for another’s sake, 

is manifold and perishable; for what does not exist for its own 

sake is not self-established, as we have said before.84 Nobody can, 

however, deny that Atman, which is of the nature of Pure Conscious¬ 
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prehension; when apprehension is empirical knowledge, such 

distinction is not apprehended that empirical knowledge is non¬ 

eternal apprehension and not eternal one.’ 

96. “If [you object,] ‘When [empirical knowledge] is eternal 

[apprehension, it] does not require the knower, but when [empiri¬ 

cal knowledge] is non-eternal [apprehension], apprehension re¬ 

quires [the knower], since it is mediated by [the knower’s] effort. 

There would be the above distinction,’ 

97. “then, it is established that the knower itself is self-estab¬ 

lished, since [it] does not require any means of knowledge. 

98. “If [you object,] ‘Even when [apprehension or empirical 

knowledge] does not exist, [the knower] does not require [any 

means of knowledge], since [the knower] is eternal,’ [my reply is,] 

‘No; because apprehension exists only in [the knower] itself. Thus 

your opinion is refuted. 

99. “If the knower is dependent upon the means of knowledge 

for its establishment, where does the desire to know belong? It is 

admitted that that to which the desire to know belongs is indeed 

the knower. And the object of this desire to know is the object to 

be known, not the knower, since if the object [of the desire to 

know] were the knower, a regressus ad infinitum with regard to the 

knower and the desire to know would result: there would be a 

second knower for the first one, a third knower for the second, and 

so on. Such would be the case if the desire to know had the 

knower as its object. And the knower itself cannot be the object 

to be known, since it is never mediated [by anything]; what in this 

world is called the object to be known is established, when it is 

mediated by the rise of desire, remembrance, effort, and means of 

knowledge which belong to the knower. In no other way is ap¬ 

prehension experienced with regard to the object to be known. 

And it cannot be assumed that the knower itself is mediated by any 

of the knower’s own desire and the like. And remembrance has as 

its object the object to be remembered and not the subject 

of remembrance. Likewise, desire has as its object only the object 

desired and not the one who desires. If remembrance and desire 

had as their object the subject of remembrance and the one who 

desires respectively, a regressus ad infinitum would be inevitable 

as before. 

100. “If [you say,] ‘If apprehension which has the knower as its 
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object is impossible, the knower would not be apprehended,’ 

101. “not so; because the apprehension of the apprehender 

has as its object the object to be apprehended. If [it] were to have 

the apprehender as its object, a regressus ad infinitum would result 

as before. And it has been proved before38 that apprehension, i.e., 

the transcendentally changeless and eternal light of Atman, is es¬ 

tablished in Atman without depending upon anything else as heat 

and light are in fire, the sun, and so on. If apprehension, i.e., the 

light of Atman which is Pure Consciousness, were not eternal in one’s 

own Atman, it would be impossible for Atman to exist for Its own 

sake; as It would be composite like the aggregate of the body and 

senses. It would exist for another’s sake and be possessed of faults 
as we have already said.” 

“How?” 

If the light of Atman which is Pure Consciousness were not eter¬ 

nal in one s own Atman, it would be mediated by remembrance 

and the like and so it would be composite. And as this light of Pure 

Consciousness would therefore not exist in Atman before Its origina¬ 

tion and after Its destruction, It would exist for another’s sake, 

since It would be composite like the eye and so on. And if the 

light of Pure Consciousness exists in Atman as something which has 

arisen, then Atman does not exist for Its own sake, since it is estab¬ 

lished according to the existence and absence of that light of 

Pure Consciousness that Atman exists for Its own sake and non- 

Atman exists for another’s sake. It is therefore established that 

Atman is the eternal light of Pure Consciousness without depending 
upon anything else.” 

102. [The pupil objected,] “If so, [and] if the knower is not the 

subject of empirical knowledge, how is it a knower?” 

103. [The teacher] answered, “Because there is no distinction 

in the nature of empirical knowledge, whether it is eternal or 

non-eternal, since empirical knowledge is apprehension. There is 

no distinction in the nature of this [empirical knowledge] whether 

it be non-eternal, preceded by remembrance, desire, and the like, 

or transcendentally changeless and eternal, just as there is no 

distinction in the nature of what is meant by verbal root39 such as 

stha (stand), whether it is a non-eternal result preceded by ‘going’ 

and other [forms of actions], or an eternal result not preceded [by 

going or any other forms of actions]; so the same expression is 
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found [in both cases]: ‘People stand,’ ‘The mountains stand,’ and 

so forth.40 Likewise, although the knower is of the nature of eter¬ 

nal apprehension, it is not contradictory to designate [It] as 

‘knower,’ since the result is the same.” 

104. Here the pupil said, “Atman, which is of the nature of eter¬ 

nal apprehension, is changeless, so it is impossible for Atman to be 

an agent without being connected with the body and the senses, 

just as a carpenter41 and other [agents are connected] with an axe 

and so on. And if that which is by nature not composite were to 

use the body and the senses, a regressus ad infinitum would result. 

But the carpenter and the other [agents] are constantly connected 

with the body and the senses; so, when [they] use an axe and the 

like, no regressus ad infinitum occurs.” 

105. [The teacher said,] “But in that case [Atman], which is by 

nature not composite, cannot be an agent when It makes no use ' 

of intruments; [It] would have to use an instrument [to be an 

agent]. [But] the use [of an instrument] would be a change; so in 

becoming an agent which causes that [change], [It] should use 

another instrument, [and] in using this instrument, [It] should also 

use another one. Thus if the knower is independent, a regressus ad 
infinitum is inevitable. 

And no action causes Atman to act, since [the action] which has 

not been performed does not have its own nature. If [you object,] 

‘Something other [than Atman] approaches Atman and causes It 

to perform an action’, [I reply,] ‘No; because it is impossible for 

anything other [than Atman] to be self-established, a non-object, 

and so forth; it is not experienced that anything else but Atman, 

being non-conscious, is self-evident. Sound and all other [objects] 

are established when they are known by a notion which ends with 

the result of apprehension.42 

If apprehension were to belong to anything else but Atman, It 

would also be Atman, not composite, existing for Its own sake, and 

not for another.43 And we cannot apprehend that the body, the 

senses, and their objects exist for their own sake, since it is experi¬ 

enced that they depend for their establishment upon the notions 

which result in apprehension.”44 

106. [The pupil objected,] “In apprehending the body nobody 

depends upon any other notions due to sense-perception and 

other [means of knowledge].” 

II, 2, 107-109] 

107. [The teacher said,] “Certainly in the waking state it would 

be so. But in the states of death and deep sleep the body also 

depends upon sense-perception and other means of knowledge for 

its establishment. This is true of the senses. Sound and other [exter¬ 

nal objects] are indeed transformed into the form of the body and 

senses; so, [the body and the senses] depend upon sense-perception 

and other means of knowledge for [their] establishment. And ‘es¬ 

tablishment (siddhi) is Apprehension, i.e., the result of the means of 

knowledge as we have already said, and this Apprehension is 

transcendentally changeless, self-established, and by nature the 
light of Atman.” 

108. Here [the pupil] objected, saying, “It is contradictory to 

say that Apprehension is the result of the means of knowledge and 

that It is_ by nature the transcendentally changeless and eternal 
light of Atman.” 

To this [the teacher] said, “It is not contradictory.” 

“How then [is it not contradictory]”? 

“Although [Apprehension] is transcendentally changeless and 

eternal, [It] appears at the end of the notion [forming process] due 

to sense-perception and other [means of knowledge] since [the 

notion-forming process] aims at It.45 If the notion due to sense- 

perception and other [means of knowledge] is non-eternal, [Ap¬ 

prehension, though eternal,] appears as if it were non-eternal. 

Therefore, [Apprehension] is figuratively called the result of the 
means of knowledge.” 

109. [The pupil said,] “If so, Your Holiness, Apprehension is 

transcendentally changeless, eternal, indeed of the nature of the 

light of Atman, and self-established, since It does not depend upon 

any means of knowledge with regard to Itself; everything other 

than This is non-conscious and exists for another’s sake, since it 
acts together [with others]. 

And because of this nature of being apprehended as notion 

causing, pleasure, pain, and delusion, [non-Atman] exists for 

another s sake; on account of this very nature non -Atman exists 

and not on account of any other nature.46 It is therefore merely 

non-existent from the standpoint of the highest truth. Just as it is 

experienced in this world that a snake [superimposed] upon a rope 

does not exist, nor water in a mirage, and the like, unless they are 

apprehended [as a notion], so it is reasonable that duality in the 
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waking and dreaming states also does not exist unless it is appre¬ 

hended [as a notion]. In this manner, Your Holiness, Apprehen¬ 

sion, i.e., the light of Atman, is uninterrupted; so It is transcen- 

dentally changeless, eternal and non-dual, since It is never absent 

from any of the various notions. But various notions are absent 

from Apprehension. Just as in the dreaming state the notions in 

different forms such as blue and yellow, which are absent from 

that Apprehension, are said to be non-existent from the standpoint 

of the highest truth, so in the waking state also, the various notions 

such as blue and yellow, which are absent from this very Apprehen¬ 

sion, must by nature be untrue. And there is no apprehender 

different from this Apprehension to apprehend It; therefore It 

can Itself neither be accepted nor rejected by Its own nature, since 

there is nothing else.” 

110. [The teacher said,] “Exactly so it is. It is nescience that is, 

the cause of transmigratory existence which is characterized by 

the waking and dreaming states. The remover of this nescience is 

knowledge. And so you have reached fearlessness.47 From now on 

you will not perceive any pain in the waking and dreaming states. 

You are released from the sufferings of transmigratory exist¬ 

ence.”48 

111. [The pupil said,] “Om.” 

Notes 

1Brahmacirin. See notes 6 and 24 of Upad 11,1. 

2See note 8 of Upad 11,1. 

3A similar simile is used in GKBh, Introduction, p. 6 (rogirtasyeva roganivrttau svastha- 

ti. tathi duhkhitmakasyatmano dvaitaprapaicopasame svasthati). 

4For a detailed discussion of avidyi, see Introduction, IV,D, pp. 76-84; Mayeda 

Upad, pp. 23-30. 

5Commenting on BhG IV,34 which explains how to obtain knowledge, Sankara 

gives examples of questions to be put to teachers: “How does bondage come about? 

How does release come about? What is knowledge? What is nescience?” (katham ban- 

dhah katham moksah kd vidyi ki cividyeti,p. 232). Here in the Upad as well the teacher and 

his pupil are going to discuss the same topics. It is certain that these four topics are of 

primary importance in Sankara’s doctrine. 

sAuidyamdna. This is a kind of popular etymology: avidyi from avidyamirta (not ex¬ 

isting). 

7See Introduction, IV,D,2, pp. 79-83. 

8In BSBh, Introduction, pp. 10-13, Sankara defines superimposition (adhyisa) as the 

appearance, in the form of remembrance, of one thing previously perceived, in an¬ 

il, 2] 

other (smrtirBpah paratra purvadrstivabhasah). Then he gives his only definition of nesci¬ 

ence: The learned men regard this superimposition thus defined as avidyi." (BSBh, 

Introduction, p. 19). In other words, nescience is superimposition, i.e., mutual super¬ 

imposition of Atman and non-Atman such as the body, the senses, and the internal organ. 
See Introduction, IV,D,1, pp. 76-79. 

sAhampratyaya. See Introduction, III,B,3, pp. 38-40. 

!° 7116 ^“lists’’ (Varnasika.) indicates the Buddhists, especially the Sunyavadins (or 

adhyamikas) who hold the view that everything is empty (sunya) and who have 
Nagarjuna (150—250) as their founder. 

iiSimkhyakiriki 17 proves the existence o{ Purusa (Spirit) from several reasons, one of 

which is that the composite things exist for another’s sake (samghitaparirthatva). The 

nmanifest (avyakta), the great (mahat), “I’’-consciousness (ahamkira), and so forth are 

all considered to be composite of pleasure, pain, and delusion and they are compared to 

e bedstead, the chair, and other things (cf. Vacaspatimisra on Simkhyakiriki 17). And 

the “another” (para) for which they exist is the non-composite Atman. Cf. P. Hacker, 

1969)kara d142Y143n ^ Sa"kara der Advaitin>” WZKSO, vols. XII-XIII (1968/ 

12See section 56. 

13Section 55. 

“The simile “a picture on a wall” is not intelligible, but may mean that in a dark 
place like a cave. 

1!Thls 9uestIon> which is discussed in sections 62-85, is a variation of the question 

Whose is avidyi?” or “What is the locus (ibaya) ot avidyi?" Here Sankara does not 

give any definite answer to it (see note 16). See Introduction, IV,D,2, pp. 79-83 

“This answer is very characteristic of Sankara’s attitude toward the problem of the 

locus of avidyi. See Introduction, IV,D,2, pp. 79-80. 

i?See Upad 11,1,33-38. 

“See Upad 1,7,1 and note 1; 18,155-157; Introduction, III,B,2, p. 36. 

“A similar discussion takes place in BSBh 11,1,4, p. 356. 

2°In reP’y t0 the same question Sankara gives elsewhere the following answer: “This 

analogy does not hold good because in the case of servant and master also only the non- 

conscious part of the former is subservient to the conscious part of the latter, for a con¬ 

scious being subserves another conscious being only with the non-conscious part be- 

onging to it, such as the intellect, etc., but a conscious being itself acts neither for nor 

against any other conscious being” (BSBh 11,1,4, p. 356). 

2lCf. Section 71. 

22In the Samkhya system both Purusa and Prakrti are eternal, without either be¬ 

ginning or end. But the eternity of the Purusa is different from that of the Prakrti■ the 

former is described as “kutasthanitya” (eternal without change) and the latter as 

parinammtya” (eternal with change). Cf. Vijnanabhik?u on SBtra 1,75; R. Garbe Die 

Samkhya-Philosophie (Leipzig: Verlag von H. Haessel, 1894), p. 289. According to 

oahkara’s non-dualism eternity with change is not acceptable, since everything subject 

to change is non-eternal; everything, with the only exception of Brahman-Atman, which 

is changeless (kutastha), is non-eternal. The word kBtastha is used as an antonym of 

parinimm (Upad 11,2,75) and vikriyivat (Upad 11,2,74). See note 3 of Upad 1,13 and 

the discussion starting in section 74, below. 

23Section 45. 

^Introduction, III,B,2, pp. 35-37. 

^Ramattrtha interprets “a thing” (vastu) as the internal organ (antahkarana). 

28See Upad 1,18,156-157. ' ' 
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27Among Indian grammarians there are various opinions about the meaning of the 

verbal root (dhatoarth a). Cf. R. C. Pandeya, The Problem of Meaning in Indian Philosophy 

(Delhi: MotilalBanarsidass, 1963), pp. 117-123. As in Mahabhasja 111,2,84, the mean¬ 

ing of the verbal root is here conceived to be “action” (kriyd). Cf. L. Renou, Terminologie 

Grammatical da Sanskrit, pp. 168-169. In the Nyaya and the Vaisesika “upalabdhi” and 

“jhdna,” which are considered to be (the nature of) Atman by Sankara, are treated as 

synonyms of “buddhi" and “pratyaya”(see NyayasUtra 1,1,15; Vaisesikopaskara VIII,1,1; 

Nyayakosa, pp. 604-608). 

28For a detailed discussion, see Introduction, III,B,3, pp. 38-40. 

29In the Nyaya and the Vaisesika perception is a quality (guna) of Atman, i.e., per- 

ceiver. The Samkhya and the Yoga regard it as a modification (vrtti) of the intellect 

(ibuddhi or citta). The Buddhist and the Mlmamsa systems commonly describe it as an 

activity. Cf. S. Chatterjee, The Nyaya Theory of Knowledge, pp. 9-20. 

30See section 77. 

31See section 75. 

32See sections 48-50. 

33Cf. BhG 11,22; Upad 11,1,12. 

34Cf. sections 56; 74; etc. 

36Cf. sections 89; 93. 

36Section 90. 

MPrama, which is here translated as “empirical knowledge,” generally indicates the 

valid knowledge which results from the means of knowledge (pramana). The pupil 

wants to say here that prama requires pramana for its establishment; so pramS is non¬ 

eternal. 

38Cf. sections 93-98. 

39See note 27. 

4°Cf. Unters p. 1944; Nais 111,19. 

41See BS 11,3,40 and Sankara’s commentary on it. 

42According to Ramatlrtha this is a refutation of the Mlmamsakas. 

43Ramatirtha suggests that this is a refutation of the Naiyayikas. 

44Ramatirtha suggests that this is a refutation of the Lokayatikas. 

45Cf. section 77. 

48RamatIrtha suggests that this is a refutation of the Samkhya. 

47Cf. Bril. Up. IV,2,4. 

48This is the conclusion of the discussion which started in sections 48 and 49. 

CHAPTER 3 

PARISAMKHYANA MEDITATION 

112. This parisamkhyana meditation1 is described for seekers 

after final release, who are devoting themselves to destroying their 

acquired merit and demerit and do not wish to accumulate new 

ones. Nescience causes faults (= passion and aversion); they 

cause the activities of speech, mind, and body; and from these 

activities are accumulated karmans of which [in turn] the results 

are desirable, undesirable, and mixed.2 For the sake of final release 

from those karmans [this parisamkhyana meditation is described]. 

113. Now, sound, touch, form-and-color, taste, and odor are 

the objects of the senses; they are to be perceived by the ear and 

other [senses]. Therefore, they do not have any knowledge of 

themselves nor of others, since they are merely things evolved3 

[from the unevolved name-and-form] like clay and the like. And 

they are perceived through the ear and other [senses]. 

And that by which they are perceived is of a different nature 

since it is a perceiver. Because they are connected with one 

another, sound and other [objects of the senses] are possessed of 

many attributes such as birth, growth, change of state, decay, and 

destruction4; connection and separation; appearance and disap¬ 

pearance; effect of change and cause of change; field (= female?) 

and seed (= male?). They are also commonly possessed of many 

[other] attributes such as pleasure and pain. Their perceiver is 

different in its nature from all the attributes of sound and the 

other [objects of the senses], precisely because it is their perceiver. 

114. So the wise man who is tormented by sound and the other 

[objects of the senses] which are being perceived should perform 

parisamkhyana meditation as follows: 

251 
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115. I (= Atman) am of the nature of Seeing, non-object ( = 

subject) unconnected [with anything], changeless, motionless, 

endless, fearless, and absolutely subtle. So sound cannot make me 

its object and touch me, whether as mere noise in general or as 

[sound] of particular qualities—pleasant [sounds] such as the first 

note of music or the desirable words of praise and the like, or the 

undesirable words of untruth, disgust, humiliation, abuse, and the 

like—since I am unconnected [with sound]. For this very reason 

neither loss nor gain is caused [in me] by sound. Therefore, what 

can the pleasant sound of praise, the unpleasant sound of blame, 

and so on do to me? Indeed a pleasant sound may produce gain, 

and an unpleasant one destruction, for a man lacking in discrimi¬ 

nating knowledge, who regards sound as [connected with his] At¬ 

man since he has no discriminating knowledge. But for me who 

am endowed with discriminating knowledge, [sound] cannot- 

produce even a hair’s breadth [of gain or loss]. 

In the very same manner [touch] does not produce for me any 

change of gain and loss, whether as touch in general or as touch in 

particular forms—the unpleasant [touch] of cold, heat, softness, 

hardness, etc., and of fever, stomachache, etc., and any pleasant 

[touch] either inherent in the body or caused by external and ad¬ 

ventitious [objects]—since I am devoid of touch, just as a blow 

with the fist and the like [does not produce any change] in the sky. 

Likewise [form-and-color] produces neither loss nor gain for me, 

whether as form-and-color in general or as form-and-color in par¬ 

ticular, pleasant or unpleasant, such as the female characteristics 

of a woman and the like, since I am devoid of form-and-color. 

Similarly, [taste] produces neither loss nor gain for me who am 

by nature devoid of taste, whether as taste in general or as taste in 

particular forms [, pleasant or unpleasant,] such as sweetness, 

sourness, saltiness, pungency, bitterness, astringency which are 

perceived by the dull-witted. 

In like manner [odor] produces neither loss nor gain for me who 

am by nature devoid of odor, whether as odor in general or as odor 

in particular forms, pleasant or unpleasant, such as [the odor] of 

flowers, etc., and ointment, etc. That is because the Sruti says: 

“That which is soundless, touchless, formless, imperishable, 

also tasteless, constant, odorless, . . . [— having perceived that, 

one is freed from the jaws of death]” (Kath. Up. 111,15). 
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116. Moreover, whatever sound and the other external [objects 

of the senses] may be, they are changed into the form of the body, 

and into the form of the ear and the other [senses] which perceive 

them, and into the form of the two internal organs5 and their 

objects [such as pleasure and pain],6 since they are mutually con¬ 

nected and composite in all cases of actions. This being the case, 

to me, a man of knowledge, nobody is foe, friend or neutral. 

In this context, if [anybody,] through a misconception [about 

Atman] due to false knowledge,7 were to wish to connect [me] 

with [anything], pleasant or unpleasant, which is characteristic 

of the result of action, he wishes in vain to connect [me] with it, 

since I am not its object according to the Smrti passage: 

“Unmanifest he, unthinkable he, [unchangeable he is declared 

to be]” (BhG 11,25). 

Likewise, I am not to be changed by [any of] the five elements, 

since I am not their object according to the Sm?ti passage: 

“Not to be cut is he, not to be burnt is he, [not to be wet nor yet 

dried]” (BhG 11,24). 

Furthermore, paying attention only to the aggregate of the body 

and the senses, [people, both] devoted and adverse to me, have 

the desire to connect [me] with things, pleasant, unpleasant, etc., 

and therefrom results the acquisition of merit, demerit, and the 

like. It belongs only to them and does not occur in me who am free 

from old age, death, and fear, since the Srutis and the Smrtis say: 

“Neither what has been done nor what has been left undone 

affects It” (Brh. Up. IV,4,22); 

“[This is the constant greatness of the knower of Brahman]; he 

does not increase nor become less by action” (Brh. Up. IV,4,23); 

“[This is] without and within, unborn” (Mund. Up. 11,1,2); 

“[So the one inner Atman of all beings] is not afflicted with the 

suffering of the world, being outside of it” (Kath. Up. V, 11); 

etc. 

That is because anything other than Atman does not exist,—this is 

the highest reason. 

As duality does not exist, all the sentences of the Upanisads con¬ 

cerning non-duality of Atman should be fully contemplated, 

should be contemplated.8 
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Notes 

IAS far as I have investigated, this is the only place where Sankara describes the/>«ri- 

samkhyana meditation. P. Hacker translates it as “Rekapitulierende Betrachtung. 

Judging from its description here given, it seems to be a kind of meditation which con¬ 

sists in recapitulating the conclusion which has been arrived at through one’s previous 

study and discussion with a teacher. It is interesting to note that Sankara rejects the 

prasamkhyana meditation (or prasamcaksa, see Upad 1,18,9 ff. and note 13 ofUpad 1,18) 

but recommends the parisamkhydna meditation (cf. PBh 1,5,29, p. 24). But the di er- 

ence between them is not clear. 

2See Upad 1,1,3-5. 

3See Upad 11,1,18-20. 

"•According to Nirukta 1,2, there are six modifications ol becoming (sadbhavavikara). 

(1) birth{jdyate), (2) existence (asti), (3) alteration (viparinamate), (4) growth (vardhate), 

(5) decay (apakslyate), and (6) destruction (vinasyati). 

5Sankara points out a self-contradiction in the Samkhya system, saying that it de¬ 

scribes the internal organ as three in one place and as one in another place (BSBh II, 

2,10, p. 425), but he himself does not make his position clear with regard to the number 

and concept of the internal organ. See Introduction, III.B.l, pp. 30-31. 

sRamatirtha interprets their objects as pleasure and pain. Cf. Upad 1,15,13; 18,201; 

11,1,34-35. , x ., ., 
’False knowledge (mithyajUna) is a synonym for nescience (avidya) in bankaia s 

usage. See Mayeda Upad, pp. 24-25; Introduction, IV,D,1, p. 78. 

a As in Upanisads such as Chand. Up., Ait. Up., Kaus. Up., Kena Up., and Svet. Up., 

the Prose Part ends with a repetition of the last word. See Mayeda Upad, p. 

- index to introduction 

abhasa (false appearance), 37-39, 
63n-64n; (reflection), 37-39, 75 

abhsva (disappearance), 37 
abheda (identity), 34 
abhihitanvaya theory, 50-51 

abhinmvTtta (leading a blameless life), 

93 
Acaryavijayacampu. See ParameSvara 

action (karman), 40, 57, 69, 71-72, 78, 

adhara, 83-84 
adharma (demerit), 71 
adhifthana, 83-84 
adhyasa (superimposition), 24, 77- 

78, 80, 83-84 
Adhyatmapa(ala, 6, 97 
adhyavasaya, 31 
Advaita Vedanta School, 7, 14, 19, 

25, 31, 33, 37, 43, 46, 62n, 63n, 
81, 82, 89, 93; illusionistic, 14 

advaitavada (non-dualism), 14, 17n, 
49; of Sankara, 16n 

Advaitins, 4, 5, 8n, 16n, 17n, 35, 
38, 40, 50, 51, 54, 55,64n, 78, 89 

advaya (non-dual), 45 
Agamaiastra, 8n 
Agniffoma, 87 
aham. See “I”-consciousness 

"aham brahmasmi” (“I am Brahman”), 

50, 57, 58 
aharpdhi. See “I”-consciousness 

ahamkara. See “I”-consciousness 

ahamkaradisaifitana (individual con¬ 

tinuity of the “I”-notion), 75 
aharpkartt (bearer of ahamkara), 40, 

57-58, 75, 78 
ahamkriya. See “I”-consciousness 

ahampratyaya. See “I”-consciousness 

ahampratyayavifaya (object of aham¬ 

pratyaya), 40, 57 
ahimsa (injury), 88, 92 
Aitareya, 6 
aja (unborn), 45 

ajahallakfana (ajahatsvertha laksand), 53 

ajnana (ignorance), 45, 64n, 72, 74, 

79,81,84,86 

akama (free from desire), 45 

akriya (actionless), 39 

akrodha (non-anger), 92 

Amalananda, 26 

amanitva (modesty), 92 

aipfo (portion), 12, 15n 

anadi (beginningless), 83 

ananda (bliss), 20, 27, 58n, 60n, 67n 

7n 
Anandanubhava, 17n 

Anantanandagiri (author of Guruvi- 

jaya), 7n 
ananyadrs, 44 , 

anatisankyatva (not to be doubted), 4/ 

anekavfttika (having various modifica¬ 

tions of manas), 30 

anrta (falsehood), 93 

antahkarapa (internal organ), 28, 30- 

3 1 At V7 74 77 

antahkaranavrtti (modification of the 
antahkarana), 41 

antahkaranopahitam caitanyam (con¬ 
sciousness having the antahkarana 

as its limiting adjunct), 34 
antarapratyakfa (internal perception), 

34 

255 
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antinomianism, 92, 97 

anugraha (kindness), 93 

anumana (inference), 46, 48, 52 

anumiti (inference), 46 

anupadhika (without limiting adjuncts), 

45 

anupalabdhi (non-cognition), 46 

anuvyavasaya, 64n 

anvaya method, 53, 56, 57 

anvayavyatireko method, 51-54, 56, 58, 

66n-68n 

anvil abhidhana theory, 50 

anyonyadhyasa (mutual super impo¬ 

sition), 81-83 

apahatapapman (free from evils), 45 

apana (inspiration), 29 

aparigraha (abstinence from posses¬ 

sions), 88 

Apastamba-Dharmasutra, 6, 97 

apaurufeya, 65n 

apratyagatman, 53 

aptavacana (statement by an au¬ 

thority), 46 

apoha, 53 

arambhavada (theory of atomic agglo¬ 

meration), 19-20 

artha (material gain), 73 

arthapatti (postulation), 46 

Aryadeva, 48-49 

asatkaryavada theory, 19-20 

ascetics (satnnyasin), 4, 5, 97 

asmatpratyayavifaya (object of ahaiji- 
pratyaya), 40, 57 

asrama (stage of life), 91 

as ray a (substratum), 39-40; as locus 

of avidya, 79, 81, 83 

asteya (abstinence from theft), 88 

Atmabodha, 7n 

atmakrti (self-creation), 19 

Atman, (individual self), 11-14, 16n, 

18-25, 27-31, 33-34, 36-48, 

50, 52-53, 55-58, 67n, 72-88, 

90-92; identity with Brahman, 
18-58; with limiting adjuncts 

(sopadhi) 45; without limiting 

adjuncts (anupadhika) 45 

Audulomi, 15n 

avabodha (perception), 39 

avadharaifa (ascertainment), 51 

avakyartha (non-sentence-meaning), 

67n 

avaranasakti (obscuring faculty), 83 

avasthantara, 73 

avibhaga (non-division), 74 

avidya. See nescience 

avidyadhyaropita (superimposed through 

avidya), 25 

avidyadhyasa (superimposition due to 

avidya), 24 

avidyadhyasta (superimposed through 

avidya), 25 

avidyakalpita (falsely imagined through 

avidya), 24 

avidyakrta (made of avidya), 24 

avidyamatra (nothing but nescience), 

72 

avidyaprabhava (outcome of avidya), 

24 

avidyopasthapita (falsely constructed ~ 

by avidya), 24 

aviveka (absence of discriminating 

knowledge), 72, 74 

avyakrta (unmanifest), 45 

avyakrte namarUpe (Unevolved Name- 

and-Form), 20-22, 25-26, 29, 

78 

Badarayana, 12, 14n, 15n, 58n 

Badarlnatha, 6 

bahirmukha (directed toward external 

objects), 35 

bahifprajna (conscious of external 

objects), 44 

bahyapratyakfa (external perception), 

34-35, 42 

bauddha, 35 

Belvalkar, S. K., 15n 

bhagalakfana, 67n 

bhagatyagalakfana, 67n 

Bhagavadglta, 12-13, 31, 41, 75, 79, 

88, 96 

Bhagavat; Bhagavatpada; Bhagavat- 

ptljyapada (alternate appella¬ 

tions for Sankara), 9n 

bhakti movement, 5 

bhaktiyoga (loving faith), 88 

Bhamatl, 14n, 63n, 81-82 

Bhamati School, 5, 32, 82 
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Bhartrprapanca, 75, 90 

Bhaskara, 13-14, 16n, 49, 89-90 

Bhaffa School, 8n, 50-51, 95n 

Bhattacharya, Dinesh Chandra, 9n 

Bhattacharya, V., 15n 

bhavapradhana, 64n 

bhavarupa (positive entity), 83 

bhaya (fear), 40 

bheda (difference), 13, 35, 55, 67n; 

(mutual exclusion by word mean¬ 
ings), 55 

bhedabheda (difference-and-non-dif- 

ference), 13-14, 15n-16n, 23, 44 

bhoktr (agent), 57 

bhoktftva (experiencership), 71 

bhranti (confused idea), 74 

Biardeau, M., 9n, 96 

bodha (consciousness), 37 

Boetzelear, J. M. van, 9n 

Buitenen, J. A. B. van, 68n 

bondage, 74, 77 

brahmacarin, 97n 

brahmacarya (abstinence from incon¬ 
tinence), 88 

brahmajtjnasa (inquiry into Brahman), 

Brahman (the absolute), 11-14 

15n, 18-23, 25-27, 39, 43,’ 

45-47, 50, 52, 55, 57-58, 59n, 

64n, 67n, 73-76, 78-79, 81, 

83, 85-92; consciousness of, 37; 

knowledge of as means to final 
release, 4, 11, 14, 88 

Brahmanandin, 90 

Brahmanical tradition, 6 
Brahmasiddhi, 17n, 59n, 81, 89 

Brahmastttra, 5-6, 8n, 12-14, 18-22 

26, 28-29, 33, 44, 46, 48-49* 

74-75, 90 

Brahmasutrabhafya, 6, 9n, 14n 20 

24, 26-28, 30-32, 77, 80 

Brahmins, 5, 97 

Brhadaranyaka Upanifad, 5 6 33 
40-41 

Brhatsahkaravijaya. See Citsukhacarya 

Brown, W. Norman, 10n 

buddhi. See intellect; perception 

buddhindriya (senses), 28-29, 31, 35, 44 

buddhiparikalpita, 63n 

Buddhism, 4-7, II, 13, I6n, 28-29, 

38, 46, 48-49, 72, 75, 90, 97; 

crypto- (pracchannabaudda), 6, 16n 

buddhyarddha (One which is seated in 

the buddhi), 36, 43, 63n 

caitanya. See Pure Consciousness 

caitanyapratibimba (reflection of Atman- 
consciousness), 37 

Cammann, K., 9n 

Candraklrti, 75 

Cardona, G., 68n 

Carvaka (Materialists), 46 

caturtha (fourth state of Atman), 43 

cetane (modification of the antah- 
karana), 41 

Chandogya Upanifad, 6, 8n, 20, 26-27, 
50 

Chandrasekharan, T., 10n 

chaya (reflection), 37 

Christianity, 92 

cidabhasa (reflection of consciousness), 

Gidvilasa (author of Sahkarabhyu- 
daya), 7n 

cinnibha (consciousness-like), 38-39 

cit (Pure Consciousness), 19-20, 38 

Citsukhacarya (author of Brhat¬ 
sahkaravijaya), 7n 

citta (alternate name for Atman) 
17n, 30-31,36 

cittavrtti, 35 

codanatantra (depending upon Vedic 

injunction), 47 

composite of the body, 79-80 

consciousness, 34, 43 

cosmological proof of the identity 
18-21 

cosmological theories, 18-20, 22-26 

crypto-Buddhist (pracchannabauddha), 
6, 16n 3 

cycle of transmigratory existence, 72, 
84 

dama (self-control), 93 

dambha (deceit), 93 

darpa (pride), 93 

Dasgupta, S., 9n, 43, 97 

Datta, D. M., 32 
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day a (compassion), 93 

dehsbhimanin (thinking of “aham” as 

the body), 57 

dehavitofaifa (emaciation of the body), 

88 
demerit (adharma), 71, 88 

desire: iccha, 40; kama, 40, 73, 78, 85 

Deussen, P., 7n, 30, 93 

Deutsch, Eliot, 89, 93 

Devadatta, 39, 54 

Devaraja, N. K., 35 

Devataksnda, 8n 

dh-, 31,40 

dharma (merit), 12, 15n-16n, 41, 71, 

73 

Dharmaraja, 26 

Dharmarajadhvarlndra, 31-32, 34, 

36, 41-43, 46, 48 

Dharmasaslra, 91, 97 

dhatu (action of perceiving), 38 

dhfti, 58n 

difference: bheda, 13, 35, 55, 67n; 

nSna, 13; vaitefya, 13 

Dignaga, 63n 

do fa (faults), 71-72 

dreaming state (svapna), 43-45, 70, 

72 

dr si {— Atman), 40 

drfti (= Atman), 37 

dualism, 12, 14, 22, 48, 82, 86; 

nontheistic, 7 

duhkhin; duhkhitva (sufferer of pain), 53 

Dvaitadvaitavada of Nimbarka, 16n 

Dvaitavada of Madhva, 16n 

Dvaraka, 6 

dvefa (aversion), 40 

Eckhart, Meister, 14n, 93 

elements, five gross, 21,26-29 

ether, 21-22, 27 

final release (mokfa), 11, 14,47, 71, 

73-77, 80, 84-88, 90, 92; means 

to, 84-86, 88; seeker after, 85-87 

fourth state of Atman: caturtha, 

turya, 43; turiya, 43,48 

garva (object of ahamkdra), 31 

Gaudapada, 4, 8n, 13, 16n 

Gawfapadiya-BhSfya, 65n 

Gaudapsdiyakariks, 4, 6, 8n, 13-14, 

16n, 44, 66n 

ghanaprajha (mass of mere con- 

ciousness), 45 

Gitabhdfya, 89 

Gotama Buddha, 80 

Govardhanamafha, 6 

Govinda, 4, 8n 

Govindanatha (author of Sankara- 

caryacarita), 7n 

grahaka (perceiver), 36 

grahya (perceptible objects), 36 

Grammarians, 55-56, 68n 

“great sentence” (mahavakya), 50, 56 

guru, 54—55 

Gururatnamala. See Sadafivabrahmen- 

dra 

Gurvam'sakavya. See VidvadbalakakaSl- 

laksmana £astri 

Guruvayur Temple, 8n 

Guruvijaya. See Anantanandagiri 

Hacker, P., 7n-10n, 20, 25, 67n-68n 

Hastamalaka, 5 

Haslemalakaslokah, 5 

hetu, 56 

Hinduism, 4-5, 13, 16n, 97 

Hiriyanna, M., 8n-9n, 15n, 96-97 

“I”-consciousness: aham, 40, 50; 

ahaifidhi, 40; aharpkara, 20, 40, 

57, 93; ahatfikriye, 40; aharfi- 

pratyaya, 40, 57 

“I”-notion, 75, 76, 78. See also “I”- 

consciousness 

iccha (desire), 40 

identity judgment, 52, 54 

ignorance (ajhana), 45, 64n, 72, 74, 

79, 81, 84, 86 

illusionism, 24 

India, 3, 7, 11, 19, 93 

individual, 28 

Indra’s may a, 16n 

indriya (sense), 31-33, 42 

indriyajanya (knowledge arising from 

the senses), 34, 41-43 

indriyajanya (knowledge not arising 

from the senses), 34, 42-43 

inference, 47; anumana, 46, 48, 52; 

anumiti, 46 

Ingalls, D. H. H., 3, lOn 

intellect (buddhi), 20, 30-31, 35-43, 

57, 74, 77 

internal perception (manasa- or 

antara-pratyakfa), 34, 40 

I la Upanifad, 6 

It vara (Lord), 19 

fIvarapranidhana (the lord), 92 

jagadbijabhuta (seed of the world), 

20, 22 
jagrat (waking state), 43-45, 70, 72 

jagratsvapnalakfana (characterized by 

waking and dreaming states), 70 

jahadajahallakfana metaphor, 53-54, 

56-57, 67n 

jahallakfana metaphor, 53 

jahatsvartha lakfana metaphor, 53 

Jaimini, 15n, 90 

Jainism, 5, 11, 33 

janami (“I know”), 39-40, 57 

janati (“He knows”), 39-40, 57 

janmamaranalakfana (characteristic of 

birth and death), 70 

jati (generic attributes), 40, 57 

Jayanta, 40 

jtva (locus of avidya), 81 

jivasaksin (consciousness having the 

antahikaratfa as its limiting ad¬ 

junct), 34 

jna, 38-39, 75 

jnena (knowledge), 19, 46-47 

jhanakarmasamuccayavada, 86-88, 90-92 

jnanapatha (path of knowledge), 86 

jheya (object of perception), 41 

Jyotirmatha, 6 

Kaladi, 4, 8n 

kama (desire), 40, 73, 78, 85 

Kane, P. V., 9n 

karmamarga, 89 

karman. See action 

karmayoga (performance of actions), 88 

karmendriya (organs of action), 28, 31 

kartr (agent), 57 

kartradhina (depending on an agent) 

87 

kart rbhoktftvalakf ana (characterized 

by agency and experiencership), 

kartftva (doership), 71 

kartjtvabhokirtvalakfana (characterized 

by agency and experiencership), 

70 

K&Sakj-tsna, 15n 

Katha Upanifad, 6, 31 

Kail, 4 

Kedarnatha, 7 

Kena Upanifad, 6, 9n, 30 

klesa (psychic affection), 78 

knowledge, 38, 43, 86-88, 90, 92; 

jnana, 19, 46-47, 97n; vidya, 77; 

act theory of 40; arising from the 

senses (indriyajanya), 34, 41-43; 

not arising from the senses (in¬ 

driyajanya), 34, 42-43 

krtsnantahkaranekfana (witness of all 

the antahkaraij-as), 30 

kriya (action), 71 

kfetra (the object of knowledge), 41 

kuhaka (trickery), 93 

Kumarila, 4, 55, 89-90, 96 

kutastha (transcendentally change¬ 

less), 36, 76 

kufasthanitya (absolutely changeless 

and constant), 45 

Laghuxiakyaortti, lOn 

lakfana (metaphor), 53-54 

lakfanikavrtti (transfer), 54 

lakfyalakfanasambandha, 66n-67n 

lila (sport), 59n 

limiting adjunct: antahkaranopahilarp 

caitanyam, 34; vijnana, 30-31; 

upadhi, 28, 44 

liitga (subtle body), 28-29 

Lokayata (materialism), 11, 87 

Lord (isvara), 19 

Madhava sect, 16n 

Madhyamika School, 49 

magical illusion, 17n 

Mahabharata, 14n 

Mahadevan, T. M. P., 8n 

mahavakya (“great sentence”), 50, 56 

Mahay&na Buddhism, 4, 6, 16n, 79 

mamatva (self-interest), 93 

manana (“thinking”), 70 

manas (mind), 17n, 20, 30-33, 41-42; 

modifications in, 30 
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manasapraiyakfa (internal perception), 

34, 40 

Mandanamisra, 4—5, 8n, 17n, 59n, 

64n, 81, 83, 89-90, 96 

Msntfukya Upanifad, 6, 13, 44, 65n 

Mandukyakarika, 8n 

Mandukyopanifatkarika, 8n 

manodhar (attributes of the manas), 
41 

materialism (Lokayata), 11, 87 

Materialists (Carvaka), 46 

ma(ha (monasteries), 5-6 

matsarya (jealousy), 93 

matter (prakjti), 12, 19-20, 22, 25, 

33, 39, 73 

may a (synonym for avidya), 16n, 

25, 59n, 78, 79, 83, 93; as used 

in the Gaudapadiyakarika, 16n- 

17n; meanings of, 17n; theory of, 

95 

mSyavada (illusion theory), 78 

Mayeda, S., 9n, lOn, 16n 

means to final release, 84—86, 88 

merit (dharma), 12, 15n-16n, 41, 71, 

73; (punya), 88 

Mimarpsa School, 4, 12, 15n, 31, 33, 

38, 46, 50, 89-90, 95 

Mlmamsakas, 29, 50, 65, 89, 91, 97 

Mimarpsasutra, 15n, 64n 

mind (manas), 17n, 20, 30-33, 41-42 

mithyajAana (false knowledge), 78, 95 

moha (= avidya), 83 

moksa (final release), 11, 14, 47, 71, 

73-77, 80, 84-88, 90, 92 

monasteries (matha), 5-6\(vihara), 6 

monism, 22, 25, 78; illusionistic, 14; 

realistic, 14 

mrfadhyasa (false superimposition), 75, 

80 

rrmgdha (state of swooning), 44 

mukhyaprana (principal vital air), 28, 

29,32 

Mundaka Upanifad, 6 

mutual superimposition of Atman and 

non -Atman, 77, 81 

mutual superimposition of the body 

and Atman, 79-81 

mysticism, 93 

Nagarjuna, 48 

nairghjnya (lack of compassion), 20, 

59n 

Naifkarmyasiddhi, 5, 51 

Naiyayikas, 46, 55-56, 64n 

Nakamura, Hajime, 3,8n-10n, 15n, 25 

namarUpa (name-and-form), 56, 59n 

namarupa tmaka (consisting of name- 

and-form), 21-27, 32, 33 

Nambadiris Brahmins, 4, 7n-8n 

Name-and-Form (namarupa.), 21-27, 

33 

nsna (difference from Brahman), 13 

Narayana, 8n, 16n 

nescience (avidya), 14, 16n, 21, 24-25, 

45, 48, 58, 59n, 72, 75-85, 87, 92 

nigamana (conclusion), 49 

nihilism, 82-83 

Nihilists, 82-83 

nilasva- (“thehorse is black”), 52, 54— - 

56 

nilotpala- (“the lotus is blue”), 54—55 

Nimbarka sect, 16n 

nirduhkha (Painless One), 52 

nirmala (clear), 24 

Nirukta, 64n 

nirvana, 75, 80 

nirvikalpa perception, 34 

niicaya, 31 

nitya (constant), 36, 39, 76 

nityakarman (regular rites), 88 

niyama (observances), 92 

niyamaka (controller) 72 

non-Atman, 56, 72, 74, 77-78, 81-82, 

84, 87 

non-dual (advaya), 45 

non-dualism (advaitavada), 14, 17n, 

49; of the qualified One (viiif- 
tadvaita), 16n 

nydya (logic), 47^48, 52 

NyByasutra, 64n 

Nyaya-VaiSesika, 20, 29, 31, 33-34, 

38, 41 

object of ahaippratyaya (ahampraty- 

ayavifaya, asmatpratyayavifaya), 40, 

57 

object of avidya, 79-81, 83 

Otto, R., 14n, 93, 96 

Padabhasya, 9n 

padasamgatya (syntactical .relation of 

words), 51 

Padmapada, 5, 25, 36, 43, 54-55, 

64n, 68n, 83 

pain, 41 

pakfa (minor term), 49 

Palestine, 93 

PaAcadasi, 36-37, 64n 

PaAcapadika, 5 

Pancapadikavivarana, 5 

paAcavedantasampradiya (five schools 

of Vedanta), 16n 

pancavrtti (five functions of principal 

vital air), 29 

PaAclkarana, 60n 

paActkarana (compounding each gross 

element from all five subtle 

elements), 26, 27, 60n 

para (Highest One), 19 

paramaguru: supreme preceptor, 8n; 

teacher’s teacher, 8n, 48 

paramaharrisaparivrajaka ascetic, 90, 

91,97 

paramarp pavanam (supreme purifi¬ 

cation), 86 

paramartha (highest truth), 14 

paramatman, 19 

Paramesvara (author of Acaryavi- 
jayacampU), 7n 

parinama (transformation), 19, 25- 

26, 34 

parinemavada (theory of transforma¬ 

tion), 19-20 

parisamkhyana meditation, 56, 88, 96 

Pari sis (a, 7n 

parokfatva (remoteness, otherness) ,67n 

parokfya (otherness), 67n 

Pathak, K. B., 3 

perception: avabodha, 39; buddhi, 
29, 33—43, 80; upalabdhi, 38 

positive formulation method, 53 

Prabhakara, 4-5, 33, 50, 89-90, 96 

pracchannabauddha (crypto-Buddhist), 
6, 16n 

prajapati (Atman in the dreaming 

state), 44 

prajna (Atman in the state of deep 

sleep), 44-45 

prajAanaghana (mass of mere con¬ 

sciousness), 45 

prakararia (four chapters), 13 

PrakiUatman, 5, 17n, 25, 43, 46, 

64n, 81 

prakrti (matter), 12, 19-20, 22, 25, 

33, 39, 73 

prama (valid knowledge), 46 

pramatia (means of knowledge), 46- 

48, 62n 

pramanacaitanya (consciousness limited 

by the modification of the an- 
tahkarana), 34, 43 

prana: expiration, 29; life organ, 29, 31 

prasarjikhyana meditation, 88 

prasamkhyanavada, 96 

prasanga (reductio ad absurdum), 48 

Prasangikas, 95 

Prasna Upanifad, 6 

prasthanatraya (threefold canon), 12 

pratibimba (reflection), 37, 63n 

pratibimbavada, 37 

praticchaya (reflection), 37 

pratijna (thesis), 49 

pratityasamutpada (theory of dependent 

origination), 72 

pratyagatman (inner Atman), 11, 28 

52-53, 56-58, 76 

pratyakfa (sense perception), 46-47 

pratyaya (verbal suffix), 35-36, 38- 

39, 42, 62n 

prayojaka (defining feature of percep¬ 

tion), 34 

primary material, 59n 

primary meaning, 53-54, 58 

punya-punya (merits and demerits), 88 

PunyaslokamaAjari. See SarvajAa Sa- 
daHvabodha 

Puranas, 66n 

Pure Consciousness, 22, 45, 64n, 78; 

caitanya, 19, 27, 38-39; cit, 
19-20, 38 

Puri, 5 

Purufa (Spirit), 12, 19, 20, 25, 73 

purufatantra (dependent on man), 47 

Purva Mimamsa, 8n 

Radhakrishnan, S., 62n, 89, 93 

raga (passion), 40 

Raja, K. K., 7n-9n 

Rajacadamanidiksita (author of 
Sankarabhyudaya), 7n 
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Ramanuja, 13, 16n, 49, 66n 

Ramatirtha, 63n, 95 

Rafigacarya, M., 8n 

reductio ad absurdum (prasahga), 48 

reflection: abhasa, 37-39, 63n-64n, 

75; chaya, 37; pratibimba, 37, 

63n; praticchaya, 37 

regular rites (nityakarman), 88, 92 

Renou, L., 3 

rituals, 84-85, 89-90 

Roy, Amarnalh, 9n 

6abarasvamin, 90 

sabda (statement by an authority), 

46-47 

s ac-cid-ananda (Being-Consciousness- 

Bliss), 19 

Sadananda (author of Sankaravi- 
jayasara), 7n, 26, 50 

sadasadbhyam, 59n 

sadasadbhyamaniruacaniya (indescriba¬ 

ble as being or non-being), 16n, 

78 

Sadasivabrahmendra (author of Gu- 
ruratnamala), 7n 

sadhana (means), 33 

sadhya (major term), 49, 56 

sahacarya (constant occurrence), 56 

£aivism, 4 

sakti (cosmic power), 78 

Saktism, 4 

sama (tranquility), 93 

samadhana (concentration of the 

mind), 88 

samana (principle of digestion), 29 

samanadhikaranya (identity of ref¬ 

erents), 66n 

samavaya (inherence), 41 

satpkalpa, 31 

satjikalpavikalpa, 31 

Samkhya school, 7, 12, 14, 19-20,22, 

' 25, 28, 31, 33, 37, 43, 46, 60n, 

63n-64n, 90 

Samkhyakarika, 63n-64n 

Samksepasariraka, 54, 83 

samnyasin (ascetics), 4, 5, 97 

samsara. See transmigratory existence 

sarpsarga (mutual association of word 

meanings), 55, 67n 

sarpsarganavagahin (unrelated to 

anything else), 34 

samskara (impression), 40 

sarpsaya, 31 

sarpsmpti (recollection), 51 

sarptofa (contentment), 92 

samvyapti (pervasion), 36 

sarpyoga (connection), 63n, 73 

samyukta (conjunction), 41 

Sartkara: advice to teachers, 92-93; 

and abhasa, 37, 39; and Advaita 

Vedanta school, 5, 7, 8n, 12-14, 

16n-17n, 19, 43, 62n, 89; and 

anvayavyatireka method, 50-57; 

and concept of internal organ, 

28-33, 35-36, 41, 44; and defini¬ 

tion of avidya, 78-82; and de¬ 

finition of superimposition, 77; 

and definition of transmigrator, 

75-76; and definition of trans¬ 

migratory existence, 71-72; 

and final release, 74, 84-88, 

92; and five gross elements, 26- 

28; and means of knowledge, 

46-49; and qualifications of a 

seeker, 90; and rituals, 84-85; 

and Unevolved Name-and- 

Form, 22, 25-26; and “water 

and foam,” 22-24, 26; as phi¬ 

losopher, 6, lOn, 16n; authen¬ 

ticity of writings of, 6, 9n-10n, 

27, 60n, 65n, 67n; biographies 

of, 3, 7n; birth of, 3, 7n, 8n; 

central doctrine of (A tman's 
identity with Brahman), 11-14, 

18-58, 86, 88, 90, 92; charac¬ 

teristics of philosophy of, 7,11,22, 

28, 37, 43, 47-48, 56, 61n, 78, 

87-94; commentaries on, 5-6, 

13, 16n, 29, 33, 44, 65n, 97n; 

conflict with Mlmamsa school of, 

4, 8n, 17n, 89; cosmology of, 

20-27, 29; death of, 3, 7, 7n, 

14; four monasteries founded by, 

5-6; and interpretation of aham, 

57; and interpretation of “tat 
tvam asi,” 50-52; 55-57, 67n; 

life of, 3-7; and theory of 

perception, 33-43, 65n; pupils 

and disciples of, 5, 15n, 25, 43, 

54-55, 78-79, 89; religious in¬ 

fluences on, 4, 6; teachers of, 

8n; various appellations for, 9n, 

60n; view of ethics of, 88-94; 

works of, 4—6, 30, 35 

Saiikara-Acarya, 9n 

^aPkara-Bhagavat, 9n, 67n 

&aiikara-Bhagavatpada, 9n 

SaAkara-Bhagavatpajyapada, 9n 

§aiikara shrine, 8n 

Sahkarabhyudaya. See RajacOdamani- 

diksita 

^ahkarScarya, 9n, 60n, 67n 

SahkaracBryacarita. See Govindanatha 

Sahkaradigvijaya, 3 

Sankaravijaya. See Anandagiri; Val- 

lisahaya; VidyaSankara; Vyasa- 

cala 

SahkaravijayasBra. See Sadananda 

Sankaravijayavil asa. See Cidvilasa 

Sarada shrine, 8n 

^aradamatha monastery, 6 

Sariraka-Sutra, 15n 

Sarvajna Sad&Sivabodha (author of 

Punyaslokamahjari), 7n 

Sarvajnatman, 17n, 54, 57, 81, 83-84 

sarvajHatva (all-knowingness), 54 

sarvakalpanaksayarupa (destruction of 

false assumptions), 75 

Sarvasiddhantasangraha, lOn 

iastra (scriptural testimony), 48 

Sastri, K. A. Nilakanta, 9n 

Sastri, S. Kuppuswami, 9n, 97 

sat (Being), 19-20; (Existent), 52 

ia(hya (wickedness), 93 

satkaranavada, 25 

satkaryavada theory, 19-20, 22 

satya (truth), 88 

iauca (purity), 92 

saugata (Buddhists), 75 

Saundaryalahari, lOn 

savikalpa perception, 34 

Schmithausen, L., 9n 

senses, 28-43 

sentence, meaning of, 50-52, 53 

Siddhantaleiasamgraha, 67n 

siddhi (established), 35 

&iva, 4 

&ivaguru, 4 

smarana (recollection), 31, 51 

smaryate (recollect), 51 

Smrtis, 14n, 21, 32, 46, 48, 66n, 86, 91 

sodhakavakya, 66n 

sopadhi (with limiting adjuncts), 45 

“so’yam,” 54-56, 67n 

iravana (hearing), 70 

treyas (beatitude), 94 

^rlvaisnava sect, 16n, 97 

^rilgeri, 5 

§r*gerimatha, 5, 9n 

Srutis, 18, 21, 30, 32, 41, 46-49, 74, 

85-88, 91 

Srutis arasamuddharana, 5 

Staal, J. F., 8n 

suddha (pure), 24 

&uddhadvaitavada of Vallabha, 16n 

sukhadipratyakfa (perception of pleas¬ 

ure, etc.), 34 

sukhadufikhavedana (feelings of pleas¬ 

ure and pain), 40 

sukfma (subtle), 28 

Suresvara, 5, 8n, 15n, 17n, 51, 54-57, 

66n-67n, 81, 83, 89, 94, 96-97 

sufupta (deep sleep), 43-45, 70, 72, 76 

svadhyaya (study), 92 

svapna (dreaming state), 43-45, 70, 72 

svapramatiaka (self-evident), 47 

svatahsiddha (self-established), 47 

sva tahsiddhyasam bhava (not self-estab¬ 

lished), 35 

svatmastha (abiding in Brahman), 22 

svatmavilakfana (difference from Brah¬ 
man), 22 

svayamprabha (self-effulgent), 44 

soayamvedya (known only to Brah¬ 

man), 22 

Svetaketu, 50 

Svetasvatara Upanifad, 6 

taijasa (Atman in the dreaming state), 

44-45 

Taittiriya Upanifad, 5, 6, 20, 22, 26 

tamas (darkness), 45, 72 

Talika, 90 

tapas (self-mortification), 88, 92 

“tat tvam asi.” See “Thou art That” 

Tattvakaumudi, 63n 

tattvBnyatvabhyam anirvacaniya- (not 

describable as “this” or anything 

else), 22, 59n 

ten boys, story of, 58, 87 
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Teiigalai, 97 

theory of perception, 43 

theory of the means of knowledge, 43 

“Thou art That” (“tat tvam asi"), 
50-52, 54-57,66n-67n, 76,87,92 

Tof aka, 5 

transmigration, 70, 75, 91 

transmigrator, 75-77, 79, 91 

transmigratory existence (saipsara) 
11-12, 69-72, 74, 76-78, 80-81, 

84, 91, 94; external, 70; internal, 

70 

trivrtkarana (compounding each gross 

element from all three subtle 

elements), 26 

Trotaka, 5 

tulyanidatva (identity of referents), 

52, 67n 

turiya (fourth state of Atman), 43, 48 

turya (fourth state of Atman) 43 

udsna (faculty which brings about 

passing of Atman from body at 

death), 29 

Uddalaka Aruni, 50 

Unevolved Name-and-Form (avyakrte 

namarupe), 20-22, 25-26, 29, 78 

universal positive judgment, 52 

upsdana (material cause), 78 

Upadeiasahasri, 5-6, 14, 18, 20, 

22-24, 26, 28-29, 37, 49-52, 

69-70, 73, 75-76, 79, 81, 88, 

90-92 

upadhi (limiting adjunct), 28, 44 

Upadhyaya, P. Baladeva, 7n 

upa-labh (to perceive), 38 

upacdra (figurative meaning), 38 

upalabdhi (perception), 38 

upalabdhissdhana (means of percep¬ 

tion), 33 

upamana (comparison), 46 

Upanifad, 8n, 12-14, 28, 43-44, 49 

vacarambhana (verbal handle), 45 

VacaspatimiSra, 14n, 26, 29, 32, 51, 

63n, 81 

vaifamya (unfairness), 20 

vaisefya (difference), 13 

Vaisesika, 33, 44, 46, 6In, 64n 

VaUesikastttra, 64n , 

vaisiflyevagahin (qualified by an at¬ 

tribute), 34 

Vaisnavism ,4, 79 

vaisvanara (Atman in the waking 

state), 44-45 

Vakyabhasya, 9n 

Vakyavrtti, lOn, 67n 

Vallabhacarya sect, 16n 

Vallxsahaya (author of Saiikaravijaya), 

7n 

van Boetzelear, J. M., 9n 

van Buitenen, J. A. B., 68n 

Varanasi, 4 

varayetam, 53 

vasana (residual impression), 44 

vastutantra (depending upon existing 

things), 47 

vastvadhina (depending upon the real), 

87 

Vedas, 8n, 48-51 

Vedanta philosophy, 5-7, 8n, 12-14, 

16n, 20-22, 24-26, 28, 31-32, 

35, 43, 45-47, 49, 74-75, 87, 

89-91 

Vedantaparibhafa, 43, 46 

Vedantic non-dualism, 7 

Veda-Vyasa, 14n 

Vedic ritual, 71, 90 

verb, definition of, 64n 

Vetter, Tilmann, 9n, 96 

vibhramasakti (projecting faculty), 83 

Vidvadbalakakafilak$mana Sastri 

(author of Guruvarpiakavya), 7n 

vidya (knowledge), 77 

Vidyaranya (author of Sahkaradi- 
gvijaya), 3, 29, 35-37 

Vidyasagara, Pandit Jibananda, 7n 

Vidyafartkara (author of Sahkara- 
vijaya), 7n 

vihara (monastery system), 6 

vijnena (internal organ), 30-31 

Vijnanabhiksu, 63n 

Vijnanavadin, 47 

vikalpa, 31 

vikara (modification), 75 

Vimuktatman, 17n 

Vinaya, 97 

viparyaya (inverted knowledge), 45 

viraj (Atman in the waking state), 44 

vifaya (object), 41 

vifayacaitanya (consciousness limited 

by an object), 34, 43 

visesanavisesyata (subject-predicate re¬ 

lation), 66n 

viiiftadvaita (non-dualism of the 

qualified One), 16n 

Vifistadvaitavada of Ramanuja, 16n 

Vijpu, 79 

Vivarana school, 5, 37, 81 

Vivaranaprameyasamgraha, 29 

vivarta, 25 

vivartavada (theory of false appear¬ 

ance), 19, 25-26 

viveka (discrimination), 51 

vivekabuddhi, 31 

Vivekacudamani, lOn 

viveki pralyayah (discriminating no¬ 

tion), 40 

viyoga (disconnection), 73 

Vftti (modification), 31, 34-35,41-43, 

62n 

vrttibheda (differences in manas modi¬ 

fications), 30 

vrttirupajnana (knowledge taking on 

the form o(vrlti), 41 

vyana (combination of expiration and 

inspiration), 29 

vyapnuvat (pervading), 36 

vyapti (invariable concomitance), 56 

Vyasa, 4, 36, 65n 

Vyasacala (author of Saiikaravijaya), 
7n 

vyatireka method, 53, 56-57 

vyavasaya, 64n 

word-meanings, 50-51, 55 

yajna (sacrifice), 88, 92 

yama (abstention), 88, 92 

Yaska, 64n 

yathabhutavifaya (having existing 

things as objects), 47 

Yoga school, 4, 7, 28, 37, 43, 52, 64n, 

74, 78, 91 

YogasUtra, 4, 35, 62n, 64n 

Yogasutrabhafya, 62n, 65n 

Yogasutrabhafyavivarana, 4, 6, 36, 62n 

Yogataravali, 8n 

yukti (reasoning), 48, 51, 52 
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Pd -4 d I 

MI R'M I n ^ si I rd~ dNd bd I'd Rpd%cT II 

%fd" ddTfd dfildid'-ilKTIcdld$)fdd : I 

'd pc| £j ^ |r-Hdi cl d ifd dJ I fddfddl II 

fd'l'dl *TT WVC y dd d MHluid: I 

3ldcldlfdi»ll ycddlcdld II 

T ^r: y^dd WT dlbdfd Mt: I 

dd^ilfd fddll dddld fd"dJPdlTf*Td7r II 

^TTFT: ^cdld VJ % I 

bdJ-di dIddI ^dldflfd dI PddId II 

kidded W dddld cdTW W ttwPp: I c -s \o \o 

3fpidgiddfdcddTl dlddf^pf^Rt II 

IbbUbdl^dcdld^ dHI-dcdl^ T Wf: I 

f^ir df^y^d mT Pd y d'r h%ct ii 

t'^dlPddd 'b<dldcdld’-dbdTd4^ | 

31 PidliYd dcdl&cf fddJI’-d d f%TT^8rTcT II 

Mcddlddd, dddl^K I 

idHlPdcl fdd)! dlcdlfdd : II 

dddlddld^ldld ddI ifdfd^-d^ I 

d^jfddJlfddldld y IJ *>d I H Pd d d Prd d d II 

d'd^yPd'Jd ^-d fbdfl dtyfddd d%cT I 

d-dldtiUHIdld^ d- -MlIddI< cTdT II 

til^dyibdcdH ^fd- ddl'fd $1 Pidd I 

fd- dl^fdd dl$fdcd<£l yfdydJrl || 

dddTTJ d d I cdl'cdT dNK*-d»HlNKI I 

fdfy^lrdl^drdld dT W H,d d I d d I sT^cT || 

yd d/^d d I Pd rd I did <1 dldl did": I 

dfv b: dddTd^: W7W d" d dT^deT II 

^dd dd Id bJ-d ^i rbd l'olPd dPd dd I 

ddTd d^TTT^t d^d dddlcdld yddjl || 

^<^ddlcdl PdTT dIdIdddlfd d IJ dd I 

3TTcdT <Tsddlfd fd"dTT dl-dfddfdbl II 

I cd dl 3 *-d bd dd dd I ^b^bcdlddl dd 11 
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Odldd ^d^ded W fdJfddnid I 

511 d d4 id d d -^l d4 d Pd >d did qpqcT II 
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dtSPFP W dd-dd^l*iTPt II 

3PJ7T dP# d?ftWr*TP fSTdt *P*P I 

[dd p)dddls*-dM cm^d^ ddN d Rdd dd : II 

5PPT9TPP W d I Hlbd fdd-dd I 

PPPT fw *ldl$fdfd II 

d^d r'l lVi eld I Td»CM d Icdd : I 

SPPdIPt cRTT dIcdId =T fd'-dfd II 

d^lddd ddIeded d fd HfelddIedd : I 

d£dd Id eft^t T ^T^PTT II 

eT ed" d^ fd deMd l^bbl (cl Mil I 

i^bdl «1 bPP ddldl [d *~M I M dl dd" II 

d^lfddlfdd f:PT dl^dddddldd : I 

PTFTW dcd^ItJlld rRT rdfdrd^dd ddT: II 

ddlP^I JJPT^T^d" ddT^" I 

M^d'dd dedd" d2T STTFT^T II 

<T T pbi d" Mbi*-d MeMM d Pd dT : | 

PP P^P dlfddl' %PTT: PdTT T PPW: II 
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PT ddld^dddddd dejts^Sfddt JJdT II 

dfi»l PTdP fde^" d^IdK^R dfd" I 

bPP FPPTT cRfr TFd" f^’S^Jddddd: II 

medddd ih! T^fl" ddT: PP (dddl W I 

drddddd^^ ddt: PP fddddddT II 

dfdr^dd^n ?r: dfddd-.Jdr7gpP: I 

fHcd^drldddT pftS^ d^lfdd %dcT: II 

fddl^dd fddIdI TPtS^: PPHdedd : I 

fddId 1^ dTt dW: ddddd PTW II 

dt ^dl^^ddfkcddlcddtPb^d 1 1 

sl^jRlcM PTdT d brd I Pf ^ | ed 51) T %eTP: II 

d I el d I ^d fd 9l d : dP^T *TdrT: d^edfd I 

fd d bl deddl d^d^drdld dl^ldcdd : II 

dP^eTP edleddY dfkdTcHIdJI blpYdd : I 

d^ddl dl’-ddl d^PT ^l-ddlddl: Hbfrddl II 

•^Icd^d^edKIedd: bF^PPT 1 

Yd" fbfdd bptdlfd PTedT ddl^MI II 
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US-P12.019ab 
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Pd^Tdcr: i 

wf d IddPd Pd did dVdfd d Pd Pa dd II 

dd- *!l I Pd I ^d I d I *dT H ^'PITW ptPt I 

[ddl (d ^TT PIcMI did" d%<T II 

ddT Pdl*-dP °Mld odlm!vi'-d^-M*tTp) f£HRT I 

Pd Pd P. I dSPT: JprT: PHTTg^P: II 

US-P13.001ab 

US-P13.001cd 
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US-P13.004cd 
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US-P13.005cd 
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US-P13.013ab 

US-P13.013cd 

US-P13.014ab 

US-P13.014cd 

US-P13.015ab 

3Pd^dT=T T •TdTdld PM TT *fpT: I 

3PdTdrd"FP T ^ dfTd: PMIdddPrdld^ dfd’: 3kT 

3PPHTPd‘ T d>d I'fpd f^RPT^ W ^Pddl I 

[ddJM (dd) dPTT T Pd Ra*-dIdvtm'I (ddl TPJT II 

Pd cM d drl PM i|l«^PM 'bdPMPMlPddlPdd : I 

d d PM I SUP^i dd^lPU PM PTddP II 

Pddcdl dT fd HI PI I dT 5TTdvRtft d J IddY I 

T FddJ-rlSill (tied Id ^Mld d d °M IPddT *PT II 

3PPP5WT d" FT P^P&dlPd^cdld TPTWT I 

PdcMPddldPMPM dldldl^ T *T PTdP II 

dT ^ PdTT d I d dt ffpPdT^pPT WC^PTdT I 

Pdcd^dlcddT f^ZSTT PdcMMI dddPP % PTP II 

cTMI^P-^M^drll dT dddl Pd d MI d I: I 

pJJrfP 'UdlPdPMI d" ^>d<dl’-dddPMfH II 

dldPMPd£d-MPM PdHdcdM: I 

fdcdP d^ld-dl d- %ddTT II 

3PfdcdT dI fd ^Pd pi^l^dlfd^'bd : I 

Pj,^ dP^P ddT d"HT di PIT II 

JJddP dc^d" ^<£MI 5J^ s|rMpM I 

*P^d7P PTddftdTPSd’ ^P pfPTTT dt^Pd II 

3ld^^dlPd^llPd>dd' PMI^d-d < ^JdFP I 

PdcM^ddPd^lcdld dd^^M PTdP pjfPeT II 

SPd^^dliddrPPdTT d" %f^dTfd" PldT d^T I 

3PSTPTT ^|Hdl: dHP ^frr dlMdu) dd": II 

ill I dl d Id d I d ^ *!JdPP *PT d>l<id> I 

3PSTPTT ^|ddl MPdldPd'bl 0 PldT fjT^T II 

fd%1 Ml dI Ppd dPd I d^ d~ d" PId I PkPddl Hd I 

fdlNY dT ddlPddl ddTP: PdTd fdddfw: II 

3lddPd)PM *i«^PM TRP dTT PdTd g^p JTd" I 
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US-P13.022ab 
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US-P13.023ab 
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US-P13.024ab 

US-P13.024cd 

US-P13.025ab 

US-P13.025cd 
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US-P13.026cd 

US-P13.027ab 

US-P13.027cd 

Slddfcdlfd'blRc^ fd'd^od|fl|dT JPT II 

3<Tldd diddlin' dTW dTPf H HI d d d^ I 

^J^Td d^Td d" ddl HH II 

ddlfddlddlfddl ^Td- d I-dd d>dT I 

HT % tdlcdl d- f^dT d" H-dTl dTrfcddW II 

3T1T d^JI Rd dpjT ^TdT I 

3P5T: #T bdl^-M ^l^dTssnr: II 

*Td^T: dd^fTy dT^d T fddliT I 

d" %dT fdcdtsrpflT^d': II 

T dT^ T dldd^ d" dtW%ddT: fw: I 

W ir ^fwr =T <lfddl dl^dl dddT ddt: II 

dd^fdfddd-d dT ddT T H£dH I 

ddI'-dR-d fddPJcf 51^1 d14 ddl^dd II 

HHIcHIPd d 3Pr^fd Tdl- °d'l HI ddT dTd | 

bd>fd dfdddd ddT HW fd«bf^Md : II 

TTlsiKtndT %dT *i H l %fd fddTfdddJT I 

ltd" 51 Id l Jl (d Jl'-d l d <A TiR-h 4 d>dT d%7T II 

T %d" d dlTddRl'ftl 0 ddt djI 

ddT ^ddfddT 5p:: ddT f^tTJpftT^d’: II 

dcTd" dddlrdldl fd <11 d WT ddlfed : I 

fdfdcd I dT Td^d- dtfd H>d l fdt dTd II 

<bddtdT slic'd tt^-T I 

d%T %d- drdldd-ddT ^IcH^I dTd || 

%dTdf FdRydT ^TT ddlTd ddlfdd : I 

d-dlfd^T: dddd^d: ill I Tl «T: ftrg^f^dT II 
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HH^cdTddlTR| WW: Md^drl I 

^TT ddldtKI dT^cd^HTd^ II 

fd8TrRd3TT ddT Td^ d^t =T d" HdH I 

TndfddTd ddT %^Td cJdrdld-d PT ^f: || 

Hdlfddrl ddT dm dfTpt ^Idc) ddT I 
C\ 

* 41 dl'd | Hd d fdrf dfdPT dddTt fW II 

o^|>-j|4l dT ddMldT od^dPdl'bKdlfHdld^ I 

fldldod^'brdld fdTd l<bl <1 Md^d^ II 

dTTdTdTdTdT % ^TT dET ’JTTfT d" I 

W %rT Td^ dTd- '-Pdd TdTdt d I d>fd : drdT II 
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spTjTPTT d^dlPPI WPTTPPTfTPPT I 

£i|cd P" PPfPPTJP" °P I Rd : PPTP" fPT d-5d II 

fd *-P IP 'rPlfd 11 ppt: ptpp%t I 

PPT PPPId^ TPTTT% PdPPIcPI cTdt II 

PITT PR- Tpf P" fpvPT PP^ PRT T dt: I 

WT PET d PP I d PcfrS^TPT II 

<|<&P I di d IPd I rP rd ^p>H|^p PTd : I 

^IdlnKMPtdlrPi d" cPTPTt d~ T IJ^TrT II 

Pdl^l^P-dR PdldPKPl I 

dl^|PI^-P-d< TRW PPP ^T TPR^ || 

T PTTePT «-| Id «-ldl Id TTTTf^T pi Rid t I 

P" %T sl^fddlr^&l P^dld: TC PW II 

3|PldlPldjfdP>l-d P#PTfpT fd J *-d J P I 

PI Pd Id PTf PIT TT^ Rd^pRdP^PI II 

MKPP^ TPT ddJIPdrPp-: TIT RpPIPfd I 

3TTrP5r%7T TPT PRT PdP-pfdk^fd II 

3|lcPdPPlRl PTT PPTP PldldKIddl Tfr I 

3T TtOTt: p- fddPr PWlTPt d^jun ^TT II 

PlfdrP % PFTrT PluiPdPPId^ dl^fd^d PT I 

MI ul d PPI Rd T PPTdt PIpt d^fddTsg^ II 

d" PP <rp IrPdT PTIrPI fpppRd dTR^TTf^TT I 

PTTsfT PP JdRrPd'd TRWFT^PPT II 

dId dP : TTT ^llrPI TtsfddJl«bfVHd : pJJTT: I 

3TTt% fpPTPT dfpPT TTfpT PP- ^ d I S.P : II 

PI^PRTpnRTW PTT^JRWTt ^RTT I 

PP 1^ %fd" Tf P l d Pdfppd^ PIPT PkTR Pdd II 

3TTrPT ^llcp'lp fr^T PT^sfpPITTPrRw: I 

3| lr^d)c^ pj pI d I fpd dl TIP1^ 'Jid : TPPT II 

TPT fddl^d TP^rTT I 

jr^TRPT W PT PPPId^ dPPId pEP^P^TT II 

PPTPT 'd^lP tp- st&cdlfd'RbPlPdP I 
r C -N 

PdrP«iU^dld : PdPPIcPMirt cP^T II 

3| Pd P ^ d PI cP I d P fd>P I cP RbP I P»<d P^ I 

fPRT fd<4^l< T: TTPfT P- M^Pfd II 

PPI^KP^^I: ^PT l^P" PPPTPrT: I 

■pir-pp’tfd pfp" dldPPT ppm: fpR ifkd : II 
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JPlrPH' rp^T d": I 

^rddlcdd TT^t# ^fTs:dppn5r: W II 

ddl-d^sfr dKId-d d?||PdVj|rdd| Pcpp I 

ddTd^Tf%¥TTRr 'bH'bd Icdd Icdd : II 

dpgr: ^Id4Id51TId : dd^ 'd d: PTdT I 

d Id Id leddd ^Hcd Kd : dcdfldlcdd: II 

T dlPdd cPTT I 

dddlcdddd ^ll-dI: dsl^^l apft^TT: II 

far cTPP d$H<fad dT HpT: I 

cTW %7T dddF^dl ddd’-dlwdIJddT II 

3^fdcdlcddYdl d" d^cdlcdlddUFd I 

3PT^% d" ^IrddV d%7T cPPT II 

d<&dIdl dcddldt T d^Hdrdfd^iddl I 

ddirdnr ?tpp ^ d%7r n 

5Td%" fVdrT °d>pH I 

dcHvllcdfddT fTT IWW 'bldTd'^ II 

3TTcdTH d dc ^d dd d Pd d dTr*7dYsfT d": I 

H^dfal^cddl sMtdfa fabdlddd II 

ddldl'JM'i'bldlcdl W^reTrferft^T: I 

^diddl^Ri dldril fir d^dd : dddl fir PR II 

^d|U|ddlddPbdd TPTTWpFit fdT: I 

°dlddd °d I (ddl ^Jdd dPP diPP *TW II 

3TWPpf d" H^d I Id fdfdd>l <dd ddcdl I 

d^'dl FT fanp^P dft«P dl-dd Pd MI <-d d : II 

d*-d°4 d" d^TTl-dMdddldddd d- I 

dfad- dTdPddPP dTpP Pd^dddl^uirdd: II 

Pd-did - Pd lPd dl' fared- d d dd fad d^ d" fadfa I 

dPP ddd- d^ldldJ Pdrd^dddd fal ^4d II 

3ldddd>dd dH" Pd-d I fa>d I d I fal fa^ddd dTT I 

3T3TFTP ^Iddi: W fFd" drd- dfadd": II 

^ddelcdld^icdldfadtcdldfaifaTl: I 

3dcdd> %d" dddnfapfam *>dldd : ddP II 

dfddd^ %d"ldT %ddT Tfw fcdd^'bdld^ I 

dfarp dP: ™ dtd- d fad d HIcdl^dT dfapr || 

T d I fad ^l®dl fa<.d-d^dd : TPPdfadTfT T dd ddd% 

dfad" d^dld^ ddT <dKddd%d" d^drdd Pd" dfaid.l: 
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P^rc^TPPcpfpfppT: fPHddPd£fd$ dd^dd: I 

fdPprdtPTP p cT p d^ddi prfcr ppp PTf pRp 

P^fdTdTdrr % PP^-dfdfpdl P'bf'bl 'bH'b^d P’f^dl I 

fdfdPd * M<j| PP-dpTSPdp; yd>|i|dPMlfPddlcPHT ^pp: II 

dfdTPdP^P % PddfdHI fpTT PPT sp^P P d fPd d Rw: I 

th d l P PPPTdd Ovi fpd ^ Rid I dTTsfr dPPldd fd> fPTt II 

i*l O'Pf^dTd fd dl-dd^ddl fd PlcPd Idl: ^fd Pldtdl PPT I 

PTP fp^T ^fd^fR'bPd : dtp PH : PdRdlTfppTSgpr: II 

ddlfdPP dfp ct P PP: PPP P|PT Md/dfp: I 

^^<£dfdfd + 1 Jdldd I P%PPT d H fdd P PTPTf II 

dPT [d ^<5, PP d fpTPTT P PPPTcT d I (h P fpHPcT PdT I 

PPPd^d P%P i^dIP PP": PdlcPI ^rfrsPTfSPP: II 

PlPdPdlfd P PPPTPPT df^lPd^MPd pf^: wfpTPT: I 

pfddldT ^JlrPfd ^ddfkfp J 'ilX| d dtfd PddHPPT ffdT: II 

A d l d *- H P dP i 7d dlJl H PPTft P P dPdcrSdPP I 

P%P fdPIdd : 'fPT Pdf: drfft P PPP di!dd: II 

PdPId^ PPP dHlfd>> Pi^TTPcT pfp dlfd^ddl I 

dPT P dgp ^(dd I RdS,^ PdrfddtTT PddTdP Pdff II 
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dl*-dd«-dd P%P dPPTP P'FdP fdffdd fd fd-Pdd I 

P^dPdT^dcPPR % d I ^1 Pd Pd fdft P%P || 
PP PdT PddTf PET P^T fd d fp d I fd d P^ I 

dP %P P pf %dt PrddRddd'dl II 

PHI-d PTffP dP fW d.difdd.lA: I 

PPdrP|U| % PPPP fp P#P PP PP: || 

£^l-dd d%P PdP d^drdld dddd^ PdT I 

d^dld ^TPTdTpfdt P PtdP PIfwdI-ddT II 

PdlrPff^P^UpdlPl fppfpf PdTP PdtPdT: I 

Hlcdlfd: PdPP %P P^P dldlrPdl-ddT II 

P fdd I fd d ^cddrlpR^cd fd.d I 'PH P I 

dodl JI: RbdRdPdPPId fpgjp fd.dl^-d-dd II 

d)PrPd IrP I Pdd-d^d^ fpfrff P Pd^dd IP I 

P^ddR- pR" fdTP dTP %dT: II 

PrTcdTdtp PMfprd'Td fpfpp d.P'J|i fp: I 

PP%pfdP4 W PdPT JdlPdd: pp'lp II 

PT^TPr: Pdpdd PT^T pfFTP PdT I 
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WTT^ #PT47T R# €tf^Frf%^rrT II 

4U|HI#Hdl^d RJ# fddl#d^ I 

J^JHIHd4l f#R 'dl'bldfdrHd II 

4I#4> d 1514 Id WTW I 

%% R ^IrHId WT W d^FddH : II 

4"4T HHI^-dl T I 

STlrwrfT ePTT #T dl^lfyr4lf4^4d : II 

fW^il <.<^^41 # d" RT I 

dfHM 5TRTT ^tSW: RR II 

d-Hdlfd-Hdlo^^Tr^ d I cdcd |Fbdlcdfd I 

3Tlcd^ 414^41 cdld^ RT#f % T RR RRFT II 

4fd<#<4l dF44<fdd4TlM<IH<dl I 

RSKIdJHdldld RT fdM 0 dI f#TR?Rf II 
\o \o -V 

d^dcdld^f-lc^ld died 4HI 'ddlfddd I 

R4T# 4c44l #TT dh^lcHHHl' ^RH II 

d44c44dlf41c4l4F4'bl'0" R W: I 

[4 d #T ^TT 4^41 d) 4 I rH [4 4 #Rf II 

7T I 

^ *§f<fd ^RRf dPH 14 *T#T II 

ddldf 4lf*H iJdTdt 4K>J||dl R I 

4l-4dd> 4 l R-H # 41 Pdlfd fd 41J 4 d II 

^Rrf d# dddd 4T ^dfdf^d^d 4T I 

^ 4 rd I d^ dvnjfrdT^: 4" d I d I #) WTTR ddlfddd 

3Tlcdl#f<-ddl fddJIdddd-.dfd": I 

dffl d I RTdRR^TT 3J# 41141 Fdff: R4T II 

4 [51 >41 [41441-^ R4T ^fg,[d#dcl I 

fd 4 4 dfd 41 ftW 3TTWf#: RJPRJR R4T II 

R 4/4 4 f fd *41 fd 4 #| pJTRT I 

'4 <ld\d 3T I cd IJ dl -414 414 d fd^c) II 

ITT# R TT% °4drl I :4fd4JI'b4dlddl: I 
\o c ^ 

Mild#44 '41cdl'drl: Pdd'rdTId tUddftldl: II 

fd 44 I 41441 47fr dl’dl-d #T ^Afk: I 

rr f# #r: ttrt ^trrt ^id-444? 11 

ddld^lf^dl'JII 4T 3TRPTT: dtddYfddl: I 

%R##T RTFT# <J|4 4 dl 44 : II 

rN" Rfr f## aPcddl'HIddlddd^ I 
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WT 4 I fdTtTT II 

d4dYb'-dd TT^- dW I 

dpf ddfd-.dl^dr: dd$rd cTdlcdd: II 

drTTfrtWc^tdrfr fd I d»d I'bd MI fd d>: I 

fd^pfr fdJJ)UI ; dd~) did} T dI'-j>d ♦ II 

■^ddlb^ddY d I Rh d>dfd>dl ddlbdd : I 

T# dTTTPTT %^T ^1 -d d fd dT II 

3IMI^d fddd*-d TTdt dYf4: d%T ^ I 

fdRJURW fdvdldldld fd^diuil II 

odlMdi dddl" odt>T ddTddrfddd I 

W ddjd^lcdld fddJ I ^4, TC T^T II 

fT %dT FTfff d f-d d d d ^d 4 d I 

dddd 'Pd lfd d I dddT fcTdr^TdT W II 

TTPJcT^frTTTd': Mcddl TFT : I 

d" ladled I ddt W: II 

'd I rd dj^d d d bjfd d d I H I ■t.d'd d I d I 

fd fd df TReT !4cddlbdldd«iFr: II 

fd fd ^dI dd I d^ dd dIcd I d fd dJ I ^4 XT XnT I 

^2TT dd^ddT dFT dd'ddlfddd^ II 

dddd #f 5TT^T fef *dl d d d fddTFT I 

fd^d-H fd'f^d dPT f%cT g^fddfddd^ II 

d dc 'A rd d d l «ff XPf d^lr^d I 

fd^^ld fd -d Midi -d 5TRT T %fd~ dT II 

37|T ^vfddld d'dfdHdlfditllddld I 

%T iN- ddl^ldl dT sT^T TTTT II 

dd d d I °d d d I d I■*TT dldldl'bdddldd : I 

^-ddldld^yrdl^ 5TRT %T dKT TdT II 

dl^d -rd'lfddI XXX T^TTcTXXXXf I 

H dl d I d dl-ddl^^l dtdddlrdM'blill^ II 

T d ^ d I -d d l fm ddTT TFX TT tYt | 

ydtl^ll-ddd^dl T XXXTT ^fdT XHXT II 

odfdd: ddldddd^ldd d'hiyilcdddlddld^ I 

y«b|J*ldcd«6d>l4: ddlfdfd fd^dT Tdt ^feT: II 

XTtb^jMTT d%T T^T TFT TT T>l4fMI 

ddddcdld^cdl T XXXXt TRrT || 

ddld4 XXXXFT dtdffdrdlfdfd^fl I 
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'4 d I fd <>d f^d dl ^cT dTd R*Td^WFT II 

f^TTcT fddiu) ^ff y«t)|Jil«h: I 

5PTr%T f*TdT dldlcdl TtWTcT: II 

^r^fpur: WPTf I eddied dm I 

sppnNt ^ ^rf^r 11 

5iididcdlsfr ds,^ ?T: 3kTT did'hdd d%dT I 

Pd^u| ^cpf JTTr*TT cRn II 

fdfddlfdfddmdl dd-d^fd ^RPdTcT I 

d-ddl8Pddl dldldd£<lcdfd 'bfrMdl: II 

d"dT STHI'dMlfd^dd: I 

TN I fd ilh d" TNirt5# cPTT^rfd" II 

*fT ^IdTHIdlddRddd^ I 

d"dl4dd f%^TT%T W dTr?t ^Idddld II 
'O -n 

dfddf' WfTRT I 

fd" d^d dI rH Id dldld^d d-.dfdd II 

“ fd^T ddd^ldl: I 

Sll'M'Tl d l dd dtdlR'l d R-d d d"gr” ^[d ^cTt II 

ddl^fdc^lddMT^I ddd f fd^drl^ HddH J P-ldd I 

i»l I ^ I ^fMfd -^T ffTcT fdd^dddf^dd fd fa dl' dT 
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TliW: ■t.fdd r d I d £ df ^jdbSf^RP: I 

Hr=bd^S.M^hli»ll: d^dT^dl^dH <TdSdl: II 

yI<41dffd dddfa #|odlFd^li: ^TdTcT I 

'dHIrft'bdfdSi % d I dl"d 14 fd f*-ji d d^ II 

^<&ddl-dl:|ldlfH dlddl^dldlfd I 

dfsi'brHIdd-ddd' *FT d+ld^l d%dr || 

[d ^ d I *TT dl^n l d d TdTrjd I (d dl d^ I 

dldldldrl: dd Vf<J| ^Yfddl dT3T II 

odM^bd^ W'A I H l ^r °d>J ddd I'bKd I W: I 

°d fd 'bl 'Ji rS '-d d 'bl drdd ?T: Mrd ^ : d"3T II 

fdWT Glided : SPT<f dTT 5T^P9r%rT | 

^IdJI'bK^'d: Mimidd^ 3W# II 

^1 fl^WW 3drdc^d W fw^w I 

fdrdlrd'rdlfddl ftW d^dldd : II 

fill (tdtdllfddlcdH |‘P?dddTfd flT MildTd I 

f:%dt d^dld T fII 
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FFt FTTF Flod^HIdld F:fFFf F FT I 

d ?|d <3 >J 11 fdfd^rsrr F:^ FtFFT FF F: II 

'bH'b'Jrd FTTF %F dl^H^d FT | 

F^F F TFf FTeFT 5t£rdld„ FFTT F%F II 

^HdrdldP'brddlcddTsfT FT FfF I 

^WTFnFFFTT ^ >rd'rfd d d TFT FFTT II 

TTtfrrr djidd-Td^fr f^f ttcftfrtff i 

FFFTF F FI rd I d %F M^dPd II 

F£TT F: TFPTf f tf^%ftt f ffttf I 

F ^ led Id d^cdPdddFT %F TFT9P}"T II 

^ ^1 d I rd d I cd dT TT^t d^fd JI t'd : I 

FFTS^^F FFFTF fk fd^FFTF F dFrl II 
^ -N \0 

-HI —M d I Id F FT%F T%F%F FTFTT I 

FTTTTrd d d d TFTT: 5TR7 fF^T fTTTFTT: II 

TrfTFFT TFTc^F FT W FTTT fTFFTT: I 
's C\ -S 

fdF»FTtTTfd^^rdId ddJFld F FTTW II 

FTTF TTFTFPfF FFTTFT fddldd-.d I 

feed|r-dId FT sT^T fFFTF TFF d d I d d d II 

-d I d rJ-d Hi TFtFfF d^T-d I Tod’ TFfFFF I 

^’-dlFR-d»drdTF F FTFTtFfTT FF FFTT II 

FI rd dfl&d d ^ IHlFId ifddd-d Id I 

FlfFT: ddldlcdd^fd fFFFnt dfdHIdd: II 

fddPHMlHd FTFf FPT^ ^ F FSTT: I 

FTFFFTF HdFld f# F FT: FTFTW: II 

FWTPFdFTFt ^ ddld^^dlddlFdld I 

%FtTTFFrF FF FTcFfd FfFTTF II 

FUdld^ddfe: FTTfF%FFTt ddlcddld I 

FTP FtFTT % FFTF FT %^FTF ^FT^ II 

SrfFFT TFTFF FFFTF fd FT Jd I 

FTFFTF TtFFT d <&) dd ^l Rd t TTTPTTT II 

FTFTTFTFdTF F ^FT FTTfF fTFeT I 

^TT d I fdd TTFFFT ^d Iddfd II 

dl^ld>KFd> TFT: FJTFFTF: FFT SFTTT I 

SrfFdTrdTF F FFTTT TFTF% dd fd d ^ Ft: II 

FrFTTFTTfT FFFTF F ^Fddlfdfdfddd : I 

FTT^ TT 8dPJl'bFdd fTF FTTF F TfFFTi’ II 
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ill I A ^ I <4 cd fp<£cd I d, PIHdl fdrl 'MfddP I 

iA.4-.R-PH PPP-dcdl^lA<-dld4«i1dl II 

mRt RAMfr M<Pdld I 

MMPf arrfw^T 4>rpppcldl'*4’-dld44ldl II 

^rd'bldP^dlfddRd <4l"fPdl I 

Aijii-4 m ppjtdl 4^ mA^A- ftfsMprtfM 11 

JfTMMTMMf MM PM dPI^lPdd MT MM: I 

PdAlAt P%M MMM MW: MW W MM II 

3TRtT d 141, TMM" MPT MTM 4 led--d^d MT I 

PldlPIdddPdPd MTP14 Ped f"4 P J-d cl II 

4drf4pJ-d4:>PI4Pdd^ MM MMTM MM M %M P%M 

P14 IP 14 Idfddcd efTMW MMTM M WM II 

MMMM MMMM %fM fMMMMTM MPT MfM^MrT I 

MM^M MMcMTM ^ fpcM dl-d4 fdM. AddId II 

Fd MMTfS 4 d'l'SMTcM MM^MMMMMfMMMPT I 

\MMM MPTMtMTM M MMMTMTfMMMTMTM II 

4 I'd I <J-Puli!l IMd I d^ M fMMMMTMf IjJPTMMT I 

JJcMt: M ^c^f-icdApp pATm M M'JcT: II 

fM^f^lTM PMTMM fMMMTTM M fd H PH 'PI d I 

PM A41" M ^MfSM MTcMT MM^WfMTM: II 

3TMMMMT Mdlf4c4 HI R-d ^41"fd :M4PI4d : I 

fd cd 41 d M4 MMcd I d MTMTM d £41 cP fd || 

MPlfdfd-.d^'-Irdld d Id P4 I*-d <P IrPd : I 

MMMdTMRMc^" % MTMTSMM MMTM M MW: II 

MTSll 5 4 Md I -d T MMM MMMT: M" MMTT ^JM: I 

M MMPTl [441 Jil MT MtSTT 4 4P : MMMM II 

P'41 P Pd I '-d fd cd cd 14 fwtMMM m4m M I 

PPdIPPd %M PMMT df M II 

H * d J-d I fdfpdcd Id P'Fd fp-dl % PldR I 

MMMTM W % Adlcddrl M^M M II 

MTMMcMTM M MMMM cMMM Wdt ^|d-Pd : I 

MT cTMT fMeMA fd d d c4 l^ddrdd : II 

MTMTTdcMTM M mmmm Rmm mtmTm %MM: I 

cM%M MTMTM fdvdI: Pdf: MTMM: P^ MllirfMM II 

mucpciiP": TTT MPT MfM MIMMtMMM: I 

MMTMA-dlcPHIPP^ cM%M MPMTMMTcMdTM II 
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jpilHI Wf T I 

pfddJM^: y^kledH T TPdT d.df'Tdd II 

feffeR%^% Tffp: PTTeT PPT T dT I 

fd d P I' T y dd I d I dU| HI r-H Td TT d%eT II 

fd$h> ^dTld<£ldl TTT^ P T d^el I 

Pd i fn *Tl ^ dd -dT TTdf Pi" %cTTTsfT dT II 

WTTPT P TPT*P fWPTTf^TTTT: I 

T fdrf #WTR%fT fd + fUfr T d'^4d II 

d'd-dl^MMe^ fPTPT P I 

dddrrd 5Td IdPI Ifdfdedd : II 

fb dTed dl fddlfded ^llddl^l P 'j_ d d d I 

fd fd d rd fd dlST: TdldPI TPPRt || 

T !TWf Tdl^lrd 5ll^d d'dldd : I 
'■O 

l^'bdl'^rddTS'UI^JI: Pf: 'b<J||dlfdddrddld^ II 

WTP dld^dedld^ dJdfddIdd'Pft I 

dd^ld^Jed I dill^rd ^fPPP T II 

rPPF^Tf P fd vied Id ^IM^-d I 

jpildl dd^drd PR" %T T fd$hu|M II 

dl^^ld fd$1 w4rd I-d Pdl'Prd P^ddT I 

PTef d^Md ddlPdlrd'brdd: II 

^<dl^dledddeddleddPlsfd'bKd: I 

i}dld-dPI diPTR T TTPl" divfd^idd: II 

PITT dleiH R^l d? ej- dld %W ?iddl P%eT I 

dddd PrfT df edfd J J-ddd3R" II 

^ddPd-d <edlp P PPt dledfd fddRl" I 

dl^f&P^-ddPledlddPn |tfp P II 

fJ J-di*l P T feP*dd ffp I 

PP pfl T dtsftTfpT PPRTdTer pppt II 

yilddldd'Hl^ld' PITT T f^pff^fppl" I 

PTt TbPP PPPT: P PPTeft T PW II 

Pd I rd 'Pdlfd d I Tlpn dlddlcdfd d-d el I 

df^dl-dlTfpT d'b&ld flP dlf-df| dPIdI II 

Pd PI I ed PI Pded I d^ IReP ddfdddRl I 

'dfddd-dT'-ddldJlCT ddlft PR" ppft II 

TtPPTvIW irp PTTT d l-dd I ^Mdfdd : I 

PP d Pd -d < IM fd dipt PPP[ efTP: II 
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3l444l'-d<,dv^4dl44>Kldi d I 

fdddtSddfdcd' Wld cTcft- *1 I i'll ddTfddd II 

d4HI4 ^ifdKdTs^dT % 4-4HI>A IFd4d'-ldI: I 

■dl'Ipddd'JIKdl^HI 4ldl4l^d4)dMdl: II 

i)||^4p4dfd J'l'41d dT HKdcodl: 4)4144 I 

sRpsfr dd^ dtTTRnrrt 4^^i: 11 

did fd?dtT'T%dT dl-ddTs-dlfd 4c4d : I 

c4 4cdldl ^|-4i>l 14)4dT4fd 4»4I4 ddf fd: II 

d^MdrO ^<P4)cd %dT fMHHMdH I 

4dl-dH|4 drdPf ^TTdPTTfT dd)- ddT II 

fid" 5PfdT f4 4l44)dMHI f-KIcHdldl^ ddT % ffddd : I 

5d4ddT>4d: M <4 14d : fddTT ddSTdf ddfdcdd II 
'O vs \0 NO 

*4 d I fit) 4) d Id H dl 4 fd 4 M fddTdddn-dt fddftddfdd I 

dddd' W dfd fdf^d> d%d Fd J -441 fddTddfd ^mdld 

dd TfTd- 7W M <14ul -4'-id414 J Fddlddfdd : I 

ddfftd' 4)141 d IdPTdT% ddT d dr444| 44 Id f| 4) did II 

3|^4)'d-HI-d<df4cld<l' fd d ^4 d 3 d I d fd Fd d M I d 4-: I 

fdfdrdl ddd % ddd d fd ^4 d sqtd dTdfd: II 

WFdfddTd fdd f-£ 414 d dftdTdfTTd dd)4d4)l ftu) I 

jpirfddldl-iddld dddT 5t%d4dd ddcf ffST% II 

dTdd^ d ddTfddlfddl dddd dfd M <H 14 418rd d I 

^d flT fd^lldddld (ddd ddFd fddf7>d 4 d ddd : II 

d ftf dTdTS^-Mfd447f^d ddd PdddHIdld^ d fdt % dl-4d 

T ^4^’-^I4[h TTdTdTsfddT dd dH<d I4" c4 H f)3rd 4rdd : II 
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3TTdRT ltd: dft fHW 4dHI4-4d^ d fd?J7t I 

dW: d444* 44Ich4 dd: II 

MddlddMdlui^dTdff|-: dddfdd I 

dfT ^4<^d4 %dTTd fdcd WdtSd=dfd II 

44d IddjdliHdM ldl>l,Jl!it4 I*-d4)<dH4 : I 

4 ul <-4 dTd ddd d8*f d^ff^nldfd^rdd II 

3TTrddrrdRT dft dTdt dTd: ddd fddff I 

dddT ^44141^ ddldl^lfd f dT: tat: II 

silcHIdfsfT % dT dTd: 4 414?4 fdddd: I 

dTcddTd: dT: dTddt fdcdcdld 4^4Fdfd: II 

ddd PT^ddddTdrdT dTddddd d dTdd: I 
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MMrraw ^fr ptpt: : 11 

dllld ^ dtsfr MTPT fd ;lfdrd IH ^ ^TTTJIT II 

'bdkkdcd fdcd: ddldfddJI'bld'bl'Jl: | 

5PM PMM dldddlfdd^ FJrr: II 

dll'bld'-Kcdld cf dTMFPff Mft fdM: I 
NO 

dd>cd I cd H I' ipT d I <4d I *4 M fd M Pd d : II 

dMMfTPT ^ d^id: dTFMt d iklsfr d: I 
NO 

cRf: An^rf TFT T «r>4 T II 

'ddddd W dddld-dlkd % dd I 

TidY wf MIT qr^T^dTSMT fMTT TflT: II 

TST MfT TMT 5T^TT TMTcT I 

d,d1dTT d dd dM dl f-dd kid'fif'd dd^ II 

d ddl dMT d kd M l d T dTfTMPT I 

%MSnfr W dd I dil 'fifpdd : II 

%% W %T: TW ^ dlddl I 

M^dId M ^uflfd dldH^dd II 

Ml dd'-dddl d ffd *TT dlJl d Iul •T^T M I 

<ddPMll MYFTf d^f-^dH II 

dM'-dl d I fdfd'J d d d fipr dlddl'fidT I 

MfMTTPT MP *P?t d'jR'fidd TTTMt II 

WTTTdlT TM iMr dldddldd fd«t>f^Hd: I 

dk^t odTMTtcW dl-cdl <^lkdffid : II 

dd k d STl A d l d" M d fj^l-ridded M I 

3||^k°d|Widl dd--dl*-dTddlwdd II 

WT <firdld ipT dr«blH : dFT I 

dc<fildddc^4|cdl fTMM dddJ 1 II 

31 fddJIMd"T d d d dd dddlfdd WMT | 

cfW ^TdcT dddld„ ^ ^ II 

fd dJ I fd d) d fd y l'd-d ^'ficdl-dfddl f*T *T: I 

dMTPT d d d d d d qTTd% f^JT fpftMf II 

fdTT ^lld^ldd dddl^k kdlT d'fiiyil I 

d d fd k ^ Mpg- dTTfd dd dd i'll d d d II 

^ll(UlfddH : MdTTT dfd^l ^ddd^ddd I 

dd^ifdddIdId drl%lfd?frTMT II 

ts" vriidRd fdmrr tmt d^d cr i 
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^d- dddld W PddlcdH TT Td^T II 

d mb d IH ftdf H H y 41 d dl: I 

PdlcddldMdJq- FTPT fN- ^PPPPPP || 

dddfd"dT iN" did idl Td": d-idin l 

dldl°dlcdl'Pl'bl <)4>fT dHi' dH Id>dd II 

ktk d"dT f^TvT M I >4Pd '-d I Pd pTPPdT I 

Pd v-i d I d 0 PT d S,d died I d^*-ddd^ II 

dldl^Ppdddl dIdI^dil W I 

3Hd^Pd^dlcdl yiuiddHlfdJrtS^dr: II 

T ^ddl T ddl d I d I °d*=d1 d"dT P~dd t I 

W Mlull [d T dd^s-ll cPTT PTdT 

aid^d^dl Hlfpd dTdT dldlpHlpfr dT I 

d^l^Hld *TT dldldldl^d deft || 

Piidii^d PT Pd=?ld: PTTSiidir^|[d ^ *5pf: I 

fdWPdT ^fdrdlfdd : II 

di*l^dlPdrddl' TTPP df^dddd I 

^|p*4-dPddl-dcdd f^dT dlfr d>*f d%PT || 

ddidrcfr d"dT <l§^ fk*t d"dTJ=dfpr I 

PTddtsfr cPl dIcdI <|<6J^d PT II 

dldlP5^-d d"dT dl^d drT dip T dl^-dd : I 

^0" dtdt T d-Sd^dd ddld Piddd : II 

^d^drll PpfT^Pddl cIT d^dd^'ddd? I 

dtfsx died I SjPT: *sftdT PPIT II 

%dPdf fpfdt ffpf WPT d^dT I 

Pi 51 id I ^1 Pm cd I d^ cPTT ill I Pd d" ^Irdd: 

^d l d dl cd Pi dii Pprd d"dT Pi <d I d dl cd Pd I 

3TT ^fdfd- i|[<£cd' rfdld-dldd *%k: II 

i»ldrdHIHId dPddl dY^Pldtl <d : I 

^IdP^id PlPhPc[ dT %fpT ^PPdPT: II 

°ddd Id Id fk TTPbSrd ci>bdSiUdlcdd : I 

d&<lcdPd'PHcdld^ dedST d^T d"<T Pddd^ II 

T % dhl-d PI^UST dl^T dhHd>IA!l^ I 

did Pd I rd Pd rd FT T TPPTS-d Pd ^ ^ cl II 

Piddrd Pl'M P<.cd’ dldlcd dT W ^t^drT I 

T dl^Ml^d 3TTrdT dl^d dT dPT: II 

ddi^j|j-d-d PlS'dl'jp dr^T*jc^dnrfPrn': i 
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3|^dic4(d 4t dPd ^idt fdttFd' W: II 

W 4 fu|rd fdJ 4tdH I d I 

dd^H|fciji|M4-4deId cd44fd Pd dP41d II 

vrj |<r41d)d I M^|U|d : I 

ef 'dlrdlPdddddl^d ^dlcddl II 

hhi4 %cwrslwr ^rftrrfT^dT^r^ i 

3TTrWFR' %4T dd I d*|<l >J| I'fd'fd *9%: II 

dJdl^l JdId'bldl'JM Tlfw^ Pd d d dH I 

W dlddd ddld-fl rTg^jf ^Irdlfd'bH'JIIH II 

drbldddc^^1 srTdJcT I 

d"dT ddlcddJd: WTT: d^d-el^ddddl II 

^Ird^Mfd^: dTPt Pd-.dlfd^dT Pddddd I 

T HT«f dmPT dTcdT Pdcdd^i: «r%4cT: II 
c \o 

^rTRnwfw^tfai dd<bl4 T P^dl'bHd^ I 

^TratS^RT rd%ef d ^ I d PTPTPPdTT II 

dlHI^cdKfdrdcdIdledI4c4l^ T W Tff: I 

pffr^nwf% eft 4tftf PTrTPff ^ddl*l4d^ II 

3TFef SW ePTT dW fa ^4 4 fa fPTeFP I 

ePT fd4rfd d^dddT II 

W ■‘jdddl'^d dW ffa^t fill w4 d[J| I P-d d d I 

4i^fddJim4dl4!I> dd I *-d^d I*-dd^PdI^PT II 

ffST: d'jfc dfddlfddfdfddIPd'J d T I 

^idridts^rra' firdr% fd^Me^^Hif^rfd’: 11 

31MI d l '^ fd sCl'd I fd Pd r4 dM d <Pd4dT I 

MP: ddd<t> dTT ^Idlfd *TW II 

31-ddPk: ill 0 <ddddld-dl4) ^|PddJdl I 

'deldJMdfdd^ d<£dl T f^HI°d4 II 

dT^f fadlrdld’d^rdl rTrTdfd^ld T I 

3P4l-d'l'rd Icdd l' ffg" M IHlrd^dd : II 

y|U||d)d' fw f^cT: dWsdldd^ldf^T; I 

ddicdd4t fad'd: dljf dW: dd dl % d": II 

3i Til did ttSdd" d" I 

*TW: ddd't* ^ ffar T ^Id4 II 

'J d Pd-d W ddtdlfa d^ HI ddlfd Pd Pd dl d : I 

d^fa ^idl 'd«-d d^l'hrd (d^Md: II 

attTRT dP'^44r^rd f«p^r d fad d t y d d d i 
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T Hddd || 

PTcT ^TFFR^T T PPTT^: T>dd-«ld m I 

Pd Iddi|d I fd IPdVdrld4 d$)fd fTTT: II 

dPdld iftcTT: TTT% dl*dd:Hld«t>ldd: I 

ddicdld’-dd'cddl T fT^fpT 'fddid II 

dldlfdPT: T^ %PT fcddl'3£d I 

W d d I rd d f T TTT TTTT TdT II 

fd <1^ ^h(I PdTvFd': d'dldfd: I 

dfdHtd ^ TTTTSodl'bdd,^ || 

dldlpJ-duidldedld^ Pd'-dlfdfd'b rdW I 

P| rd f 5l^l^fd<Sld PTcTd^fr fdd^dd II 

dlPHcdld TdT dldldl^tXI^ PT^T T I 

d I d I d I *■! T Pd Id I fd^Hcdlfd^hd: II 

ill I Pd Pd I d Id ill >dd cd I d ^|"T Pdld^ PTdT I 

sT^Tt T T l|T PTTT h i %fd~ T pfpTtT II 

3T^TT ^ ^3%^ Pd^dd-4 Tdt TdT II 

TfT PHdTf*j| ^JcTTpP M^dvld T ^ld^ II 

T d l^| d l*-d fddicli>*-dd^ PTT: ddfdcT I 

^dl^l’-d :^cT: f'bfdd. PT?TTT: II 

dfd d rd I fd i*l I ^-d •^d": A A >dlM ill Pl'S^T: I 

3ffddldlfdidlPdl^d %T %TT ^TcfTS^^r^rr II 

PNPdlcdl^*^ Id %T Id Idd 7W I 

PT 3TTcdT ddddldldlcdl ^dlfdfd II 

fdTd%7T MPdlcdld Pdlcdld ^dd»"ddl | 

^ di d I Pd : PT ^d Id I d^rdld T fdddd II 

3T1^TT PdlrHd : i)j^d*rd AddIHJH I 

^TTT PrdPdcdKP^Idl T || 

<f>H,dlP<^’-d^dldl fddd^r TP f?r ^ I 

PdTTT dYPd-ddd? Pd Pd Pd Pd %dT 3TW d% II 

piedi 'diedi IdPid’-d" didtS*-di: PUT d>df*n I 

'dlfdrdd PdHIcHId PTT ^ TTdPP II 

PTT PI d °d d Pd I d IP < I d I fd d fll d P^ I 

fd d JJ v-d d T: PTT PTfT5^tf%TdTTTT II 

ddIddfdfd^drl peTT^TT TdTTdTcT I 

Pddlrdld TP fddJMd fdPdd Pdd-TT: II 

3TTdT Pd^^elpdavicl Id d Idd : I 
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*TTWI ddRlftrlrdld'd : dd^lT dcf: II 

<Mdd^ drfaddIdrdIdlfp=-dld diddft d"dT I 

d I d dH ^ddlrdR fdf^bdl' S'bK'bl^d: II 

fd d<4 frrd- fdiR fnJ i -h d d i 

^ <TdT dW dT d411^d I'fd II 

dYsr d" dd W ^JW ^FTdT ^t T I 

d Id I^-ddld H <dd fddd d-rd^di fdSJ^d I 

fd d R d d dd I d ^ Pi d Pd d Pd d sfldTRtfTddtd: I 
VO 

PTW: ddf'd ddTd ddH d J Pddl dT^T^SdPddird: II 

d Pdd PdPP TRTd dl-dddlrdl d" ^dd-: I 

dn%dt d" dMdfdfd J-d o-H Fd : FJdT II 

aTTTddrdTfddd ^fTT dd^dT^ddtdTT I 

dlRdl % fdd^dR d d d'd H d-dd: II 

T^t dd^dldl ^d Id I dTfT W m I 

TpTT Wt dddd ddddRldd^ II 

ddd- ^d dull’d Id dld^rldd^ I 

pKdrl I d ddld°d fd^d Id l-^ld Id d" II 

ddd^lrddl 5TR- fd'P^d'l'S^Rt d" fddJ<l I 

d I d fd^d d%rf dddld dW: fj*l*djp|: PPdT II 

dTT %d" <TdT dTdT dddld-dd d" PrdYY I 

dW: ddRlfdrldddHi dldlrd^l d^r: II 

fddJdl dlf<dl: PdT ^4-H^r^d^ldPpiT I 

dddJ-dl' HHMJ-dl JP^4l5dHd>iH II 
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^dTrddT fdHld-d d^df-d d" drTd"i I 

fdrd I d d d ^1 dP# ddt dldrddlrd^l II 

XH a-d" d^1d1T3jfddrpRJ^': dd J J l d l H 5Tddfl d dl SI'd Id" 

7W <1 d I fd fd fd" fd i>l IH d i d d l ddlf-^dld d J Cd Rdd 

fdrd^Jdd": 'tRdlddlRd %T d- d Id : I 

IddTd- d I dd'dl d dldd^$pKlddl II 

fd<&Rdl^fdrdddld d^ff fd fd ^d d I 

<vrv7d I fd d I psdl'^dTd I rRT rdfdrdlfdillld^ : II 

ill I PdM ldudd) %dT ddR<fdddl ddT I 

fddIdlRl d"dT WdTd ^T: dd MI'-dddddT II 

PPd" di^R d> PdYfd M rd d I d I rd d I 'Rl dfl I 

ddRdid^iRld rd 1 dl ^drrdTT dd : II 
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ddPdtfd WPjflcdT 41 <-dl clMw I 

^Tewri^POT difr f%rwrf%w 11 

did? d I td Pd d ^3,1 cPT I 

dd^-dl'fd ^vrjldl II 

PI%T rdHdl'r^'M dlcdd> ^<4ddl I 

MH<Jcl W^TRefr ^dcdl^Pd-dild^ II 

prffw w J^rfd TrwphfrsfT dt d%7r i 

o.dl’-dddl't^id Ss^t % def II 

festal? w ddT d%7r i 

ttrpt dTdrr d'4djdid<2i 11 

4 Rid d" <TdT fir^TT Pd^’-d: M (d H dicl I 

dlddlcdlddd^ II 
no C\ 

PTdPPUpT d~ [d 511 d d Si'dl d"P4cT Vldd I 
NO -N 

J*l«ilc*f f^Pfp^rd" II 

^d I *jd I d n*I -HI dl dIdI-dfd4dl w: I 

MrddMST^S^rq- 41'$hldT fd d IJ d d II 

dlddlddrdd'l •t.nad RrppfT dtTPP-^ I 

^fd" dT di<d4 d>Pad did-dl^TddIdd : II 

frf’t^TSdl'd^^ diddldlS'id'ld'l I 

^TT dPja\Id'ddJ| PdldPdii ePTT PTfpT II 

dddl [d TkT dldrd I fd"4"d" PTP4T dd : I 

W dd-dd dd'*>dldld^ dfd^ldfd^il II 

dPdld^ddl^d d d'd Sli d ^Tcdcr: I 

rd-d d dldddcdl^Td *lddl Tddld^ II 

4dRd l^Pdldl 4fd4cddd Idd : I 

Rod id i t7! d ioq jfr^fr r*icm Id<&d t ii 

TPcf Pdcdldt^- PT STTcdfr I 

3T^fT5rt rPlT^TPrf fddld:^ PT 3|lcdfd II 

prrs^rrprr %f^r 4dTfd irncrw srRrfwpl’ i 

H^frswiidfdRr: + Rad wf%r hihh<id n 
C\ -n NO -n 

ailcdd'l^ MPd^ddd^d- T I 

ddltdldFd^dt fd-idd d- WTf^: II 

dPdfd^d pYsftsfdcdt d%T I 
'iTTTT^yI'-dPdddT7d~ fdodRddddlfddd^ II 

PRTTsqt 51^: dcddl dT T TF^TdT I 

T PRfpNt eKTc^cdTd^fPT^T d" II 
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SRidv^RRfp" *-PPd d>qd I [d P"<T I 

%dl'fd cRT PR" II 

dHHfp": PdVVtfRflV: iRRSPrfw: i 

PTSTRr PRTRRTC: RRft %RT fVdtSRWtSgTP: II 

Wfl" PPRR RFP RRR RTrptsfPPIPd>d^ I 

341 rrH I r4t4 PRC II 

'dlfd'bPlfdP'cdld fV dfppP ^GdPcd^dtfd I 

T RRl" ^PddPIdld^ RT 3TRRV II 

3TTRRfr RR rN" 3RRR 5TRRRf?f fPRTT: I 

pTSRPJP" RWRT dPRRT II 

H^MIcillFdHK d>W: ?rW^R! I 

3| | r-JH 14-| | fj|- i| dlb I cP ill <^Pd d1 II 

PpPdPdl RRF^RR: '-KldcdlP T PIMPI I 
-v 

PJdld-dl' PJd IPIPt Rdldilll^'bKd : II 

3TTRRTRT JJ^RVwT^rtfRRTRT I 

STifWcRVdWr ^PdlPlPdfd^ II 

PJddd fpRT 3TRRTVbS WrtI~ V cVd" R I 

PPl(1" R W fVdT RTPTPt dPcd^ffd 11 

^Idl ^d J -d H RTRRtV R <bK>J|H I 

fdd>l(l' RI" ddlPIPIRR: Td II 

a^d^d PPlO" Pdd-d ?fR%RR I 

^dP PlfdPdlP: PPKl" PM 41 II 

3c4d PfVdl 3P|Pdd -did) fd d 14 d IP I 

PPI Rul I dTRT cd I Pd l' Md>d rdd PI ^dd II 

pwt R 3TTR3f RRf P Md PPd R: I 

S.dl'Vpd %R d41 Id ^drld’-dd'l. Pd d^ II 

*j%r ojrVttrt R %R rrr | 

PldilM^fddlPId^ R P cd fd PI d d : II 

S,dTJ 4 Id %R RR R S.dRdl'-ddi'ldld^ I 

^diipp PRTT ffg": ppid pi^ldM^ddl: II 

TTV: RRtR d Pdcd fw£ W IPddP Iu|d : I 

^IdlM^" cddP^cd RPR RTRT pddFddd : II 

WRT^RRtfRVTSR R R dP^cdPIRdT: I 

R ^P-IMpfpii RR d IddPdM ( d%R II 

RPJRTfR R RR d>l 4*^1 £°d I dJ Pld P ld^ I 

^Idldl R cdd^cdiddlild R RRRRT II 
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dTdTTdTdTddP%d ddT I 

d II 

d ^<Fdd>lf<cdKMId*-dl'-dd^d : I 

dlfdfdcdld^'b^ lf<d I d%d II 

31 fd dJ IH Id P^T?r: ddTd^ddfd%W: I 

^dp^dlcHdl fdcdHIcHd IdlcHdld W: II 

Tdjjddf ddT dlcdd>: dPT fdddH : I 

dddjWfd ffT ddT II 

^IcHIdmidd^lcHI STcd^-: ^fddTWd I 

gdt ddt- d ddirt (dcd ^ f% d 11 

3PrdMmnr<5lHld fdPrfed|: | 

^'bdKdlciVfd H-d-cl ^ fd<lddl: II 

ddI J'r dPdflHhl diddldried Hid'd: I 
'O c c 

ajIcHMIdlfcldlsIldld, ddTddfd%W: II 

^d-dldlddl ^'UcHdPdcPd^Mdl I 

%d d dld^l^ %d: ill I ddtfd fddTt II 

M'bfdMcddldf df favU^dd^d) W I 

•t.J ffd d^dlcdldl H Idd fdf^d : II 

d I d d) S,d I 'iH d rd ^ did dd dTdt ddl I 

vdldlrd^ dT ^dldd^ fdddJdl^ II 

3drdldldd^ rdUdl^dl dPddd fw: fddT I 

Tdd d l (d^^>d Hldldlcd^d^ I II 

d ^iddTdfTfdT dlrddl fd dl d fdidl I 

deft d I «-dd <dd I fd H Id I dl Id d dddcT II 

dl'-ddl dldill^d dfrlftrdfd d^il | 

d ^TTrRT fdfbdlHIdt fdcd 3dci}fd^llddM II 

d d'dd Rad I rd d I 

dlfd dRTd ^d HP^fd^dd II 

d %TFTd i^dlrdl fdTtdfsfdfbd: ddT I 

%df dd I'^'sdd l^ded itdd dlrdd: ddT II 

ddl^dilcdcd ddT iddTdddddT I 

d lilld I d I fdd rd ld^ ^ dddlcH^r) || 

^*-d d f| d ^<pd idT dlfd ifhm diddd I 

H1dIdled ifd^loddd dfddNdl ddlfd ^ II 

yi^HIHddTdT% ^dPdl'-ddHI'JIdl I 

dT d d d l il l^| l dfdTTd dfdf^dt II 
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ydtr yi^ji fn<icddi i 

Hl'<bldfd't>fd<£l-d : PP dlfag.: 5TPpMd% II 

'df-H d 4r1 'A fd d 'J 4 4 4 dfd%d>dT I 

■>Ifd T ^dtSd" 5FTW P4 4r^d II 

^PrddPJprPPRFd- JpTP^T % 3TR^~: I 

jpTFP A Fd fd Hi JJPfTdnRw fRPPf II 

dT dPdMPIPP^ d dfJ 41 Fd 4 41 d : I 

m|HIdRfd Rhdl PTdt pfTdFl dFdrl PdPIdd : II 

'b^cdP^dPd -41d|dlfd d^drf I 

d"dT drd- 4^fJ »|Ndd II 

PdW dlcPdl dTT fdc*f 'rdtfd : I 

T f^dT fdTdPT dWIH dlcPdl^d dP PPdP II 

'4^3 ZArdd l dls^T m| H |dlfd d- pVF'b'bl: I 

4df-d f^Pd*4 IcPd : II 

dt%Pd drd^fld fd>dPI<J|4sl I 

Plfkd I: %3T^" dHfdrdl|ddlf4)'bl mRP: II 

d’LdI-4 dlPIP^^dlPfd^'bld^ ddfddl: I 

mi m idled I [4^1 Mrddl dT d" dcP^ld : II 

3||4^l*jf4dlfdr4 -^Idldl ^TPdPt PPT I 

tF^dPI^'blfpcd dPPPPTPd- d^dPP II 

f^Pd dcddlPdPPKIcPIPIpR dlfddi: I 

dl^bl fd- dTPP% d^Fdl^Pd-Kd : II 

Pd^dWd^lTPdRf dl^bl: RRFPT d" I 

^rdd •Ul^'blPdlcd dfd^ldRd PlffddT: II 

d%d" d|^|4^dlprl Rfr d^JWT^ddTR: I 

PldlPIdl % Pfdt dt dl-ddl^fl PPdP dfd II 

'P*-4fd dTldd%dPfPc^ddfr drHHH I 

3| fd fd cd Pd pJPdcdPd^dfpdT dl^> PPfd II 

dpv^pgirpd' PdR Rd fg4 Pd I Rid %T HdH I 

dP=d%Sd'-ld>l Rr4l4*-ddl R MP>Pd : II \o 

apff <r:pff d- d-: dYdP pp rd^ratsd%prr: i 

^PwPSPPd’ ^ dpRdcdPfdcd d" d" eT dPPT II 
*N 

dPdf^Par: Pdpplfd %T P 4 d ^P 4R I 

P44idRfd RRzrrfdrr: sfpppfr w *jMd%- h 

3pf%fd^ftw dfdeP dfd ^ d PdTd d^PddT I 

3|PP4P^ [4(4^4 cdfd d%d" dir II 
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McddMpdPd&cd^ddT 5tT: 5TPTdd% I 

rdPdrd^raPd^d^d wvrw 11 

phFdP tt i 

sTferr^sfr didir^H^rarpp i 

3TR*TT=Wr ddlPdtfd dVdld^ T dt: II 

dd^y^u|' itMMlfdfd %T d-d Pi T I 

3dlI: ^R-ddT dtdT dT PdTT d*} (d d" 

3TTf%ff^r^r htRt i 

dcdd i 3Tfr d Pd 11 viidlIdP^>Pd ^idd^ II 

3TPHIdPdddM^ fdh dl'Hl’ T dT^ddT I 

H><bPd dPddd : Pd Id I ddd^l ddT dfd" II 

d^d- dftlPH"=hI F-d <d tfd^SpHdd | 
C. ^ -N 

^PUdlddfdc^ddK^ dT fd JIfdH II 

f^Jlldr Ptf^dI d I d fd d d d^d^drl I 

d£d I $i larded T ^ ddlcddl 4dfdd II 

d^d %ddTTTT fw ^d-ddd d%T I 

gWPRTT ddTddf 'dTHId^rfddr JJTT II 

fw d d d Pd ri| d ^1 M d Pdd fd d Pd d d I 

d^-dlPd dd>d: PdTT d^<I^Pd^d d" II 

dd'-d rpcd Id dd d"T T <d)d>l d [d'ftd del t I 

t d" dtdpi»i j^nrPd ddJidid) t %dfr 11 

d<*Pd) Rf fddlsdl^ od^P PdTT dd, rdd Pd Ph 
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Pdl^dd^fdcdd d>fdrl'ld Idd I <u| II 
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=TT^T^ d s^fd fd TfpdT d d I d Id I 

T d Kd'fd ffr Pdf dcTT ^ fdld'fd II 

Hd'rdlfdd % ^fpc^d dfddlsfPTdTT I 

ditTPST T dTT TPdT: dcdTPd’ T ^JPTdTT I 

-H d d d I d dl d M cd d I d d dl ^dTr II 

PT Iddlddlddl^f ^fdHfdidfdf^d : I 

dfdfdd cdddiedI^ ^IddT^I'-Hdd II 

d^TT dlilK^Id^ddrldIMId.dd^ TP: I 

TPT fd^rdd'dl ^ T drd l-d <^fdd II 

^ 4^1 Pd dT fdSJ 'rd rfd fd d rd J11 cd fd I 

^ dl Td l d ^ dl d d did dT frjdTdT II 

’Ndd 11 T%TPdTTTTTdT I 

TOd^TTTT TPTTtT: PTTPT: Pdddlcdd: II 

3^Hldrfdfd*|dd drbldl TTTcT 5PTP I 

drddPdlfddlddl*f fT|- II 

dldd’-dld^ldcdlcp Pdd dl’Jddlcdd : I 

TPftr 5PTP dT Pdlcddd T PTTT: II 

fdf did l^ddlfd It dTTOT dfdddjl I 

PI%T %d^dPT: MT JJWd d^TTOT II 

SFdT %T dd^dl^dfddfd^d dT I 

TPTFP d J*dii\ Hlfpd dl <ulldJlflf<^ II 

dcTdf dcddld ddldldl ddddl I 

d dlTId Iddrd lT T Idd dTTcf TPPT II 

fiTP*fsfT Tpf dl j d TPTdtT TdTfdTT I 

dddlrHrd^«TP Pbdldl: dcdddd T II 

TPTTP^ ddldldl pifTP: PP PT PP: I 

d"0T TrdTPddff ddldldPddl ^*P II 

T^T dfddfd: PdTT ddddlfd T TFdTP I 

dT rdTH^ddd^ilTfr £KldldldddT: II 

TlT: PTTTPlT%TdTft TdT d%T I 
\0 \0 -N 

3PT5PPP T %fdT TtTct TPT dT d%T || 

TTTPT PTTt^ PdTT fd %T dTT I 

T dcdidldd)! flsfpT TOP d s^d T TTTcT II 

%T dcTd : Tf%T T%T TfpTrfpdT I 

TPPP^TfT T Tf dtT: PPfr ^cdldl-^ II 

3PR# T pvrvrdlfdfd'Hcddd I 
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d"dldlddKilI T JJ^r^Fr || 

dlcdldldcdfdfRRdlcddY d £'41 d 1 

d*lRdd fd-HfRfJ £ || 

’Jd<&ld MId Pd d didd I I 

3TPTRPPP d did R oi| fri fj ^d d | || 

Pd"=Y STrWFP pY^PTT I 

TdRfdd iy -d rd I d MrddPdlcHdl II 

3lddrdl % ^N: Arddl fd*ldl$fd: I 

^TdcT ddld»K: W dT^fY fdMd'l TTcf: II 

■t.d f'-H d d d r-d I d W d dj d fd^^d^ I 

3TTWTT W dlRd dvnJT dfd^Ndd II 

ddldlfld d°dIH dRfd fdddR | 

dd^dd fdfd^dId dt vdHifd d" 'dIrdfdd II 

dJ-ddd'^ldPH^Yddl: Mrddl °dfddIfJ'4 : I 

l^dlddFdd^ *Yd^r[ M cd d I fd d : II 

dTlRpY^PT d"dT ddt duKddrldddT I 

TfWFTdT dTT dr-ddd'ddld II 

STd"T f%1%: MrddHlfd^l'-dd: I 

'dId <1 WdY d^dYdddddld ddlddd II 

fdFW d I d.d d •t.fdd A dI 'J| d 7f >»dfdd I 

fd^d- ^ SPTTWd fd^rdl-ddd %W: II 

^iR^id dHliJid fdd/d^fddNdd I 

3P=*P8S1ddlM Id<&cd I^--dr|q 5Rp7d7Y II 

■^dddrd dTd- %1T ^fd %T d IA fd [Rd t I 

-^ddddl-ddlfd^Rd ddld-d^Hd : II 

3P=W: dddd^Rd ^dddd Id <IW: I 

<j<rd dR" dTYd-: ^ld5iddldrddlRdi II 

31 ^d d I fd d ^dfdfd Hrd.^jdfJ d | 

dTW dPT dirTT d" fd<5,1 d<R'ft 51^ fdtPT II 

^•TcT: ^Iddld dldMdi fddI°dcl 
C -v ^ 

>J| W FTcT: H ^ l d dRd" d" II 

^drfddfdd *Tf %rd^8iTT dld^ I 

dT dd- ^R'ft'ftMdl II 

I 

STTdR'dt dTfr d d IIJII fd d ™ I 

3| I cd *-d I d dd dRcd T PW dndTdTW: II 

odl^fdii d- dd 'ft' d : IV)ddI dPT ddN 'ddH 
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3TcfT % dP)!i dl-dd-ddl I 

Jd*dld dT^/T^difr 5TRTPPP dT ddU-dd: I 

ftrfr: ’H4m<mIh i Pdidd srffr ii 

Id H&t PTT7T Md l^ld dT I 

fdPT PTFP yfd|| 

dPld Idcd fdii %^T 51 idc^S^PT [d[d4%7T I 

si-dPidlddldl T dF^dld pT d%7r || 

dlddl ddldHIdt dT j%%: ddld-d4d dT I 

dld<4Sd'-d <.4dl TUff d^-ddd4"fpT II 

f%f^: PTT7T ddlcddld^d dcdddd fdTTTTT: 

PdpffwfPT^rdTTT p/d^TTT dMH : II 

dld^dlfddl^d': fdF&dldcdd^dc) I 

3P=^dW=:dldT4t: fdfd^4dcd d I cd <d Id d I II 

prepf +4+dR: fd^dl *rfr d-P'-dd I 

dMIidldM^ ddldld-dd4d T dlcdd : II 

3T^|dV dl-ddd Pr^twT ^TdPT ^ I 

W^: FTCTteT ^7IT«P8H 4)4+1 II 

3Pfd/: r+H^r^d PTT7T ddl4fldl *PT I 

dpJdfddffSil PTT7T dt^'-dddfd^ d T: II 

“ 3Tfwrsfr % ^<£dlcdl fdMdlfddd^: 

•UI I o+dTd fd d d d i fd d PTS^” II 

d.fd d d I fw?rr dTTTdf d l --dd I 

PTfT dlHdcddddl^ d+4cd' dd^ddId I 

W +fdd W %cT T8^lddl II 

d’-d fddcd Kd'V WT dirddcdlfdfdddd : I 

T ddPI/ dialed' ddH^ud % fT II 

pd+^iidrddi^rr didi^ifdd/ddi i 

^jflXdrd' dteT 4 W ^ cPT dt: TdTTSTW II 

anuidi^dlsfr ptrt dYs'-d-didid 

^dldl^^lddd dldfdfJ ^dd II 

dld4^<4+cd4+dd PdTT +4 dT I 

3TTT^r df4 fd »I d I ^fdPdPP TPf dfd- II 

dPTTdT ipd+T: fd^idl TT +dldd I 

dlddlcdlddl d^rf dfddpli»fd^Idd : II 

y cd ft d dd I d dT °dd$l4 ddNtf/d I 

f*dldK+^ddd4-/ld' d%7r || 
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dPHH dPd d^lT dtcf ddl'Pddl WwT I 

dTddMddrd FTPT dP-d-^d^ II 

idl'di ftp?" d i^^p-tt i 

STFPTW ddl-d: FTPr °d >m| died I d T dNdd II 

3P=^T8sfFT d^P: PRRP: FdPd^dPd I 

3Fd<b^ul ^ ^drdl-dT sb£d^ddlH II 

fdT dP&dad °dlHpcddlpH dT I 

Pdcdl^TSTW: dP^dTdTTTT d%d" Pdd"PT II 
C '■O ^ -s 

W d I'MMPvlded 5TR7 dM iP-ddl ddlPd^ I 

^Tdi<rf)'hi[d'd °diPm°4>vji^cdi<5 t-dt-ddi II 

3TT7TP?TFfp ^Tdt dS,d ^<&d I P<s) d%7T <TdT I 

dP°d I P-d : FlTd- ddl Jtf|l f^ff M | u-f| d>*ff d%7T 

’J# FUrT dc^d°dlP-dPddPsdlTl‘ dllcdd: I 

dtrPd | FPs^fdrT: «hH I'bl^l iPddd^ ^TF: II 

fdWTT^P *TFT WWTT3PTT d%7T I 

ttt^pP^ t tFftftP f Pd d d d 11 

'^WT7dfdfd 5UF {& d PdPd^d: I 

dT^raPdlPdyldrdH^ T dFUpdd dTP W: II 

W ^d^PdFldd^^ld ^drldl I 

FFddd Pd Pd dldvr dT^WfT d,'^ || 

d £ Id Id Pd d I HTedT <T:FppT dcddl fW I 

dP^pHdcddP dl^T d cd d I cd I Pd d i Pd d I II 

d"P^TcT Med^^ (d^dl (d^d>d ld^ I 

Pd4dd7FFF FTTF ddiuiddlddiuid : II 

dl^^dPddl^ j:f%cP dl-ddlcdd : I 

dT ^|*-dd ^TTSTdTFFp ddFp d%7T wfdcT II 

3TdT5frdTd%^cdTd dT^P W: FdT I 

dFTTT ffFdlPddldPFT p^P ^ d/d d FT II 

d>>Mrd^fdfd ^TTd' dT^td- fd'PfdHI I 

d-b#Rr deddddd^ >>ddl4Pddl FdT II 

fPn$T d‘:f%rd'FTPT d Pried d d l cd *1: I 

f^Fd I fd d I d d~P t:fP ^dldlMIdddFH II 
'■O 

FFTFfsfr FdT PMillddH^ddrPd F I 

'dPdd'bld rp|T FRF FPFdtaF II 

Pl^'rHcdPddl d":F ^JdJeT drd'd I Pidd^ I 

aiPd^'bPddl^d dFP JI^cdPd^d : II 
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ddl^d^ <T;W 77F7 cRT I 

SWTTPTfd’ dddld^ 7PT T;# II 

cd d dtdRdtfsd 'd I d dMlddfdd d%77 I 

f^t^dd I fdd I did Id Cd i(l ®d f*d dddd I II 

4cddlH-HpH^d d^*dPd d^fddT I 

^TSTRTr^PTtc^f dTdd" PTT7T ycd'blrHPd II 

Hld'pd M^1 <J|H fdfdJildddddil I 

4 cdJ11 cH I dJI cd«-d1 d l-dtSdtSdTT fdtfd : 

dd<|<£d4$Kld fk PdlcHId I 

3PRW dMdd^d HHIcHId ^HfddT II 

^ fd dJ I d <&d^^.d Id^ d>IHI4^d*tf: 77dT I 

fd fd dd d fill HI cd I d d^PT *TdT II 

dillHdcdHdlc^d drdHPd I fdd I ddd : I 

PdHIcHId fd'dldlfd ^dT^:^nptaTW II 

fT ^dfdd T^rTTT 'PT *7T% ddfdfd I 

fddd'r Mddldrdd'dcT: II 

dTd^T % \ddiu|ldl MdIdIddd'Hifd: I 

^-dd°dPAd>l^-dl cTdt d I dd I d d I d d d II 

d"dT fdc^ dTddd Mdldd^ fd fd --d d I 

d I dd I d d I d d d> I 7P77 5PHt W II 

'd H d °d fd'J dilfdd : Mdlddd <ul Id 7[ I 

d^rdd 1^ T dlddldt wfT fe dHfdd 

drddddlfddl'Hi'i cdddldlfd^did: I 

°d'xd^ %r dlddldt fdcd^ddts^fHcdd: II 

3T -d d °d fd J dilfdd ddfd^ddd dl-ddT I 

cd4dldfd^t> % MI'JlldrMdfdrddd^ II 

dlddldt odvs-drl didHl'344dldT: I 

f :d0cddd4fs|d 4 cd d I cH Id fd di d I d^ II 

77Hdcd*t ^d^Ml^dTdfd": I 

%T dtrdTdd dddl 4dd Idd Iddilfd d: II \o 

4 cd HA I dl "fd d"ttP7 d^Mlfdd 4 I d>d d I 
-n c. \0 -s 

3T8Mifdfdd'’id : dR7 PdTd- dldddlddH II 

d‘:<?dddl Id dId ^TT^- fkk:4\ Id d" 'dldcl I \o \o 

4rd«Hlfdfddr^sft d I dd I d T °dfddKd: II 

fR^d^ddJId dl^^dl fd^d : I 

dcdipridildlddid^d dTd-: fdidcl dtd" II 
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T % dPPTFP Pdldl' dlRHl 4-4fdd II 

MrddlrHd STTrPrd' dPpsdPqPrdPd- dTddT I 

d"9PT ddHHld ddPd^dl II 

Pdrd^tdrdId dId dltdld *Td"Rr dl-dd : I 

d ltd Id Pd I Pd Pd d I d ddld^d/d'Jd td II 

^-ddodTd'P'bl't^rt TdTd": *-Hdd fW I 

RrdPPHIrHMHpbd A Pd H dj d II 

^rdlPddl'HI«P: 5PTT P$dd<l | 

dill H Prd H P) rd PH I d spPd- Ard H IrH Td II 

Mdl^d ^TdT PdTR" PTT fTdTTcT I 
'■O 

A rdJ11 rd Pd d I dl^d" dPpdrd P d d l rd d : II 

d>^MId1 MHI'd-H dd-dldlHdrdd: I 
c. c.'-o 

drdHPd ifdd 1+^ W rdddfd JIW: II 

dTtd cRT rdHP'lrdPpH^ dldld" d d Pp£dH I 

rdHdP^rdPI^I^-lld dTW dlrdlddd 5THW II 

drddlp^(rddl'Sii4ddl'pldd^ Td" d dcf I 

d^«i: d rdJ11 rH I d Pd ^sd I d Prd H Pd dT II 

d":Rd rd IM rd H I rH rd dK^dl^dldPd I 

TTd- T ^Pd^rdd- jpprdt H <PM W II 

Ud dTT rdHplrdPd P*-dHR Htri tPPT I 

t| M H I ul rd HPd~)drd I feTTWd^dTT II 

dPHIdldJ-dHw}^ tPMdd PdRtdd: I 

W tr'-dH^drdM T ^rPWfTS^d^W: II 

srdPpjdTt r[PRpf%dTWT W I 

dldJPd fd^PdPd^d J Pi i>| died I dfplPt>d II 

Prdi}dHdlrHI*P dTWPT TPT?HdlddH I 

M rd HI rH Pd d" r^d- P^| IM i P-dd d^dH^ II 

PdP^dJrdMdld : PddHIuit d^TdW I 

fd d d I d f>| : Pd I rH dl S^THW HP II 

d <£t df Pdddl dPPT cfT Pdddl P7TT: I 

t^Pd" dPdPd-dT fdt: PW MrdHIrHd: II 

fPsTPdpp^Td P^*-ld I ^H d I rH d I I 

ddldlPIddl PpdtSPdT^fdP PfdP II 

3|i»ldldrPiPd^dTl: fw$X pRdPrd^d PP I 

didodIfd d^<Rldd Rn^ WJ^rR II 



US-P18.204ab 

US-P18.204cd 

US-P18.205ab 

US-P18.205cd 

US-P18.206ab 

US-P18.206cd 

US-P18.207ab 

US-P18.207cd 

US-P18.208ab 

US-P18.208cd 

US-P18.209ab 

US-P18.209cd 

US-P18.210ab 

US-P18.210cd 

US-P18.211ab 

US-P18.211cd 

US-P18.212ab 

US-P18.212cd 

US-P18.213ab 

US-P18.213cd 

US-P18.214ab 

US-P18.214cd 

US-P18.215ab 

US-P18.215cd 

US-P18.216ab 

US-P18.216cd 

US-P18.217ab 

US-P18.217cd 

US-P18.218ab 

US-P18.218cd 

US-P18.219ab 

US-P18.219cd 

US-P18.220ab 

US-P18.220cd 

US-P18.221ab 

US-P18.221cd 

PlcPddlc^d %7T dd PdI^dulIP; ddl P dd I 

PtSTPdTfprdlN' Pdl^ Pd JI d^d": II 

dTr]dTd^4d~lPdl ddl Vd: PdTd P^PidP^ I 

s^ld'd^lP T fdrf PTfdT TT: II 

PTHTS^Pp ri| d d I cd I cP Id P%T Pfd- I 

PddPldd : PT pdlrHi dlddlddcdPH II 

T f| fp<£Pd PdbdPd =T fp<£dl I 

PPdMHd 'bddlcPH d>ddrdd1 II 

P^prdPPrildd d P^P I d I 

dl<jPddlcdPldl'l d'j.Pd : PdTcT dTd" Pd Id II 

# fpod£P*4lfd dcd«iHl-^dr) | 

did? d":^P d- PT Pd Pi Id drdl p^d dd : II C\ -N 

dpj^dHid ddrdltd ■bd'4 dpKdd'ld I 

'b^cdldJ^dl^d fpl<&cdI^PdId ^ II 

fppptP PiP^dTs^pr: fwgr pfsfrs pPp rd P-i i 

dT^FTT W: II 

PdTTP": d Pfidlsfp^ ffd" ^"S^pTd-: I 

3T7fr P" Pi H Pi dPd dd" P d l d ddejpIPl II 

ddTt T ^driedT^pjd"^ I 

STP’FPT fd^dt d-: Ptsw: d^HP^Pd II 

3T| Pl^drl PdpPcd-dPHvd: | 

JT^raTHIP^-drdld d‘:f%rd‘ d^HP^Pd II 

'^PldHp'SRT d l^d d’HdiHIdddlP-ddd I 

^d" ltd' rdddd f:*P PdlcPHI PP~ II 

ffd~ SHRTfW dT ^Taf f Pd Td d d •bP I 

*577: PdlcPfp PTdTWT MP|ui| pfpr fddRt II 

dPPKIcPp^^drlcd drdlddPd P^d-: I 

d d-d r-d ^ dl|dTd‘ PPPT fdTt^PTfd’ bPpdd II 

£ d i'3 ’-dl b 'TPd~: d)Py dlrPdT PtTPdJ^' I 

^ Pd d Id fdPTFTdt fddldKfpfd *ST7t: II 
'■o 

cd'ddldTd^'bld P-dlP : PdbP'41P I 

PTIdPct d^lrild PPpft dl’-dlPii!IIPdlds II 

rdW dcdPIcPH M^dlcPHPlcPpP I 

d Iddld- PP dTTrPTd PT M^dPd bdHP H 

PdPIr^Pd TTWRp Pd did.3^ dP|U|d : I 

3TPr% ^|-dPHPd Pd Pd Pd' dl 4 d d bW II 



US-P18.222ab 

US-P18.222cd 

US-P18.223ab 

US-P18.223cd 

US-P18.224ab 

US-P18.224cd 

US-P18.225ab 

US-P18.225cd 

US-P18.226ab 

US-P18.226cd 

US-P18.227ab 

US-P18.228ab 

US-P18.228cd 

US-P18.229ab 

US-P18.229cd 

US-P18.230ab 

US-P18.230cd 

dPdld 4KJI4 Pdd Id H dt^ T>dTdI 

d" % sl^l (Vi T>d Pi [q 4g, d q'l l f^RTt" II 

siiPdlRi % Pd^d %T Tin'll dTWcT I 

dT-ldF d^ dr4d" MdluildlPMIddl II 

ill I Pd I q sl^Jlfpd HI —MPo s^Ph Tn q P&dd < ddT I 

ddl^Tdl dPw qdlrddrfJPd II 

PRdTdW dl^Pdd^ ddPt d" dP I 

PT ,JT: PTW Hd-d^< d" II 

d^ld^iyip^: d^npifqfq# ^?r: | 

diqJIdT^ddlP^r: II 

3rt: pqPdq fdit w yidPHifd JPdd 11 

dt % dPdl-4 pq <Td : PdTT dTPit dP# ddd^ I 

dlTiddld fdTdrdTd; d^T: f'bfdd'Y^ II 

ajddT P-l il d I d l'sfr d~ fdT dj dPd ^Pd I 

Pd&lfltqpd^ dTHT d Id-4 pMldrdfd II 

^qi-ddlTdH^Vdl d Id I^dd^-ddd^ I 

<.i Rqqq dT dPdP+-i Pifjp4 dd : II 

US-P19.001ab 

US-P19.001cd 

US-P19.002ab 

US-P19.002cd 

US-P19.003ab 

US-P19.003cd 

US-P19.004ab 

US-P19.004cd 

US-P19.005ab 

US-P19.005cd 

US-P19.006ab 

US-P19.006cd 

US-P19.007ab 

US-P19.007cd 

US-P19.008ab 

US-P19.008cd 

US-P19.009ab 

US-P19.009cd 

5Pfxq- d^ll^KdiyiTiKUi fdfTifrdd d IdPqPFP^Wd; I 

d" dlfd- Tild^q <dfdMldvr|| ill Odd HI middl'd q :Rd d I d II 
'■O 'N 

3T^ dRfd rdddddl^Pl M Pldfd^'Rd ddl-d $fkdd I 

T i^ddtdt T % ^sfpcT dlfddl dcPT fTrT: dRT dd- dd-: II 

ddt =T dT^T: TPd"RT ddlddld^ d%T d'-i'lbdddr T PTsfdcTT I 

d%T d'W^ =r diTd^ f^T dcRd- %cr: ddTdW PftfdW II 

M^fddHRdPd'ld dd- ur, ^ iTcf -qird I 'd d d ^ d-: I 

ddluid^lPd d"dT d^qjrl JJ^d- dddld^ d" ddMqPddd II 

rdfr^llRl d’fl’dlfpd ddT H^^Pd dlddl I 

% dididddPd tttw d^pr pq did-, d" % difpd q-.'-dPdd ii 

T ^sfppr dl^Pdd %fs%d‘ % dd^TrdPcdfpRft" ^iPqfdid : I 

T dxddrq'l'd P^Kdl flT dP d^d- dddTT d" dd"Pd%f^7PT II 

dePT fdedYs^WP d" dT^ddT PqT-lJ did % d^dPdrddl I 

PTdT ddTdts^ddl' % dTg^fP PqT>fpdd dl'-dPldcddR-dd^p II 

3PHI4PM rdddl^ ^ ddt fdfp8rd d 14 d" % ^fadd'Isf^RTT I 

PTdt dJHI^Iiqdd>S^'d-ddl grf d- dlfpd^^l^ II 

d" dW T 7PTT d" #f dd-: PT dd'pdd TtfdddT PT: I 

fw d" ff qiqdP^Ff Pddd: d" ddT d" fddT^ II 



P19.012ab 

US-P19.010ab Pd^^HI ^PPfT ePPrS^PT H^PPd^dTPTrT dddldd^dd^ I 

US-P19.010cd T i*lfd-dddrsi^T Wt T ^TTcR'df ddU^dcd ^RfbSd4)'d^ II 

US-P19.011ab f*TW f^TvTT ^PpT rT % %?HT: SPPd^ d^t dPld l>J|dTdd : I 

US-P19.Oiled VpfT *}dddl f^eft 7W^ d % I Tm dddddlW: II 

US- 

w prefer 

us- 
US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

US- 

*bf%T T PPTslw d>ddPdd d" % dlfdd 'bPrddd^ I 

P19.012cd ^dtfpdd^lPdd ’JPP yPdf\£dT fd^rTTRTT d^d dlPpMdH II 

P19.013ab fdWPdT dl'-dd^’ W PddJd d" dIfdddI I 

P19.013cd dd : M'I'd I dT d I Pd dxrdd I T7! y ldll&4 d~ cTd" Pdd>(rddd^ II 

P19.014ab 3ldld Ss?P etsfr flT ^Pd" ddlspil' T d?iPdc4d d" %T d I Pddd I I 

P19.014cd dd : y'I'dI ddd[\d>rddI P^Kdi dI Pi <Tdis,d d" dd II 

P19.015ab dd-*-d Hd dddlddiPP-dd Idd I T^dld Id ddd d I Pddd I I 

P19.015cd [ddl <.^ldld^ d" d^d difddd T dd d Idg. Idd 71 dl Id^Pl II 

P19.016ab ^dedd %P dPdcdyTPd 4ddddrdld^ Idl^l^rdd : I 

P19.016cd SFPUPrt cddPd $|d>K»J| T %T d *-d H T Pd M d d ■I^P-TT II 

P19.017ab ^fd^d^lfM PddK<bKU||d S7P T efdW SP^eT % dlddl I 

P19.017cd d ^ I fd d"dT % ^fdrld: yPd^dd'lcd' T e[ f^q%^^TdT 

P19.018ab Id <bdd d I d^ TrfT fTHW ^: ’JPP yfd^ fwf^RTSg^PT I 

P19.018cd T %fd" dd”tPd ePlT fddtf^Md fdfd ^d^3d I<*dd y) dII 

P19.019ab ^d)f^M^^^dHdl^dl^ fdd)Pld-d : dddd d" I 

P19.019cd fd Pd^dH Id Iy d"d‘ d" ^ W ^fTT d" JJr^ T Pdd If-d dddd II 

P19.020ab ddlddrd' ^ T ^ddfpdfdd rTPP dl-dRrdfd '5F5T dT^TdT I 

P19.020cd ddl ^jdrdlddd tJ ddddl d" d- [didI d)Kd)[drddl5'-d'dd^ II 

P19.021ab 37d>d1%2" d R d I ^d d7TTd7 d" fdTf^d^TT dd dTFrd^TTTdPT I 

P19.021cd ddl Id^dKdd xl d^d^dl I*-ddldS,dId^dId^ d" 1%" II 

P19.022ab T %cT W ddd [g,ddcd : HT: PdTeT dddSJdldddl I 

P19.022cd f^Hdd^dd ^dd'-ddOlrf ^ dfdld^ T fUTp % d>Pdfdd^ 

P19.023ab 3PTU-^rdl fy W dd-^d l ddPfd TPTTrTd' %ft%T I 

P19.023cd T ^ld^.<sPl T dPf: dd dl 3 d dl d dl o «-d dl dT ^Pfr d I Iddd I d^Tt: 

P19.024ab Vd I SI Pdcd l^a d" d I *-d dl RI dl Pdd ^ dd d d" d" rid d^dr) I 

P19.024cd d l d" d^dd I Pd Pdild Pd'^dr) dd d 1%" d rd d" Id dPVd Jild 7d^ 

P19.025ab WT ^ rTdW dTcRT ^Hlddd g^lTd' fd^4d' dddf^d-.f^-ldId I 

P19.025cd l%fPa^P ^drdl ^fdd^ ^f^dld^dfddl’Jl^rd dl'-ldd II 

P19.026ab ^^djjldi ddd-d^Pddl $dlf$«h|U|| T dddjd-d>PT I 

P19.026cd ^ifPa^ %r«P rd J|'J| dSl'7W T ^TP^T dYf dSdldd/ddd : II 

P19.027ab 3Pdts^P«IT d" PTfdW PddlSd^dS TT^- d-.lJ|J|d I 

3t; 



US-P19.027cd 

US-P19.028ab 

US-P19.028cd 

■UH H Prd fd HI *PPT S^llF-d WTt cPTT sT^rf || 

FPP^P ddtdfw: PH^d *PPr d^lcdfd': I 

cPTPSJJrf dldfdd % ^TT ^pfr Mjf4iw T %: 



(Prose SectionsI-III) 

3TT 

II ? II 

dfdd FtSTFPFf 5TTT dldddd>dldfdrdld^ d d dH I d fd <drdd 

rddrl ^d fdTidiedul I d dPd H?l H id^dd iRd I 'rd I d 

ill ddd dd I fd^drl Id ill Idddfd<&fi!l*>dJju|d J-d vlId 3JTT dl^pj||i| 

fdfdddddtdd f^dTd" 'dlfddtd^-dfddJlfd'd'l: d Ofaid 1 d ddId 

^T: ^ddldd d^ddfd II ^ II 

^fd^ - “ dTteT ... drddl d^jfddJI” TpT I 

^SJ^dl flT ("ddJMcHd ♦ %(dPl ddlr^ T- dd (d I (ddjld«-dcl xl 

diud-^d^ld d^fd" dlfJd FTp fddWT: I 3TTFT T - “ TdlfT 

3FFT ^dldPfi : dfJ JJdl'd I TFFT TJUTT ddJI^d^d deft ^JT:” 

I 3FW dlddlVddldld^ - “ STPdTdTFT ^FTP %T” 

3d d I did ^T fTdTT Pd Pd d I (Fifes' TTFcO ” “ 3ddld : midfddl 

dFT (dJ-ddj dTT FTT d^Ndc)” =ird iPddPd ^-T: d^Pd^-d^l II 

3H 

P^l^ddd dUd^uf ^ Ph4|^dI 

ddd^ul^^dd4dTPhd)!>ldldfd<rdlfdcd (W) 

Pd^ dtfd d d I #d | d dd^dr ^d cd Hid) Pd -d 1^ dl *J| m| I cd I dJ Pd d Id I dTdd d^ 

dPdd^-: ^fdd^fdfdf^cl <Hd^ddiTdlPiPd<P4dlfdPd^ 

dJldldlPdd^ fFRFT: II Y II 

^dlPdrdlPdJpi T" d I did I d FWT dlddd II y. II 

3d-did? dl^>J| d I <U| ill d dd dd I d d ^1 Fdd *d ?H" H ^d Id dl 

dlildlidl^^Hifi^^ctxjfi^^Hdlddt d^Pdd d^fal 

fPTcjtsfWfrfr 

T^dH$$d^lldJdldldlcddl^dl^KddcdlPdd>ldPdd: 

^dHM<ld>d^Md'tddl fddjlddldldt 'Jdd'-lPdi»ld - “ d^T 

dU-dddd 'dldfdd.ddlFddl'd"' “ TT TFTcT M^dPd” “ 3TTcFT TT 

dd^H PTW dHtd" “ FT dfFdd sT^T” ^cT(3TTTT:) 







tt(X) fr i wiX) 

T I cn^ft Tfsid I ^TT '■'ll H 

I cTTW 

fqqMHM ^Pff^JcT ^i*lH 

ddd TT dim 

wrt i ?ttt 

ij^rw wf^r i cf^r 

■ i 

3TTTT WF&T tt: 

*N 

wtrt 

ddipji wrh" MtTT d Id i m 

“ 3T^r: 3%: ^IIKII ^THHf 

ITT ^ TfTT:” “ ITT d- STTcTTr” “ W ITtFTT ^ 

ferrnn gjrr thtw” “ itt JX^rrr” 
TT %TcTSTT 

&W TTTT Tt TTRF’ ^rr 

fd4d II ^ II 



XT did" fW -- 3FT ijq I^51: tldl (f , SFdfSTTf 

*i [\<n SiuilSdd 10 %d:, 

dr^H^I '(.ddd'M <J R; Hh 4»jT^*4 -H Hh ^11 ^1 >^r 

XTWTWTTTTfddtfrfW dddl' W lj4fd II II 

3d d Idf fdId - dR-d y fid ^d4f^ yfdfd<&cd Id 

4dyfdd4: I ^ yfdfy<£l 4dyfdyfdf<cdd 3^ - “ 

3FdtSdld^TTS^Tdtfd T F %T” “ dcdl: F ^r^dlHlfd d" flT 

d“F%T 'Fdfd'' II ^ II 

x^rr W ^cFfr MTWF d4dfd ll ^V9 II 

sFT^rRrr^ Ffsr d4dfd Tr^nr: - “ *r sttftt crt 

cd d fd'' ffd~ M Xdlcddld f^TFT “ 3ddlddH ^ff 

frfdrdT “ cTFT did4q fdT” ^fr dt$f d4d-cd4dfi5iIdi4q 

FrW^FdTrR^TF^T dl^ldldlddSilfH d'dKIdld d^ld'fd 

4dd4dlddcdlfdd-ddd FFITFFF d4dfd dTdvF%T 

dl^l'fddSilfH II ^ || 

“ d" ^ 3?mfr dT” ^rMlfddl dTddd4dld “ (F) dd<K wfd’” 

deeded I df^M3dd 4dd44d dTTTFFFf d4dfd - “ 3FT 

d"S -d d I dl fdd<-d<MMx4 8H ^ Hid) I ddfd” WfT y fd i»l I Jd H I 

dFTTT ^4dldld): - dl^ur^Sdl-dd : XTFTFt H X.dlcdfddST'T 

ffd~ II ^ II 

rrWRT y fdfd^cd Id^ 4dd4ddd d d Td d d rd Id d- d-.df-lldM'-d . 

d>ddlddrdM^ d" ddl'-Mldld : d^dlddldldUdd 

M <HlrHl4dyfdMrdl M fd^d": ^dt 4fdd°d : I diWT 

dcd Idd Id I d" d dl H did I did f M <d I cd 14 d y fd M fd fd d^rd I d^ I 

FdTff'TT % d>d ifl fddl dFT dcd I d d I fd d" d d l Hdfd I d)"fd d" 

y<dlcddls4ddfdd: I 4dd4ddl>| d" cRTtS-dcdd. II 3° II 

dfd" d" d>dlfl d)d°drfd T fd d d fd fd d I fd dtHdlddldHf^Fr: 

d>dTd fd d'd I cd I ^ d I dJ d H f-d d ^ M <d Icdd 3dcdddl4dyfdyfd 

dTdWT “ XT 3TTFTT dF cddfd” 

3c4 d d I fdfd ffffel d d I d4 4dy fd M fd fd -dl d“ TR-dd I dd d “ 









miREi 

?PTT dd'ks^Jddi (d W: W: 

RT R*TRT:, kr WW’ 

WR, 

wfTrT ft^T^wfiT 

f^RT I feWR 

fkr i Tk" rrNt t ^ 

cT JJ^TT - dcd *T ffqR I HIHIt1 *t>: II II 

^cd drl : fkrR 'iqM — kt- k^eld, kfT 3T <TR Hi d Ik d>d. ^7t 3T RT 

MHM :, tTrT fd fa d fd d fd d %fjrf%WTTT:, <1 ■> I fd fa d fa dd I fa d 

M fTR yfdy^fafd II *V9 II 

irwr - srfkdrr fn fa d fr^rr dfdi fadfadd, 3i fa dj i d i faddidi 

fw - r 

^fTT 

dT fwr t 

■H*-d d>dld, 

YW^C MT 

RT t-ddid: Med$11 kid-: 

yfak w yra^idi tow w y fak wt 

yfa4 dT ftr T^- i diyfau 

I T TIT d rd M fa<& y kl<S, 









■izjrJi 
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